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Preface

Czech Theatre Review from 1989 up to the Present

Although more than twenty years have elapsed since the Velvet Revolution of 1989,
the availability of the production of Czech scholars in theatre studies is still very
limited for readers who have no command of the Czech language. The present
volume published under the title Czech Theatre Review 1989–2009 is an attempt
at rectifying this debt, at least partially, by presenting in English a small sample
from the diversity of Czech theatre studies in a selection of ten papers originally
published in Divadelní revue (Theatre Review) during the last two decades.
The Divadelní revue journal was founded under the auspices of the Department
for Czech Theatre Studies as a specialised periodical devoted to historical and
theoretical research concerning Czech theatre over the spread of time beginning in
the early Middle Ages up to the present day. The focus in each of the volumes is on
studies by Czech authors, as well as scholars from other countries, who specialise
in the history and theory of both Czech theatre and theatre in the world at large.
The journal contains critical reviews of the majority of Czech publications on
theatrical issues, and selectively also of those published abroad. It also brings news
about various activities in the field of theatre. Additional sections present analyses
of historical, as well as contemporary theatre productions, lexicographic entries,
and interviews given by theatre scholars. The section headed “Documents” contains
editions of archive materials, theatre plays, scripts, catalogues etc.
In the period of 1989–2009, during which it appeared as a quarterly, and which
is represented in this collection, the journal published some four hundred articles
in theatre studies. The journal's long‑standing editors Eva Šormová and Štěpán
Otčenášek have selected from this abundance ten comprehensive articles, which
are concerned with a variety of phenomena and periods in the history of theatre
culture in the Czech lands. The texts in this collection by representatives of both the
older and the younger generations of theatre scholars are ordered chronologically
and according to the topics they deal with. They offer at least a partial, fleeting
insight into the historical expanse of Czech theatre and theatre studies. Research
in the more remote history of Czech, theatre is represented by an analysis of the
dramatic production of Jesuit schools in Prague, by a treatment of the dramatic
context of the origin of nineteenth century puppet play, as well as by a description
of the venues of manorial theatres in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The
twentieth century is represented by an analysis of the production of Hamlet at the
National Theatre in 1926, set in a broad historical context. Other essays are devoted
to a variety of theatrical phenomena of the second half of the century: the artistic
theatre of the renowned theatre director Otomar Krejča, the working methods of
the studio theatre Ypsilon, the characteristics of the unique phenomenon of Ivan
Vyskočil's “Non‑theatre” (Nedivadlo), Václav Havel's dramatic composition, and,
finally, from the 1990s, the scenographic aspects of the productions by Petr Lébl.
The collection is concluded with an extensive essay on “theatre as experience”.
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Since 2010, i.e. its 21st volume, Divadelní revue appears as a reviewed journal
three times a year, with a new editorial board, a new graphic design, and with an
expanded concept of content. The contributions in individual issues are newly
conceived as profiled thematic units, which continue in the journal's tradition of
aiming at a well‑balanced presentation of Czech, as well as world theatre history.
What is new is a more pronounced emphasis on the theory of theatre; a section
featuring interviews, and analytical examinations of current theatre productions are
likewise innovations in the content of the magazine. An overview of the contents and
topics of individual copies, including English résumés, can be found on the journal's
website (www.divadlo.cz/revue). An annotated bibliography of all the twenty volumes
of the journal will appear towards the end of 2011.
The present selection is the first volume of intended future selections from
Divadelní revue, which will follow – in shorter intervals – in order that information
about Czech theatre and theatre studies is more readily available to interested
audiences abroad. At the same time we would like to enlarge the body of contributors
to include scholars from other countries and establish partnership contacts with
similar institutions in the world.
On behalf of the authors, the editors, and all those who have participated in the
design of the journal and of its present volume I would like to wish you inspiring
reading about theatre culture in the Czech lands.
Honza Petružela
Editor‑in‑chief of Divadelní revue
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Magdaléna Jacková

The Mirror of Virtue, the Miracle of Eloquence,
the Oracle of Wisdom
Jesuit Plays about St. Catherine of Alexandria

According to legend, Catherine of Alexandria was the daughter of Costus, the late
King of Cyprus, and renowned for her beauty and learning. When the son of the
Roman Emperor asked for her hand in marriage, Catherine refused him, announcing
she would only marry a man her equal in grandeur, beauty, and wealth. A certain
hermit told her about Jesus Christ, that he might be just such a husband. Then in
a dream Catherine had a vision of the Virgin Mary and the Infant Jesus, to whom
she immediately lost her heart. However, Christ refused to lay eyes on her as long
as she persisted in her godless ways. With that, she underwent baptism and she
became the bride of Christ. Having become a Christian, Catherine had to confront
Maxentius (or Maximinus, as he is called in some versions of the legend), and
her first conflict with him occurred over the worship of pagan gods: Maxentius
summoned fifty philosophers to get them to persuade Catherine that she was wrong,
but instead it was she who won them over to her faith. The emperor thereupon
had the philosophers burnt to death and tried to cajole Catherine himself with
flattery and promises. When that failed, he had her thrown into prison and tried to
starve her. The Empress, moved by the young woman's fate, set out for the prison
in the company of Porphyrius, the military commander. However, instead of finding
Catherine in a wretched state they beheld her in the company of angels. Under
the influence of this miracle they both became Christians, and immediately they
confirmed their new faith by their death as martyrs. In a rage Maxentius devised a
terrible death for Catherine: her body was to be torn to pieces by special wheels fitted
with knives. But a bolt of lightning, sent in response to the girl's pleas, destroyed
the torture machine. In the end Catherine was beheaded, but milk instead of blood
flowed from the wound. Her body was then transported by an angel to a marble
tomb on Mount Sinai.
For centuries Catherine of Alexandria was one of the most popular saints and
was named patron saint of many different professions. For her wisdom, learning,
and eloquence, scholars, teachers and students revered her as their protector. At
Jesuit schools, the highest class, rhetoric, fell under her “sphere of influence”, so the
rhetoric class regularly performed plays about their patron. Most of the performances
of such plays that we have dates for took place between the 10th and the 17th of
December and were put on in conjunction with “distributio praemiorum”, the
ceremony where awards were given to the top students in the class, and which was
sometimes held not at the end but at the start of the school year.1
1

The school year at the Jesuit schools began later than the current school year, and the official start
took place at Clementinum on 3 or 4 November. If we add to this the time that would have been
required to study the play we arrive at a date around the middle of December.
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There are twenty‑four plays about Catherine on the list of Jesuit plays of Czech
provenience put together by Ferdinand Menčík and Jan Port.2 However, this figure
includes some that were not independent plays on their own, but rather scenes
or tableaux, usually put on as part of the processions organised for the feast of
Corpus Christi. Some of the information on these plays is, moreover, unclear, directly
accompanied by a question mark (26. 11. 1661, Brno, Catherine?),3 or formulated
in sentences like “the rhetoric students performance was most probably about
St. Catherine” (Brno, 1673).4 If we leave aside these questionable cases, we have
information about fourteen performances of thirteen plays (as will be explained
below, one of the plays was performed twice, each time under a different title), of
which eight “periochae” or synopses5 and one script have survived.
A general rule about Jesuit theatre is that the plays we know of today represent
just a fragment of a much larger body of work. Similarly, there were certainly
many more Catherine plays written by Jesuit playwrights that have been lost.
Thus attempting to identify general tendencies, like the popularity of a particular
theme, solely on the basis of the material that has survived is somewhat risky.
Nevertheless, the plays about St. Catherine do reveal some signs of a certain trend.
The first originally Czech Jesuit play about St. Catherine that we know about was
performed in Jindřichův Hradec in 1603 at the wedding of the woman who founded
the local Jesuit college. This is followed by almost a half‑century gap until 1652
and information about the next play. Then, in the 1650s, the St. Catherine theme
explodes and the boom lasts until the end of the 1670s. Almost all the plays
on Menčík and Port's list fall within this period, with the exception of the first
play, mentioned above, and the last one, performed in Český Krumlov in 1698,
of which Menčík very cautiously notes: “They played, I believe, something about
St. Catherine.”6 To date we have no knowledge of any play about St. Catherine
from the 18th century. This does not mean that after 1700 no such drama was
ever performed (just as it is possible that Jesuits in the Czech Lands wrote plays
about St. Catherine even before 1603), but there was certainly an evident decline
of interest in this theme.
An even greater complication is caused by a lack of sources for making comparisons
between individual Catherine plays. It is necessary, therefore, to bear in mind in
the paragraphs below that the discussion revolves around just eight plays out of a
larger group, and, moreover, it is based solely on their synopses, so the conclusions
need to be viewed in this light.
The bride of Christ and her divine doctorate

All the surviving Catherine plays of Czech provenience have one feature in common:
none of them is a “simple” dramatisation of the legend in full. Each author selected
2

3
4
5

6
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Menčík, Ferdinand. Příspěvky k dějinám českého divadla [Contributions to the History of Czech
Theatre]. Praha: Česká akademie císaře Františka Josefa pro vědy, slovesnost a umění, 1895.
169 p. Port, Jan. Divadelní akce škol a bratrstev v období Temna [Theatre Activities of Schools and
Brotherhoods in the Period of Darkness]. Manuscript. Department for the Study of Czech Theatre
of the Theatre Institute in Prague.
Port, J. Op. cit.
Menčík, F. Op. cit., p. 118.
“Periochae”, or synopses, in their time fulfilled the same function as theatre programs. In addition to
providing specific information about the performance (the title of the play, where the performance
took place, the class performing the play, the date, and so on), they also give a brief outline of the
contents of each scene.
Menčík, F. Op. cit., p. 135.
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just one event or theme from the legend and then adapted it with a view to the
occasion the play was prepared for, usually as an allegory. Allegorical and mythological
figures preponderate in the plays (or at least in the synopses), especially Cupid, Eros'
Latin counterpart, who made his way into almost every one of them. Among the
characters known from the legend, alongside Catherine and Maxentius/Maximinus,
the only other one to appear is the commander Porphyrius, and then only once, in
a rhetorical exercise prepared in the form of a play and performed in 1652 by the
Clementinum gymnasium7 and called Virgo fortis, Catharina, virtutis miraculum,
eloquentiae prodigium, sapientiae oraculum,8 in which four scenes (inductiones)
alternated with rhetorical orations. None of the synopses make any mention of the
characters of the hermit, the Emperor's wife, or the Emperor's son, and evidently
even the philosophers that Catherine out‑argued had no clear place in these plays.
One exception in this regard is the play Actus Academicus, in quo […]
D. Catharina […] pro triplici laureola Virginitatis, Doctoratis, Martyrii disputans
reproducitur […],9 performed by the rhetoric class at the Clementinum gymnasium.
As for information about the performance, the synopsis of this drama is, on the one
hand, unusually detailed, so we know exactly where it was staged (in the Theology
Hall), on what day (December 10th), and even at what hour (starting at 1 pm),
but, on the other hand, there is nothing about the year of the performance. The
play opens with a scene in which the Heavenly Genius of Love (Caelestis Genius
Amoris) – Christ – “nourishes” his bride with holy books about preserving her
virginity and prepares her, “like in the arena”, for future danger, which is here
represented by Cupid, who is trying to convince Catherine to become the wife of
the Emperor Maxentius. However, Catherine refuses to be lured by flattery, gifts,
or even promises of power, and with Christ's help she wins the debate with the
philosophers and even converts them to her faith. The pagan gods take pity on the
humiliated Cupid, and at their behest Love is transformed into Violent Wrath (Furor
extremus), which Maxentius then expresses to Catherine: he orders that she will
be tortured and executed. In the Epilogue, Catherine receives a laurel wreath from
the Heavenly Genius of Love and “releases the audience wreathed in the roses of
forbearance”.
A similarly titled play, Actus Academicus in quo Laureae Coelestis Candidata
Partheno‑Martyr Catharina in Alexandrina Universitate rigide examinata, a Coelesti
Athenaeo approbata, ad aeternarum evecta est Doctoratum,10 was performed by
the rhetoric class of the New Town Jesuit college in Prague in 1660 (according to
the chronogram in the play's title) or 1661 (someone inscribed this date in pencil
on the synopsis), in a month when “a lily bloomed among the thorns of father
Adam”. Today it is difficult to guess which month the author had in mind with this
poetic turn of phrase. The Virgin Mary is often likened to a lily, and her birthday
is celebrated on September 8th. It may also, of course, mean November, if the lily
is a reference to Catherine, or December, if it symbolises Christ. Certain motifs
and characters in the Prologue suggest the play was connected with “distributio
praemiorum”. Apollo, the symbol of education, and one of the characters common
to the prologues of plays performed on such occasions, is given the task of preparing
the wreath. To this end he visits Pomona, the goddess of orchards and gardens,
7

There were three Jesuit gymnasiums in Prague: Clementinum in the Old Town (1556), the gymnasium
in Malá Strana (1625), and the gymnasium in the New Town (opened in 1633).
8 The National Library in Prague (hereafter just NK), shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 53.
9 NK, shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 67.
10 NK, shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 81.
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but he discovers that the wreath is drying out. He, therefore, entrusts the Naiads
to keep it watered. But the rhetoric class requests this task for itself, so that it can
water the wreath with the milk of the virgin martyr, its patron saint.
The story in this “academic ceremony” is centred on Catherine as the symbol
of wisdom and learning, while the previous play mainly focused on the contrast
between worldly love and the mystical union of Catherine and Christ. Here Divine
Wisdom (Sapientia Divina) wants to draw mortals towards holier “learning” (stoa),
and so with words from the Book of Daniel promises them that they will “shine
with the radiance of the heavens”. However, pagan scholars interested in this
honour are immediately disqualified from the competition. Catherine is also
seeking the promised reward, with Virginity (Virginitas) and Religion (Religio)
standing by her side. They instruct her on what to beware of if she wants to attain
her goal and together with Divine Love (Amor Divinus) they protect her against
Idolatry (Idololatria) and Cupid. Several trials await Catherine in the second part of
the play: first, she has to hold her own against Divine Wisdom (this scene may have
been an allegory of the debate with the philosophers), then she affirms her faith
“between the sword and the rack”, and finally, she obtains her “divine doctorate”.
The new Daphne and Diana

In most of the Catherine plays a wreath figures somewhere, either in the form of a
real tree, a laurel wreath, or in the figurative sense as a reward for victory. Two texts,
however, directly compare the saint to the figure thanks to whom the wreath was
created: the nymph Daphne, who was transformed into a laurel tree while fleeing
from the advances of a love‑smitten Apollo.
The first such drama, Laurus nuptialis sive Catharina, Daphne Christiana,11
was performed by students from the Jesuit gymnasium in Malá Strana on
21 November 1658 on the occasion of the wedding of Bernard Ignác Martinic to
Zuzana Polyxena of Dietrichstein. The choice of subject was clearly influenced
by the date and by the theme of pure, spiritual love and devotion embodied by
Catherine. That this is a wedding play is primarily apparent from the Prologue and
the Epilogue. In the Prologue, Hymen, the god of marriage, joins in matrimony the
Genii of the houses of Martinic and Dietrichstein, the conjugal deities pledge their
favour to the newlyweds, and Pallas of Malá Strana dedicates the following play to
them. The same figure, surrounded by the Genii of students, in the Epilogue hands
the newlyweds a laurel wreath, woven by the Graces, as a symbol of immaculacy
and Divine Protection. In the play itself, however, the wedding theme does not come
across very strongly, at least not from the start. In the first scene, Alexandria and
Idolatry (Idolatria) complain to each other about the advancement of the Christian
faith, to which even Catherine had aligned herself. Unlike most of the other texts,
this one takes the opposite approach to turning Catherine away from Christianity:
usually her opponents try first to win her over by fair means and only then proceed
to threats and violence, but in both of the texts comparing Catherine to Daphne
the flattery only comes after the threats. This is a logical approach given that the
final scenes in both plays present Catherine fleeing from Cupid, just as Daphne
fled Apollo.
To begin, Idolatry summons Pluto from the underworld. He sends the demon
Astaroth to earth with the task of kindling Maximinus' rage against the Christians
and forcing him to employ intimidation and threats to turn Catherine from Christ.
11 NK, shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 68.
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When Maximinus' threats fail, Idolatry makes another attempt with the help of
Cupid, who turns the Emperor's rage into love, but Catherine resists even flattery.
The identification of Catherine with Daphne culminates in the closing scene, when
Catherine flees from Cupid and, transformed into a laurel, Orpheus and the Dryads
invite her into the temple of heaven. This is a very surprising conclusion for a drama
about a virgin martyr, as it seems that the author omitted perhaps the most crucial
point in the legend – Catherine's very death as a martyr.
The second play in which Catherine is compared to Daphne is titled Dia Catharina,
nova urbis Alexandrinae Daphne…12 and it was put on by the rhetoric class at
the gymnasium in Malá Strana in December 1677 on the occasion of distributio
praemiorum, as is apparent from the Epilogue, when “the awards of outstanding
merit in the liberal arts” are handed out. In this play the laurel motif already
surfaces in the Prelude. The Dryads extol the praises of individual trees and want
to dedicate the newly created laurel to Apollo for his victory over Python the snake.
However, Divine Providence (Divina Providentia) decides otherwise and gives the
laurel to St. Catherine. In many ways Dia Catharina resembles the preceding text,
including its bloodless conclusion. Here, however, the story of Catherine is set in
the wider context of the conflict between paganism and Christianity, embodied
by Idolatry and Christian Faith (Religio Christiana). Initially developments bode ill
for the Christians – Idolatry sounds the attack and the pagan priests hold public
sacrifices to the gods for the extermination of Christianity. Christian Faith despairs
until Divine Providence announces to her that Catherine, the ward of Purity (Puritas)
and Knowledge (Scientia), shall prevail over Idolatry. Christian Faith, encouraged by
this news, fortifies its followers, who begin destroying the pagan idols. In return,
Idolatry urges Maximinus to defend the faith of his forbears and put down the
Christians. The Christians bolster each other's courage and Catherine goes even
further, appearing before Maximinus herself and publicly avowing her faith, refusing
to renounce it even under torture. What then unfolds follows almost the same
scenario as that in the preceding play: Idolatry sends in Cupid, who is supposed
to push Catherine into marrying Maximinus, but Catherine flees and as the new
Daphne turns into a laurel.
A very unusual adaptation of the Catherine legend is presented in the play
Montium Custos nemorumque Virgo seu S. Catharina Virgo et Martyr,13 performed
on December 15th, 1667, in Olomouc. In it, Catherine appears as a rival of the
goddess Diana, to whom the first act, titled “Prothesis Dianae”, is devoted: Diana,
boasting rule over the forests, wants to organise a hunt. The peasants who suffer
damage from Diana's dogs bring the goddess a sacrifice to appease her, but,
according to the synopsis, they are “interrupted”, and the hunt proceeds. In this play
the author has incorporated the fable of Actaeon, who accidentally disturbs Diana
while she is resting and is turned into a deer as punishment. In the final scene of
the first act, Actaeon's servants are searching the forest for their master, but they are
deceived by an echo. At the start of the second act, “Antithesis Catharinae”, Divine
Love tells of a unicorn that wanders through the hills and can only be captured by
a virgin. Catherine tries and actually catches the unicorn. In doing so she incenses
Fury (Furor), who seeks vengeance on her with the help of Cupid, Pallas, and
Cruelty (Crudelitas). Under their influence the usual parts of the play then unfold:
Maxentius' love for Catherine; the debate with the philosophers (though this may
not even have taken place on stage, and instead only Pallas appears, bemoaning
12 NK, shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 77.
13 NK, shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 93.
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the defeat of the philosophers and their conversion); and the torture of the future
saint. Catherine manages to surmount all the pitfalls and avoids a martyr's death.
The third act is subtitled “Apothesis Dianae, Anathesis Catharinae” and its subject
is the judicial conflict over who has the right to rule the hills and forests, Diana
or Catherine. In the end, Catherine is named the new “guardian of the hills and
nymph of the forests”. We can only guess at what led the author to choose Diana as
Catherine's opponent and why in particular she is made guardian of the hills and
forests. Perhaps a role in this was played by the local name for the Jesuit college,
“Iulio‑montana”, located at a site called “Julian hill”.
A play with two titles

Drama in quo Anteros seu Cupido in Anulo, Fortuna adversa in Rota, Mars sive
Maximinus in Gladio triumphati a diva Jesu desponsa Catharina14 is the title of
another play, which, according to the synopsis, was performed by the rhetoric class
at the gymnasium in Malá Strana in 1655. While at first glance the play seems in
no way to differ from the other plays, it is unique for us because, unlike the other
Catherine plays, its text has survived in its entirety. The text, however, is concealed
beneath a different title, Costis sive Catharis Partheno‑Martyr Alexandrina, inserted
in a volume of drama manuscripts written by the Jesuit Arnold Engel (1620–1690),
which is located in the library of Strahov Monastery in Prague.15 He inserted this
play as the fifth in his book and dedicated it to a relative, Servác Engel, a free baron
of Engelsfluss, and his “most refined” wife Catherine. The manuscript also tells us
that the tragedy was staged in 1656 at a “public theatre” in Prague, and students
from all the faculties of the university performed in it. The play was apparently
very well received and the audience, made up of high‑ranking men in the kingdom,
even called for a repeat performance.
When the synopses of both plays and the text of one of them are compared we find
that they are essentially a longer and a shorter version of the same play. Drama in
quo Anteros… has a prologue, nine scenes (inductions), and an epilogue. The longer
one, Costis sive Catharis, comprises a prologue, five acts, each of which (including
the fifth) is followed by a chorus, and an epilogue or “closing applause”. According
to the synopsis the play from 1655 has no chorus, but it does contain some of
the choruses from Costis sive Catharis – the first (at least in terms of the story)
corresponds to the third scene, the fifth to the epilogue. Thus the older version is
missing only Scene 3 from Act I – which the author, however, deems optional – and
the second, third, and fourth choruses (although the play may have included the
second chorus, as we shall see further on) and the philosophers' closing applause.
The content of the two plays line up side by side as follows:
1655			
Prologue		
Inductio I
=
Inductio II
=
			
Inductio III =
Inductio IV =
Inductio V
=
Inductio VI =

1656
Prologue (from the synopses the two appear to differ slightly)
I.1
I.2
I.3 (optional scene)
1st chorus
II.1
II.2
II.3

14 NK, shelf mark 52 C 21, n. 73.
15 Shelf mark DE IV 13.
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2nd chorus (maybe part of scene vi in the 1655 version)
Inductio VII =
III.1
3rd chorus
Inductio VIII =
IV.1–4
4th chorus
Inductio IX =
V.1–2
Epilogus
=
5th chorus
Applausus epilogicus 50 Philosophorum

If even this similarity (or, for instance, the fact that one page of the synopsis of
the other play is pasted right into the manuscript of Costis sive Catharus) were
not enough to thoroughly dispel any doubts about the sameness of the two plays,
one more piece of evidence is provided in the second volume of manuscripts of
tragedies by Engel, lodged in the Department of Manuscripts and Old Prints at the
National Library in Prague.16 The author equipped the book with an introduction
for the censors, which means that he was preparing it for print. The introduction
is very interesting, and deserves a closer analysis, but that is beyond the scope of
this article. In the introduction, Engel expounds on the metrical qualities of his
dramas, comments on their genre, and compares them with his model – Seneca's
tragedies. It also contains valuable details about the plays: Engel lists not just the
plays included in the volume at hand but also ones that he was planning to publish
in a second volume, and most of those mentioned are accompanied by the year
and location of their performance. From this information and the fact that Engel
expressly refers to “his” plays we can be certain that he was not recording works
by others but is genuinely the author himself.
The Clementinum volume contains, with just one exception, the same plays as
the Strahov volume, including the tragedy of St. Catherine, recorded here as kind of
compilation of the two versions. The reader first comes to a Latin‑German synopsis
of the play, which has the same title as in the synopsis from 1655 (“Anteros sive
Cupido…”), and it is again dedicated to Servác Engel (though this time not to his
wife), and in terms of its content of scenes and structure it is the same as the play
from 1656, only the “applausus epilogicus” is missing. This synopsis is followed by
the manuscript of the play, listed under its “Strahov” title Costis sive Catharina
Parheno‑Martyr Alexandrina. The only differences between this and the second
copy are in the details, such as a missing or differently formulated stage direction,
or different divisions between the scenes in Act IV. In the notes in the text's margin,
Engel confirms and adds to some of the information we already have from the
Strahov volume. The notes tell us that noblemen and the Burgrave of Prague wanted
a repeat performance of the play the following day; that performing alongside
“his” rhetoric students were students from the faculties of philosophy and law;
and that out of all the synopses printed none remain. From this information we
can almost with certainty state that the synopsis from the National Library and the
two manuscripts are renderings of one and the same play, performed for the first
time in 1655, and then repeated a year later under a different title and in a longer
version on a more festive occasion.
The sweet but too pure name of Catherine

Like in the other plays cited here, little of the original legend remains in Costis sive
Catharis. The only “legendary” characters to appear are Catherine and the Emperor
16 NK, shelf mark XI E 8.
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Maximinus, who here has just a small role and only enters the action in the final
scene of the play. Catherine fares somewhat better, but even she receives limited
space compared to what she has in the other plays. The author portrays her foremost
as a dauntless Christian and the faithful bride of Christ. There is much reference to
her other virtues, her learning, and eloquence, but she herself is given almost no
opportunity to demonstrate these qualities to us. The Prologue, however, emphasises
Catherine's oratorical skills. The orators and philosophers come to honour their
“Minerva”, their patroness of rhetoric. The pagan orators (e.g. Cicero, Hortensius,
Cato) are confused because in the place where in accordance with old Roman custom
the separate temples of Virtue (Virtus) and Honour (Honor) should stand, they find
just one temple. Conversely, two orators, identified simply as Orator 1 and Orator 2,
find it natural that the two goddesses should be honoured together, and this is also
confirmed by the god Hermes. He then shows the two orators and Eloquence (Suada)
a portrait of Saint Catherine. At the end of the prologue Stoa, likely symbolising
pagan learning, pays tribute to Catherine at the bidding of the Academy, that is,
the Christian gymnasium.
The Prologue from 1655 was obviously slightly different, though the basic theme
was probably the same. According to the synopsis, there was just one Orator in its
Prologue, who comes to open the gates to the Palace of Eloquence and discovers
the image of Rhetoric in the form of St. Catherine. A ring, a sword, and a circle of
fire are then used to present Catherine to the audience.
From the Prologue we might assume that the play would present Catherine,
above all, as a girl skilled in the art of rhetoric, as a kind of Christian Minerva. But
the central motif of the play is actually Catherine's wedding, and events are set
in motion by Hymen and Cupid, who this time is acting on his own behalf, and
not following the bidding of some other power like Idolatry. The first scene takes
place in Hymen's palace. This is where the wedding bed is located, and there is also
a basket or strainer, decorated with flowers and suspended from a beam, which
will later play an important role: it will serve as the urn for drawing lots to choose
a bridegroom. Reference to the wedding is made in Cupid's first words, which are
addressed at Hymen and are a variation of the chants in wedding songs: “Cupid:
Hymen! Hymenaee! Hymen! Hymen! Hymenaee, o Hymen!” And the wedding is
also the subject of a discussion between two gods. Cupid comes to complain that he
has found this girl who is resisting his arrows and rejecting a man. At first Hymen
believes that this must be a goddess, and tells Cupid to go and complain to his
mother, as he has no authority over goddesses and cannot force them to marry.
Cupid informs him otherwise, this time the defiant girl is not a goddess, but Costus'
daughter Catherine. Hymen assures Cupid that in this case he has nothing to worry
about. The female mind is fickle; Catherine will surely alter her decision and he will
see to it that she does. He advises Cupid first to aim his arrows at Catherine's suitors
and select suitors only of her calibre. Cupid reasons that as Catherine is from a royal
family she might be won over by a prince or warrior. They choose the Emperor
Maximinus as the prince and pick the god Mars as the second suitor.
In the second scene an Alexandrian boy by the name of Mecipes comes running
in to awaken his companions, Mumulus, Mandragorus, Marmyrus, Hyppocratus, and
Hyemsalus, and announces that a great wedding is being planned for the beautiful
daughter of Costus. There are some interesting details in one stage direction: the
entire scene takes place in the dark, under just the light of a lamp, and the boys
are dressed in tight, black clothing, perhaps because the scene occurs at night,
before dawn. The author's instruction is that the boys are to speak with loud,
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penetrating voices. In relation to the plot, this scene is unnecessary, but it adds
a moment of levity and charming humour: “black boys” and “little gods” (nigelluli
puelluli, deunculi), as Mecipes calls them, prepare for the wedding, gibing each
other along the way, getting dressed, combing their hair, making up their faces,
and then setting off in single file.
In the chorus between the first and second acts a mystical wedding takes
place between Catherine and Christ, foiling Hymen's and Cupid's plans. Except
for Cupid, who takes part in the wedding, and loses his bow and arrows there,
no one else yet knows about it, and it turns out in Scene I of Act II that Catherine
has no shortage of suitors. Representatives of many professions aspire to win her
hand: philosophers (Zeno Stoicus, the Peripatetic philosopher), the ethicist and
astrologer Anaxagoras, the geometricians Archimedes and Euclid, Pythagoras on
behalf of the mathematicians, Hortensius for the Latin orators and Tyrtamus for
the Greek, and a poet – each of whom reveres her as his goddess, longs for her, and
hopes that he will be the one to marry Catherine (II.1). In the next scene, however,
at the sound of a trumpet, another suitor enters the stage, and it is Mars himself,
with his sword drawn:
Mars: Quis lurco toties nomen adamtum invocat?
Catharina nostra es! Cedite, aut ferror cadet,
Praeripere quisquis Costidem attentat mihi.
MARS: What coxcomb still summons the beloved's name?
Catherine is ours! Withdraw, or my sword shall fall upon any who try to wrest
Costus' daughter from me.

His menacing words send the scholars scattering, but they soon return, and a dispute
breaks out over whose right to Catherine is greater. The squabble culminates with
a play on the phrase “let arms yield to the gown”:
Orator: Cedant arma togae.
Vates: Concedat uterque sophis.
Mars: Vos omnes cedite Marti,
Aut omnibus in hoc ense confringam caput.
Orator: Let arms yield to the gown.
Poet: Let the laurel yield to the tongue.
Scholars: Let both yield to the learned.
Mars: Yield all of you to Mars,
or I'll chop off your heads with my sword.

Luckily, bloodshed is averted and everyone agrees that Hymen will choose the
groom, and will do so in the customary manner – by drawing lots. Each suitor
puts his ring into the urn – the basket – and whoever's ring is left in the urn at
the end should win Catherine's hand. The drawing of lots is delayed by the arrival
of “one Thersites”, who also wants to take part. He hands his giant ring to Hymen,
boasting of his own beauty and talent. But he is a laughing stock to the others, and
Hymen has no desire to associate an infamous name (in legends of the Trojan War,
Thersites is an arrogant, cheeky soldier) with the royal bed, so rebuffed, Thersites
leaves. The lots are drawn in the only scene in the third act. One by one all the rings
are removed from the urn until only Mars' ring remains. He celebrates his victory,
but suddenly his ring falls out, too. Then Cupid arrives among the disappointed
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suitors. His hands are tied behind his back, and he announces that some strange
god has snatched Catherine away. Furious, Hymen resolves to punish Catherine,
intending to employ Fortune and Maximinus to this end.
Who shall separate us from the love of Christ?

Act IV follows the efforts of Fortune, Hymen, and Cupid to subjugate Catherine and
break her will, and what up to this point had been a comedy becomes a tragedy,
or, more precisely, a martyr drama. Fortune tries to spin the wheel of misfortune,
which has the points Shame, Hunger, Poverty, Imprisonment, Sword, and Death
marked on it, but the wheel keeps sticking and then breaks. In Hymen's words,
“Convicta verbis cedat argutis sophum” (“Let the cunning words of the sophists
subdue her”); the debate with fifty philosophers is intended to shame Catherine. This
debate takes place off stage, and as soon as Hymen speaks his line the philosophers
and orators announce the outcome:
Sophi: Catharina, victim porrigunt herbam sophi.
Oratores: Laurumque nectit Veritas, sertum Polus.
Sophists: Catherine, the defeated sophists concede victory to you.
Orators: Truth weaves a laurel for you, and heaven a wreath.

Catherine can thus close the scene with a triumphant song based on quotes from
the Bible, which she reiterates with slight variations at the end of the scenes:
Confitebor Tibi, Domine mi rex et collaudabo Te
Deum sponsum meum, quoniam liberasti corpus meum
A perditione et a laqueo linguae iniquae et a labiis operantium mendacium…
Quis nos separabit a charitate Christi? An scientiarum altitudo, an profundum? Non
movebor
In aeternum.
I put my faith in you, Lord, my king, and I will praise you, my groom, because you delivered
my body from perdition and from the snare of the slanderous tongue and from the lips of
those who tell lies. Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? The heights or depths
of knowledge? I will not be moved, for all eternity.

The next scenes in Act IV are built on the same principle. Fortune, urged on by
Cupid and Hymen, spin the unruly wheel. Then each time a “new scene opens” and
Catherine appears, afflicted by some misfortune. First she loses her royal cloak and
crown (IV.2), then we see her starving in prison, comforted by Christ (IV.3).
In the final scene of Act IV, Fortune decides to send her wheel to Vulcan to get
him to fit it with sharp knives and turn it into an instrument of torture (while
Fortune speaks, the audience watches Vulcan forging the blades). However, a flash of
lightning comes down from the heavens and strikes the wheel and the executioners.
The broken wheel appears with Catherine kneeling and praying beside it. Initially
Hymen appears to believe that it was Jupiter who sent down the bolt of lightning
and interprets it as a warning to Catherine:
Hymenaeus: Catharina, necdum fulmine excusso sapis?
Hymenaeus: Catherine, cannot even this lightning sent from the heavens bring you to
reason?
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But Catherine sets him straight:
Catharina: Meus hic triumphas, fulmen id sponsi mei,
Mei est Tonantis, sic suas nuptas solet
Numen tueri…!
Catharina: This is my triumph, the lightning of my bridegroom, my Lord of Thunder.
Thus God protects his bride.

When she says this, everyone flees. Catherine remains alone on the stage, giving
praise to God amidst the flames and dead bodies:
…quoniam liberasti corpus meum
A pressura flamma, qua circumdedit me
Et in medio ignis non sum aestuata.
Quis me separabit a charitate Christi?
An ignis? An flamma? Non movebor in aeternum.
…because you delivered my body from the oppressive flames that surrounded me and
in the midst of the fire I was not burnt. Who shall separate me from the love of Christ?
Fire? Flame? I will not be moved, for all eternity.

However, Hymen is not willing to give up. He turns to Mars, who vows that either
he will wrest Catherine from the heart of the “Hebrew bridegroom” or he will kill
her. According to the stage directions, he then sends his sword to Maximinus (V.1).
The second and final scene of Act V consists of a conversation between Catherine
and Maximinus, who initially tries to persuade her to give up Christ. When she asks
what is wrong with marrying God, or literally “the Lord of Thunder” (tonans), he
replies that he who was nailed to the cross by a treacherous Jew cannot be the lord
of thunder. Catherine contradicts him by recalling the lightning that destroyed
the wheel, and she resolutely refuses to marry Maximinus. He grows angry and
threatens to undo Catherine's marriage to Christ with his sword, but Catherine
counters that doing so will only serve the opposite end:
Catharina: Si posse solvi vincla per mortem putas,
Castumque foedus, falleris: perstat calor.
Conubia per haec casta firmantur magis.
Catharina: If you believe that bonds and a pure union can be broken by death, you are
wrong. Love endures, and a pure union will thus just grow stronger.

But Maximinus refuses to go on listening to this “loquax virago”, as he calls
her (loosely translatable as “garrulous shrew”), and calls for his sword. Even this
fails to shake Catherine, and, on the contrary, she longs to add the one thing missing
from her wedding – the wine, in other words her blood. In the end, her wish is
granted, and she goes to her death with a song on her lips:
Catharina: …Quis nos separabit a Charitate Christi? An gladius? An mors? Non movebor
in aeternum.
Catharina: Who shall separate us from the love of Christ? The sword? Death? I will not
be moved, for all eternity.
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Oh wedding revelry! Oh joyful day!

In other plays written by Engel to celebrate the end of the school year, the choruses
diverged from the other scenes perhaps only in that they included songs. Usually
the action continued through the chorus, or the chorus served as commentary,
illustrating a particular behaviour or attribute in the example of other characters,
usually from the Bible.
In Costis sive Catharis we find both types of choruses. In the first chorus here one
of the key moments in the whole story takes place: Catherine's mystical wedding
to Christ. As the author indicates in a note, the scene is crafted as a dithyramb, a
hymn meant to honour a joyful event. The scene is opened by a group of Genii and
starts with them inviting the guests to the wedding. The guests are made up of
three ensembles (the ensemble of virgins with lilies and lamps, virgin martyrs with
gold crowns, and wise virgins with laurels),17 and then the Virgin Mary appears,
with the Infant Jesus in her lap. While Catherine and Christ/the Infant Jesus pledge
their eternal love, the angels fan a fire beneath an anvil and forge the wedding ring,
which Christ then places on Catherine's finger while she kneels. The Genii celebrate
the wedding in song and dance, and everyone rejoices over the sacred union. The
wedding ceremony culminates in the subjugation and banishment of the agent of
physical love: the Genii fetter Cupid, break his bow and arrows and burn them,
thus divesting him of his powers:
Genius 1: Hinc ergo totus Lydius cedat Puer!
Genius 2: Dissonet arcus.
Genii 3 et 4: Arcus amoris,
Arma furoris.
Genius 5: Rumpite nervum!
Genius 6: Frangite tela!
[…]
Genius 9: Ignibus ignes
Stinguite sacris.
Genius 1: Henceforth this Lydian boy be gone from here!
Genius 2: Let his bow ring false!
Genii 3 et 4: Bow of love, arm of fury.
Genius 5: Tear the chords!
Genius 6: Break the arrows!
[…]
Genius 9: Extinguish his fire in the sacred fire.

Then they beat him with lilies and run him off the stage. While the first chorus
could stand alone, the second and shorter chorus is closely tied to the action of the
play and directly follows from the preceding scene. The suitors and Hymen each
make a wish that his ring be the one to remain in the urn; that the rings of those
unable to boast of skills equal to that of the wisher fall out:
Vates: Excidat urna, quisquis non est
Daphnide cinctus, quisquis nescit
Carmina Phoebi.
17 In the play from 1655 there may have been fewer characters than in Costis sive Catharis. The synopsis
makes no mention of the three virgin ensembles, just an ensemble of wise virgins. Given that Drama
in quo Anteros… was performed only by students from one class, this would be logical, if of course
according to the synopsis a triple ensemble did not appear in the Epilogue also in the 1655 play.
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Oratores: Excidat urna, quisquis non est
Cura Minervae.
Poet: Let those who are not wreathed in laurel, those who know not Phoebes' songs,
fall out of the urn.
Orators: Let those not in Minerva's care fall out of the urn.

The last chorus is also closely tied in with the action of the play. Moreover, the
characters and the subject link it to the first chorus: again we encounter the group of
Genii and the ensembles of virgins, and it is essentially about the consummation
of he marriage of Catherine and Christ, which Catherine confirms by dying as a
martyr. Following scene V.2, the set changes, and Catherine's headless body appears.
The Genii use chalices to catch the milk and blood gushing from her wound. With
Mars, Cupid, and Fortune at her feet, Catherine is then crowned with three crowns –
of lilies, laurel, and gold. In the conclusion, the action shifts to Mount Sinai, where
the body of the saint lies, emitting oil, which the rhetoric students then use to
light their lamps. According to a stage direction, the “final applause of the fifty
philosophers” was appended to this scene, and in it nothing new happens, just a
speech eulogising Catherine.
Spurn the goats!

While the other choruses mentioned so far have a firm place within the play, the
remaining two, which follow the third and fourth acts (and of which there is no
mention in the synopsis of 1655), look like entr'actes with no relationship to the
action of the play. Unlike the other choruses, these ones are not even numbered
in the manuscripts, feeding doubts about whether they were ever performed on
the stage, or whether Engel just inserted them to be read. At first glance they
correspond in theme to the commentary‑choruses. However, many of the characters
representing a particular theme in Engel's other plays do not appear in these
choruses; they either present a specific story or together form a poem.
A theme common to both choruses is their warnings about the snares of physical
or sinful love. The description of the first chorus states that poor but virtuous virgins
will be offered three golden apples from St. Nicholas, symbolising the apple of the
heavenly kingdom, received by those who attain eternal life. The scene takes the
form of a long speech or poem. No specific character is identified in the scene, and
there is not a single stage direction. On the other hand, the poem comprises three
stanzas, so in theory more than one figure may have participated in the recitation.
The theme of the poem is an appeal to virgins to beware of the lures of Venus and
preserve their virtue for the one beloved – Jesus Christ.
The fourth chorus is a dramatisation of the legend of Hippomenes and Atalanta.
Hippomenes is preparing for a race with Atalanta, which will determine whether he
will win her as his wife or die. Aphrodite (or Venus) and Cupid tell him how he can
beat Atalanta. “Piscatur hamis aureis fallax Amor” (Catch treacherous love with golden
hooks), says Cupid, and this advice is repeated several times in different variations.
Hippomenes is given golden apples, which he is supposed to throw away one by one
during the race. Atalanta arrives and they prepare for the race. Both of them appeal
to the gods for help: Atalanta to Jove, the Virgin goddesses Minerva, Diana, Vesta,
and the Muses; Hippomenes to Venus and Cupid. The trick with the apples works,
Hippomenes wins the race, and Atalanta bitterly regrets her vanity, which is what
caused her to lose her virginity and forced her to give in to the yoke of marriage.
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Interlude on love and death

Scene I.3 in the Strahov version, which is explicitly titled “Interludium”, has a
similarly loose relationship to the text as the third and fourth choruses. A note
written on the margin of the text at the end of Scene I.2 states “this interludium
may follow”, suggesting that this scene was optional. It, too, was unnumbered,
and it is unclear where it fits in the text: it is not found in the synopsis from 1655;
in the manuscript summary in the Clementinum volume it matches Scene I.2; and in
the text in that volume it is entered right after the Prologue but is marked as I.3.
Cupid meets Death coming from “the castle of Lachesis and the house of the
Moirae”18 to sharpen his sickle. They head off together to an inn that belongs to Sleep
(Somnus), the brother of Death. They come upon the owner in a state corresponding
to his name – he is lying and “emitting snores from deep within his chest”. They
awaken him. Sleep invites his guests inside, and Death decides that although he
usually works at night, this time he will make an exception and allow himself a
little break. To dispel Cupid's fears of whether he can be trusted, he removes his
mask. There is then a feast, with a menu that is unusual, but well‑suited to the
diners: Death, for example, is dining on bones, cypress, rue, bile, and wormwood,
Cupid is served myrtle berries, and Sleep feasts probably on mandrake. The latter
as an aphrodisiac would be more appropriate for Cupid, but from the text it seems
that Death offers it to Sleep. During the evening Death and Cupid first boast to
each other of their respective catches, and then get into a debate about what is
worse, death, a body that wastes away, or love that slays the soul. In the end, Death
interrupts the discussion because he has to get back to work. But by mistake he
exchanges arrows with Cupid, so the old men struck by Death begin to dance and
want to marry, while the young men hit by Cupid's arrows die.
Apart from the figure of Cupid, there are only several references that tie this
Interlude to the action of the play. At one point Cupid proposes a pact: whoever
is struck by Death in Alexandria, Cupid will revive with his arrows. Death rejects
this, but later promises Cupid that he will at least spare Catherine and the scholars
that Hymen leads in a triumphant parade. These few lines thus situate the scene
somewhere in the vicinity of Alexandria and link it to the preceding and subsequent
action: Cupid and Death seem to have met up on the same night that Mecipes and
his friends prepare for the wedding (and when perhaps the mystical wedding of
Catherine to Christ takes place) and before the day on which, according to Cupid's
and Hymen's plans, Catherine is to choose her groom from that legion of sages
Cupid speaks of.
It would be a pity if this Interlude were never shown to an audience. While the
scene comes across as very static, especially the part with the long debate between
Cupid and Death (though the stage directions suggest that it was “enlivened” by
emblems and a tableau vivant), it also contains a number of interesting points, and
its basic theme, aligning physical love with death, emerges in other parts of the
play: Catherine resists Cupid's arrows and thus de facto condemns herself to death,
but through death she consummates her union with Christ.
The shortest play by Arnold Engel is remarkable in many ways: on the one hand,
at least from today's perspective, it does not “hold together” very well, the drama
of the story languishes, some scenes are essentially superfluous, and others are
interesting as poetry but are otherwise devoid of action (e.g. II.1, in which all the
scholars laud Catherine). On the other hand, there are also many lively moments
18 Lachesis was one of the mythological Moirae, “The Fates” who spun the thread of human fate.
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in Costis sive Catharis, where Engel plays with words, characters, and situations,
as well as some very powerful moments. And although at first glance the play may
seem like a sequence of at times unrelated scenes, it is cut through and united by the
themes of the wedding and spiritual, immaculate love, for which Engel's Catherine
endures torture and for which she dies. That is the expression of her faith and is,
above all, what Catherine symbolises.
Magdaléna Jacková (1976) is a graduate in theatre studies, French and Latin from the Faculty
of Arts of Charles University, Prague. Since 2003, she has been a member of the Department
for Czech Theatre Studies of the Theatre Institute. She specializes in the research of Jesuit
School Drama.
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Jesuit Plays about St. Catherine of Alexandria. For centuries Catherine of Alexandria was
one of the most popular saints, and was named Patron Saint of many different professions.
For her wisdom, learning, and eloquence, scholars, teachers and students revered her as their
protector. At Jesuit schools, the highest class, rhetoric, fell under her “sphere of influence”;
therefore the rhetoric class regularly performed plays about their patron.
There are twenty‑four plays about Catherine on the list of Jesuit plays of Czech provenience
put together by Ferdinand Menčík and Jan Port. However, the number includes some
performances that were not independent plays on their own but, rather, scenes or tableaux,
usually put on as part of the processions organised for the feast of Corpus Christi. A general
rule about Jesuit theatre is that the plays we know of today represent just a fragment of a
much larger body of work. Similarly, there were certainly many more Catherine plays written
by Jesuit playwrights that have been lost. Thus an attempt to identify general tendencies,
like the popularity of a particular theme, solely on the basis of the material that has survived
is somewhat risky. Nevertheless, the plays about St. Catherine do reveal some signs of a
certain trend. The essay analyses eight synopses of Catherine plays, and focuses on the
transformations and modifications of their structure, motives, and thematic frameworks.
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Alice Dubská

The Puppet Play The Hudlice Fair
in the Context of 17th‑ and 18th‑Century Drama

The Czech puppet play The Hudlice Fair (Posvícení v Hudlicích), which is also
performed under a number of other titles (e.g. Oldřich and Božena, Prince Oldřich,
Origins of the Prague Fair, Origin of the House of Černín), even today remains
one of the best‑known and most frequently performed plays of Czech 19th‑ and
20th‑century folk puppetry. Jaroslav Bartoš has estimated that since the start of
the 19th century, when it probably originated, the number of times it has been
performed to date exceeds that of the most frequently staged Czech dramas and
operas.1 More testimony to its immense popularity is the fact that even Antonín
Dvořák drew inspiration from it to compose his opera The King and the Charcoal
Burner (Král a uhlíř, 1874, libretto by Bernard Guldener). The play's main theme
even made its way into popular fairytales of the late 19th century.2 There have been
many hypotheses about who the original author was. For example, in Böhmische
Naturdichter Alfred Waldau identified the author as the puppeteer Matěj Kopecký;
in the Foreword to an edition of The Comedies and Plays of Matěj Kopecký (Komedie
a hry Matěje Kopeckého), Eduard Just ascribed the play to the Czech Enlightenment
playwright Václav Thám; and Jaroslav Bartoš judged the author of the play to be
Prokop Konopásek,3 a village teacher. However, all of these hypotheses have now
been refuted.
Although since the mid‑19th century there have been varying opinions about
who the author of The Hudlice Fair was, no one has ever really doubted that it is an
entirely original Czech play. Researchers arrived at this conclusion from the play's
clearly “Czech” identifying marks: the use of the historical Czech, royal couple
Oldřich and Božena, and the play's setting in Křivoklát Woods, the village of Hudlice,
and Prague. Opinions that the play is of Czech provenience are also confirmed
by the fact that no similar play has been found in the repertoires of foreign, and
especially, German puppeteers. However, recent studies clearly demonstrate that
these arguments, and especially the focus to date on puppetry drama, are deceptive.
1
2
3
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Today we know that the basic plot of this play was used earlier in a work by the
Italian Renaissance author Matteo Bandello (1485–1561). In his story The Noble
Mohammedan, King Mansor strays into some dangerous marshland while out
hunting. A poor fisherman tries to help him out of difficulty and, unaware that
this is his king, offers him a place to spend the night and something to eat. He is
later richly rewarded by the king for his selfless good will.4 In his day Bandello's
stories were known throughout Europe. They were a source of inspiration for many
playwrights, including Lope de Vega, Cervantes, and William Shakespeare, so it is not
surprising that the plot of the Bandello story cited here formed the basis for many
dramatic works in several theatre cultures in Europe in the 17th and 18th centuries.
By tracing influences, critically comparing inspirational models or prototypes, and
identifying the shifts in meaning that the theme has undergone from the time it
first appeared until it surfaced in a Czech puppet play, not only can we learn more
about the circumstances surrounding its origin, but above all we can gain a better
understanding of the historical phenomenon of 19th‑century Czech folk puppetry.
In order to find the prototype of The Hudlice Fair in dramatic literature, we have
to go back to the 17th century, to a time when theatre activity among religious orders
and schools in this country began to take off. Surviving sources allow us to trace the
wide array of theatre productions that religious orders and schools used to stage,
ranging from their use of theatre as an educational tool to the production of grand
theatre events intended to promote ideological movements via the intense, emotional
impact that drama had on the wider strata of the public. The sources tell us about the
production of a play called Carbonarius Ludovici Galliarum Regis XI (The French King
Louis XI's Coal Burner) at the Jesuit College in Clementinum in Prague in 1653 and
at the Jesuit College in Jihlava in 1658. The surviving Czech “periocha” (a summary
of the contents and explanation of the performance of a Latin play) begins with a
summary of the plot: “Argumentum: Louis XI, having gone astray while hunting, and
wandering through the forest until night, has gone far into the wilderness, and there
he is found by a coal burner, received as a guest, and fed a repast: he then shows the
man his gratitude, showers him with goods, and forthwith makes a squire of the
coal burner.”5 If we replace Louis with the Czech Prince Oldřich, it is apparent that
this synopsis is equally a concise retelling of the basic plot outline of the puppet
play The Hudlice Fair. However, this does not preclude the existence of significant
differences between the two plays that stem not from the action but from the overall
structure and conception of the drama.
Although the Jesuits mostly worked with Biblical plays and plays about the
lives of martyrs and saints, this play, with a slightly different thematic focus, has
all the typical features of Jesuit drama. In it we find the tradition of the Humanist
theatre of disputation mixed with Baroque poetics and their accent on explicit
sensuality. Interpolated throughout the anecdotal tale from the life of the French
king are scenes with figures that embody abstract concepts like Royal Honour, Divine
Caution, Glory, Fortune, and so on. By blending the real world with allegory in this
way the author elevates the moral of the story to a higher level. As far as we can
tell from the synopsis, the encounter between the king and the coalman is some
kind of test of how they will behave in an unusual situation. This applies especially
4
5

Bandello, Matteo. Šlechetný mohamedán [The Noble Mohammedan]. In Padesát pamětihodných
příběhů. Praha: Odeon, 1975, p. 215 and passim.
Carbonarius Ludovici Galliarum Regis XI. Národní knihovna Praha. Sign. UK 52 B 44 n. 72. Reprinted
in Máchal, Jan. Dějiny českého dramata [The History of Czech Drama]. Praha: F. Topič, 1917, p. 75
and passim.
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to the king, who, although embosomed in the care of gods and goddesses, is at
the same time being exposed to a test (in the synopsis several mentions are made
of the capriciousness of fortune), the ultimate purpose of which is conveyed in
the thought “The end urges gratitude and exposes the capriciousness of fortune”.6
In 1764 La Partie de chasse de Henri IV (The Hunting Party of Henry IV ), a
comedy by Charles Collé (1704–1783), had its premiere in Paris.7 The plot runs as
follows: King Henry gets lost on a hunt. In the forest he meets a miller, Michel,
who mistakes the king for a poacher. The King is amused by the sharp tone the
villager uses to inveigh against him for poaching in the royal forest, but he does
not reveal his identity because he wants to find out how simple folk feel about
him. He manages to win the trust of Michel, who offers him a night's lodging. The
King makes the acquaintance of Michel's family and, touched by the whole family's
genuine loyalty to the King, he rewards them for their hospitality. Compared to the
simple tale in the Latin play, the plot in the French comedy is more complicated.
An important figure in the play is the Marquis Conchiny, who at the start hatches
a scheme against the King and his first minister and over the course of the play is
revealed to have abducted the bride of Michel's son. The King punishes the Marquis
and returns honour to the disgraced girl, who managed to preserve her chastity
by making a dangerous escape from the Marquis's palace. In the end the King also
bestows his favour on Michel's daughter and helps her to become engaged with a
young man in the village. The play inevitably concludes with villagers' expression
of gratitude to the King and a general celebration of his righteousness. The author
acknowledges in the play's Foreword that his chosen theme is not entirely original.
He claims to have drawn inspiration from an English play, but assures readers that
he has endeavoured to produce his own interpretation. The English source Collé
was referring to was clearly The King and the Miller of Mansfield, a drama by Robert
Dodsley (1703–1764), which premiered in London in the 1736/1737 season. Evidently
the play was very popular, remaining in the repertoire for almost ten years, and
a year after the premiere Dodsley wrote a sequel titled Sir John Cockle at Court.8
Dodsley's The King and the Miller of Mansfield was also a source of inspiration
for the French playwright and opera librettist Michel‑Jean Sedain (1719–1797),
whose play Le Roi et le fermier (The King and the Yeoman) premiered in Paris
in 1762.9 All these plays show how appealing this theme was for playwrights and
how popular it was among the public. For the discussion at hand, however, it is
the play by Charles Collé that is of critical significance, because this is the play that
shortly after it was introduced in France spread to Central Europe, where, especially
on the German stage, it was met with a strong response. In March 1772, it was also
performed by professional French actors at the Viennese court under the patronage
of Prince Kounic.10 In the summer of the same year the theatre company of Karl
Wahr, who later became a prominent figure in the Prague theatre scene, performed
Collé's comedy at Palais Esterházy. The performance was put on in honour of Prince
6
7

Op. cit.
Collé, Charles. La Partie de chasse de Henri IV. Paris, 1766. Second edition 1768; that same year the
play was also published in Vienna in French.
8 On Robert Dodsley's play, see Nicoll, Allardyce. A History of English Drama 1660–1900 II. Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1965, p. 138 and 318.
9 See Enciclopedia dello Spettacolo. Vol. 8. Roma: Le Maschere, 1961, p. 1800 and passim. The French
text of the play Le roi et le fermier was published in Vienna in 1763, the German translation by G.
K. Pfaffel as Der König und der Pächter was published in 1766.
10 Theater, Feste und Feiern zur Zeit Maria Theresias 1742–1776. Vienna: Verlag der Österreichischen
Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1987, p. 295.
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Louis Rohan, the French Ambassador to Vienna.11 However, these gala productions
were certainly not the first performances of this play in the German‑speaking region:
a German translation published in Vienna under the title Die Jagdlust Heinrich des
Vierten in 1770 itself demonstrates (from the published list of the actors in the cast,
with Karl Wahr in the role of the King) that the play had already been performed
before the translation was published.12
Collé's comedy was written at a time when important reform efforts were under
way in European theatre. In this process, which in simple terms can be described as a
struggle against improvisational burlesque in favour of “regular” drama, contemporary
French dramatic works constituted an important source of inspiration for German
theatre. “Out of all the French comedies that have been successful in recent years,
La Partie de chasse de Henri IV, by Monsieur Collé, warrants special attention. Its
characters are so natural and authentic, its situations so neatly arranged, the portraits
of virtue and friendship so vivid, and the manners of expression so aptly chosen,
that all this cannot fail to win the hearts of readers, as much as it has won the hearts
of audiences”, wrote Christian Friedrich Schwan in the Foreword to the German
translation.13 It is no coincidence that he especially noted the qualities of naturalness
and authenticity, because these were the basic exigencies of the new aesthetics.
Nevertheless, Schwan was most impressed by the character of the King, owing to
the very successful portrayal of his goodness, his kindness towards his subjects, and
his sense of justice. The notion of the ruler as the beloved “father of the nation”,
defending his subjects against injustice and licentiousness, was in keeping with the
emerging ideology of Enlightened Absolutism. This theme was used conspicuously
in many works by playwrights in the Josephine period, and, therefore, the response
Collé's play evoked in Central European countries especially is understandable.
The German dramatist Christian Felix Weisse (1726–1804) used Collé's comedy
as the basis for an opera libretto he wrote for the composer Johann Adam Hiller
(1728–1804). The comic opera Die Jagd (The Hunt), which had its premiere in
Weimar in 1770, marked the culmination of many years of cooperation between
Weisse and Hiller and their endeavours – alongside G. E. Lessing's reform efforts
in the area of straight drama – to create a national comic opera. During the last
third of the 18th century Hiller's Die Jagd was staged to success in almost every
theatre in Germany (e.g. it had a run of forty performances in Berlin in 1771).14
The opera libretto remains relatively faithful to the plot structure of the French
model. But Weisse converted Collé's comedy into verse to conform to the specific
requirements of a work of musical drama: he embellished the originally intimate
story with the addition of long, lyrical arias and choruses of villagers and hunters
and the like, and he gave the characters German names with a view to strengthening
its national character (e.g. the plot is peopled by characters named Michel Ehrlich,
Rösschen, Hannchen, Graf von Schmetterling), and he consistently localised the
story to a German setting and highlighted a love for nature and the outdoors. In
his interpretation of the story, attention shifts away from the relationship of an
idealised king to his subject, Michel, which dominates the original story, to the
affair between two couples of lovers. But even this rendition, in which Michel says
11
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to his strange guest, “Who would not be willing to lay down his life for a king that
loves us like his children and does everything to ensure our peace, happiness, and
freedom”, is true to the contemporary notion of the ideal ruler, and it ends in a
grand sextet involving the main village characters singing the praises of their king.15
The success of Weisse's libretto soon attracted the attention of other composers.16
In 1772 a two‑act opera of Die Jagd had its premiere at the V Kotcích Street Theatre
(Divadlo v Kotcích) in Prague. Using some of Hiller's music, it was composed by
Franz Andreas Holly (František Ondřej Holý, 1747–1783), an opera composer and
co‑répétiteur with Brunian's theatre company in Prague.
Contemporary criticism, which compared this work to Hiller's opera, was
somewhat unreceptive to this version, although there were four more performances
of it at Divadlo v Kotcích that same year.17 The music to the singspiel of Die
Jagd, which was first performed at the Theater am Kärntnertor (Carinthian Gate
Theatre) in Vienna in 1799, was composed by the Viennese composer Johann Baptist
Schenk (1753–1836). The Austrian playwright Karl Friedrich Hensler (1761–1825)18
revised Weisse's libretto for Schenk, and his adaptation accentuates some themes
that were characteristic of Austrian drama in the Josephine period; for instance, the
popular theme of desertion made its way into the plot: Michel's son, despairing over
what he believes to be his lover's unfaithfulness and the alleged indignity she has
suffered, gets himself roped into the army, and it is only by the merciful intervention
of the King at the end of the play that he is able to acquit himself of the charge of
desertion, which in this version was supposed to strengthen further the image of a
magnanimous and just King. Another musical adaptation of Weisse's libretto came in
the opera Die Jagd by Karl Blumenröder, which had its premiere in Munich in 1810.
Tracking our theme through English, French, and German dramatic literature and
its “migration” across Europe reveals the interconnectedness of European theatre
culture, and this is further confirmed by the fact that in Polish dramatic literature
a play called Henryk VI na lowach (Henry VI on the Hunt) emerged in 1792, written
by Wojciech Bogusławski and inspired by Charles Collé's play. It is thus entirely
natural that the theme then reached the Czech theatre scene. There is always the
possibility that a French or, more likely, a German theatre company had already
performed Collé's comedy in the Czech Lands. The bases for such a notion are that
contemporary Prague theatre was dramaturgically dependent on the repertoire of
the Vienna theatres, and that from 1779 Karl Wahr was the director of Prague's
V Kotcích Street Theatre, where by promoting “regular” drama he significantly
contributed to the advancement of Enlightenment theatre reform. However, as
noted above, Prague audiences had also had an opportunity to become acquainted
with C. F. Weisse's libretto. A search through the repertoires of Prague's V Kotcích
Street Theatre shows that, as well as F. O. Holly's musical rendition, the theatre's
repertoire also included J. A. Hiller's opera Die Jagd (e.g. in 1778 it was performed
there twice by a children's opera company).19 We also know of two Prague editions
15 Die Jagd, eine komische Oper in drei Aufzügen. Leipzig, 1771.
16 A summary of opera works on C. F. Weisse's libretto and their premieres in Steiger, Franz. Operlexikon 1.
Tutzing: Schneider, 1975, p. 637.
17 Über das Prager Theater. Prag, 1773, pp. 152–158. Teuber, Oscar. Geschichte des Prager Theaters I.
Prag: Haase, 1883, p. 323.
18 Die Jagd: eine komische Oper in drei Aufzügen nach Collé und Weisse, Die Musik von Hern. Schenk.
Vienna, 1799.
19 Kneidl, Pravoslav. Pražské činoherní a operní texty z doby působení Divadla v Kotcích [Prague
Dramatic and Opera Texts from the Times of the Kotzentheater]. In Divadlo v Kotcích. Ed. František
Černý. Praha: Panorama, 1992, p. 266.
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of the text and selected arias from this work that date from this period.20 It is,
therefore, clear that through Weisse's libretto the theme of the The Hudlice Fair
was not just known but in fact had been popular in the Czech Lands since the start
of the 1770s.
It was around this period that for the first time more and more puppeteers
performing in Czech began to appear. Official permits for puppetry productions
from the 1770s and 1780s contain the names of individuals who would later become
prominent Czech puppetry families – the Bráts, the Meissners, the Kopeckýs, the
Kočeks, the Finks, the Dubskýs, and others. There is a shortage of information
about the plays that they performed, but there are a number of reasons to believe
that these puppeteers essentially adopted the repertoire of foreign, and especially
German, itinerant puppeteers that were travelling through Central Europe at that
time, whose repertoire typically drew heavily on the Baroque works performed by
itinerant theatre companies. Some of the plays (e.g. those about Faust, Jenovefa,
Don Juan, and Hercules) were still part of the repertoire of Czech folk puppeteers
well into the 20th century. According to what we know thus far, Czech puppeteers
probably only began expanding this originally international repertoire to include
new plays in the 19th century, in tandem with the growing number of puppeteers
performing in Czech. The formation of modern Czech professional theatres in the
1780s also had a palpable impact on the development of Czech puppet theatre in
this period.
Czech intellectuals grouped around Prague's Patriotic Theatre (Vlastenské
Divadlo) advocated a programme for theatre inspired by two basic concepts: the
Enlightened intellectual and moral education of audiences, and the early‑modern
Czech National Revival. Theatre occupied an especially significant role in this
programme owing to its capacity to speak to the wider strata of society. However,
Czech nationalists gave little thought to the use of puppet theatre to further their
agenda, and not just because they viewed puppet theatre as a baser form of popular
entertainment. Paradoxically, alongside leanings towards folk tradition, at that
time there were already efforts to construe theatre as an institution, which not
just through its content but also by its external form (building architecture, etc.)
should be representative of a nation's cultural and social development. Itinerant
puppeteers working in the primitive conditions of the Czech countryside, who
could hardly fulfil such a function, thus remained outside the scope of interest of
the first generation of early modern Czech dramatists. Nevertheless, as dramatic
works written originally in or translated into Czech emerged and grew in number,
spurred on by the vigorous activity of dramatists associated around Václav Thám
and The Patriotic Theatre, these works served as an important source of ideas for
Czech puppeteers, enriched their repertoires, and ultimately had a significant
influence on shaping Czech puppet theatre during this period.
It is somewhat difficult to study this process today. Most of the manuscripts of
original Czech plays from the late 18th century have been lost, and only later copies of
puppet plays from the early 19th century have survived, and it is hard to reconstruct
them in their original form just using these copies. Of the many plays whose titles are
of interest to the historian of puppet theatre, a prime spot here is occupied by the
play The Hunt, or the Good Fortune of the King's Subjects – a new play in three acts
by Prokop Šedivý (Lov aneb Štěstí poddaných, zcela nová hra ve třech jednáních od
20 Die Jagd. Prague: Gedruckt mit Höchenergischen Schrichten, [s. d.]. Contains selected arias and
songs. The next edition was published by J. Eman. Diesbach – Prague, 1785.
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Prokopa Šedivého), which had its premiere in Prague on 20 May 1893.21 The author,
Prokop Šedivý (1764–1810?), was the cofounder of The Patriotic Theatre, for which
he wrote and translated a total of 31 plays. The Hunt, or the Good Fortune of the
King's Subjects is a work of his that we know of only because the title was printed
in a newspaper synopsis of the premiere, so all further speculation about this play
must be deemed hypothetical. The first problem arrives with the very question of
whether it was an original play or a translation. It was the custom at that time for a
translator to identify himself as the author of the translated work if he had modified
it in any way. It is, therefore, not impossible that Prokop Šedivý's The Hunt was a
translation, and based on the title it would likely have been a translation of Weisse's
libretto Die Jagd. If we accept this hypothesis, it is likely that Šedivý also must have
modified the play and adapted it to conform to the Czech setting, in the same way
that Collé and Weisse had done.
Of particular interest for our topic is a fact that can be found in the biography of
Prokop Šedivý and that researchers of puppetry have thus far overlooked: in 1800,
in the middle of his cooperation with The Patriotic Theatre, Šedivý left Prague.
It is alleged that debt was the motive for his departure, but it was certainly no
accident that Václav Thám and almost all the original figures behind the ideological
programme of Czech theatre also left the theatre and Prague at roughly the same
time. In his study The Representative Life Journey of Václav Thám (Typičnost životní
dráhy Václava Tháma) Adolf Scherl identified a pattern to this phenomenon and
espoused the view that the real reason for the departure of these figures was their
displeasure over the direction Czech theatre was taking and their inability to assert
their original artistic ideas under the growing pressure of the censorship that
was being imposed as a result of the fears that had been aroused by the French
Revolution.22 I think that this conclusion can be applied to Prokop Šedivý. We know
very little about what he did after leaving Prague. Surviving documents of the
Prague governorate include his application of 29 May 1801 for permission to publicly
perform his visual work or play (Schauspiel) called Catastron Passographicon, which
he was then granted on 11 June 1801.23 It is, therefore, likely that in the following
decades he spent at least some time in the Czech countryside: at markets, fairs,
inns, and generally in a setting where we can assume he was in direct contact with
itinerant puppeteers. Prokop Šedivý was more than just a prolific playwright, prose
writer, and translator. His Short Treatise on the Benefit to be had from a Permanent
and Well‑ordered Theatre (Krátké pojednání o užitku, kterýž ustavičně stojící
a dobře spořádané divadlo způsobiti může; 1793) provides evidence of how deeply
he reflected on the role and significance of theatre for the emerging national
society.24 It is hard to believe that this ardent dramatist and patriot would have
suddenly abandoned his opinions and devoted himself solely to putting on visual
shows. It must at least hypothetically be accepted that under these circumstances
his relationship to puppet theatre may have altered and even led him to work
with puppeteers. Taking this hypothesis a step further, one might ask whether The
21 See Laiske, Miroslav. Pražská dramaturgie I [Prague Dramaturgy I]. Praha: Ústav pro českou a světovou
literaturu ČSAV, 1974, p. 51.
22 Scherl, Adolf. Typičnost životní dráhy Václava Tháma [The Career of Václav Thám as a Representative
Case]. In Vznik českého profesionálního divadla. Praha: Univerzita Karlova, 1988, p. 75.
23 National Archive Prague, CG. Publ. 1795–1805, sign. 59/38. This document was discarded; more from
materials of František Batka in the Theatre Department of the National Museum of Prague.
24 Šedivý, Prokop. Krátké pojednání o užitku, který ustavičně stojící a dobře spořádané divadlo způsobiti
může [Short Treatise on the Benefit to be had from a Permanent and Well‑ordered Theatre].
Praha, 1793. The document is a translation and adaptation of Schiller's Mannheim speech of 1782.
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Hunt, or the Good Fortune of the
King's Subjects was the first Czech
model for the future puppet play
The Hudlice Fair.
In this regard, a short story
was published in the magazine
Hyllos in 1821 that is of interest. It
opens with the sentence: “Matěj,
the Czech King, became so lost
on a hunt one early evening
that neither he nor his retinue
could call to each other.”25 This
is followed by a short account of
the familiar story of a king who
incognito receives hospitality
from one of his subjects. Only
three characters appear in the
story: King Matěj, a village teacher
named Matěj, and the latter's wife.
The author of the story, signed
under the initials “J. H.”, was Jan
Hýbl (1786–1834), an editor at
Hyllos. It would be naïve to believe
that the author invented this tale
by coincidence and independently
of any influence from any of the
known dramatic renditions.
Support for this premise is found
even in the very form of the short
tale: the narrative is abruptly
interrupted several times by
direct speech in a style suggestive
of dialogue in a play. The author An engraving by J. B. Simoneta published in Ch. Collé
used direct speech primarily at La Partie de Chasse de Henry IV., 1766.
points describing what happens
in the village cottage, where Matěj addresses the king several times: “It is my
pleasure, Matěj, sir, they also call me Matěj, sit and rest as though you were at home,
make yourself comfortable and remove your coat”, “Matěj, eat here as though you
were at home”, “Dance with my wife, Matěj”, and all this within a short stretch of
the story – in just eighteen sentences. Also striking are the detailed descriptions
here, which are likely verbalisations of on‑stage action or of visual or audio stimuli.
Therefore, the question to ask is which work (at a time when Hiller's opera Die
Jagd was widely known and when audiences may also have been aware of Šedivý's
play) Hýbl took his inspiration from. I believe there are two possibilities: 1) Hýbl's
source may have been a Czech dramatic work (hypothetically, perhaps Prokop
Šedivý's The Hunt) based on an earlier version of this theme, localised to the Czech
environment, and then used directly as the model for The Hudlice Fair. What is
interesting is that the name “Matěj”, a characteristic feature of our puppet play,
25 J. H. Povídka [A Short Story]. Hyllos, 1821, vol. 2, p. 6.
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appears for the first time in this story. This interpretation assumes that Hýbl's
work is a substantially shortened adaptation of his source, as the plot of his story
would be insufficient for a drama or opera production. 2) Hýbl's story was a prose
rendering of an already existing puppet play, absent from which are Prince Oldřich
and the episode about the traitor from the House of Vršovec; otherwise the basic
plot outline of the two works is the same. However, if the puppet play The Hudlice
Fair already existed in 1821, it must be assumed that it was not very well known,
or otherwise it is unlikely that Hýbl would have published his story in a magazine
targeting a wide readership.
In 1851 Karl Roth published a paper titled Czech Puppeteers (Čeští marionetáři),
in which some of the dialogue from this puppet play was published for the first
time.26 The text was published in full for the first time in 1862 in The Comedies
and Plays of Matěj Kopecký (Komedie a hry Matěje Kopeckého). Over time, other
versions, specific to particular puppeteers and puppeteer families, were published.
They are evidence of that permanent process of mutation (wherein individual
details or themes fall away and others are added) that is so characteristic of
folkloric phenomena and at least partly depends on an oral tradition. All the
differences arise either randomly (puppeteers performing from memory forget
something in the text or randomly add something new) or deliberately out of an
effort to improve the text, but they in no way affect the basic identity of the play
as defined by its plot outline: Prince Oldřich is lost in Křivoklát Woods; he is saved
and treated to hospitality by Matěj, a poor coalman, who is then elevated to noble
rank. It is clear that this theme was not original, that the Czech author may have
been familiar with the most recent stage version of the tale, and that he was very
likely familiar with the Latin Jesuit play about the French king and his coalman
(in both the ruler's counterpart is a coalman and both conclude at the royal court
with the coalman elevated to the nobility).
More important than tracing sources of inspiration is comparing the shifts
in meaning that occur in the individual works, which primarily stem from the
conception of the relationship between the two main characters: the ruler and
his subject. The specific choice of ruler in The Hudlice Fair has two functions.
Prince Oldřich adds a historical and Czech dimension to the play, but of even more
significance is his emblematic function: in Czech literature of the late 18th and early
19th centuries Oldřich was a symbol of enlightened, humanistic rule. The paradox
of this is that in reality Oldřich was one of the most brutal rulers in Czech history,
but the legend that he married a village girl named Božena sufficed to banish any
memory of his brutality and violence in the Czech Lands. It was, however, typical
of the National Revivalists' relationship to history that they selected only those
phenomena that heartened national awareness. The identification of Oldřich with
Enlightenment ideals is presented in its most unalloyed form in Antonín Zima's
historical drama Oldřich and Božena (Oldřich a Božena; premiere 1789).27 It can be
said that the author uses Oldřich to endorse this ideal. However, what is important
is that Zima's Oldřich seeks support from the people against the treasonous knights
because he is fully convinced of the loyalty of simple folk and their devotion to their
ruler. Collé's and Weisse's king appears incognito in order to convince himself of
this devotion. This theme is absent from The Hudlice Fair, where, on the contrary,
Oldřich conceals his name and status because he believes the coalman will probably

26 Roth, Karel. Čeští marionetáři [Czech Puppeteers]. Lumír, 1851, pp. 1092–1095, 1119–1124.
27 See Hýsek, Miloslav. K Zimově hře Oldřich a Božena [On Zima's Play Oldřich and Božena]. In Zima,
Antonín Josef. Oldřich a Božena. Praha: Česká akademie věd a umění, 1940, pp. 5–21.
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help him if he believes him to be of the same social rank: “…to be surer, I shall go
with this man, reveal not my name, and call myself Matěj. He is also Matěj, and
will be pleased by this,” says Oldřich in the earliest surviving copy of the play.28
The villagers actually say nothing about their relationship to their ruler during the
play; the trust that forms between Oldřich and Matěj derives solely from the liking
they take to each other. Jan Port believes that in the Latin play the coalman and
his son were conceived as “peasant fools” and their comic scenes followed directly
in the tradition of Carnival masquerades and comic intermezzos, wherein, from
their lofty position, educated and urban elites made fun of villagers.29 There is no
support for this interpretation in the periocha cited above, but it is, nonetheless,
quite likely that its villagers are comic characters. At any rate, it is clear in the Jesuit
play that there is an insurmountable distance between the King, whose peaceful
sleep is seen to be the god of dreams, and the ordinary coalman. Dodsley's King,
wandering through the woods, has already made a surprising realisation: “What
is the advantage now that I am a king? The night does not defer to me: I cannot
see or walk better than anyone else. Who is a king? Is he wiser than another?”30
Nevertheless, comicality is encoded in the name of his counterpart, John Cockle. In
Collé's play, not just the ruler but basically even the villagers are idealised, as though
reflecting a slight influence from Renaissance pastorales, their carefree world of
shepherds and shepherdesses and idyll of life in open nature, and their popular use
of the themes of disguise and mistaken identity. Only the wilful Marquis's intrigue
puts the action back in the contemporary world of disagreement and onflict, and
in this sense the villagers, and the depiction of their sense of honour and justice, in
contrast to the world of the court, serve to articulate the author's social criticism.
In Czech puppet theatre Matěj the coalman and his wife represent realistic village types, something quite rare in Czech dramatic literature of the first half of
the 19th century. By oscillating between realistic detail and mild comic hyperbole
the author succeeded in creating uniquely vital characters. Unlike earlier plays
that conventionally made fun of village characters, there is a different drift to the
confrontation offered here between two worlds, that of the majestic ruler and that
of the simple villager: the comic effect stems from their different ways of thinking and it operates in both directions. An illustrative example of this humorous
misunderstanding is the dialogue between Oldřich, who is trying to find the route
to the capital, and one of the coalmen in the first act:
Oldřich: Excuse me, my friend, tell me where I am?
Peter: Why, Lord Almighty, you're in the woods.
Oldřich: Yes, I see I'm in the woods, but what woods are these?
Peter: What woods? Pinewoods, though you'll also find the odd birch tree hereabouts.31

To Oldřich and his way of thinking, there are humorous elements to the way
the villagers behave and think, but conversely, Oldřich's conduct is also odd and
hence humorous in the eyes of the villagers. They show surprise at the idea that
someone could grow tired from just walking in the woods, or is unable to help

28 Kníže Oldřich aneb Založení pražského posvícení [A Prince Oldřich, or, The Founding of the Prague
Fair]. In Bartoš, Jaroslav. Bedřich Smetana a loutkové divadlo. Praha: Brázda, 1949, p. 70.
29 Port, Jan. Divadelní akce škol a bratrstev v období Temna [Theatre Activities of Schools and
Brotherhoods in the Period of Darkness]. Manuscript. Department for the Study of Czech Theatre
of the Theatre Institute, Prague.
30 Nicoll, A. Op. cit.
31 Posvícení v Hudlicích [The Hudlice Fair]. In Bartoš, Jaroslav. Komedie a hry českých lidových loutkářů.
Praha: Orbis, 1959, p. 151.
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himself, or offers money for kindly assistance. Only once an understanding and
tolerance emerges between the two sides is a friendship between equals formed. In
comparison with Collé's and Weisse's versions, The Hudlice Fair contains no trace of
the villagers' trying even indirectly to insinuate themselves into Oldřich's confidence;
they are guided foremost by duty, and then custom, and when the Prince wants to
invite Matěj and his wife to visit him at the fair, the chosen time must suit them,
even though that means moving the date of the Prague fair. In the end, they even
remain unruffled by their “audience” at the castle. They call Božena “Goodwife”,
and Matěj's wife Hana asks her how her potato crop did. Matěj is more amused
by being named Count Černín than he is surprised by it or moved enough to bow
down to Oldřich. A version of the story by a puppeteer named Karfiola ends with
the call “Long live Oldřich and Božena, long live Count Černín and his wife!”, while
a version by a puppeteer named Majzner closes with the knights singing: “Long
live you, our Czech prince, and Count Černín, too, together we sing to you, long live
all who live! Long live the Czech Lands, and all its countrymen too, for your Czech
prince lives happily with you.”32 However, although this closing scene may at first
glance resemble the finales in Weisse's and Hiller's operas, in the context of this
play it is clearly remote in spirit from their encomiastic scenes.
An interesting problem, which mostly had to be dealt with by dramaturges staging
this play, is the episode with Kochan from the House of Vršovec. In the exposition
of the play, Kochan expresses a vengeful desire to kill Oldřich, but his character
does not reappear in the play, and the theme of the struggle between the House of
Vršovec and the Přemyslid Prince is pursued no further. While schemers (from Lord
Lurewel in the English play through to Count Schmetterling in the German opera)
occupy a logical and very important place in the individual plays on this tale – by
punishing them the King demonstrates his fatherly concern for his people – the
traitorous Vršovec has no further function in the structure of the play. The lack of
logic here may actually support the hypothesis that The Hudlice Fair was originally
written as a longer play, in which the Vršovec theme was enlarged on, and that
it was shortened to a format more appropriate for puppet theatre. Unlike other
plays by Czech puppeteers, The Hudlice Fair places heavy emphasis on the theme
of patriotism. It provides a typical portrait of the real situation in the first half
of the 19th century: while the villagers feel no need to emphasise their natural
relationship with the Czech language, expressions of patriotism come primarily
from the Prince and his knights. Because this theme is not incorporated into any
dramatic situation – the knights mainly declare their patriotism in a number of
songs – it seems initially that, like the theme of the House of Vršovec, it is a theme
that has been borrowed from somewhere else and inserted or added to the play.
Regardless of how these two themes made it into the play, they are a part of it,
and as such they shape its meaning. While the episode with Vršovec invokes an
historical atmosphere, Oldřich's patriotism, the emphasis on the fact that he is
Czech, is one means whereby the play effaces social differences, which in the 19th
century were not just social but national in character, and introduces the theme
of human equality.
In 1841, Petr M. Veselský wrote a description of a particular country festival in
which he referred to a puppet performance he saw there: “the glorious, national,
heroically‑patriotically‑sadly sweet drama and singspiel ‘Oldřich and Božena’ […]
Were I to write here what I heard and saw there, I should worry about squandering
32 Bartoš, J. Op. cit. 1949, p. 84.
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your good will”,33 wrote Veselský. His ironic and negative view of not just the
performance but the play as a whole is typical of the time, when, in the interest
of bolstering national awareness, many in Jungmann's generation were more
interested in the prestige function of art. The notion of the theatre as a sublime
temple of art prevented them from accepting not just puppet theatre but other
forms of dramatic folk productions too. Several decades later the writer Julius
Zeyer adopted a different stance towards the play. He hired a folk puppeteer to
entertain his friends visiting him in the Southern Bohemian town of Vodňany and
the puppeteer performed The Hudlice Fair for them. “Well? Isn't it marvellous,” he
asked his guests, pleased at having been able to offer them such a special experience.
“The National [Theatre] has never staged anything better.”34 Let's make no mistake,
there is an ironic subtext to this statement, but it is the grand National Theatre, as
well as the naïve folk play, that the irony applies to. If we are to comment on the
disparity of these two opinions we can note that since the time the play originated
up to the present day it has been performed over and over again, and this clearly
testifies to its vitality, both for the general public in the 19th century and for late
20th‑century audiences of professional puppet theatre, and so the test of time
identifies P. M. Veselský as the one who failed to understand the play. Nevertheless,
this polarity of opinion seems to have persisted. Discussions of 19th‑century puppet
theatre, which is usually assessed in its entirety, tend to emphasise the crudeness
of this art form and highlight as negative phenomena its imitation of stage drama,
its lack of sophistication, and so on. Yet it must be borne in mind that the play's
folk character, that is, its fusion with the specific rural environment and public it
was intended for, is one of its crucial features. In the opening of this text we looked
at the play's thematic resemblance to dramatic works dating from the 17th and
18th centuries, showing that Czech puppet theatre at that time had the capacity
to assimilate stimuli emerging out of early modern theatre culture and, therefore,
that it was not isolated in the middle of Europe and enclosed within the enclave of
the Czech countryside. On the other hand, observing the basic relationship between
ruler and subject as it evolved in relation to the changing contemporary social
awareness reveals the ability of Czech puppeteers to interpret these stimuli in an
original way. However, it is clear that both the way the play is structured (shortened,
limited to one theme and applying only several characters), which was determined
by the exigencies of the puppetry stage, and its “comic naïveté”, resulting from
the action being viewed from the villagers' perspective, contribute crucially to the
overall meaning of The Hudlice Fair, which is something that distinguishes this play
from the earlier works. In this play, for the first time the obligatory evaluation of
common folk in terms of how much they honour and esteem their ruler is omitted.
The Enlightenment ideal of a ruler, which was advanced from the “top down” by
enlightened authorities, has been abandoned, and the world is assessed according
to the democratic notions of simple folk. The relationship between Prince Oldřich
and coalman Matěj is the manifestation of a relationship based on recognition of
human equality. It is in this kind of folk culture, free of pathos or sentimentality,
that it is also possible to see the basic premise that made The Hudlice Fair such an
endurable classic of Czech puppet theatre.
33 Veselský, Petr. M. Květy 8, 1841, p. 304. The article shows that The Hudlice Fair was already a generally
well‑known play in the early 1840s.
34 Herites, František. Vodňanské vzpomínky Fr. Heritesa [The Vodňany Memoirs of Fr. Herites]. Praha:
Máj, 1904, p. 78.
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Alice Dubská (1938) graduated from the Theatre Studies Department of the Faculty of Arts,
Charles University, Prague. Between 1967–1993, she worked at the Department for Czech
Theatre Studies of the Institute of Czech and World Literatures. From 1997 to 2010 she held
lectures at the Department of Alternative and Puppet Theatre of DAMU, Prague (Theatre
Faculty, Academy of Performing Arts). She is an author of a number of essays and scholarly
articles. In 2004, she published a book Dvě století českého loutkářství (Two Centuries of
Czech Puppet Theatre).
Alice Dubská: The Puppet Play “The Hudlice Fair” in the Context of 17th‑ and 18th‑Century
Drama. The Czech puppet play The Hudlice Fair (Posvícení v Hudlicích), which is also
performed under a number of other titles (e.g. Oldřich and Božena, Prince Oldřich, Origins
of the Prague Fair, Origin of the House of Černín), even today remains one of the best‑known
and most frequently performed plays of Czech 19th‑ and 20th‑century folk puppetry. Some
scholars have estimated that the number of times it has been performed since the beginning
of the 19th century, when it probably originated, to date exceeds that of the most frequently
staged Czech dramas and operas. More testimony to its immense popularity is the fact
that even Antonín Dvořák drew inspiration from it to compose his opera The King and the
Charcoal Burner (Král a uhlíř, 1874, libretto by Bernard Guldener).
Although since the mid‑19th century there have been varying opinions about who the author
of The Hudlice Fair was, no one has ever really doubted the fact that it is an entirely original
Czech play. However, recent studies clearly demonstrate that this opinion is deceptive.
Today we know that the basic plot of this play was used earlier in a work by the Italian
Renaissance author Matteo Bandello (1485–1561). His story The Noble Mohammedan was
known throughout Europe and was a source of inspiration for many playwrights, including
Lope de Vega, Cervantes, and William Shakespeare. The plot of Bandello's story formed the
basis for many European dramatic works written in the 17th and 18th centuries. The essay
traces various influences and compares inspirational models or prototypes in order to uncover
circumstances surrounding its origin. By a close examination of various foreign sources, the
essay presents an overview of the historical phenomenon of 19th‑century Czech folk puppetry.
Key words: Puppet theatre – Drama – The Hudlice Fair – Genesis of text.
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Pavla Pešková

The Chateau Stages of the Wallenstein Family
in Bohemia and Moravia

The best‑known chateau theatres in the Czech Republic are in Český Krumlov and
in Litomyšl. Less well‑known theatres that have survived to date can be found,
for instance, in the chateaus in Nové Hrady, Mnichovo Hradiště, Kačina, Hluboká,
Třeboň, and Kozel near Pilsen. It seems few people today are aware that in the 18th
and 19th centuries almost every noble residence, chateau, or palace had a private
theatre of its own. According to historical records, in those two centuries there
were around 300 theatres owned by the aristocracy in the Czech lands. Barely two
dozen of them have survived to the present day.
The demise of these private theatres occurred for various reasons. Most of
them were renovated to be put to some other use once the owners lost interest
in having a theatre, and the scenery was then distributed among local amateur
troupes or stored in cellars or other neglected spaces where the fragile materials
succumbed to the effects of time. Many of the sets were destroyed in fires. In the
best cases, the theatre itself was used as a storeroom for unnecessary and unused
things, and the theatre equipment silently decayed. But at least some parts have
survived to date to tell us something about the splendour and magnificence of the
chateau stage. In rare cases historical documents have been preserved that provide
valuable information about the theatres in their time. Most of our knowledge
relates to the original chateau theatres. Only rarely is the location of the hall in
the chateau uncertain.
One noble family with strong ties to the theatre in the late 18th and early 19th
centuries was the Wallensteins (Wallenstein family). Members of the many branches
of this large Czech dynasty had theatres in their chateaus in Litomyšl, Mnichovo
Hradiště, Duchcov, Třebíč, and Kozel, and they also built a theatre in their palace
in Malá Strana in Prague.1
The Wallenstein Family Archive (the WFA, located in the Regional State Archives
in Prague – SOA) contains a number of documents that provide evidence of the
Wallenstein family's activities in the theatre. Such documents include programmes
and invitations to performances, both in Prague's public theatres and in the
private theatres of other noble families. The names of cast members in these
performances indicate that the Wallensteins often themselves actively participated
in the performances at their friends' theatres.
1

The research trail also led to chateaus in Doksy and Bělá pod Bezdězem, but except for one mention
of a tragedy performed at the chateau in Doksy, no other information on private performances at
these two Wallenstein residences were discovered. The ground plans for the chateaus contain no
signs of any theatres, the chateau inventories make no mention of any theatre halls. Although there
is a strong assumption that theatre was performed at these sites, the performances must have been
just occasional, family productions.
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The WFA contains several dramatic works, one of which is explicitly dedicated
to the family. It also holds some original works written by members of the family.
These include poems, elegies, and even one play.
The Chateau Theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště

The history of the Wallenstein's chateau theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště stretches
back to around the second half of the 18th century. The chateau's current Baroque
appearance dates from 1697–1703 and the lifetime of Arnošt Josef of Wallenstein
(† 1708), and except for some minor alterations it has remained unchanged up to
the present. Marc Antonio Canevale, the court builder to the Wallenstein family,2
was the architect of that renovation, during which a spacious two‑storey dance
hall was built on the southern corner of the chateau. The dance hall was later
converted into a theatre.
In 1708 the chateau was inherited by František Josef (1680–1722), who from 1704
was married to Marie Markéta Černínová of Chudenice, a woman who for her
piety and the simplicity of her lifestyle later became known as the “Mother of the
Capuchins”.3 The couple used to attend theatre performances at the Piarist seminary
at Kosmonosy Monastery.4 As an Imperial Court judge, Count František Josef often
hosted great banquets, parties, and balls when he was in Prague and in Vienna.
A great lover of music and song, and an expert on these arts, during his life he had
his own musical group and perhaps also his own theatre,5 but two years before his
death he underwent a change and began to follow the pious example of his wife.
In 1727 František Arnošt Heřman (1706–1748) became head of the estate in
Mnichovo Hradiště. Eventually, he too followed the example of his parents. He joined
the order of St. Francis and died in 1848 as a Capuchin. The estate then passed to
his son, Johann Vincenc Ferrerius (1731–1797). During his life František Arnošt saw
to it that his son obtained a musical education. Johann Vincenc regularly attended
the theatre at Kosmonosy Monastery and was sent by his father to Prague to see
performances of comedies and operas accompanied by his preceptor.6
Count Vincenc was by far the strongest aficionado of the theatre arts in the
Wallenstein family. After the palace and palace gardens in Malá Strana were
reconstructed, he tried to establish a second Prague theatre in the palace riding
hall – first with the impresario Molinari and a few years later with the French
company Bourgoin. However, both times he was opposed by the Old Town Hall,
which obtained income from renting out the V Kotcích Street Theatre to the
contemporary impresario Bustelli. Members of the Old Town Council explained
that they feared the competition would be too much given an insufficiently large
public to support two theatres, which would result in both of them failing. The
dispute apparently dragged on for some time and the tone of the councillors'
objections becomes stronger in later documents. Ultimately the Council blocked
the establishment of a second theatre in Wallenstein Palace.7 Vincenc of Wallenstein
had at least a private theatre built in his palace in Prague, and he also built a theatre
in his chateau in Mnichovo Hradiště and then in Třebíč in Moravia.
2
3
4
5
6
7
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Vlček, Pavel. Encyklopedie českých zámků [An Encyclopaedia of Czech Chateaus]. Praha: Libri, 1994,
p. 195.
Šimák, Josef Vítězslav. Máti kapucínů [Mother of the Capuchins]. Sborník od pravěku k dnešku II.
Praha: Historický klub, 1930, pp. 163–183.
Oral report from Eva Mikanová, July 2003.
Šimák, J. Op. cit., pp. 164–165.
Oral report from E. Mikanová, July 2003.
SOA Prague (Regional State Archives in Prague), WFA, inv. n. 2929 I‑6/A 17.
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Internal structural renovations were made to the chateau in Mnichovo Hradiště
during Vincenc of Wallenstein's lifetime, and it was probably then that the dance
hall was converted into a theatre.8 Count Vincenc's files held in the WFA include
his accounts of expenditures on an opera, comedies (i.e. plays) and an orchestra.9
In 1785 his accounts list expenditure on beer for “Musicanten” and “Musicanten
von Saal”, and though this need not necessarily be tied to a theatrical event, there
is also an expense for “Soldaten aus der Komödie”.10 It thus seems very likely that
in the 1780s some kind of makeshift theatre existed in the dance hall and was used
for occasional theatrical events.
There are no detailed reports about what the chateau theatre looked like. The
only mention of this is found in the chateau inventories, and it does not appear
until 1798, in a note about a theatre “laid in brick”.11 Except for the remains of
some decorations that were later moved to the former chateau kitchen, nothing
has survived of the original chateau theatre.
After Vincenc, Mnichovo Hradiště was inherited by his eldest son, Arnošt Filip
(1764–1832). Although nothing is known of whether he shared his father's fondness
for the arts, it can certainly be assumed he did. He died just one year before the
renovated chateau theatre was opened in 1833, overseen by his son Kristián Vincenc
Arnošt (1794–1858).
These renovations were carried out in preparation for a politically important
and socially prestigious event that was to take place at the chateau: a meeting of
the three rulers of the Holy Alliance, who were planning to discuss how to suppress
emerging liberal tendencies in the parts of Europe they ruled over. Attendance was
expected from the Austrian Emperor Franz I, Tsar Nicholas I of Russia, and the
Prussian Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm I, along with their large retinues. While
the preparations for this event were fervently under way, Count Kristián moved his
family away from the chateau.12 The chateau theatre also underwent renovations for
this occasion. The entire theatre hall was reconstructed, the stage was substantially
expanded and given a late Classicist design, and the theatre was equipped with a
completely new set of scenery. The chateau theatre was given a grand opening in
September 1833, and for three evenings it hosted performances by companies from
the Prague Theatre of the Estates.13
In 1858, after Kristián's death, the chateau passed to his eldest son, Arnošt
František de Paula (1821–1904). Theatre continued to be performed even after 1833,
and evidence of this is the surviving inventory of the hall's equipment. Sources and
literature also provide some evidence of this.14
8

9
10
11
12
13
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Although the theatre continued to host performances under Arnošt František, it
no longer had the same active stage life after the death of Kristián, who had been
an enthusiastic patron of the theatre. Political and social events in the second half
of the 19th century pushed theatre out of the forefront of the nobility's interest.
The chateau's inventories from this period show that the theatre area gradually
became a mere place to store unused furniture.
The Architecture of the Chateau Theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště

The theatre is located on the southern corner of the chateau and takes up the first
and second stories. It has a rectangular ground plan covering an area of 1,020 ×
1,840 cm and has a height of 870 cm. Three doors lead into the hall of the theatre,
one for the audience heading into the auditorium, the second for the actors in the
rear section of the stage. Both doors are in the east wall, and the third door is in the
right corner of the north wall (from the perspective of the stage) and opens directly
on to the stairwell to the gallery. There are windows in all the walls of the theatre.
The windows in the south and west walls are set in pairs on top of each other and
face on to the garden. The windows in the north and east walls are located only
in the upper section and open on to the chateau hallways or are blank windows.
The spaces between the windows are decorated with slender double pilasters that
are set on tall joint plinths and terminate in a volute capital. The corners of the
room are each adorned with one curved pilaster. The original paintings have not
survived; the walls are white.
A Description of the Auditorium, the Orchestra, and the Stage
The palace theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště is a classic proscenium theatre. The entire
theatre structure is made of wood, including the gallery in the rear of the auditorium.
The auditorium follows a rectangular plan 840 × 105 cm. The floor is raised by five
wooden 90-cm wide steps to a height of 54 cm. The rear of the auditorium is made
up of a simple wooden gallery set on four columns. The gallery is 1,020 × 230 cm
and is divided lengthwise by one step. The front wall of the gallery is covered with
a canvas painted in shades of grey and green with hatching in red lines and with
white lights and plant motifs set in five juxtaposed fields. The walls of the support
columns are decorated with similar plant decorations. In the left side of the gallery
(from the perspective of the stage) a quarterpace wooden staircase leads directly
out of the hall area.
The relatively large orchestra space, with room for at least twelve musicians,
is located at the front of the auditorium behind a 126 cm high wooden partition
covered with canvas. There are doors on either side of the wooden partition that
lead into the orchestra.
The stage section is separated by a wood‑frame, Classicist proscenium covered
with a canvas, also painted in grey and green with red and white accessories. The
proscenium resembles an architrave, supported on either side by a painted pair
of fluted pilasters with Doric capitals. The fields in between the pilasters are filled
of 1848 and 1849]. Od Ještěda k Troskám: Vlastivědný sborník českého severu, vol. 10, n. 3–4, Turnov
1931, pp. 61–78. Šimon, Alois. Příspěvek k historii cukrovarnictví na Hradištsku [On the history of
sugar refineries in the Hradiště region]. Od Ještěda k Troskám: Vlastivědný sborník českého severu,
vol. 6, n. 2, 3, 4, Turnov 1927, pp. 81–82. Šimon, Alois. Sněmování mocnářů v Mnichově Hradišti r. 1833
[The Meeting of Monarchs in Mnichovo Hradiště]. Od Ještěda k Troskám: Vlastivědný sborník českého
severu, vol. 8, n. 2–3, Turnov 1929, pp. 52–68.
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Restored scene of portico gallery, castle theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště (1833).

The theatre stage in Mnichovo Hradiště during the reconstruction.
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in with plant motifs, which also decorate the architrave. A head with two faces
turned in opposite directions is painted beneath the top of the architrave, with a
sword on the left side and a dramatic mask on the right. The inside walls of the
proscenium open up slightly towards the stage and they too are decorated with
plant motifs. The curtain border painted on canvas hangs between the inside walls
of the proscenium frame. The border is drawn in the shape of folded drapery and
painted in green with the illusion of velvet and rimmed with gold fringes.
The stage is 790 cm deep, 1,020 cm high, and the performing space is 660 cm
from one side of the proscenium to the other. The front walls of the proscenium
are 180 cm wide and the walls facing the stage are 95 cm wide. The podium is
126 cm above the floor. The ceiling is 745 cm off the podium floor and the fly loft
is 480 cm off the podium floor.
Around 50 cm in front of the rear wall of the stage stands a 422 cm high beam
structure covered with canvas that forms a single stable backdrop. The wall of
a column hall is painted on the canvas. There is a passage in the centre of the
backdrop with opening double‑leaf doors, also painted on a canvas hanging on a
wooden frame. The same double‑leaf doors are painted on the rear wall of the stage
to create the illusion of continuous space.
A round trapdoor is cut into the middle of the stage apron forming the place for the
prompt or, more likely, the technician operating the lamps of the footlights (see the
chapter on lighting). The space beneath the stage is empty and entirely unused. It
contains nothing but wooden columns and the props supporting the stage. Access
to the sub‑stage area is through a small, approximately 100 cm door beneath the left
wall of the proscenium or through a wooden trapdoor in the stage floor, 100 × 55 cm
in size, located behind the same proscenium wall.
The theatre is a crudely and imperfectly built structure. Everything that is
concealed from the eyes of the viewer, which means the frame of the structure
and especially the fly loft, gives the impression of having been hastily and almost
amateurishly put together. The roughly hewn beams, crookedly mounted fittings,
half hammered‑in nails, and the lathing that supports the proscenium all suggest
that the theatre was built in a hurried, slapdash fashion. The wooden built‑in
structure is literally just resting on the window recesses and the spaces in between
the pilaster plinths, so from the backstage area the entire theatre looks very
unstable. By contrast, the theatre's technical features are meticulously installed,
as are the guides for the wing flats and the double staircase for the actors located
in the rear section of the stage.
Stage Machinery

Some simple technical equipment was used to change the stage scenery. In the
wooden beams of the fly loft there are twelve notches on both sides of the stage
intended for fittings to hold and secure the wooden rollers with the rolled up
backdrops and the curtain. Both ends of each backdrop roller are fitted with wooden
spools for the ropes to wind on. These spools extended beyond the main fly‑loft
beam, and so they were easy to control from the backstage area. The guide ropes
on both sides of each backdrop indicate that each rear canvas was controlled by
two technicians. Metal hooks with plates were nailed to the wooden side columns
at the rear of the stage, and the ropes of the backdrops were nailed to them. Some
of the labelled plates are still quite legible today, so we can still read (in Czech):
“Grey Room”, “Lilac Room”, “The City”, “Malá Strana”.
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The rollers holding the backdrops were fixed firmly in place side by side and
one on top of the other in the rear section of the fly loft, and they have remained
intact like this in the chateau theatre to date. There was an enormous advantage
to this arrangement in that it eliminated the need to constantly manipulate the
large rollers with the backdrops. On the other hand, a disadvantage was that when
the front backdrop was unrolled the stage was substantially shortened. There was
a distance of approximately two metres between the stationary backdrop, which
also formed the rear wall of the stage, and the front backdrop.
The wing flats were moved through wooden guiding laths (also called channels)
with wheels to facilitate their movement. There are four channels opposite each
other on either side of the stage, set around 94 cm apart, both on the floor and
on the wooden frame bordering the performance space and forming the fly loft
(the upper channels are without wheels). The guiding laths are set at an angle
to the stable backdrop and the space between them narrows by 10 cm in the
direction of the scenic backdrop, so when the flats were in place they created
the illusion of perspective and the confined stage space acquired the illusion of
depth. This relatively unusual arrangement of laths set on an angle is another
feature that distinguishes the theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště from the older chateau
stages in Český Krumlov and Litomyšl. The only other set‑ups using obliquely angled
flats in the Czech Republic are found in the chateau theatres in Kozel and Žleby.
Each of the channels holds three flats. This means that during a performance
at least three quick scene changes could be made. But we can assume that some
flats were used for more than one backdrop. In front of each set of channels there
were openings in the stage with wooden pegs that stopped the flats from rolling
out into the stage space. The side partitions were probably moved by hand by the
technicians, as no guide ropes or flying attachments were found. The relatively
wide backstage wing space also supports this assumption. Five wooden stationary
lintels with fixed borders were placed in the fly loft over the laths.
Lighting
All that has survived to date of the original lighting equipment are four wooden
candelabra on high stands and two revolving metal reflectors inserted into the
stage on the edge of the apron and operated with a crank from the prompt space.
There are twelve openings in total in front of the light reflectors. However, they
rotate in an unusual direction. They emerge from beneath the level of the stage,
shut closed in the direction of the audience, and remain open in the direction of the
auditorium. At other chateau theatres (in Bohemia, for instance, at Kozel chateau)
the reflectors usually shut closed in the direction of the stage. A wooden partition
of equal height ran along the edge of the stage and prevented the light from falling
on the audience and blinding them. Such equipment for controlling the intensity
of the lighting offered a range of possibilities for creating lighting effects.
The lights for the stage lighting were usually arranged across the apron, hung
between the borders and on mountings between the flats. Rotating wooden laths
behind each row of flats indicate where lighting was placed in between them. Even
today the cuts for the hanging lamps are still visible on the laths. Three lamps were
fixed one on top of the other on each lath. The lamp on the bottom lit up the next
coulisse, the lamp on the top perhaps partly lit up the next border. The lighting on
the stage could be controlled by turning the lighting laths.
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Backdrop of Landscape, a veduta from surroundings of Mnichovo Hradiště (1833). Photo
Thalia konsult.

Probably from around 1833 Argand lamps were used for stage lighting.15 This
information comes from two inventories of the chateau dating from 1846,16 both of
which list 26 lamps and an equal number of reflectors. This is probably a description
of the auditorium lighting, but we can assume that the same lighting method was
used throughout the hall.
The Collection of Stage Scenery in 1833

The stock of stage scenery belonging to the chateau theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště
contains rear backdrops, curtains, flats, borders, several small flats, and stage
accessories. All the scenery was found in the theatre hall and adjacent rooms. There
are eleven backdrops, one curtain, 54 flats, and only five borders. The sets include
The Forest, The City, The Column Hall, three different wallpapered rooms – the
Grey, Lilac, and Green Rooms – a Romantic landscape, a countryside veduta, Malá
Strana, and The Sky. The names of these scenes were mostly determined from the
surviving labels located by the hooks that were used to fasten the backdrops or
from the depicted theme of the painting.
All of the backdrops are painted on rough canvas 450–480 × 500–615 cm in
size. The canvases are attached to wooden rollers that hang from the fly loft. One
of the larger canvases is the curtain, which is 480 × 688 cm in size. The flats are
15 Argand lamps were invented by Jacques Aimé Argand (1755–1803) and he was making these lamps
in London from 1783: “…a lamp with a round burner, so that air can flow inside the flame through
the cylindrical space of the wick and the gases and vapours from the flammable materials completely
burn off. Instead of solid wicks, which lit poorly, and gave off smoke and a bad smell, Argand used
knitted wicks.” Ottův slovník naučný [Otto's Encyclopaedia]. Vol. II, Prague 1889, p. 632, entry
‘Argand’.
16 SOA Prague, WFA, inv. n. 2884 I‑5/10; 2892 I‑5/18.
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also painted on canvas, some on both sides, and stretched across wooden frames
424–445 × 101–104 cm in size. The borders measure 90–99 × 630–685 cm.
The sets are somewhat old‑fashioned from the perspective of stage technique,
and, with a few exceptions, the style of art on the flats is mostly conventional and
adheres to traditional methods of creating scenery practised earlier. From the
viewpoint of the modern theatregoer, the simple, straight canvases of the backdrops,
the plain, rectangular wing flats in which the objects are not realistically depicted,
and the two‑dimensional illusionistic way in which the scenery is painted make the
space look rather lifeless and monotonous.
Most of the theatre's scenery adheres to stock types of settings. Stock scenery
always depicts a certain standard type of scene, but in an idealised and generalised
manner. An exception is the backdrop with the countryside veduta and the one
with the view of Malá Strana. These two scenes are unique among the surviving
pieces as they depict a real setting. No other scenery of this character has survived
at any of the other chateau or even Prague theatres.
The Original Collection of Stage Scenery

An incomplete set of flats were found in the former palace kitchen. They are unique
for their size and for their conception of the stage. The style of painting on all the
flats is typical of around the 1780s and 1790s. They most certainly formed part of
the accessories of an earlier chateau theatre built during the 1780s by Count Vincenc
of Wallenstein in what was previously the chateau's dance hall.
The older stock of scenery consists of just a few wing flats, a proscenium gable,
and some accessories. None of the backdrops or borders has survived. The flats
are wooden structures covered with a painted canvas. These older flats are much
smaller than the younger ones dating from 1833. The wing flats are only around
280 cm high and 80–90 cm wide. Their technical design is also distinct. The frames
of the older wing flats are fitted with wheels on the bottom end so that it is easier
to move them around. Today the flats are in very poor condition.
The Authors of the Chateau Theatre Scenery

Only fragments are left of the original chateau theatre scenery. Jan Pömerl hypothesised
that the author of this scenery could be the painter Jiří Hisler (1733– 1818).17 Hisler
painted the large canvases adorned with natural and figural motifs that decorate the
walls of some of the stately rooms on the first floor of the chateau. The paintings
were done after 1750. What is interesting is that the background of one of the scenes
is the landscape in the vicinity of Mnichovo Hradiště. In the so‑called Lady's Room
we find the almost theatrical motif of a Rococo lady – Vincenc's wife Žofie, depicted
several times, each time in different clothing and with a different gesture, and set
against a background of Romantic natural scenery.
It has not been ascertained either who the author of the scenery dating from 1833
was. No exact accounting records have survived from the time of the chateau's
renovation, or have not yet been located. The quality of the painting in the scenery
looks very advanced. In aesthetics and artistry this scenery measures up to what
has been found in other chateau theatres from this period.
What this might suggest is that the author of the scenery flats at Mnichovo
Hradiště was an experienced theatre artist. The Wallenstein family theatre in
Litomyšl and the Liechtenstein theatre in Valtice were painted by the Viennese court
17 Pömerl, Jan. Divadlo na zámku v Mnichově Hradišti [The Theatre in the Chateau in Mnichovo Hradiště].
Divadlo 1, 1995, n. 5, p. 10.
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painter J. Platzer, and the flats for the Buquoy's chateau theatre in Nové Hrady was
painted by the set painter A. G. Schulz of the Theatre of the Estates, so it is possible
that these theatre flats were created by an artist who was working at the time for
one of the Prague theatres.
The Mnichovo Hradiště theatre was renovated for the occasion of the meeting
of representatives of the Holy Alliance – the three most important rulers in Europe.
Count Kristián of Wallenstein, as the host, certainly strove to ensure that his private
theatre met a certain level of quality and high standards, so it can be assumed that
he entrusted this task to real theatre professionals. Evidence of this is the very fact
that during this important visit the theatre's programme and operations were seen
to by an ensemble of actors and singers from the Prague Theatre of the Estates,
under the direction of Jan Nepomuk Štěpánek.18 So could the scenery and some
elements of the stage machinery in the Mnichovo Hradiště theatre not have been
the work of one of the scenic painters working at the Theatre of the Estates?
After the scenic painter A. Sachetti left the Theatre of the Estates, the theatre
held a contest in the autumn of 1830 to find an artist to replace him. Six painters
applied: L. Sachetti, F. Aissbaum, J. Lexa, A. Schulz, A. Auss, and V. F. Birnbaum.19
The winner was Vincenc Fischer Birnbaum, a figure previously almost unknown
in the history of Czech theatre. V. F. Birnbaum became the Theatre of the Estates's
scenic painter for the next three years.
Vincenc Fischer Birnbaum

Some interesting information about Vincenc Fischer is provided in a book by
H. A. Frenzel on the history of chateau theatres in Sondershausen in Thuringia,
Germany.20 It also contains reports on Vincenc Fischer's work in the construction of
the local theatre there, the opening of which was celebrated on 5 December 1825.
According to surviving reports, the interior decorations of the building and the
theatre scenery were done by Vincenc Fischer Birnbaum: “In the end, the well‑known
and experienced theatre architect, painter and builder, and later also building
advisor, Vincenc Fischer, was invited to Sondershausen, and he created the scenery
and the interior decorations of the building.”21
The notes on this chapter also provide some surprising information: “The
state archive at Rudolstadt, Kammer Sondershausen, listed under the date of
12 October, makes mention of the architect and theatre painter Vincenc Fischer, a
native of Prague (!), last residing in Erfurt. He designed the paintings and scenery
and created the architectural design of the building, the stage machinery, and the
arrangement of the scenery during the performance. He was hired for three years
starting on 15 October 1825.”22 However, this source makes no other mention of
Vincenc Fischer's work on theatre buildings or scenery.
Vincenc Fischer thus could not have returned to Prague before the end of 1828.
However, he started working for the Theatre of the Estates before the contest. His
name begins to appear on theatre tickets on 17 August 1830, when he is presented
for the first time as the author of the new theatre scenery and stage machinery in
the performance of Fortunatus Abenteuer. The theatre poster drew in audiences
18 Šimon, A. Op. cit.
19 SÚA Prague, Zemský Stavovský výbor [Provincial Estates Committee], inv. n. 4141 (1206).
20 Frenzel, Herbert A. Thüringische Schlosstheater. Berlin: Gesellschaft für Theatergeschichte, 1965.
312 p.
21 Op. cit., p. 195.
22 Op. cit., p. 275.
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Castle theatre at Kozel. Photo the castle archive of Státní zámek Kozel.

with the announcement: “Die vorkommenden Dekorationen und Maschinerien sind
von der Erfindung und Ausführung des Herrn Bauraths Fischer.”23 Vincenc Fischer
Birnbaum is initially presented as “herzoglisch=Schwarzburg Sondershausenschen
Hofbaurath”, and later, after the contest, as “ständischen Theatermahler”.24
Only rarely was new scenery procured for Czech performances at the Theatre
of the Estates, because it was so expensive, and the first time new scenery was
used in a performance it was always advertised on the theatre posters in order to
attract as large an audience as possible. Between 1830 and 1833 new scenery was
announced at irregular intervals of two to three months, and in each case – with
the exception of one announcement with no name mentioned – the author of the
scenery is Vincenc Fischer. From September 1832 to November 1833 no new scenery
was announced. Perhaps this long gap is significant? Was Vincenc Fischer perhaps
working on the scenery for the chateau theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště during this
period? This possibility is also supported by the fact that less than two months
after the Mnichovo Hradiště theatre opened, two new sets created by Fischer for
the Theatre of the Estates were announced.25 This coincidence is truly remarkable.
The only historically confirmed work by Fischer so far is the decoration,
machinery, and scenery for the chateau theatre in Sondershausen. However, that
theatre was destroyed by a fire in 1946. There is no visual documentation in the
chateau museum, library, or archive that could provide some idea of what the chateau
theatre and its scenery looked like.26 None of the Theatre of the Estates's scenery or
23 Poster from the Theatre of the Estates in 1830–1833, National Museum in Prague, department of
the History of Theatre.
24 Ibid.
25 Ibid.
26 Correspondence with A. Kappes (Bibliothek und Archiv) and with C. Hirschler (Schlossmuseum
Sonderhausen), May 2003.
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the sketches for them from this period have survived. For now we have no way of
comparing Fischer's work with the Mnichovo Hradiště scenery, which might have
helped identify the author more precisely.
However, in the Wallenstein correspondence researched so far the name of
F. Birnbaum does not appear, nor does the correspondence mention the names
of the other visual artists who applied for the post of the decorator of the Theatre of
the Estates together with Birnbaum. The only name discovered in the inventory
list of the Wallenstein archive is the name of the painter Petr Maixner, author of
the design of the fresco for the ceiling of the Wallenstein palace in Prague.27 No
connection is known, however, between this artist and the Wallenstein theatres.
Costumes and Stage Properties

The chateau theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště has a significant collection of costumes,
comprising around 200 items of clothing and other costume accessories. In the case
of some costumes, however, it cannot be said with certainty whether they were used
just for the stage or whether they are surviving, historical clothing. The expensive
fabrics and meticulous craftsmanship suggest that some costumes had the latter
origin, but it is immediately apparent that most of the other clothing was used
solely for the stage. The costumes are simple and stylised, usually without lining,
with covered cloth‑covered paper buttons. There are, for instance, the costumes of a
clown, a water sprite, a servant, a musician, tunics in various patterns and colours,
and particularly a number of historical costumes representing various periods of
style from the Renaissance up through the 19th century.
The Renaissance costumes include men's garments and hose and women's velvet
bodices embroidered with gold thread and inlaid with pearls. The period of the
Baroque and the Rococo are represented by various men's waistcoats, capes, three
quarter pants, and liveries, women's bodies, negligees, and petticoats. The fashion
of the 19th century is represented by various tunics, trousers, and waistcoats.
The collection of costumes also includes numerous pieces of children's clothing,
including a harlequin costume, various coats and cloaks, even embroidered stockings
and inlaid girdles. This indicates that even children performed in the palace theatre
at Mnichovo Hradiště.
The surviving collection of stage properties is also very interesting. Alongside
costume accessories, like an assortment of wigs, hats, shoes, belts, ribbons, and
sashes, there are also, for example, wooden daggers, sheaths, straps, metal manacles,
paper and leather gaiters, two pairs of white wings, a mask of a stork, and other
items.
The Chateau Theatre in Duchcov

The history of the palace theatre in Duchcov probably starts in the first half of the 18th
century. At that time the chateau belonged to Jan Josef of Wallenstein (1684–1733),
who was still a minor. Until he reached legal adulthood the estate was managed
by his father Arnošt Josef († 1708). The two wings of the chateau were built while
Arnošt Josef was its custodian.28 The theatre hall, located in the chateau's south
wing, probably originated at the same time the wing was built. The sources contain
no evidence of its construction in later years.
From 1771 Duchcov belonged to Emanuel Filibert of Wallenstein (1731–1775),
who was a great admirer of music and culture. At Duchcov he left behind a large
27 SOA Prague, WFA, inv. n. 2964.
28 Vlček, P. Op. cit., p. 146.
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collection of music written by various composers, several volumes of sheet music,
and a number of musical instruments.29 However, there is no information about
any specific theatre activities he engaged in.
After Emanuel Filibert, Duchcov passed to his eldest son Josef Karel of Wallenstein
(1755–1814). If there was no theatre before, then one was most certainly built
during Josef Karel's time, as a large theatre inventory was drawn up during his
lifetime. Josef Karel was interested in art and collected antiques. As chamberlain
at the Imperial Court and field sergeant, during his travels as a diplomat he met
Giacomo Casanova (1725–1798) and offered him the position of librarian in his
large chateau library at Duchcov. A poet, dramatist, and publicist, the author of
the famous memoir Histoire de ma vie, of philosophical and aesthetic reflections,
and even one utopian novel, Giacomo Casanova is also known to be the author of
some dramatic works written for the theatre of the Clary‑Aldringens in nearby
Teplice. It can be assumed that in all likelihood some of these works were written
for the theatre at Duchcov. However, from the time of Giacomo Casanova's sojourn
at the Duchcov chateau there exist no direct reports on the theatre.
An inventory of Josef Karel's estate was made in 1814, and that same year a
report was produced from an inspection of the buildings by a master mason and
carpenter. This report mentions a theatre located in the south wing of the chateau.
According to the document, it had a wooden‑plank floor, a fully equipped stage, an
orchestra, and upholstered benches. A dressing room was attached to the theatre.30
Craftsmen proposed a list of necessary repairs and renovations, in which they
indicated that the chateau theatre required four new window sashes, and they also
proposed changing the stone doorsteps,31 which suggests that the theatre hall had
been used frequently.
The scale of the repairs required prompted the heir to the estate, František
Adam of Wallenstein (1768–1823), to have the chateau renovated, at which time it
acquired a Classicist appearance. Over the next four years a number of structural
renovations were made, some of which, according to the accounting ledgers, were
done in the spaces “over the old theatre”. The theatre hall acquired three pairs of
new stone jambs. Mention is also made of “clearing away the construction debris
into the theatre hall”,32 which means that at least during the period of renovations
the theatre was not being used for its original purpose.
After the death of František Adam, Duchcov passed to Jan Josef of Wallenstein
(1768–1825). He had already acquired possession of Litomyšl in 1791, and in 1823
he inherited Duchcov. It was Jiří Josef who built the chateau theatre in Litomyšl,
but by the time he became the owner of the Duchcov estate he was no longer
operating that theatre.
In the second half of the 19th century construction work on the chateau was cut
back to a maintenance level. The chateau's subsequent sale to the state, conversion
to offices, and the unfortunate occupation of the site as a base for soldiers during
the Second World War all served to dramatically change the appearance of this
once spectacular Wallenstein residence.
Today the original theatre hall is used as a depository for the chateau's collection
of paintings. Not a trace of any theatre materials can be found there today.
29 Mikanová, E. Op. cit., p. 34.
30 Líbal, Dobroslav et al. Zámek Duchcov: Stavebně historický průzkum [Chateau Duchcov: Building
History Research]. Praha: [s. n.], 1979, p. 10.
31 Op. cit., pp. 16–17.
32 Op. cit., pp. 20–22.
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The Architecture of the Chateau Theatre

The theatre hall is located in the western part of the chateau's south wing. It
occupies an area around 1,900 cm long and 600 cm wide, with a semi‑ellipsoidal
vault ceiling on offset bases. The height of the hall is 450 cm. At roughly one‑third
of its length the hall is optically divided by a semi‑ellipsoidal 100 cm wide straight
arch. The dimensions of the stage section are 650 x 600 cm, and the dimensions of
the auditorium are 1,100 × 600 cm.
Five opposing wedges run across the full length of the vault, and on the south
wall there are windows inserted in the wedges. The west wall of the room is divided
by two more windows, the east wall is solid. There are doors at both ends of the
north wall – performers evidently entered the stage through the one in the smaller
part of the hall and the audience entered the other one in the larger part of the hall.
According to an older ground plan there were originally doors in the east wall too.
The walls of the hall are smooth, with no architectural ornamentation. The
original decorations have not survived. The floor is made of brick.
Theatre Inventory

Nothing from the Duchcov chateau theatre has survived to date. However, some
idea of its appearance and facilities can be drawn from the sole surviving inventory
dating from 1808,33 which lists all the chateau theatre's materials.
According to this inventory, the scenery consisted of ten main and two
supplementary backdrops, a curtain, five different borders, and ten supplementary
flats. The main scenes are the Green Room, the Hall, the Blue Room, the Red Room,
a Lounge, Rustic Chamber, Forest, Garden, Street, Prison, and also listed is one
backdrop with a view and a symbol and some kind of arched backdrop (the names
of the scenes are derived from a German translation).
The inventory also contains a list of so‑called lighting properties, by which is
meant an array of flats fitted with their own lighting or flats that had to be lit up to
achieve a certain desired effect. There follows a list of ninety pieces of props with a
knightly theme, various wooden apparatuses, and props like metal water pipes, a
fountain, and a waterworks basin. Another surprising item is an apparatus that
included balls used to create thunder, testifying to the use of sound effects in the
theatre's performances.
The inventory continues with a long list of theatre costumes, which were either
graciously donated by the count or purchased. The list contains dozens of different
pieces of clothing, from complete uniforms and liveries, to hats, shoes, and small
clothing accessories like gloves, belts, and cravats. It is curious, however, that no
women's clothing is included on the list. The list of costumes is followed by a shorter
list of theatre wigs and various shoes.
The list of items in this inventory makes it literally unique among the inventories
found to date in the Wallenstein chateaus that had theatres. Either no other
inventory of this scope was ever made or it has not been found, or it remains hidden
in the mass of incorrectly filed materials34 in the WFA.
The inventory of the theatre's equipment ends with a brief list of the facilities
in the auditorium, which had eight upholstered benches, twelve large and small
wooden benches, and two gilded chandeliers. That is all that is provided about the
appearance of the auditorium in the chateau theatre in Duchcov.
33 SOA Prague, WFA, inv. n. 3130 I‑16/12.
34 Mikanová, E. Op. cit.
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The inventory is accompanied by a breakdown of expenses for theatre
performances between 1804 and 1808. The expense items relate to music, lighting
and role casting. According to Eva Mikanová, expenditures on music indicate that
opera was also performed at the theatre. There is nothing among the itemisation
of expenditures that refers to the payment of performers or singers. One possible
explanation is that the protagonists in the plays performed at the chateau theatre
were played by members of the Count's family and perhaps also their wider circle
of family and friends.
The inventory goes on to list the number of plays performed each year. In 1804,
22 comedies (understood to mean stagings) were put on, 26 in 1805, 1806 is missing,
52 in 1807, and finally 26 in 1808.
That is all the information provided by the exhaustive, and in many ways
revealing inventory of the chateau theatre in Duchcov in 1808. No other inventory
of the chateau in Duchcov was found in later years, so it is not even possible to
determine with certainty how long the chateau theatre continued to function.
The Chateau Theatre in Třebíč

The history of the chateau theatre in Třebíč is still very unclear. It can be assumed
that some theatre activity was going on already during the lifetime of František
Augustin of Wallenstein († 1684). Count Augustin held the position of supreme
chamberlain at the court of Leopold I, and one of his responsibilities was to select
the music and drama to be performed in the court theatre. In letters he wrote to
Emperor Leopold that have survived it appears that the Count Wallenstein himself
took a great interest in the theatre and opera. In his written responses the Emperor
expresses his opinions on different dramatic and musical works, planned or already
viewed, consults with the Count on the casting of singers in certain parts, and
evidently also assesses some work by the Count himself, perhaps opera librettos.35
It is possible that the Count may have had some more popular works performed
at his estate in Třebíč. However, such ideas for now remain purely hypothetical.
After František Augustin's death there is not a trace of theatre activity at the
palace in Třebíč until Johann Vincenc Ferrerius of Wallenstein (1731–1797) – whom
we are already familiar with as the founder of the theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště –
becomes its owner. Count Vincenc had a small theatre built here, too. However, only
one document has survived in the Wallenstein archive that refers to a theatre being
established (the purport of this letter was presented in a study by E. Mikanová).36
The letter is a certified copy from the chief estate officer Franz Ernst Haschler for
Count Vincenc of Wallenstein.37 (The only other historian to confirm this report is
J. Pömerl, but he does so also in reference to E. Mikanová's discovery.)38 There are
no other known documents that confirm this fact.
The heading of this document indicates that it was a list of expenditures on
material and labour for the construction of a theatre, which took place in 1791–1792.
The expenditures listed were for wooden boards, rope, cord, nails, paper, glue and
canvas, expenditures on labour provided by different craftsmen, like carpenters,
ironmongers, and painters, and various assistant labourers. The accounting record
was made and confirmed in October 1792. The theatre in Třebíč palace could thus
have been operating from that date. However, considering how small the sums spent
35
36
37
38

SOA Prague, WFA, inv. n. 3519 III‑4/1.
Mikanová, E. Op. cit.
Op. cit., p. 35.
Pömerl, J. Op. cit., p. 8.
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Castle theatre in Litomyšl. Photo the castle archive of Státní zámek Litomyšl.

were, it was probably not a very large theatre. It is difficult to determine from just
this one document where in the chateau the theatre was built.
After Vincenc's death the Třebíč estate was held by his nephew from the Duchcov
branch, Josef Karel of Wallenstein (1755–1814). It can perhaps be assumed that if
ever there was really any theatre at the chateau it was during the lifetime of Josef
Karel, whose theatre activities at Duchcov have already been mentioned above.
However, the historical context suggests it more likely that the chateau theatre did
not survive the passing of its founder, Count Vincenc of Wallenstein. No evidence of
the chateau theatre, or even of the theatre hall in Třebíč, has survived.
The Chateau Theatre at Kozel

Arnošt Filip of Wallenstein (1764–1832) inherited the Šťáhlavy estate and Kozel
chateau in 1818, and then evidently still during his lifetime passed it on to his son
Kristián Vincenc Arnošt of Wallenstein (1794–1858). Under Count Kristián the
originally rural chateau became a relatively frequented residence, which is apparent
from the many insulating changes made to the building.39 In 1830 at the Count's
initiative the stable formerly used to house the previous owner's favourite horse,
located in the chateau's north entrance wing, was converted to a small family
theatre.40
Particularly in the second half of the century the chateau of Kozel became a
popular place for the many branches of the large Wallenstein family to stay. Almost
secluded, deep in nature and far from any town, and hence also from political life,
the chateau was the ideal location for quiet family life. It can be assumed then
that the theatre there came to life on various occasions over the course of the
second half of the century. However, no reports of such activities have survived. It
39 Oral report from Mr. Bobek, Kozel Chateau Administration.
40 Pavel Vlček, however, indicates a different date – 1832. Vlček, P. Op. cit., p. 177.
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Castle theatre in Litomyšl, stage. Photo the castle archive of Státní zámek Litomyšl.

is likely that the theatre productions were limited more to children's gatherings
and performances within the family circle.
The Architecture of the Chateau Theatre

The chateau theatre is located in the spaces of a former stable. The hall follows a
900 × 700 cm rectangular grand plan, has a barrel vault ceiling, and the auditorium
occupies two‑thirds of the space. The rear wall of the auditorium and the opposite
rear wall of the stage are not perfectly straight but rather taper slightly towards the
ceiling. The interior architecture of the hall has no plastic ornamental features. The
walls are smooth and broken only by the semi‑circular, vaulted windows, three on
the north wall and two on the south wall along with the entrance. There are other
doors in the right rear corner of the stage to allow actors to enter and exit the stage.
A Description of the Auditorium, the Orchestra and the Stage

The auditorium is 500 cm long and 700 cm wide. For the spectators there were just
two rows of wooden benches with armrests set on two wooden, elevated steps
17 cm and 32 cm high.
The orchestra was located in the space in between the auditorium and the stage,
but there was no specific architectural demarcation of its place. A 300 cm long music
rack is mounted on the protruding, bow‑shaped apron of the stage and one small,
43 cm one in front of each proscenium wall. In front of them is a curved wooden
bench for the musicians.
The stage is 86 cm above the floor. It is 400 cm deep or 470 cm with the protruding
bow‑shaped apron. The width between the two walls is 700 cm, from proscenium to
proscenium 477 cm. The height from the stage floor to the proscenium is 270 cm.
The proscenium wall is a wooden structure covered with painted canvas. Each side
wall of the proscenium has an illusorily painted depiction of a pair of sandy-coloured,
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slender fluted columns, each with an identical four‑cornered base and capital, set
against a purple background. The pilasters are set on a painted walled plinth, which
optically rises up above the level of the stage. A pair of columns supports the bow
shaped arch of the architrave rimmed with simple hood moulds, the entablature of
which is decorated with a soft leaf‑and‑dart pattern. The architrave fills the remaining
space to the ceiling and mimics the arch of the vaulting, blocking the view into the fly
lift. The grey surface of the architrave is divided with painting into two side segments
and a centre field. The side segments are also rimmed with a leaf-and‑dart pattern,
at the centre of which is the motif of two intersecting branches painted in greyish-
white and set against a purple background. The Wallenstein family coat of arms
fills the centre field of the architrave, rimmed all around by a laurel wreath. Sheets
of paper attached to the upper and side walls of the proscenium facing the stage
expand the space with illusory paintings depicting the drapery of a parted curtain.
In the centre part of the stage apron there is a wooden booth 67 × 69 cm and
55 cm tall, which was probably used by the prompt or as the place from which to
operate the footlights.
The space beneath the stage is empty, and evidently was not used for any purpose
connected with the theatre. Access to the space beneath the stage is gained either
from the prompt space or through a small trapdoor, 58 × 52 cm, hidden behind the
left proscenium wall, and thus intended only for technical operations, not for any
theatre effects. There is no other trapdoor or trap cellar in the stage floor.
The whole theatre structure, the wooden frame of the stage, the proscenium
and the fly lift, is braced against the masonry walls of the room and anchored in
the stage floor. Like in the theatre at Mnichovo Hradiště, here again the work on the
basic structure of the theatre is somewhat sloppy, compared to the precision with
which the work on important technical sections of the stage was done.
Stage Machinery

The current state of the theatre's structure gives an indication of the original
principle the stage machinery was based on. The tangle of ropes, pulleys, and
grommets in the fly loft and the absence of wooden sections look like an entirely
chaotic arrangement to the modern eye. Some structural principles can still be
deduced, others can only be assumed. The following description, therefore, makes
no claims for accuracy.
The basic set of this stage consisted of just three pairs of wing flats, three rows of
borders, and a rear backdrop. The wing flats had two small wheels on the base and
were shifted in threes along wooden rails connected to the floor and the fly loft at
an angle to the rear wall of the stage. Each rail was 95 cm in length and they were
set 100 cm apart. The rails move closer together as they approach the backdrop
and the sharpness of the angle increases, thus creating the optical impression of a
deeper stage. This structural trick was replicated three years later in the theatre at
Mnichovo Hradiště. The side partitions were probably operated by the individual
technicians on each trio of rails, as no grommets or hooks were found on the flats'
frames that would have allowed them to be moved together. The borders were
hoisted on a wooden lath firmly fixed in the fly loft at the same level as the side rails.
The view of the stage was closed off by the backdrop. The backdrop canvas was
fastened between two firm laths and the upper lath was suspended from the fly
loft. The bottom lath of the backdrop was lowered and winched up again using a
system of two pull ropes. The backdrop canvases were thus unrolled and then rolled
up again on a lower lath. Each backdrop was controlled by one operator on the
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right side of the backstage area. We do not know exactly how many backdrops were
suspended in the fly loft at one time, but given the grommets we can guess that
there was room for three or four backdrops in the fly loft. On the right in the rear
of the stage two perpendicular laths and one upright lath are firmly fixed to the
floor and the wall, along with a row of hooks and loops for securing the ropes of the
individual pieces of scenery. The number of loops corresponds to the number of
grommets for the backdrops. However, there are no labelled plates or signs of
any kind on the laths. It was also possible to add freestanding set pieces, socalled
standing props, to the basic set.
Lighting

Oil lamps were probably the main source of stage lighting. The lamps would have
been placed on both sides of the prompt box at the level of the proscenium wall.
Each lamp was equipped with a tin reflector to deflect the light in the direction
of the stage and prevent the musicians sitting close to the stage apron from being
blinded by light. Alongside the two rows of lamps there were also two rotating tin
reflectors, 156 × 20 cm in size, that were sunk into the floor of the extended stage
apron. The reflectors operated on a rod‑and‑pulley principle and were probably
controlled from the prompt area. In their starting position the reflectors are level
with the stage and with a pull they close up facing the stage, that is, in the opposite
direction from the reflectors in the Mnichovo Hradiště theatre.
The stage's wing lighting was provided by oil lamps fixed in pairs on perpendicular
laths behind each set of side partitions. The lamps were attached to semi‑circular
tin reflectors approximately 30 cm in height and placed 90 cm and 150 cm off the
stage floor, which is indicated by the empty holes where nails used to be. Only one
of the original twelve lamps has survived to date.
All the laths were rotational and were operated with a wooden bar attached to
the upper part of the lath. The laths were evidently operated all at once using a
rod‑and‑pulley system, loose remnants of which can still be found in the fly loft.
The Collection of Scenery

Today just fragments of the scenery used in the chateau theatre at Kozel have been
preserved. They include just two backdrops, sixteen wing flats, three borders, four
different doors, three standing props, and several supplementary flats. The individual
scenes are Forest Landscape with the Ruins of Castle Radyně, Blue Room, Grey Room.
The names of these scenes are taken from the identification cards of the Heritage
Institute. Nothing is known about any other possible scenes that have not survived.
All the flats are made of wood covered in painted canvas, and hard painted paper
is stuck on some of the side partitions and standing props to make them wider. The
rear backdrops are 300 × 390 cm in size. The side flats are 62–70 × 310–320 cm in
size. In the corners of the lower part of the frame there are two wooden extensions
with wheels so that they can be moved on the rails. The borders are approximately
570 × 50 cm in size.
The Chateau Theatre in Litomyšl

The history of theatre at the chateau in Litomyšl stretches back to the start of the
18th century. The earliest records of a theatre in operation at the chateau date
from 1729, when the Litomyšl estate was owned by the Trauttmannsdorf family.41
41 Pömerl, J. Op. cit.
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In the middle of that century the Wallenstein family became the owners of the
chateau. The first Wallenstein theatre was set up in 1767 at the initiative of Count
Jiří Kristián Antonín of Wallenstein (1743–1791) and was located on the second
floor of the chateau, but before its construction was completed it was destroyed by
fire. Subsequent efforts to build another theatre were evidently not very successful.
Surviving accounting records show only the purchase of small accessories for the
theatre.42
After the death of Jiří Kristián the chateau underwent extensive renovations,
which even impacted the theatre. This reconstruction was done at the instigation
of Jiří Kristián's eldest son, Count Jan Jiří Josef of Wallenstein (1768–1825). The
new chateau theatre was built on the ground floor of the west wing of the chateau
between 1796 and 1797.43
Archive documents contain some exact information about the artists and
craftsmen who partook in the work to build the theatre.44 We know the name of
the author of the stage machinery, the author of the paintings in the auditorium,
and, above all, the painter of the set paintings. The latter was Josef Platzer, the son
of the famous sculptor Ignác František Platzer.
The theatre was especially busy during the first decade of the 19th century. Count
Jiří Josef was very actively engaged in running his theatre not just as an actor but also
as a director and dramaturge. Towards the end of his life the theatre experienced a
brief period of stagnation. When Antonín of Wallenstein (1793–1848) took over the
estate the Litomyšl stage revived again. Until the middle of the 1840s the theatre
operated almost continuously, especially owing to the efforts of Countess Kajetána.
The visitor book kept by the Countess herself tells us about the annual productions
performed by family members and their friends.45
After a decline in social life and the gradual onset of economic difficulties the
theatre ceased to operate. As the chateau changed hands over the years the theatre
fortunately suffered no serious damage, and it is one of the few theatres whose
complete stage facilities, scenery, and collection of costumes and props have survived.
The Architecture of the Chateau Theatre

The theatre hall is located on the ground floor in the chateau's west wing. It has a
rectangular ground plan 1,000 × 2,000 cm in size. The hall has a barrel vault ceiling
with wedge sections. Three doors lead into the theatre from the arcade courtyard.
The central door leads into the rear of the parterre, the side doors open on to the
aisles leading to the balcony stairs. Such a unique arrangement of passages for the
audience in aristocratic chateau theatres has rarely been found. Another two doors
lead into the theatre from the adjacent hallway. One opens up at the front of the
auditorium and the other in the backstage area. The walls of the hall are smooth
and covered with Classicist decorative illusionistic painting.
A Description of the Auditorium, the Orchestra and the Stage

The chateau theatre in Litomyšl is also a classic proscenium theatre. The entire
theatre structure, the orchestra, and the gallery are made of wood. The auditorium
42 Hilmera, Jiří. Zámecké divadlo v Litomyšli [The Chateau Theatre in Litomyšl]. Zprávy památkové péče
XVII, 1957, p. 115.
43 Op. cit., pp. 115–117.
44 Op. cit.
45 Op. cit. and Hilmera, Jiří. Perspektivní scéna 17. a 18. století v Čechách [Perspective Scenery in the
17th and 18th Centuries in Bohemia]. Praha: Scénografický ústav, 1965. 122 p.
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is square and together with the orchestra it takes up roughly one-half
of the entire theatre hall. The auditorium has a wooden floor that
rises slightly towards the rear of the
auditorium. The horseshoeshaped
gallery is a wooden structure built
into the space of the auditorium.
The structure is supported by prismatic pilasters with Ionic capitals
that (except for four pilasters supporting the main box) continue on
the gallery and thus symbolically
divide the individual boxes. Only
the main box is separated from the
others by a slender wooden partition and has a separate entrance.
Small plant ornamentation is
painted in rectangular fields on the
front wall of the gallery. Illusionistic
red‑velvet drapery with a gold border is painted on the parapet of the
box. The upper part of the box is
adorned with red drapery that also
has a gold border. The Count's box,
located in the middle of the gallery,
is the most richly decorated. The
boxes are crowned by rich drapery Castle theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště, a performance
of theatre company Cappella Academica titled
several rows thick. All the draperies
Sosarme, Re di Media (2003). Photo P. Šťastný.
are painted on wood and the borders and fringes are made of hardened paper. Over the Count's box is the coat of
arms of Jiří Josef of Wallenstein and his wife Marie Františka, née Hohenfeld. The
walls of the box are decorated with four oil paintings depicting dancing figures is
Classicist costumes.
The gallery pilasters are smooth, painted with illusionistic fluting. A simple
cornice shoulders the capital. A painted laurel branch wraps round the pilaster,
and a laurel garland is painted hanging between the volutes.
A massive painted moulding decoratively unites and frames the entire auditorium
space and connects it to the proscenium mirror. The auditorium is painted mostly
in colours of green, grey, and pink.
The original benches on the ground floor and the ones in the seven upper boxes
(the two facing each other over the orchestra are “actors' boxes” and thus not
occupied by spectators) had enough space to hold between 100 and 130 spectators.
The orchestra is separated from the auditorium space by a simple wooden
partition with upholstering on the top. It is around 180 cm wide. The orchestra
was originally equipped with note stands for twenty musicians. The floor of the
orchestra is flat and meets the level of the space beneath the stage.
Widthways the stage section is almost imperceptibly separated from the
auditorium, only the upper arched proscenium lintel is slightly more emphasised.
The proscenium takes the form of paired pilasters on either side set on a low base
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and with a wide Ionic capital. Groups of putti are depicted on the relief plinths.
A laurel branch is painted on the pilaster with plastic fluting. The protruding capitals
support a massive ledge with an arched lintel. At the centre of the round arch there
is a relief of the Wallenstein family coat of arms in gilded wood. The colours of the
proscenium tie in with the painting in the auditorium. The proscenium mirror is
visually complemented by the non‑protuberant apron with a prompt box at its centre.
The stage is 1,000 cm deep and 1,000 cm wide. The depth to the rear backdrop
is 8,750 cm, the width of the proscenium is 600 cm. The height to the ceiling from
the podium is 450 cm. The proscenium is elevated over the floor by approximately
90 cm. The floor of the stage is supported by wooden girder columns.
The basic stage machinery is located in the below‑stage space. Access to this space
is through two small trapdoors in the stage floor on the sides of the proscenium
and through a door at the rear entrance to the stage.
Stage Machinery

Some relatively complicated technical equipment (compared to the other Wallenstein
family theatres described above), located and still preserved in the sub‑stage space,
was used to change sets. The canvases on the rear backdrops were lowered and
pulled up by hand with ropes running through a system of grommets, like in the
chateau theatre at Kozel. Here, however, the canvases were not wound up on a
wooden lath, but tucked up like an accordion. This way of handling the backdrops
put considerable stress on the canvases when the theatre was functioning frequently.
The ropes from the backdrops were anchored in hooks on the walls or in the floor
on the left side of the stage. The canvases of the two surviving curtains were lifted
the same way. The backdrops and the curtain were evidently handled at the same
time by two technicians, one for each canvas.
The wing flats were placed on wooden frames with wheels and moved on tracks
in the sub‑stage space. The wing flats were moved freely through channels on the
floor of the stage. Unlike the other theatres described above, the wing flats were not
grouped in threes but in pairs. There are a total of six pairs. The two frames were
joined together with rope, and each independent frame was connected by rope to
a central revolving crankshaft operated with a large revolving drum in the rear of
the sub‑stage space. Only one technician was thus required to change the wing flats.
The borders were changed using a similar system as that for changing wing
flats. In the fly loft on either side of the stage there is one crankshaft with two
rotating drums in the rear section. The border canvases were gathered, pulled up
and unfolded and lowered again through a system of ropes and pulleys. Probably
two technicians were required to change the borders. This is another feature that
distinguishes the theatre in Litomyšl from the other theatres described above. None
of the other Wallenstein theatres used to change the borders. Fixed canvases in
plain colours fit every type of scene.
One of the interesting accessories in the theatre is the “sprinkler” – an apparatus
used to imitate the sound of rain. The apparatus is a long box suspended from the
ceiling by the rear wall of the stage. The sprinkler was filled with some kind of
loose material (sand, peas), which when the box was swung emitted a sound like
that of which emitted a sound similar to that of rain when the box was swung.
Lighting

The front of the stage was lit with movable footlights with lamps on both sides of the
prompt box. The lamps were dropped and raised using a crank in the sub‑stage
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space. The lighting of the wing flats was provided by lamp posts located behind each
side panel. They comprise 14 surviving rotational laths, each with twelve eyeholes
onto which the lighting apparatus was fastened.
The original auditorium lighting was provided by tin candlesticks, which are
still intact on the pilasters between the side boxes. So far nothing else is known
about other lighting in the auditorium. In 1956 electric lighting was to replace the
candlesticks. The hallways and stairways were lit with lamps or candlesticks located
in recesses in the walls.46
The Collection of Scenery

The chateau theatre in Litomyšl has a large collection of scenery, with more than
200 pieces, two curtains, and numerous accessories. The collection can create a total of
sixteen complete sets.47 As noted above, the painter of the set scenes was Josef Platzer.
Josef Platzer was born in 1751 in Prague. Beside the collection of scenery at
this theatre, he also painted the scenery for the Liechtenstein's chateau theatre in
Valtice, for the Estates (Nostitz) Theatre in Prague, for the Imperial Court Theatre
in Vienna, and for the Carinthian Gate Theatre in Vienna. He died in Vienna in 1806.
For a more detailed analysis of the architecture of this chateau theatre, a
description of the individual scenes, a list of the repertoire, and other historical
information, readers can refer to the long‑term, detailed studies and a relatively
substantial book by J. Hilmera devoted to this theatre (see the list of references)
and to the extensive amount of documentation put together in recent years by
J. Bláha (see the sources in the list of references).
The Wallenstein Chateau Theatres Today

The fate of the chateau theatre in Třebíč is the most mysterious. We know that
a theatre was established there, but today no one knows where. Not a trace of a
theatre has survived to date, and historians disagree over where it was located in
the chateau. No one has any idea which room originally served as the theatre hall.
No archive documents on this subject have yet been located or have not survived.
Today, the Vysočina Museum is based at the chateau. Today there is nothing to mark
where the chateau theatre in Třebíč used to be.
We know a little more in the case of the chateau theatre in Duchcov. We know
where the theatre hall is, and we have a number of documents that contain
information about the theatre. None of its equipment, however, has survived. We do
not know whether the scenery was given away, burnt, or succumbed to the passage
of time; we do not know what happened to the large collection of costumes and
props. Today the theatre hall is used as a storeroom for the theatre's paintings.
The chateau theatre at Kozel had a rather more merciful fate. Some of the theatre
equipment and several pieces of scenery have survived to date. The only set that
has survived fully intact is now installed on the stage and can be viewed as part of a
tour of the chateau. However, its installation contradicts certain theatre principles.
Unskilled tampering in recent years caused considerable damage to other surviving
flats. Lath fragments were attached to the bases of the flat frames to reinforce the
shaky original wheels, so now it is no longer possible to place the flats in the original
tracks. All of the theatre equipment is in need of expert attention from restorers if
it is to survive as a valuable source of information for future generations about the

46 Bláha, Jiří. Zámecké divadlo v Litomyšli – Dokumentace [The Chateau Theatre in Litomyšl –
Documentation]. Manuscript. Litomyšl: Občanské sdružení Milislav, 2001.
47 Hilmera, J. Op. cit. 1957, 1965.
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theatre culture of the nobility. It must be noted, however, that it is one of the few
such theatres that have not been gradually dismantled or ended up in the dump.
The chateau theatre in Litomyšl was revived with occasional amateur theatre
performances up until the Second World War, when the chateau was occupied by
the German military. In 1956 a survey of the site was made and repairs were begun
on the theatre. Since then the theatre has been used to host musical concerts,
but also, unfortunately, other events like handing out secondary school diplomas.
In 2001 a civic association of supporters of the chateau theatre was founded with
the objective of studying, documenting, and promoting the local chateau stage.
Detailed study has been carried out in recent years and the stage for restoration
work is now slowly approaching.
The chateau theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště probably fared best of all. However,
only several pieces of scenery stored for the time being in the former chateau
kitchen have survived from the original Baroque theatre from 1833. After years of
undignified use as a storage and room, under new management, the theatre has
undergone partial reconstruction. Almost every year several flats or parts of the
stage machinery undergo restoration. The now complete set of the gala hall is in
place on the stage, delighting chateau visitors with its intimate splendour.
The chateau theatre in Mnichovo Hradiště is also the only Wallenstein theatre
that is occasionally brought to life again with Baroque performances. This use of the
theatre, though limited to just a few days a year, give aficionados of Baroque culture
a chance to enjoy a now relatively rare experience in the setting of a real chateau
theatre, just the way it was in times auspicious to the pleasures of the nobility.
Pavla Pešková (1975) is a graduate from the Theatre Studies Department of the Faculty
of Arts of Masaryk University, Brno. She completed her doctoral studies at the Janáček
Academy of Music and Performing Arts. In her research she focuses on Baroque theatre. She
is a co-author of a monograph Zámecké divadlo v Mnichově Hradišti (The Chateau Theatre
in Mnichovo Hradiště).
Pavla Pešková: The Chateau Stages of the Wallenstein Family in Bohemia and Moravia.
The best‑known chateau theatres in the Czech Republic are in Český Krumlov and Litomyšl.
Lesser-known theatres that have survived to date can be found, for instance, in the chateaux
in Nové Hrady, Mnichovo Hradiště, Kačina, Hluboká, Třeboň, and Kozel near Pilsen. It seems
that few people today are aware of the fact that in the 18th and 19th centuries almost every
noble residence, chateau, or palace had a private theatre of its own. According to historical
records, in those two centuries there were around 300 theatres owned by the aristocracy in
the Czech Lands. Barely two dozen of them have survived to the present day.
One noble family with strong ties to the theatre in the late 18th and early 19th centuries
was the Wallenstein family. Members of the many branches of this large Czech dynasty had
theatres in their chateaux in Litomyšl, Mnichovo Hradiště, Duchcov, Třebíč, and Kozel, and
they also built a theatre in their palace in Malá Strana in Prague. The essay focuses on the
description of the chateau theatres (architecture, stage machinery, props and costumes,
stage scenery, lighting), drawing on the materials stored in the Wallenstein Family Archive.
Key words: Chateau theatre – Theatre architecture – Stage machinery – Wallenstein dynasty.
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Eva Šormová

Hamlet 1926
Hilar's Production of Hamlet in the Context
of Interpretations of the Play

Shakespeare's Hamlet occupies a unique place in the world of theatre. In all of
dramatic literature we would be hard‑pressed to find a European or international
work that could compare to it in terms of its ability to constantly provide new
impulses for various interpretations, and that would be so open to diverse stylistic
and conceptual stagings. No single production has ever exhausted all the possibilities
that the tragedy contains. The number of possible interpretative approaches to
Hamlet is endless. The idea that a staging of Hamlet serves as insight into the state
of theatre and the conditions in a society, as testimony to a society's level of culture,
and as a reflection of the spiritual climate of the age is an idea that can be taken
as almost a literal truth in the case of the history of this play on the Czech stage.
Hamlet in the Czech Lands

Hamlet reached the Czech Lands in the late 18th century. Two translations emerged
to begin with, one by Josef Jakub Tandler and the other by Václav Thám. Neither has
survived to date. It can be assumed that, in accordance with contemporary practices,
these translations, as in the case of other early Czech translations of Shakespeare's
plays, were based on German versions (which contained modifications) and not
on the original. Both of the translations were provided by prominent figures from
the first generation of Czech theatre revivalists, but they did not generate any
deep or sustained interest in this Shakespearean play in the Czech theatre. The
first performance of the tragedy took place in the 1790/91 season (the exact date
is unknown) at the Patriotic Theatre's (Vlastenské divadlo) location at that time
in a former monastery of Irish Franciscans, so called Hybernians (U Hybernů). The
second performance took place on 8 July 1792 as part of a programme of Czech
plays put on at the Estates Theatre (Stavovské divadlo). The third performance was
again at U Hybernů on 25 January 1795. No information has survived about the
nature or quality of the performance. We do not know who was in the cast, what the
performance looked like, or even how the public received it. Against the backdrop
of the Czech theatre repertoire at that time, which was dominated by adventurous
chivalric plays and comic operas, we can assume that, given the play's exciting plot,
murders, duels, and the mysterious figure of the Ghost, these productions looked
much like trivial romances, and focused mainly on the outward action of the play.
Simplified moralising would not have been out of place either, possibly revolving
around the theme of rightful vengeance for a crime. For a long time these were the
only productions of Hamlet. It took half a century – 58 years to be exact – before
Hamlet reappeared on the Czech stage. This long gap attests to the fact that in the
era of the National Revival the conditions were inauspicious and the situation not
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yet ripe for accepting this demanding Shakespearean tragedy. Neither the theatre
nor Czech society was yet ready to confront this piece. Theatre culture, in terms of
what it was able achieve, and what its function was at that time, was influenced by
the retarded state of national life, and that made Hamlet, which was so at odds with
Biedermeier aesthetics and contemporary theatre's focus on patriotic edification,
almost impossible to accept.
It was not until the second half of the 19th century that Hamlet managed to
establish itself permanently in the Czech theatre repertoire. At that time theatre had
already progressed to a much more advanced level and the ideas and agenda of the
theatre had gone beyond the stage of utilitarian revivalist concepts (i.e. of national
awareness and the educative role of theatre) and arrived at a more refined aesthetic
concept, pushing the creative aspect to the fore. By that time there were already
actors capable of creating their own renditions of complex dramatic characters
and there were people who were putting bigger demands on the theatre, pointing
to the advanced level of culture in Europe, which became the inspiration and goal.
As Czech society advanced it demonstrated and confirmed its abilities; it intensely
confronted itself with the cultures of large nations, almost feverishly devouring
what they had to pass on, which was a sign of its surge forward and its desire and
preoccupation with catching up and falling into step with European development.
Czech performances of Hamlet were staged at the Theatre of the Estates on
20 November 1853 (the same year that Eduard Vojan was born, who would later
become a legendary Czech performer of the Danish prince), when preparations
began for a monumental project to publish original translations of the complete
works of Shakespeare. This entire enterprise was scheduled to culminate on the
three hundredth anniversary of the birth of the Elizabethan playwright in 1864.
The heightened interest in Shakespeare's work heralded by this remarkable
translation project which built the foundations for the dramaturgical expansion of
the Czech theatre repertoire had to do with Romantic theatre's inclination towards
Shakespeare. The singularity of the characters, their uncommon fates, the extreme
passions, rich storytelling, sharp conflicts, tragic dimensions, and the unique nature
of human individuality: the Romantics identified with all these attributes and were
able to pit them against idyllic sentimentality and tendencies to portray the reality
of everyday life. Shakespeare's plays, especially the tragedies, enabled them to put
into practice their aesthetic views and their efforts to create a great, independent,
national theatre culture. A supporter and advocate of this concept, Josef Jiří Kolár,
not only translated the tragedy, but promoted also a staging of the play and played
the lead role. In Kolár's version, which marked the beginning of an era of Romantic
interpretations of the play, Hamlet is a titanic, tragically divided, almost demonic
figure. Sharp breaks and contrasts in both declamation and physical expression
were designed to give dramatic shape to the character. Gesture, mimicry, speech:
everything was high‑flown, exalted, awash with pathos, as though the objective
were to give the content a physical, tangible quality by powerfully accentuating
the means of expression. Karel Šimanovský, who played Hamlet in 1863–1880,
exchanged Kolár's violent and eruptive version of the character for a refined and
heroic interpretation. His effective, moderately stylised gestures and poses acquired
a theatrical force, which this time did not derive from torrid explosiveness but
from a more subtle, nuanced form of expression that conformed to the notion of
the ideal hero and was connected with the transformation of Romantic playacting
towards a well‑turned and beautifully impressive form of expression. This process
culminated in the interpretation of Hamlet performed by Jakub Seifert (he played
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the role in 1880–1898), a master of rhetorical oratory and an eminent representative
of the “grand style” of late Romantic theatre. The spoken component of dramatic
performance, refined to the most subtle nuances, also dominated his interpretation
of Hamlet. The rich vocal register of the actor's melodic voice rang through the text
to give it a more powerfully emotional effect. The colourful delivery, shaped more
by formal aspects than content, was so enrapturing that it muted and oftentimes
overshadowed the meaning of the words themselves. Seifert's reading was so
refined that he gave the character an altogether new, emotional and softened
aspect, quite unlike the previous titanic and heroic interpretation. However, Seifert's
exquisite delivery added a new dimension to the interpretation of Hamlet: his
emphatically formalised speech, employing vocal devices to express the verbal and
poetic qualities of the work, opened up Hamlet as a dramatic poem. Despite their
differences, these Hamlets have something in common: the entire performance
revolves around them. The title character forms the axis of the productions of
Hamlet in the second half of the 19th century. The other characters are visibly
sidelined and for the most part played to conform to conventional dramatic
types (e.g. Ophelia – the ingénue, Claudius – the villain, Polonius — the comical
old-fellow, Gertrude – the heroine). The tragedy was interpreted as a historical play,
and according to practices was staged in standard pseudo‑historically decorated
sets that only generally implied the setting and were typically designed in the style
of Romantic historicism. There were no overriding staging concepts guiding the
productions. Descriptions of Czech productions of Shakespeare in the 60s indicate
that only the acting had evolved in them, while the direction and the sets lagged
behind.1 In the case of Hamlet, this statement remained true even longer. Until the
end of the 19th century, no strong directorial or artistic hand was apparent in any of
the productions. The transformation in the style of acting was very apparent, but an
individual-soloist interpretation of the characters still prevailed over an ensemble
type interplay between them. The actor took full advantage of the opportunity to
play up the character as a personal solo performance with big “showy” numbers –
the monologues – which were detached and isolated from the play as a whole, thus
disturbing the continuity of the character and cutting it up into isolated pieces.
A big turnaround in the stage history of Hamlet came with Jaroslav Kvapil's
production of the play (National Theatre in Prague – Národní divadlo Praha, 1905),
which represented the first attempt to imprint a consistent style on all the stage
components of the production and signalised a new, synthesising concept of stage
production. Kvapil devoted methodical attention to Shakespeare's work, on which he
was an informed expert, and with which he felt a deep affinity. One of the novelties
in Kvapil's concept was that it veered away from the focus on external plot outline
to concentrate on the inner drama of the tragedy, the psychological aspects of the
characters, and the philosophical dimensions of the play. The acting gravitated
towards a new level of quality, so that the character continuously developed and
evolved out of plausible psychological features and a deeper expression of inner
processes and states. Kvapil read the drama as a work of poetry and interpreted
his direction as a humble service to the playwright, striving to give concrete
shape to the play's meanings and full voice to the text's poetic qualities. Kvapil's
direction endowed the images on stage with a stylised tone and artistic structure,
1

Klosová, Ljuba. Shakespeare na českom javisku v druhej polovice 19. storočia [Shakespeare on the
Czech Stage in the Second Half of the 19th Century]. Slovenské divadlo 12, 1964, pp. 197–212. See
also Engelmüller, Karel. Z dějin českého Hamleta [The History of Czech Hamlets]. Zlatá Praha 33,
1916/17, n. 4–7, pp. 43–44, 55–56, 66–67, 75–80.
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creating a synergic effect out of the decorations, costumes, coloured lighting,
and the arrangement of the actors. Each individual scene acquired an effective
atmosphere emanating an inner harmony, into which this Kvapil organically
incorporated a style of acting with an inner depth that captured the psychology of
the characters. This new staging concept, in which the director acts as a unifying
agent, made itself apparent in the new sets procured for the production (created
by Kvapil's artistic collaborator Karel Štapfer), the casting of actors who could meet
the demands of Kvapil's psychological theatre (Eduard Vojan and Hana Kvapilová),
and the use of the translation of the play by the poet J. V. Sládek. Although the
translation was created in the 1880s, it had never been performed before. All
the performances at the National Theatre and at other Czech theatres had used the
earlier translation by J. J. Kolár dating from 1853. Kvapil's innovations were praised
by contemporary critics. We can cite Jindřich Vodák's verdict as representative of
the general consensus: “The tragedy was performed with piety and a kind of inner
integrity and harmony among the individual characters. This is truly something
that has been lacking; the characters are not obstructive or at odds with each other,
they fit together.”2
However much Kvapil's production signalled an important break with the
earlier tradition, some important problems remained unsolved. The scenographic
design was compromise, adhering to the practice of complete set changes that
reflected earlier requirements that the setting of each scene be distinguished
and authentically illustrated. Complicated set changes, however, required long,
intrusive breaks that destroyed the flow of the performance and its illusory effect.
In productions of Shakespeare that Kvapil directed later, he adopted the example
of the Munich theatre and used a “dual stage”, which involved the stage divided
into two parts (front and rear) with a firmly fixed portal frame, which allowed
the performance to flow more smoothly (the backdrops in the rear section were
exchanged while the performance was taking place in the front section, which
was separated from the real, elevated section by a neutral curtain). Other changes
naturally accompanied the use of this procedure. The set was no longer illustrated
literally, but was, rather, evoked, using expressive, artistically stylised elements.
Although Kvapil succeeded to an unprecedented degree at coalescing the actors'
performances and furthering their interplay, everything still centred on the main
character, whose dominant standing was underscored by Vojan's individualistic (in
terms of content and approach) style of acting. Kvapil respected Vojan (who was
aged fifty‑two in the year of the premiere) as an exceptional artistic personality.
He granted him a free hand, accepted his interpretation, and even subordinated
the others to him.
For Eduard Vojan the role of Hamlet offered another great opportunity to
give vent to the fundamental theme running through most of his character
interpretations: “the tragedy of incommunicable and insurmountable human
solitude”.3 Vojan's highly individualistic interpretation resonated with the artistic
tenets of Symbolism, Decadence, and Modernism that were current at the turn of
the century, with the cult of subjective experience, and with the conviction that a
creative gesture has the capacity to capture the otherwise incommunicable essence
of “substance and expression” (F. X. Šalda). Vojan's Hamlet, mature, manly, and
towering in intelligence and intellectual sophistication over those around him, was
deeply struck by the burden of solitude and the misery of the world; he took stock
2
3
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William Shakespeare. Hamlet. National Theatre, Prague 1926. Stage direction Karel Hugo
Hilar. Set design Vlastislav Hofman, Karel Hugo Hilar. Scene I.1, the first appeareance of the
Ghost. Photo Jaroslav Čámský. Archive Arts and Theatre Institute.

of life and judged the world from the depths of his suffering and the heights of
objective metaphysical values. This philosophising, meditative, and critical Hamlet
departed from “experience of all that was rotten, the impotence of action, a disgust
with life, a scorn for it as something futile, worthless”.4 The actor did not make a
deliberate outward show of the character's moods, he shaded and implied them
through sarcastic outbursts, scathing irony, and bitterly sceptical reflections. Vojan's
interpretation in many ways corresponded to E. G. Craig's later interpretation for
the Moscow Art Theatre's production of Hamlet (MCHT 1911), the most thoroughly
Symbolist interpretation of Shakespeare's tragedy.5 Vojan's Symbolist interpretation
was made apparent by the emphasis on philosophical thoughts and by means of
certain dramatic gestures (e.g. gazing off into infinity), and it leaned more towards
conveying the work's metaphysical meanings. Even Vojan's method of acting, which
involved creating a tension between what is revealed and what remains concealed
and just implied (and was usually explained as being an effective technique for
creating meaningful contrasts between inner content and outward expression and
for revealing the struggle of will and intellect with emotion), can be interpreted as
a way of getting at the hidden meaning of phenomena, that is, as applying a key
principle of Symbolism through performance.
4

5

Müller, Vladimír. Popřevratoví Hamletové [Hamlets After the Coup d'état]. Národní a Stavovské
divadlo 4, 4 December 1926, n. 15, pp. 3–4.
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Vojan played Hamlet in three
productions of the tragedy (two
of which were directed by Kvapil,
in 1905 and 1915, while the third
was directed by Karel Mušek)
within a span of fifteen years up
until 1920. This is partly why his
Hamlet became so deeply ingrained
in the memory of the theatre. His
performance was regarded as the
near perfect and peerless ideal
interpretation of Hamlet, owing
both to the richness of the psychological, intellectual and philosophical dimensions he gave the
character and to his spellbindingly
expressive incarnations.
Even those who did not embrace
Kvapil's style of interpretation (by
the time of the revived staging in
1915, the second year of the war,
the production's initially innovative
quality had begun to seem
outdated and its psychological
impressionistic style came across
as somewhat academic, accepted
and praised the greatness of Vojan's
Václav Vydra as Claudius. Photo Karel Váňa.
creation. The director K. H. Hilar
had such a relationship to Kvapil
and Vojan's Hamlet. In the notes to his production of Hamlet Hilar wrote: “Vojan's
technical trenchancy absorbed and took in every last drop of the character's capacity
for reflection. No other interpreter of Hamlet would be able to take this farther,
higher, or deeper.”6 Between the lines of these sentences there is an awareness of
the level of exactingness that Vojan's example would demand from followers and
oblige them to meet. Anyone wanting to pick up the legacy left by Vojan would
have to take a distinct, separate path. This imperative most certainly kindled Hilar's
thoughts about his own interpretation of Hamlet.
Hilar's Hamlet

The director K. H. Hilar understood theatre as art in the living present and direction
as an expression of a worldview,7 and he sensitively absorbed contemporary stimuli
from art and life and responded to them discerningly. Convinced that the purpose
of art is to take up fundamental existentialist questions, he gravitated towards and
chose to direct works dealing with big, weighty ideas (H. Ibsen: Peer Gynt, 1916;
6
7
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W. Shakespeare: Anthony and
Cleopatra, 1917; Z. Krasiński:
Nebožská komedie [Undivine
Comedy], 1918; P. Corneille:
Le Cid, 1919; E. Verhaeren: Les
Aubes, 1920; W. Shakespeare:
Coriolanus, 1921; J. Słowacki:
Balladyna, 1923; Karel and Josef
Čapek: Adam Stvořitel [Adam
the Creator], 1927; J. W. Goethe:
Faust, 1928; W. Shakespeare: King
Lear, 1929; F. Bruckner: Elisabeth
von England, 1931; Sophocles:
Oedipus the King, 1932; E. O'Neill:
Mourning Becomes Electra, 1934).
Hamlet was a perfect match for
Hilar's dramaturgical style, which
characteristically gave vent to the
drama of big ideas, emotions,
passions, and the fundamental
conflicts of individuals and society.
Before Hamlet, Hilar staged
several other plays by Shakespeare
(The Merry Wives of Windsor, 1914;
Anthony and Cleopatra, 1917; The
Tempest, 1920; Coriolanus, 1921;
As You Like It, 1923; Romeo and
Juliet, 1924; Much Ado about Eduard Kohout as Hamlet. Photo Karel Váňa.
Nothing, 1926). After and parallel
to Kvapil's harmonious, psychological‑impressionistic style of Shakespearean
interpretation, Hilar's expressive, dynamic, grotesque, and ferociously comedic
productions formed a very distinct interpretative style. Following the wave of
revolutionary, socially oriented art that had swelled up at the end of the war,
to which Hilar contributed with collectivist productions, great social epopees
and distinctively Expressionist grotesques, in the mid‑1920s his theatrical style
underwent a transformation. By the time Hilar was beginning to prepare Hamlet
he had already abandoned his previous radical, Expressionist style, explaining this
as due to the influx of new stimuli and social circumstances. The social stability
that set in around the mid‑1920s and the positive efforts to consolidate and
advance the new young state (Czechoslovakia emerged as an independent state on
28 October 1918) were reflected in a new concept of the function of theatre and
of official town theatres in particular. Hilar articulated the conceptual principles
for this new function in his manifestos and applied them in his work as a director.
The transformation of the social climate fed his conception of the work of theatre:
“It is necessary to move away from pathos, great class hatreds, and revolutionary
shibboleths, and towards a style of life in nervous equilibrium, where demoralising
social analyses are superseded by the maxim of civic feeling.”8 According to Hilar,
theatre should now contribute to fortifying moral order. This progress is also
8
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achieved by searching for a new style of expression. Hilar derived it from social
stimuli and described it as “a stylistic expression of that mental calm that can be set
in direct opposition to the deranged warlike or revolutionary sentiment”,9 referred
to by the contemporary term “civilism”.
Some of the social impulses that shaped the transformation of Hilar's theatrical
poetics were purely private. Following the premiere of Romeo and Juliet (1924)
he suffered a severe stroke that kept him from working in the theatre for more
than a year and prevented him from partaking in any creative or intellectual
work. The experience of a serious illness and the “touch of death” altered his
perception of life and the world; from that moment, Hilar's work delved inward
and grew deeper, acquiring a level of sensitivity and “humanised” dimensions
that it had previously lacked. Matured as a person and as an artist, he coupled
the youthful experimentation of his past with new efforts to arrive at a more
complex representation of man, which supplanted his Expressionist reduction of
the individual. Now Hilar was demanding from his actors a “physiological directness
and realism”, emphasising “the live pulse, human warmth, and intellectual vigour”
that were to pervade the actor's rendering of a character and emanate from him.
It was from this position that Hilar approached Hamlet.
Preparations for the production began with a new translation, which Hilar
commissioned from Bohumil Štěpánek, whose translation of The Tempest he had
already staged in 1920.10 The director felt that there was an urgent need for a new
translation, as the stylistic register in Sládek's verse translation was out‑of‑date and
its diction more poetic than dramatic, which is not what Hilar wanted. He turned
to a translator from the younger generation, and while his translation lacked the
rich colour of Shakespeare's poetic expression, it had an uncluttered clarity. Unlike
Sládek, who consistently respected the pattern and precision of the original meter,
Štěpánek catered more to the stresses and syntax of the Czech language, convinced
that the key aspect of rhythmic structure is not meter but, rather, the fluidity of
diction and language stress. He was also aware that Shakespeare used language not
just to differentiate between characters but also to distinguish monologue from
a dialogue between two characters or again from a dialogue between multiple
characters. The translator understood that “speech is a function of the state of action
on the stage”,11 and he approached his task with a view to the specific dramatic
feature of the structure of the text. Also, he returned to the Czech translation the
incisive ruggedness of Shakespeare's lexicon, which Sládek had softened and refined
in his translation.
Hilar made some substantial modifications to the text himself. These can be
traced on two levels. First, he sought to make the text denser and more concise –
the changes he made to this effect include consistent deletions, major or minor in
form, eliminating rhetorical passages and verses that are variations or elaborations
of an already expressed core message. In this way Hilar wanted the action to unfold
more rapidly and bring the play closer to the contemporary viewer, who dwells
9 Op. cit.
10 Štěpánek also edited and revised Sládek's translation of Much Ado about Nothing for Hilar's production
(premiere 29 September 1926 at the National Theatre, under the title Blažena a Beneš [Beatrix
and Benedict]). Hilar used B. Štěpánek's new translations to stage at the National Theatre King
Lear (premiere 6 March 1929), A Midsummer Night's Dream (premiere 13 June 1933) and As You
Like It (premiere 26 May 1934). Cooperation between the director and the translator was long term,
and B. Štěpánek's translations most certainly suited Hilar.
11 Štěpánek, Bohumil. Shakespeare a jevištní čeština [Shakespeare and Stage Czech]. Přítomnost 3, 1926,
n. 26, pp. 402–404.
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on a thought only as long as absolutely necessary and feels around for what is
substantial.12 These changes concentrated the action and the inner dramas of the
characters to the point where it almost achieved the level of suspense of a thriller.
The condensed dialogue resembled modern spoken communication and hurled
forward as intensely as the inescapable tragic events.
On the second level, his changes reached deeply into the structure of meanings,
weakened some thematic lines, and strongly suppressed the mystical dimensions.
Hilar omitted the entire opening scene outside Elsinore Castle and the first
appearance of the Ghost. Consequently, the start of the play was not prefaced
by the mysterious apparition from the underworld, but opened with Claudius'
hypocritical monologue from the second scene (“Though yet of Hamlet our dear
brother's death…”). From the very start then, what was exposed was Elsinore's
reality, and that was fundamental for Hilar's concept. Hilar's vision of Hamlet was
informed by a viewpoint of it as a human and thoroughly worldly tragedy, and not
by an interest in any mysterious, metaphysical questions. The director got rid of
everything that lay outside the world of Elsinore: Fortinbras' Polish expedition and
Norwegian‑Danish relations. The Elsinore tale thus lost its – in today's terminology –
foreign affairs backdrop. Except for the final scene Fortinbras was cut out of the
tale, which severely weakened his significance, and the analogy of his and Hamlet's
fates was lost. One little‑known fact should be mentioned here: by eliminating the
above‑mentioned scenes, Hilar's adaptation surprisingly resembled the deletions
that Jaroslav Kvapil had also made to the text. Kvapil also omitted Claudius' despatch
to Norway, Hamlet's encounter with Fortinbras' army, and Polonius' scene with
Reynaldo, and he also radically altered the ending, eliminating the final scene in
which Fortinbras appears. Although the two directors' approaches were diametrically
different, it is interesting that they both deleted scenes in which a foreign‑policy
theme entered the tragedy.
Hilar's interventions wrapped the story around the intimate circle of Hamlet's
family and those closest to them. He further underscored this added intimacy with
a set design in which every sign of the characters' royal and courtly affiliations was
downplayed. Their social status was not alluded to in the actors' gestures or in their
costumes. Claudius was for the most part dressed in a housecoat, Gertrude and
Ophelia wore formal daytime attire, Hamlet wore a casual black sweater or a short
waistcoat. The director strove to capture the generally human dimension of the
characters, not their social class, looking at the entire tragedy as a private drama,
not a socio‑political one. In this connection, the number of royal entourages, court
figures, and every kind of pomp and ostentation was pared down.
One of Hilar's ambitions was to use the production of Hamlet to give voice to
the artistic and intellectual worldview of his generation. Miroslav Rutte, a devoted
expert and interpreter of Hilar's work, has made the same assertion: “He [Hilar] was
well aware that his mission was not just to cast and stage the play again, but, above
all, he had to invest it with a new focus and new relevance, in other words, it was
up to him to create a Hamlet for the post‑war theatre generation that could take
up an honourable place alongside the memories of Vojan and to just as stridently
fulfil the mission of his generation. For this reason he particularly sought out a new
connection between Shakespeare and the post‑war era: he found it in the tragedy
of youth weakened by premature knowledge of evil, a young generation off its
moral and emotional balance. In his conception, Hamlet was not supposed to be an
12 Cf. Hilar, Karel Hugo. Divadelní magie [Theatre Magic]. Národní a Stavovské divadlo 3, 3 April 1926,
n. 30, pp. 2–3.
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Hamlet. I.5, second appearance of the Ghost. Photo Jaroslav Čámský.

embittered philosopher who understands the futility of everything and takes note
of the iniquity of the world from the icy solitude of his intellect; he was supposed
to be a simple boy who experiences his initiation into emotions in an atmosphere
of debauchery, blood, and murder, where the heart withers before it has a chance
to get a taste of life. For this reason he chose as his Hamlet not a tragedian but a
lyrical performer, Eduard Kohout, a player of youth and emotional crises, of whom
it was believed that he would especially bring out the human components of this
multivalent Shakespearean character.”13
Hilar took into account Kvapil's earlier staging and especially Vojan's interpretation
of the title character when conceiving the design for his production. He was certainly
aware that his production would be compared with the previous one and that if
it was to pass muster, his boldly unique intellectual and stylistic interpretation of
the work would have to be rendered perfectly. The attempt to find a contemporary
way of expressing the timeless values of Shakespeare's play and underscoring their
current relevance was evident in the directorial and dramaturgical adaptation of the
text, in how the characters were conceived and then performed, and in the artistic
design of the set and the costumes. Hilar was well supported in this endeavour by
Vlastislav Hofman's set design and costumes. Like Hilar, Hofman was faced with
the problem of capturing the play's timeless qualities and patching the past to the
present. He based his design on a conception of the present as a fluid continuation
of the past. Everything current bears the traces and imprints of the past and adds
to it new elements and features from today. The scenographic representation of
this concept was achieved by synthesising modern and historical elements. The
individual elements were so abstract that the set's ultimate appearance alluded to
a space that was “everywhere” and a time that was “always”. This loosely specified
13 Rutte, Miroslav. Herec máchovského rodu [An Actor of Mácha's Kind]. In Rutte, Miroslav. Šest podob
českého herectví [Six Forms of Czech Acting]. Praha: Atlas, 1947, pp. 191–216.
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setting significantly co‑determined the character of the production, which framed
Shakespeare's tragedy in the polarity of its temporal and timeless validity.
Hofman's synthesising set drew on features abstracted from Romanesque and
Gothic art (arches and massive architectural elements, austere vertical surfaces),
and their strict geometricality and classical simplicity also made reference to
contemporary artistic purism. Hofman had no hesitations about juxtaposing set
furniture or props of completely different styles to mark Elsinore as an old dynastic
seat, where the distant and more recent past left a mark and shaped the place's
current appearance. An old Renaissance candlestick next to a throw with a modern
print, and old‑fashioned portraits of ancestors near Ophelia's table aquarium, and
massive but structurally simple chairs and tables undeniably inspired by modern
furniture designs with a functional simplicity and austerity: all these details were
used in Hofman's set as elements implying the form of an anti‑illusory and abstract
space. He used a prism as his main building block: a flat, vertically upright prism,
face front towards the audience. Eight prism‑shaped panels of unequal height were
assembled in different ways to create changes in the stage space. The building
block system allowed for different variations: sometimes the panels were arranged
symmetrically, one after the other, either on their sides of the set or in the centre,
other times they were clustered together at the centre of the performance area,
and other times they formed an arc‑shaped enclosure of the space in the rear.
All the scenes (except for the appearance of the Ghost and the graveyard scene)
were created using these prism‑shaped panels. Hofman shaped the stage space in
relationship to and with respect for the work. He made spatial distinctions between
each scene, marking each shift in location. The basic building‑block style of this stage
was reminiscent of the panels and screens used in Craig's set for Hamlet for the
Moscow Art Theatre in 1911 and can be regarded as a precursor to adjustable stage
designs. The changing arrangement of panels derived from the course of the action
on stage, and a stronger link was formed between the scenography and the action.
Josef Svoboda, the master of Czech adjustable stage design, not surprisingly drew
on this very design by Hofman for his own set design for a production of Hamlet
(National Theatre, 1959). Svoboda used sliding panels, taking advantage of more
modern technology, but they essentially represented just a kinetically refined and
completed version of Hofman's set.
The drama in the shapes and lines of Hofman's set gave it an Expressionistic quality,
and the dynamic contrast of colours also associated it with Expressionism. The
silvery grey and glittering prisms and the individual pieces of white furniture
contrasted with the black background filled with organza. The basic black‑and
white contrast was emphasised by the dynamic lighting. The light sliced out clear
sections of the stage space, the area around which remained in darkness or in a dim
light. The impression created by the inky blackness around an illuminated section
was one of infinite, borderless space, and attention was focused on the action
and the actor. The lit sections emerged out of the darkness “like visions” (Jindřich
Vodák), suddenly surfacing and then vanishing again. This style of lighting gave the
set and all the objects on it a strange, unreal appearance. Hilar also made abundant
use of spot lighting, which made the space much more dramatic and added a new
meaningful aspect to the given action on stage. So, for example, in the scene of
Hamlet's encounter with the Ghost, two cones of light (projected from lamps set
opposite each other on the left and right wings of the stage) cut through the night
time darkness and crossed back and forth across the space. Then, as soon as they
fell on the Ghost's arm, holding on to the sword, they stopped, and the light fixed
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on the arm. The arm then suddenly began to glow brightly (this effect was attained
by covering the arm with phosphorus) and marked the presence of an indistinctly
visible figure. Then a voice could be heard, speaking to Hamlet out of and into the
dark, separating the two characters. The light thus not only helped etherealise the
figure of the Ghost and give it a believable eeriness, but the sharp streaks with which
it searched through the space served as a graphic reflection of Hamlet's inner state
of mind, the excitement and unease he felt as he rushed towards the apparition
of his father. The light to a considerable extent assumed the actor's function and
played along with him. This kind of interaction between the components on stage,
their interfusion and interplay, was a formative principle of Hilar's production. In
the scene with the play, which was performed as a shadow play, it is the audience,
and especially Claudius, who are lit up, rather than the players performing. The play
within the play, as one critic commented,14 was not a theatre performance but an
animation of a dark conscience, of the nightmare that weighs on Claudius' mind.
In the panic that followed after Claudius fled the lights were turned out, and with
the scene in violent flux, the torches that had been brought can be seen dashing
in every direction. One of them, the one that Hamlet seized himself, stopped in
front of him and illuminated the expression of victory and confidence on his face.
The images Hilar created were chiaroscuro, and it was only at the close of the
play, during the duel scene and with the arrival of Fortinbras, that he flooded
the stage with full, bright light. The transition from a mysterious dimness to a
blaze of brightness then literally shed light on the denouement of the tragedy
and marked the point of catharsis. As the dark events at Elsinore came to an end,
even despite the quadruple death, there was nothing macabre in the scene; on the
contrary, the bright daylight seemed to symbolise the victory of truth and moral
order. The active involvement of the set design in the stage action was part of Hilar's
synthesising efforts. An eloquent example was the scene in which Hamlet came
across Claudius praying and pondered whether or not to take his revenge at that
very moment. Behind Claudius, who was kneeling before a cross at the front of
the stage, a symmetrical series of prisms was set up, and Hamlet walked along the
paths between them like in a labyrinth, disappearing and reappearing, as though
searching for the right path to take.15 Here the set design physically represented
the character's mental state, giving it material form and becoming its reflection.
This meaning became apparent during the course of the action as a result of the
combined effect of the text, the actors' conduct and the set.
In the scene of Ophelia's funeral, again the set design had a signifying function.
Hilar divided the funeral procession into two parts. He had one part of the procession,
that bearing the casket with the dead Ophelia, walk below, while the other part,
comprised of mourners, headed by Claudius and Gertrude, walked from the castle
to the graveyard on an elevated level. Both processions walked behind a solid wall
and appeared in arched openings indicating the gate and a window in Elsinore.
Everything took place in the semi‑darkness of night and created the impression
of a funeral being held in secret after Ophelia's suspicious death. Dividing the
procession into two parts also illustrated the reserve and distance that social
convention required of the royal couple. The scenographic articulation of the stage
space helped establish this distance and by purely theatrical means added a new
dimension of meaning to the scene.
14 Konrád, Edmund. Režisérův prstoklad [The Director's Hand]. Přítomnost 3, 1926, pp. 737–739.
15 Op. cit.
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The requirement of veracity
that Hilar stipulated at the start
of the so‑called civilist stage of
his work signified a fundamental
change in acting style and became
the point of departure for his interpretation of all the key characters. The director demanded from
the actors an inner intensity of
expression that was to grow out
of a deep-felt understanding of
the characters. These internalised
interpretations, striving for a full
and comprehensive portrait of
man, were intended to be humanly and artistically veracious. For
example, Hilar staged the famous
“To Be or Not to Be” monologue
in an altogether unique way. He
placed Hamlet not at centre stage,
as is customary, but in a remote
corner of the stage, where dressed
in black his figure almost merged
with the black velvet background,
half hidden in the soft folds of the Hamlet. III.3, the end of prayer scene, Eduard Kohout
as Hamlet. Photo Karel Váňa.
material. A faint bluish light illuminated the actor's face and his hand holding the dagger. Huddled defencelessly
against the curtain, wholly immersed within himself, Kohout's Hamlet recited the
words of the monologue like a quiet meditation and the confession of an aching
soul.16 The director conceived of Hamlet as a lyrical, emotional, confused and helpless, intense and pensive young man. Kohout's nervous, hypersensitive, boyish
Hamlet, yearning for beauty and purity, and endowed with a keen perceptiveness,
was hurt, upset, and oppressed by the immorality of the world. The actor's fragile,
ephebic appearance, soft face, and melancholy voice amplified the overall tone of
the performance, infused it with a wistfulness and a thirst for life. His relationship
to Ophelia was mainly characterised by spontaneous emotion and burning love.
Learning of Ophelia's role in Polonius' and Claudius' scheme filled Hamlet with a
sense of deep disappointment over love squandered, a feeling he articulated in a
quivering voice filled with sadness. “The line ‘Get thee to a nunnery' was not uttered
with the irony of Moissi or the anger of Vojan, but as though bidding farewell to
youth”,17 dissolving into a “heartfelt dirge” in which tenderness drowns out the
irony.18 This Hamlet was tormented by reality, not metaphysics, despairing over
the world and his own powerlessness and weakness. However, despite everything,
he loved life and possessed a passionate longing to live,19 even the most abhorrent
16 Rutte, Miroslav. Hilarův Hamlet [Hilar's Hamlet]. Národní listy 26 November 1926. Kohout, Eduard.
Divadlo aneb snář [Theatre or Dream-book]. Praha: Odeon, 1975, p. 97.
17 Müller, V. Op. cit.
18 Rutte, M. Op. cit. 1947.
19 Majerová, Marie. Hamlet. Rudé právo 27 November 1926. Träger, Josef. Hamlet. Studentský časopis 6,
1926/27, pp. 144–145.
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Hamlet. IV.5, Gertrude (Leopolda Dostálová) and Hamlet (Eduard Kohout). Photo Karel Váňa.

wickedness was incapable of destroying his faith in life itself; dying, he threw up
his last words towards life.20 Critics all praised Kohout's interpretation for the
richness and fullness of his emotional portrait, but criticised the inadequate treatment of the intellectual and philosophical dimension of the character (in this regard Vojan's interpretation evidently still figured largely in the critics' memory).21
The acting brought out the inner emotions and feelings of the character: tenderness, love, doubt, hesitation, despair, and sadness made their way to the surface
through nervous gestures, movement, and diction. The melancholy voice broke
into a sob, exploded scathingly, became briskly conversational, turned lithely pensive, and fell silent. The actor's face also reflected the changes in the character's
mental and emotional state: warmly friendly and trustingly innocent on meeting
the troupe of players, at other times tormented with agony, deeply furrowed, eyes
swollen with tears, and other times again unwaveringly resolved. The methods
and techniques of acting were used to bring out what was inside the character as
much as possible and lay it bare through the actor's physical and spoken expression. This manner of presenting the lead character differed from the presentation
of the group comprised of Claudius, Gertrude, Polonius, Ophelia and Laertes, who
were typically restrained and reserved, and obviously followed social conventions.
They did not “shout out their scandals and suffering”,22 but conducted themselves
comme il faut, like wellmannered people. Their behaviour was classy and cultured,
but something lay behind the veneer of civilisation. Hilar had the actors sheathe the
negative qualities of their characters in decorum and a refined form of behaviour.
20 Müller, V. Op. cit.
21 Rutte, M. Op. cit. 1926. jk [Josef Kodíček]. Režie jako básnické dílo [Directing as a Work of Poetry].
Tribuna 26 and 27 November 1926.
22 Cassius [Jaroslav Kolman‑Cassius]. Shakespeare: Hamlet. Lidové noviny 26 November 1926.
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Hamlet. V.1, the graveyard scene – Horatio (Otto Rubík) and Hamlet (Eduard Kohout). Photo
Karel Váňa.

When Claudius and Laertes were plotting Hamlet's murder in duel, they were seated
in front of a cosy, lit fireplace in comfortable armchairs, and they went over the
details of the abominable act in a cool, business‑like manner. As one critic noted,
the subject of their discussion could just as easily have been the next elections or
a factory merger.23 Claudius and Gertrude reacted to Ophelia's emerging madness
with some aloofness, as though it were something improper and embarrassing
in polite society. Social conventions appeared in the arrangement of the scene of
Ophelia's funeral. Even the duel scene demonstrated the hypocrisy of Elsinore's
society – portrayed more like a sporting event, the casual behaviour of the participants, the referee, and the viewers underscored the feigned inconsequentiality of
a friendly fight. The contrast between the light‑hearted social atmosphere dominating this “interclub‑match between Hamlet and sport club Elsinore”24 and the
real truth of this scene, which is nothing less than a matter of life or death, made
it powerfully impressive. The bigger the gap between the two opposite meanings,
the more powerfully apparent each of them became, and the entire scene took on
a tragically ironic tone – Hamlet dies in a game.25
The contradiction between the masks of social convention and the true nature
of a character that Hilar made powerfully present in his production was really a
contradiction between semblance and truth, appearance and substance, and on
another level between form and content, which was one of the key themes of
relativism in the 1920s. The way in which Hilar incorporated this theme into what
the characters signified and used it as a means of evaluating them was very much
at odds with contemporary pragmatism. He exposed the expedient function of

23 Konrád, E. Op. cit.
24 Op. cit.
25 Op. cit.
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conventional social masks, which serve to cover up wickedness, baseness, and
unscrupulousness. Hilar's production made itself relevant to the times by showing
that the most abhorrent crimes are arranged in diplomatic consensus, that villainy
wears a polite disguise and that dignified composure conceals mediocrity. The actors
gradually broke through this veneer of outward impressions and made everything
concealed beneath it plain to see. Even the very first scene with Hamlet and Gertrude
made apparent the “snappish vulgarity of a domestic quarrel between mother and
son”26 insinuating the nature of their relationship and especially Gertrude's cold
and unkind character. Hilar's use of this approach to get the actors to gradually
expose their characters had a parallel in Hamlet's uncovering of the truth. In both
cases the path led from semblance to suspicion, from the surface to the heart
of the matter. The insistence on complex interpretations of the characters and
emphasis on the interplay between actors as an ensemble, on the subordination
of one to the whole structure of the production, also made itself felt by adding
meaning to the ther characters. Hilar's production was no longer about Hamlet
and the others, but, rather, every character was interpreted as a unique, complex,
and ambiguous figure, gradually expanded on with new detail, but, nonetheless, an
organic and solid whole. The Claudius of Václav Vydra was a man of clear thought,
penetrating reason, a high‑calibre Machiavellian, canny tactician and diplomat,
cool and correct on the outside and convincing in his feigned concern and care for
his brother's son. There was nothing at first glance to reveal him as a villain or a
repulsive weakling. However, beneath the external facade of reserve lay the ferocity
and ruthlessness of a predator, and once aroused that predator's fear and insecurity
burst out violently. The supremely confident Claudius was a much harder nut for
Hamlet to crack, as it was not easy to believe in his guilt or to prove it. For a long time
Claudius did not grant Hamlet even the tiniest opportunity to penetrate his tough
armour, and his behaviour gave him no cause for justifiable reproach or resistance.
This eminence, suggesting the character's solid consistency, formed an even more
contrasting backdrop to the gradual revelation of his internal decay and insight into
his instinctive fear and dread. Leopolda Dostálová as Gertrude distinctly implied
the sexual motivation in her relationship to Claudius, but she strictly maintained
the temperament of a mature woman mindful of social convention. Deference to
custom was also apparent in her relationship with her son, which was defined
more by maternal obligation than warm feeling. Gertrude's pity for Ophelia's fate
clearly lacked any real feeling of concern, and instead she showed a cool aloofness,
some hauteur, and a trace of contempt over Ophelia's scandal. As played by Jarmila
Kronbauerová, Ophelia was a well‑behaved and slightly melancholy girl from high
society. Obediently following her father's will and instructions she accepted Hamlet's
statements and strange outbursts. Hilar uncovered a “boarding school missy” in
this compliant young woman, dispassionate and not very excitable, anything but
a naively innocent creature. The director stripped the scenes of Ophelia's madness
of all their traditional features – no unkempt hair, loose dress, singsong diction, or
deranged, dancey movements. A light cocktail dress took the place of the decent
black attire she wore after her father's death, and her short hairdo remained just as
neatly done up. Her madness was expressed by her almost completely motionless,
vacant stare and her calm voice, and the calm tone of her voice vividly strengthened
the nonsense uttered. The static appearance of the scene forced the actress to
devise other ways than usual of communicating the character's sick mind and her
26 Rutte, M. Op. cit. 1926.
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withdrawal into her self reflecting the derangement of her mind. Kronbauerová
recalled how Hilar kept careful watch that she adhered to the given conception of
these scenes: “At every movement or sound, Hilar's pen would be tapping, ordering
absolute quiet.”27
Saša Rašilov's Polonius was a sincerely solicitous and strict patrician father and
a haughty courtier assured of his own importance. The actor played him more
as a convincingly severe figure and made very restrained use of comic elements.
Polonius' appearance, however, brought out his smugness: a grand, richly pleated
cloak with a wide sash across the chest pinned with a star. The costume strongly
underscored the attributes of Polonius' office and status, and also aptly characterised
the proud vanity of the wearer. The actor's facial mask (his forehead extended by
a “bald” wig) and his fixed, grotesque grimace are indications of the Expressionist
stylisation that Hilar had no qualms about using in a civilist production as an
eloquent tool of character evaluation. Expressionistic methods were also used to
represent episodic characters such as Osric (Eduard Tesař), Rosenkrantz (Stanislav
Neumann), Guildenstern (Bohuš Záhorský) and the two gravediggers (Karel Váňa,
František Roland). The first three were reduced to vacuous, unsubstantial puppets
representing the extreme end of society at Elsinore, which one critic described as a
community of half‑wits, half‑characters, the mavens of power, the adepts and rakes
of society, among whom Hamlet is the only clean and sensitive human membrane,
the only one with the awareness to recognise a hierarchy of values.28 Another
characteristic feature of Hilar's Expressionistic style was articulated through the
two gravediggers: the contrasting and simultaneously complementary construction
of the characters, based on the principle of opposites.
Hilar used another, different and differentiating layer of acting in the
interpretation of the troupe of players, drawing on the left‑over Romantic techniques
of exaggerated declamation and pathos to characterise the low standard of an
insignificant itinerant troupe of players. Alongside the temperate civilism of Elsinore
society the shabby players looked like apparitions from another time and place.
The ironic characterisation of individual troupe members (actor's pride, mutual
jealousies) and Romanticising mannerisms distinguished the players from everyone
else and thus created an effective contrast. Hilar's portrayal of the players also
strongly reflected his disdain for everything that is outdated and obsolete in art and
his utter objection to routine and rigid traditionalism. Nevertheless, the troupe of
players was not handled one‑sidedly. Alongside an ironically hammy quality, there
was a touching naivité to their pathos and an open directness to them that, next
to the sophisticatedly masked hypocrisy of Elsinore, conveyed an elementary and
primitive simplicity. This was what lay behind and motivated Hamlet's relationship
to the players: in them he finds the otherwise futilely sought certainty of a simple
life, in their company he restores himself, relaxes, the tension inside him vanishes.
In the scene with the players Kohout enriched his Hamlet with some additional
attributes – friendly intimacy, affection, and joyful gratitude. He presented him
here as a calm, prudent, and harmonious person, the kind of person he could have
been had Elsinore not destroyed him. In Hilar's interpretation, Hamlet became a
victim of the world he lived in, and not just when that world schemes and to take
his life, but long before that when it undermines his inner security, frustrates his
emotions, betrays his trust, and dispels every source of moral and emotional support.

27 Kronbauerová, Jarmila. O Ofelii v Hamletu [On Ophelia in Hamlet]. Rozpravy Aventina 2, 1926/27,
p. 113.
28 Konrád, E. Op. cit.
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Hilar's production underscored the problem of responsibility for human life,
the issue of guilt, and its role in frustrating the chances and shaping the fate of
man. Hilar found the essence of the work's vital relevance in this timeless ethical
question and endeavoured to express it by civilistically “humanising” the tragedy.
He consciously linked Shakespeare's tragedy to the present. Through Hamlet
he wanted to comment on his own time, but also to integrate Hamlet with it.
Hilar's production of Hamlet enriched the Czech stage history of this work with
a unique interpretation and definitely marked out the direction in which modern
interpretations of classical dramas should go.
Eva Šormová (1944) completed her degree in History and Theory of Theatre at the Charles
University, Prague. She is currently involved in the research work concerning Czech theatre
of the 19th and 20th centuries. She is a supervisor of the research project titled Czech Theatre
Encyclopaedia as well as an editor of Divadelní revue (Theatre Review). Between 1990 and
2010 she was Head of the Department for Czech Theatre Studies of the Theatre Institute.
Eva Šormová: Hamlet 1926. Hilar's production of Hamlet in the context of interpretations
of the play. Karel Hugo Hilar's production of Hamlet (1926, National Theatre, Prague)
represents one of the most important works of Czech post‑Expressionist theatre of the
1920s. The introductory part of the analysis situates Hilar's Hamlet into the wider historical
context of theatre in the Czech Lands. Shakespeare's tragedy is discussed against the backdrop
of historical and social milieu, which influenced and formed its stage interpretations. As
such, the analysis provides an insight into the development of theatre in the Czech Lands
from the late 1800s up to the beginning of the 20th century (from revivalist tendencies to
more refined aesthetic concepts, among which Jaroslav Kvapil's psychologicalimpressionistic
productions assume the key role).
Hilar's Hamlet revealed new interpretative potentials of Shakespeare's play. Unlike Kvapil's
productions, Hilar's pre‑war, as well as wartime theatre shows were shaped by modernist
concepts, namely by Expressionism. In the 1920s, however, his work underwent a crucial
transformation. The post‑war situation, as well as his private life, led him to a critical re
consideration of previous approaches and style; his Hamlet reflected a shift from radical
Expressionism to socially and ethically engaged ‘civilism.’
The analysis describes the genesis of the production, which started with a new translation
of Hamlet, commissioned by Hilar from Bohumil Štěpánek. Hilar himself made some
substantial textual modifications, which transformed both the atmosphere and the meaning
of Shakespeare's play. In co‑operation with the set designer Vlastislav Hofman, Hilar sought
to create a production which would give voice to the world‑view of his generation. Dynamic
set design, synthesizing various styles, was reminiscent of Craig's concept of Hamlet (1912),
produced at Stanislavski's Moscow Art Theatre. The style of acting, free of tragic pathos,
corresponded with Hilar's requirement of civility. Hilar's approach to acting stressed the
importance of each character and his/hers complexity and ambiguity. The character of
Hamlet, as portrayed by Eduard Kohout, a young lyrical performer, was interpreted as a
hypersensitive, contemplative boy, oppressed by the immoral world, represented by the well
mannered but hypocritical Elsinor society. The contradiction between the masks of social
convention and the true nature of Kohout's Hamlet was the central topic of Hilar's production.
As a result, his production of Hamlet was not about Hamlet and the other characters but,
rather, about the society and its everyday manifestations of conventions. Hilar's Hamlet
enriched the Czech stage history of this work with a unique interpretation, and definitely
marked the direction in which modern interpretations of classical dramas should go.
Key words: Karel Hugo Hilar – William Shakespeare – Hamlet – National theatre – Directing –
Expressionism.
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Jana Patočková

Otomar Krejča: Theatre and Politics1

I.

Otomar Krejča's biography in theatre is exceptional in many regards, but especially
for its reach across time and space, encompassing the occurrence and combination
of various, at first glance incompatible, styles of Czech and European 20th‑century
theatre, each representative of different epochs. Krejča worked with a variety
of theatre formats: the travelling theatre ensemble, the National Theatre, large and
small theatres, amateur student theatres in the Czech countryside, and professional
theatres in major European capitals. Despite this diversity, there is a continuity and
organic form of progression inherent to his work.
Such continuity derives from the understanding in the European theatrical
tradition of the stage as a privileged place where drama is realized; as a place of
live performance, a place where we gain insight into human fate. Krejča's work
while he was head of the drama ensemble at the National Theatre and that which
he accomplished during the various stages of his development as a director, from
Nazim Hikmet's The Eccentric (Podivín, 1957), František Hrubín's August Sunday
(Sprnová neděle, 1958), J. K. Tyl's The Piper of Strakonice (Strakonický dudák, 1958),
Josef Topol's Their Day (Jejich den, 1959), A. P. Chekhov's The Seagull (1960), to
Shakespear's Romeo and Juliet (1963) and Josef Topol's End of the Carnival (Konec
masopustu,1964) displays an inherent connection. The way in which he continued
to define his work at the Theatre beyond the Gate (Divadlo za branou) signified a
path of growth and change, a path of tirelessly, responsibly struggling to achieve a
more perfect form of theatre, going beyond its inherent givens, but also overcoming
external obstacles, a struggle to achieve a concept of theatre that had its roots in
a society that found itself in the grip of an ever more anonymous system of power.
Krejča belongs among those artists for whom consistent consideration of the
character and implications of one's work is indispensable from the earliest stage.
Such artists were not uncommon in Czech 20th‑century theatre, and what for
example Hilar, Frejka, Honzl, Burian, and Grossman have written about themselves,
attests to this fact. Krejča's constant need to theoretically reformulate and rethink
his work is now rarely seen in this country. This need is already documented in his
journalistic writings, and later it becomes more strongly apparent in the copious
notes he wrote for the actors in his productions, little of which, and only rarely,
has been published to this date. Only when these notes are published in a more
comprehensive format will it be possible to get an insight into Krejča's working
methods and appreciate fully the continuity in his teaching methodology of acting.
Krejča's articles, studies, and interviews, stylistically varied, characteristically
personal, and often polemical in tone, are, however, also engaging in demonstrating
1

An essay written on the occasion of Otomar Krejča's 80th birthday (2001).
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how, from the beginning, he consistently poses questions about the meaning,
purpose, and social positioning of theatre. The way he answered these questions
shaped his artistic work and drew it towards a more and more concentrated
handling of the relationship between the drama, the actor, and the director and
the relationship between the audience and the stage; his work ethic for the theatre
remains constant.
Krejča's first foray into amateur theatre, inspired by the powerful experience of
viewing theatre in Prague and especially witnessing the performances of E. F. Burian's
“D” theatre,2 may – as in the case of so many young people – have reflected an as
yet unspecific longing for self‑expression. This longing can also be observed in the
poetry and prose he wrote as a youth, and could easily have led him to pursue a
different artistic direction. However, it is indicative that when he co‑founded the
“Theatre Ensemble” at the grammar school in Pelhřimov3 he viewed it as more
than just a clubby convocation around a “randomly discovered hobby”.4 As a fresh
young graduate he wrote in the collection Work and faith (Práce a víra) about his
reflections on amateur student theatre, the forum of his first on‑stage experience:
“If, however, this youth theatre is to assume not a juvenilely carefree position but one
that is responsible, serious, and purposeful, it must follow the rhythm of a uniform
programme and the pursuit of a uniform goal. […] Without the understanding that
theatre is not an institution of entertainment but, rather, purely and solely a moral
institution, without perfect proficiency in the technique of dramatic expression, it
is better not to venture onto the stage at all.”5
The stringent words of a nineteen‑year‑old may, after so many years, produce
a constrainedly indulgent smile. However, these words were not dictated by the
youthful enthusiasm that life subsequently dampens until it is extinguished. In
Krejča's case they formed the prelude to a career in which he never abandoned his
basic conviction or belief in responsibly “striving for a perfect theatre”,6 which was
not refuted but, rather, confirmed by a belief from a later date: “perhaps it is not
so much about knowing how, but more about overcoming the not knowing how,
the lack of knowledge, the I don't know”.7
Krejča proved the seriousness, deliberateness, and constancy of his life's conviction
very early, in conditions that would have deterred others. It would have been hard
for him to make it through his first experiences as a member of a shabby rural
ensemble if he did not possess a conscientious work ethic, acquired in childhood;
and, on top of that, a strong will to surmount obstacles and overcome resistance.
Anyone who wants to examine the basic principles of Krejča's work must take
into account his rural background.8 As a child he became accustomed to farm
2

3
4
5
6
7
8
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Krejča, Otomar. Ještě jednou se vrátíme zamyšleni… [Going Back Again to Reflection…]. Divadlo 4,
1953, n. 10, pp. 913–917.
The name was inspired by the example of E. F. Burian. Krejča also founded the first branch outside
Prague called “Friends of D. Theatre”.
Krejča, Otomar. Jak mě studentské divadlo přivedlo k herectví [How my Student Experiences in
Theatre Led me into Acting]. Almanach Reálného gymnasia plk. Švece v Pelhřimově 1946, pp. 80–81.
Krejča, Otomar. Studentské divadlo [Student Theatre]. In Práce a víra. Pelhřimov: 1940, p. 92 and 93.
Op. cit., p. 93.
Otomar Krejča in a letter to Josef Topol, 8 August 1967. In Josef Topol a Divadlo za branou [Josef
Topol and Theatre beyond the Gate]. Ed. Barbara Mazáčová. Praha: Československý spisovatel, 1993,
p. 243.
As the series of variously published personal memoirs make evident: Karel Kraus dedicated a beautiful
chapter to Krejča's early period in his studies Divadelní poslání Otomara Krejči [Otomar Krejča's
Mission in the Theatre]. First printed in: Kraus, Karel. Divadlo ve službách dramatu [Theatre in the
Service of Drama]. Praha: Divadelní ústav, 2001, pp. 243–297.
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work. His educational progress
was not a given, and that made
him all the more avid in his quest
for knowledge. As a ten‑year‑old
he read the entire contents of the
local library in his native village
of Skrýšov within one year: he
recalls that the library had around
120 books, and in his longing
to “have all of it” he took notes,
and over his father's practical
objections insisted on going on to
study at grammar school. Soon he
was filling up pages with his first
literary ventures. This initially
“juvenile knowledge, disorderly,
without steering, hungrily and
greedily seized”,9 evolved over
the years into a more earnest,
deeper, and continuous form of
study. (Later on he would often be
reproached for “intellectuality”,
as in Czech theatre the rationally
analytical approach tends to be
regarded as an impediment to art.)
Even at the start of his career
Krejča concentrated on more
than just the actor's individual Otomar Krejča in the title role of Molière's Don
Juan. Stage director Jaromír Pleskot. National
development. For him acting was
Theatre, Prague 1957. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.
part of a larger whole, and he took
every opportunity to learn from those more knowledgeable about it than him. He
has gratefully reminisced about a course for amateurs that he attended, which was
given by Antonín Skála, later one of the founders of Horácké Theatre in Jihlava, and
recalled the first theatre professionals he ever met, the directors Kurš and Škoda. At
the outset of his career he enthusiastically read, for the first but not the last time,
the Czech translation of Stanislavski's My Life in Art. It is symbolic that he still has
his old copy of this book, heavily underlined in colours, which was a gift from his
father. For Krejča, Stanislavski was never just obligatory “textbook” reading, later
to be disdained.
When Krejča later moved from Horácké Theatre to Kladno and was also
performing at the Independent Theatre (Nezávislé divadlo) in Prague, he still
thought about theatre in the same light: it is necessary to “elevate the stage to the
level of an ethical necessity, essential to the social struggle, an institution widely
public, essential for the society in the same sense like schools and hospitals”, and
to see theatre as an “arena of ideas, […] a public, accountable tribune”.10 According
to the young enthusiast, this kind of theatre can only be created out of struggle,
out of struggle with the public and with “impotence”, with the “mossy stone” of
Czech theatre arts, with superficiality, mediocrity, with comfortable self‑satisfaction,

9 Krejča, O. Op. cit. 1953, p. 915.
10 Krejča, Otomar. O divadlo epické [For Epic Theatre]. Praha v týdnu 5, 20 January 1944, n. 3, p. 4.
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Josef Svoboda, František Hrubín, and Otomar Krejča during a rehearsal of August Sunday
(Srpnová neděle) in National Theatre, Prague 1958. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

and mere stylishness. “Theatre not as spectacle or an aperitif of ideas, but as a
great distillery, a purifying sacrificial place of everything unclear and thirsting for
resolution, of everything that has to or must be collectivised and clarified because
it is essential at that given moment.“11
In 1945 Krejča became a member of Burian's D 46 Theatre, which he had recently
eyed as his model, and while this encounter was the fulfilment of a dream it ended
in disappointment and the parting of ways. This separation, however, was motivated
not by personal antagonism, and even less by failure. Krejča left Burian's group of
protagonists after his first season. Although initially he had stood unconditionally
behind his inspirational model (even as a theoretical defender of “directorism”),
he soon became disappointed with the authorial approach to stage production
that uses actors as un‑autonomous components, allowing them no sovereignty
over their creativity.
He responded creatively to this student‑teacher relationship: even as he rejected
and opposed his teacher, he still learned a great deal from Burian's instruction, which
he took away with him and transformed in his own way – both in his original, ideal,
and certainly very idealised, notion of theatre as a collective workshop, and in his
experience of creating an imaginative, rhythmically organised stage form ordered
down to the finest detail by a great musician. But Krejča never ceased being an
actor, and in his work, shaping the production started with and was geared towards
the actor.
Krejča attempted to theoretically clarify the tension between the subjects of
director and actor in other essays. The theatre arts studies that Krejča prepared
for Mukařovský's structuralist seminar during his studies at the School of Arts,
11 Krejča, Otomar. Co chceme od současného divadelnictví [What is it we want from Contemporary
Theatre?]. Praha v týdnu 5, 27 July 1944, n. 30, p. 1.
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Charles University permeated his work as an artist. Although he later discarded
his structuralist hardware (he self‑ironically cites Frejka's comments describing his
studies as “embroidery on pre‑drawn patterns”), this experience also left a mark
on this director, who became known for his precise analytical work with the text.
He left Burian's theatre as an individual unwilling to be nothing more than a tool
at the service of the director's personal vision. He realised how hard it would have
been in that situation not to succumb to the routine, mechanical, “impoverished,
shabby” acting that dominates the stages of both the traditional and some avant
garde theatres. The former magic of Burian's poetic theatre was supplanted by
the ideal of the post‑war generation, which was a synthesis of the experience of
avant‑garde and realistic theatre in forming the “new realism”.
Krejča saw a master in Jiří Frejka, who was looking for talented young people
to form an ensemble of the Vinohrady Theatre, and planned to realise his vision
of a grand poetic theatre designed for the “new viewer” with a broad repertoire.
Collaboration with Frejka had an enormous impact on Krejča's acting and his future
work as a director. He still sees this director as an “exemplary and unconditionally
respected model” for his own work. Frejka's vibrant imagination was inspired by
authors and actors, and he understood directing as responsible for the spiritual
meaning of the theatre.
As a young actor at the Vinohrady Theatre performing the title role in Macbeth,
after his thirtieth performance Krejča (who was a success in the role, but neither
he nor Frejka were ever quite satisfied with it) wrote about art's endless journey
towards an ultimate but ever unattainable goal – perfection. In his judgement “we
must enter life and art alike with an unyielding duty, with a mission as binding for
the artist as for any other individual. Only this duty is able to explain why we have
set out on this pilgrimage along the unending path: so that by our art and lives of
creativity we can endow life with more truth, more knowledge, more spirit, more
courage to fulfil ideals, more esteem for moral values, more light, in order to make
the world better, its social order more just, so that life changes from the way it is
into the way it should be.”12
Both the unwavering sense of the essential ethical premise of creative work
and – in the words of Václav Černý – the “optimistic illusions”13 apparent in these
lines are characteristic of post‑war Czechoslovakia as it moved inexorably towards
the the political turnover in February 1948, which, according to a text in the journal
Divadelní zápisník (Theatre Notebook), this young actor, like many others at the
time, viewed as a democratic revolution, its own unique path towards a better world.
The studies Krejča wrote in the early 1950s possess a dogmatic discourse that
at first glance seems no different from the other texts published on the pages of
Theatre (Divadlo). However, even these writings reveal the conceptual continuity in
his theatre work. At that time the author was at the start of a journey, along which
he, initially in effect and later explicitly, would reject theatre in the service of ideology
and reclaim the freedom and personal responsibility of the artist for his own work.
This opposition surfaced in Krejča's journalism as criticism of the contemporary
practice of disguising artistic incompetence behind the servile execution of orders
issued from above. In On the Work of A. V. Sokolov (Nad prací A. V. Sokolova),
an article about a production of Boris Lavrenov's Break Up (Přelom) at Divadlo
československé armády (The Czechoslovak Army Theatre, former Vinohrady Theatre –
premiere 28 March 1952) he criticised the “greyness, tameness, indistinctiveness”
12 Krejča, O. Op. cit. 1946.
13 Černý, Václav. Paměti III: 1945–1972 [Memoirs III, 1945–1972]. Brno: Atlantis, 1992, p. 62.
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of contemporary practices; his words betray the sense of disappointment felt by an
actor who has never forsaken his notion of direction as the discipline that vouches
for the whole, for the form, for the style of the production. This view was expressed
by an actor and just a new member of the National Theatre's (Národní divadlo)
drama ensemble, who, alternating in the role of Othello, had to rehearse with
Jan Pivec as Iago essentially on his own (and with Stanislavski, as he recalls). “The
style of a stage work grows, above all, out of the dramatist's idea and the director's
personality.” His conclusion again emphasises, with evident impatience, the need
for the personality of the director to assert itself: “our best actor‑personalities” are
waiting “for the strong hand” of a director so that they can fully develop their art.
“And that will only happen once the actors encounter before them at the footlights
a director stronger than them not just in words but also in his art. A director who
will not hide his artistic impotence behind a mask of hollow ideological hullabaloo,
a director with the strength and authority to imbue the ensemble with the ethics
of theatre work, a director whose conclusions the actor can trust entirely because
they are backed up by the director's entire life as an artist.” When strong artistic
personalities meet up on both “sides” of the footlights the scuffle between acting
and direction over where the greater authority lies becomes pointless.14
The force of personality, artistic ethics, a will that can overcome personal
shortcomings, and an intellectual and formative drive that can unify the entire
performance and define its meaning: these are features that Krejča highlighted in
relation to the great Czech actor of the end of the nineteenth and beginning of the
twentieth century, Eduard Vojan, on the occasion of his jubilee: “But the depth, the
force of understanding and conviction in the incarnation of the author's idea also
depends on who it is, what personality, that is revealing and communicating that
idea. All that good, patient, deep work would be of little value if it were not guided
by the rich creative soul of such a figure as Vojan […]. A toiler. Passionate about
his work. He drives those around him with his punctuality, preparation, assiduity
at rehearsals. […] He is mercilessly self‑critical. […] Possessed by an avid desire for
the highest degree of disciplined perfection and purity. […] Reflection, deliberation,
practical intelligence in the realm of art, a keen, robust consciousness, all these
play a key role in Vojan's creative work.”15
Time and time again Krejča's essays reveal to us his sense of the need to surrender
oneself completely to one's artistic work, and his opposition to complacency in
one's craft and to artistic dishonesty, even when outwardly crowned with success.
He believed in the constant struggle involved in “striving for perfection”, something
he admired in his paragons.16
The entire course of his youth is marked by an effort to know what in the theatre
was worth pursuing and where – from his outlook – he could seek guidance; he
conducted himself not as brazen youth, nor did he make just shallow copies of
his models' work. Whatever he came to learn, he wanted to acquire a command
of it and make it his own: he would accept nothing simply, unquestioned, nothing
escaped this process, which always involved tension and resistance, gradual mastery,
a wrestling with the original source, and transmutation. It is apparent throughout
his biography how attracted he was by this struggle, this fight, which for him
14 Krejča, Otomar. Nad prací režiséra A. V. Sokolova [On the Work of the Director A. V. Sokolov]. Divadlo
3, 1952, n. 5, pp. 447–448.
15 Krejča, Otomar. Největší český herec [The greatest Czech Actor]. Divadlo 4, 1953, n. 8–9, pp. 858–867.
16 Krejča, Otomar. Kde ji vzít – dokonalost…? [Perfection: where to get it…?]. Divadelni revue 9, 1998,
n. 3, pp. 76–77.
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was the real element of drama. He
was one of those figures whom
are made stronger by struggle and
seem to take energy from dealing
with obstacles.
II.

When Otomar Krejča became the
head of the National Theatre's
drama ensemble (on 15 March
1956) he was not expected to resolve
the internal crisis that had been
troubling the ensemble for quite
some time. He was the third actor
to take up this function, following
in the footsteps of Jaroslav Průcha
and Zdeněk Štěpánek. He had no
extensive experience as a director,
in organisation, or with making a
public artistic manifesto. But the
fact that this “ambitious young
man […] understands theatre”, as
Alfréd Radok noted in his diary,17
was readily visible in the very first
steps he took, which indicated that
he had a premeditated plan and
a clear idea of the conditions and
demands involved in the kind of Karel Höger and Radovan Lukavský in František
Hrubín's August Sunday (Srpnová neděle). Stage
dramatic work towards which he
director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda.
wanted to navigate the National National Theatre, Prague 1958. Photo Jaromír
Theatre's drama ensemble. He Svoboda.
realised that the initial conditions
had to be achieved as quickly as possible, before the ensemble was fully aware that
the new boss, who at that moment was, in the language of ideological background
profiles of the time, “popular within the collective”,18 had no intention of prolonging
the period of mindless, indulgent direction.
Krejča was finally able to move “the mossy stone”: to break radically with the
current state of affairs and take up a battle that would necessarily deprive him of
most of the popularity he had been enjoying. Naturally he sought out allies amongst
his generational peers with whom he could form a like‑minded group.
Krejča's appointment was surrounded by exceptionally auspicious circumstances.
It occurred shortly after the 20th congress of the Soviet Communist Party
(14– 25 February), when for the first time some cracks appeared in the monolithic
17 Hedbávný, Zdeněk. Alfréd Radok: Zpráva o jednom osudu [Alfréd Radok: a Report on One Man's Fate].
Praha: Divadelní ústav – Národní divadlo, 1994, p. 239.
18 Cf. the profile dated 14 February 1958, written up the then director of the National Theatre Drahoš
Želenský: “He is able to fight for and defend his plans and artistic intentions without compromising,
so he often gets into conflicts. Before taking up the function of head of the drama ensemble at the
National Theatre most of the artistic ensemble had a very positive view of him.” – Otomar Krejča's
personal file in the Archives of the National Theatre.
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Josef Topol. Their day (Jejich den). Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda.
National Theatre, Prague 1959. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

political-ideological control over culture, albeit just briefly and with less of an impact
in this country than, for instance, in Poland.
Even a brief relaxation of this grip was enough for unprecedented events to
take place (the 2nd congress of the Writers' Union was a ghost that haunted the
Party apparatus for the rest of the 1950s)19 and the unsteadied party bureaucracy
temporarily lost its sovereign grip on culture.
This “vacillation” and “fumbling for” ideas, as the brief period of the so‑called
“thaw” soon came to be called, did not last long (in June after the Writers' Union
congress “the flood of anti‑party tendencies was dammed”20 by a state‑wide
conference of the ruling party, aghast with the awareness of how quickly control
could slip out of their hands, and in the autumn that followed the Polish skirmishes
and the Hungarian Revolution a firmer hold on things was exerted). However, at
least somewhere some of the system's “taboos” were broken. As a result, Krejča was

19 Cf., e.g., the opening paragraph in the materials for the first congress of the ideological committee
of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, 8 December 1958, “The political
situation in the Czechoslovak Writers' Union and among writers on the whole”. Part I, political
consequences of the 2nd congress of the Czechoslovak Writers' Union in 1956: “The 2nd congress of
the Czechoslovak Writers' Union is where the inaccurate, anti‑Party response to the conclusions
of the 20th congress of the KSSS was most strongly manifested. The criticism of the principles of
management of literature by the Party was often a guise for attacks on the principles of the socialist
and social system – on the leading role of the working class and the Party. The theory of the leading
role of the intelligentsia was declared, expressed in the phrase ‘Writers – the Conscience of the
Nation’. This idea appears in a variety of forms as a revisionist phrase directed against the social and
class function of art. These confused and dangerous views caused considerable chaos in the minds
of writers, artists, and some members of the intelligentsia on the whole. The situation was further
complicated by influences from Poland and Hungary.” – Archives of the Central Committee of the
Czechoslovak Communist Party, Central State Archives Prague, Collection 10/5, vol. 1, unit 2, p. 2.
20 Ibid., p. 2.
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Josef Topol. Their day (Jejich den). Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda.
National Theatre, Prague 1959. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

able to assert one of his most fundamental demands, without which the subsequent
progress of the National Theatre's drama ensemble would have been unthinkable:
appointing Frejka's former colleague, Karel Kraus, who was not a Party member,
to dramaturgy and putting him in the position of primarily setting up that area.21
This meant that a radical break with past practices was to be made in the area
that was responsible for the theatre's ideological “purity” and thus was closely
watched by the party and its nomenclature. Under Krejča the dramaturge would
no longer be the repertoire's ideological go‑between and supplier of duly allotted
titles, but rather the co‑creator of the theatre's production profile; his creativity
would be vital if original drama was to get back on the stage.
It was equally necessary to empower the direction, which was dominated by
cautious old practitioners (Vojta Novák, František Salzer), and alongside them the
driving figures behind productions were drawn mainly from the ranks of the older
generation of actors (Zdeněk Štěpánek, Jaroslav Průcha, Ladislav Boháč). Alfréd
Radok had only been allowed back to work the previous season. The very next season
the ensemble engaged the director Jaromír Pleskot, a former colleague of Krejča's
from the Vinohrady Theatre, and in 1959, by which time Krejča had already made
his mark as a strong director in several productions (and when Alfréd Radok was
on his way over to Laterna Magika), the line‑up was completed with the addition
of Miroslav Macháček. Another peer who was a strong source of support was the
scenographer Josef Svoboda, who from 1951 followed Václav Gottlieb to become
21 This may have been helped by the increased interest on the Paris tour of the National Theatre's
drama ensemble, for which Kraus, with his knowledge of French theatre and his language skills, was
essential. Two months after Krejča took up his function Otakar Fencl was appointed as a dramaturge
on 15 May, and on 16 May Karel Kraus was appointed, and just several days later he was heading
the press conference in Paris.
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the head of set design (or, in contemporary parlance, “head of art‑technology
operations”) and just was waiting for an opportunity to get away from painting
“miles of forests”. Finally, it was also necessary to make changes to the ensemble
of actors, which had some outstanding figures, but quite clearly was too old on
the whole and over the years had acquired new members rather randomly and
often on the basis of other than artistic criteria (Krejča put this in more tactful
terms to the press, saying that the company was “simply not balanced in terms of
composition or quality”).22
This likeminded team – which came to be called “Krejča's workshop” – was the
youngest the National Theatre had ever known. The oldest and most experienced in
the group was the 42-year‑old Alfréd Radok, who by that time was the (unofficially)
acknowledged top director of the young generation; when he returned to the
National Theatre's drama ensemble (1954) his productions, especially of Zinner's
Devil's Circle (Ďábelský kruh, 1955), revealed the opportunity present for professional
work and stylistic ventures to make a comeback. The dramaturges, the scenographer
Josef Svoboda, and the newly engaged directors were all born around the year 1920.
This was a line‑up of exceptionally talented but, nonetheless, distinctly individuated
and professionally highly trained professionals, each of whom would have a chance
to make their mark, and all of whom together would strive to create a theatre with
a distinctive profile.
Krejča's ambition obviously manifested itself in his concern to raise the artistic
standard of the theatre as a whole. (As noted in his ideological background profile,
cited above: “His first condition when choosing his colleagues is their talent and
the vigour of their artistic opinions.”) Neither then nor later did he suffer from
a jealous fear of strong competition: he was always confident of his own abilities
and he was only interested in measuring them against outstanding achievements.
This self‑confidence stemmed not just from a belief in his own talent but also, and
above all, from a strong conviction that his conception of theatre was the right one.
Krejča never came out with any public manifesto for his theatre, (“he nowhere
made any grand statement, nowhere did he trumpet what his programme actually
is”, reads his first biography),23 but he clearly articulated his agenda in his speeches
to the ensemble.
At the end of his first season, just several months after he took up his position,
and following a tour of the National Theatre's drama ensemble to Paris (29–31 May
1956), Krejča addressed the ensemble in a groundbreaking manner. The general
director of the 3rd Paris festival, A. M. Julien, had conceived that year's festival as
a Theatre of Nations (he designated it as year one): the festival was to provide an
opportunity to compare contemporary drama and opera theatre, and even relations
between theatre and film, but, more than that, it was to serve as a meeting place, a
forum for information, discussion, and mutual understanding between artists from
every country, and thus it was an expression of hope in truly breaking through the
“iron curtain”.24
The tour, which had been planned before Krejča took up his position, could not
be called off, even though those who realised what the effects of cultural isolation
22 hv. Umělecké otázky a problémy naší první scény [Artistic Questions and Problems with our First
Stage]. Lidová demokracie 4 August 1957.
23 Černý, Jindřich. Otomar Krejča. Praha: Orbis, 1964, p. 64.
24 Here Karel Kraus also participated in a discussion on the topic of “the director's freedom” in relation
to the dramatic text, especially classical texts, in which E. Piscator, T. Langhoff, etc. also took part.
Cf. Le Théâtre dans le Monde 5, 1956, n. 4.
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had done also knew that the outcome of the tour would not be great. It was decided
that the country would be represented at the festival by Radok's productions of
Karel Čapek's The Outlaw (Loupežník) and – at the behest of a powerful national
artist – of Nezval's play The Sun Will Yet Set Today over the Atlantis (Dnes ještě
zapadá slunce nad Atlantidou); the director's own recordings from that period
give evidence25 how dispassionately he evaluated both works. The response to both
productions was genuinely lukewarm, but it was a very useful experience for the
participants, who faced their first direct confrontation with European theatre on
foreign ground, and for most of them it was often also their first opportunity to
get a look at the Western side of the divided world.26
Krejča implied in his speech that the festival also showed that the ensemble had
a great deal of work to do if it was ever to become a theatre with something to say
to the contemporary public: “When the ensemble performed in an international
setting all of the criticism long voiced about the ensemble's lack of stylistic unity
was confirmed, and the pressing questions about the theatre's artistic style were put
back on the table. […] But what kind of style is it? I believe that we have sometimes
been truthfully told at home, and in Paris it was again made clear to us, where
this home‑grown style is taking us: towards the destruction of interpretation and
the defence of reproduction – towards the greyest, most uninspired semblance of
realism – towards an inorganic, unbalanced, haphazard effect on the viewer.”
However, Krejča focused his speech primarily on future work. He rejected long
discussions about reformulating the concept behind the National Theatre, arguing
that the strength of any concept would be measured solely on the basis of the
strength of the art the company creates. “If we do our work properly, it won't
be hard to deduce that concept from the results of our work – and, conversely,
even the most perfectly worded formulation of principles will change nothing if
the work is bad.” The National Theatre is artistically supposed to be just the first
among equals. For that reason he was against making a grand declaration of any
programme. “No decree by any authority can bring such a concept to life; it has to
come from the free creative artistic will of responsible artists in the socialist era,
and that is something that cannot be decreed.”
Another demand, just as revolutionary – and also politically consequential – as
the others that were to be inferred in his speech, related to entrenched Party politics
regarding personnel issues governed by the requirement of Party membership.
“The time has come for a strict but natural, unforced progress towards quality art,
towards expediency in organisational matters, and towards natural selection by
merit – above all by merit – in personnel issues.” The ensemble's new leadership
would strive to create a theatre of ideas, but Krejča said “we will not exchange art
for some other form of human activity designed to inform or persuade. We are
not going to defile the works of playwrights with preconceived theories, and we
will avoid all those playwrights who do this in their works themselves. In our view
the point of our work lies in how we resolve the big questions of life and human
existence for our audiences – and how we pose these questions to them, as it is
our belief that asking a question means providing a stimulus for its solution.” The
main part of the repertoire would comprise modern plays: “we mostly want to
examine our life here at home, the life of our fellow citizens, that is the point we
will depart from and return to […]. We want the stage of our theatre to live through

25 Hedbávný, Z. Op. cit., p. 220 and 238.
26 Only a year earlier the first theatre from the West in six years had given guest performances in
Prague, Brno and Bratislava. Vilar TNP, 21–30 March 1955.
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our domestic problems, to be a place of celebration and a battleground for our
domestic ideological pioneering, intellectual contentions. […] Our direction and
our acting – and with that our theatre as a whole – must quickly stop marching in
place with their historicising focus and break away from officious formlessness, and
they must create a theatre of today.”27
The new boss's speeches and first steps aroused sympathy and expectations from
most members of the ensemble, and initially even willingness to cooperate. Only
gradually did the company begin to divide, mainly owing to the altered demands
put on its members, and the actors split into groups of avid supporters, equally
avid opponents, and, naturally, those who remained indifferent. In a monograph
titled Otomar Krejča's Mission in the Theatre (Divadelní poslání Otomara Krejči)28
Karel Kraus gave his own testimony about the situation in the drama ensemble
when Krejča was working on his first productions with it. His reminiscences provide
an insight (diminished in effect by the author's abstemious style) into the kind of
internal and external pressure surrounding the ensemble's work, which was so
intensive that within just several years not only did the drama ensemble manage –
with an important line‑up of productions – to cut a clear stylistic profile for itself,
but Krejča also managed to emerge as a major theatre director of the time.
First of all the aim was to restore the audience's trust: the theatre had to
prove that it was not interested in being a mere tool of propagandist lies, while
at the same time avoiding the violation of realistic givens – it still had to operate
under vigilant ideological oversight. It found a viable way of resisting the forced,
perverted political subservience of the 1950s by distancing itself from direct
political statements about so‑called big issues and, instead, by advancing so‑called
small issues, issues of ordinary human fate. (The ensemble's representative lineup
was soon established with The Eccentric, The Golden Carriage (Zlatý kočár), The
Autumn Garden (Podzimní zahrada), Don Juan, The Entertainer, August Sunday, The
Piper of Strakonice, Death of a Salesman, etc. Against accusations of pessimism the
theatre's leaders (usually futilely) defended themselves by pointing out that there
was nothing one‑sided about their repertoire, which was diverse enough to satisfy
both the public and the actors. It is true that alongside productions today deemed
legendary, there were also a number of mediocre and even substandard productions,
and those of substandard quality were usually the traditional repertoire: The White
Disease (Bílá nemoc), Janošík, King Lear, The Atonement of Tantalus (Smír Tantalův),
etc., all staged by directors from the older generation.
The measure of this project to restore to the theatre its moral credentials and,
by extension, also its primary mission, was the contemporary human condition.
Hoping to “return man to himself”, as Jaroslav Vostrý put it,29 the theatre brought
to the stage man suffering from all the anxieties of the post‑war world, from fear
and frustration, and often weak and morally fallible or materialized, withering away
alive; but also man asking questions about existence and coming into conflict, into
dramatic struggle with social conformity.
The theatre's production profile, the style it was trying to achieve, initially took
shape over the course of its line‑up of plays, the essential intimacy of which took
on a greater and more generalised dimension once produced on the large stage,
and, of course, from how the set, direction, and acting in the production were
interpreted. On the other hand, it reached out to the viewer both thematically,
27 A speech given on 12 July 1956, typed document from the author's personal archive.
28 Kraus, K. Op. cit. 2001.
29 Vostrý, Jaroslav. Podivín [The Eccentric]. Divadlo 8, 1957, n. 3, p. 226.
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Marie Vášová in the title role of J. K. Tyl's Drahomíra and her sons (Drahomíra a její synové).
Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda. National Theatre, Prague 1960.
Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

A. P. Chekhov. The Seagull (Racek). Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda.
National Theatre, Prague 1960. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.
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Otomar Krejča as Malvolio in William Shakespeare's Twelfth Night (Cokoli chcete). Stage
director Jaromír Pleskot. National Theatre, Prague 1963. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

William Shakespeare. Romeo and Juliet (Romeo a Julie). Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set
design Josef Svoboda. National Theatre, Prague 1963. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.
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through the given issue addressed and how it was addressed, and physically by the
use of space, as the stage was extended beyond the proscenium and into the hall.
Radok's productions of Autumn Garden, The Golden Carriage, and The Entertainer
drew the most attention and provoked the biggest ideological controversy. But
Krejča's production, The Eccentric, by Nazim Hikmet, took the play beyond its
schematic dimensions, elevating it by projecting this intimate play's interiors into
the space of the big city, increasing the focused interplay between actors, and by
developing and intensifying Karel Höger's performance into a general portrayal of
an individual's struggle within a conformist environment and with personal failure.
Krejča and the dramaturgy department sought original plays, and preferred
those not written by established playwrights, convinced that it is better to work
with poets who value words than with the handy manufacturers of plays on the
latest themes. The extensive work devoted to the script of Hrubín's August Sunday
paid off and was the first big success of Krejča's team. It was this felicitous, long
running production that, with its moody suggestiveness, seems to have permanently
identified the style of the theatre; references were made to its poetic lyricism, its
Chekhovlike quality. Paradoxically, Krejča's first Chekhov production, The Seagull
(Racek), in 1960, revealed the dramatic qualities in the work of a playwright long
hemmed in by the nostalgia of a lyrically sentimental staging tradition. Krejča is
consistently and rightly attributed – not just in this country – with breaking out
of this tradition and uncovering the inherent drama in Chekhov.30
Other productions – J. K. Tyl's The Piper of Strakonice and Drahomíra, Milan
Kundera's The Owners of the Keys (Majitelé klíčů) – also revealed altogether new
sides to his work that could not be encapsulated in the formulaic lyrical, impressive
style. They demonstrated his analytical skill, his daring approach to interpreting
classical plays, the elaborateness of his frameworks, and his firm shaking of the
work as a whole. A consistent feature of his approach as a director was his thorough
understanding of the text, detailed preparation, his conception of the work thought
through as a whole and in detail, thwarting careless or generalised acting. Krejča,
whose inspiration from Stanislavski related more to demands than to imitation, led
the actors to specific action, to a precise, non‑descriptive selection of a psychological
detail, to a concentrated gesture. The actors' movement on stage was supposed
to go beyond rationally arranged and functional organisation of individual stage
situations, it was to become an illustrative expression of the relationships behind the
words, made visible by means of an unexpressed tension of implied or suppressed
dramatic conflicts, as will be increasingly more apparent.
The actors either accepted, often even welcomed his approaches, or they regarded
them as too demanding, complicated, constricting. Some masters of the drama
went on to give their best performances ever in Krejča's productions, while young
actors matured.
This was also a time of systematic experimentation in stage design, in
collaboration with Josef Svoboda. Radok's work was increasingly moving towards
Laterna Magica, while Krejča focused on new approaches to the set design in
relation to the staging of specific texts. Krejča and Svoboda used stage kinetics
to give contemporary expression to the fairytale world in The Piper of Strakonice;
and used Polyekran to combine the eternal with the metaphorical in Josef Topol's
30 “A breakthrough occurred in Czechoslovakia in 1960, with The Seagull, in a production by Otomar
Krejča and his scenographer Josef Svoboda, followed by Three Sisters in 1966 and Ivanov in 1970.”
Picon‑Vallin, Beatrice. Les Trois Soeurs. In Les Voies de la création théâtrale X: Krejča – Brook. Paris:
CNRS, 1982, p. 32.
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Their Day. A “psycho‑dimensional” space shaped with light helped create a sense
of “boundless distance on the stage” in Chekhov's The Seagull, and an illuminated
“counter‑footlights” (“home‑made” in technical conditions unimaginable today)
helped articulate the space in Drahomíra and The Owners of the Keys.
The amount of work that gradually led to the theatre's renewal became legendary.
The dramaturgy department alone turned in eight original plays in just under five
years produced by authors recruited for the theatre, and all of the work exceeded
the quality of other contemporary dramatic production. One of them, Josef Topol,
remained permanently faithful to Krejča's “workshop”, which was also the source of
the even now still unsurpassed productions of his best plays. However, the ignoring
of established authors and even the theatre's claim to its own aesthetic demands
and strict programme was held against the management, and the ranks of its critics
or, more precisely, its opponents grew.31
These ranks were joined by those critics who embraced the latest – during the
offensive of renewed Stalinists – Party guidelines, and within the theatre itself by
those with whom Krejča did not work and who felt – some of them quite rightly –
they had been pushed aside and slighted, and also by those who saw themselves
as the guardians of the National Theatre's ideological purity. Soon conflicts were
occurring between the champions of the ideological interests of socialist art and
the “Czech audience”, and the drama ensemble's management had to constantly
defend its intentions and results with similar ideological arguments. Yet it was
clear that the profile of the drama ensemble was transformed by those very
productions that ignored the unquestionable norms of the contemporary battle
over new socialist art (Party allegiance, a class perspective, the Cold War division
of the world, escalation of the ideological struggle, not to mention the assertion
of the party's leading role, etc.). For this reason, the ensemble was levelled with
recurring accusations of apoliticization, one‑sided defamation (of contemporary
reality), pessimism, existentialism, and other disruptive -isms. Krejča's management
tried to counter these accusations with theories about a kind of optimism that is
“hard” and must be fought for, that cannot come cheap, but this had little persuasive
impact on the officials in power. (In spite of the fact that at that time the theatre
was fulfilling its authentic social function in an unprecedented manner, but that
was not counted in its favour.)
In 1958–1959 the communist leadership stepped up its efforts to suppress every
“liberalist” tendency in culture, which as usual involved “demonstrative measures”.
Around this time ideological conferences were being held at every level. This was
when ideological regulation was being directed at writers (at a conference on
1–2 March 1959), who had to atone for their 2nd congress and their publishing policy
(the publication of Josef Škvorecký‘s The Cowards [Zbabělci]), and filmmakers (at
a conference in Banská Bystrice, 22–28 February 1959), who were criticised for the
work they produced in 1959, when several films were banned (e.g. Václav Krška's The
Lions Are Here [Zde jsou lvi], and Ján Kadár and Elmar Klos's Three Wishes [Tři přání]).
31 Cf., e.g., Jiří Hájek: “The attitude of management, which made quality the precondition for the staging
of original new works (an attitude expressed in the saying ‘once Czech drama rises to the level of
our requirements and can be placed alongside contemporary drama abroad, then maybe, almost
certainly'), rightly angers contemporary playwrights. […] In my opinion our drama today already
has enough creative forces that ought to be worth your consideration. Alongside Hrubín, there is
Stehlík, Jariš, Kohout, and others, not to mention the possibility of activating new forces from the
ranks of poets and prose writers. Come to terms with them, please, as no one in this country enjoys
listening to your mutual grievances and complaints.” O ideu Národního divadla [For the Idea of the
National Theatre]. Divadelní noviny, 12 November 1958.
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For the ideologues in theatre, the drama ensemble at the National Theatre
was a prime target. Jaroslav Pokorný criticised the ensemble in a major speech at
a meeting of the Central Committee of the SČDU in Bratislava (June 1958). At a
conference on theatre criticism (1–2 December 1958) Jan Grossman was used as
a warning example and attacked, among other things, for articles he had written
on Brecht and on the drama ensemble at the National Theatre that were published
in the journal Theatre (Divadlo). (We know that these articles were written with
an understanding for the new trends in the drama section at the National Theatre,
but they were actually critical in the true sense of the word. Grossman was to be
removed because he had shown what the real role of free criticism should be; in his
dispassionate and brave responses he refuted every “accusation” and declared that
under such circumstances he considered any further writing about theatre to be a
waste of time; at the conference Krejča came out in defence of Grossman's criticism.)
At an ideological conference of the National Theatre (19–20 May 1959), which
was allegedly held in response to the “reiterated demands of staff in every artistic
body and in other units” (and significantly took place on the premises of the Military
Political Academy), the presidium assembled representatives from the Municipal
Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, the Central Committee of the
trade union, the Military Political Academy, and so on, and participants drawn from
the ensemble included just members of management, functionaries, and selected
delegates. The opening speech by the director Bedřich Prokoš was an immediate
indicator that this meeting was about tough ideological criticism, even though
he laced his words with sentimental phrases (“going to the National Theatre still
means taking part directly in a patriotic ritual”).
The relatively moderate tone of criticism in the main speech by Josef Maršálek was
followed by a concentrated, and most certainly planned assault on the management
of the drama ensemble by Stanislav Neumann, Zdeněk Šavrda, Josef Mixa, Jiří
Dohnal, actors with the National theatre, who mostly repeated rebukes of the theatre
for its pessimistic repertoire, in some cases even deemed criminal (Heyduk's The
Return [Návrat]), and Vítězslav Vejražka even accused Krejča's management and,
above all, Krejča himself of refusing to talk to their opponents inside the theatre.
The targets of this attack, among them Václav Kašlík, accused for his Bartered Bride
(Prodaná nevěsta), produced in Brussels for the EXPO 1958, defended themselves as
matter‑of‑factly as possible, and their appearance attested to the strong feelings of
solidarity in the ranks of management (Alfréd Radok spoke of how everyone took
pleasure in the successes of each other, Jaromír Pleskot, who was not singled out
for criticism but, on the contrary, was praised for his production of Arthur Miller's
Death of a Salesman, demonstrably sided with the management's programme,
etc.). Krejča denied all the accusations with his characteristic pugnacity, but also
with factual arguments. But it was clear that no real dialogue would emerge from
this meeting, and the impossibility of impasse revealed the deep conflicts that
existed within the company, one part of which felt unacknowledged and now had
an opportunity to equate its interests with interests on a higher level.32
32 The papers by S. Neumann, Z. Šavrda, J. Dohnal contain mentions of the process whereby interventions
were made in the repertoire. Stanislav Neumann: “Is this a true portrait of our life that The
Return simulates for us? [Josef Heyduk's Návrat [The Return], directed by Alfréd Radok, premiere
10 April 1959, author's note.] Hundreds of our people fought for the freedom of the Spanish nation,
but the author chooses one soldier following the flag of Franco's fascism. Could he not find another
image from the period of our national tragedy, an image that would demonstrate the bravery, the
ideal, the self‑sacrificing heroism of our people? [The playwright, the dramaturges, and A. Radok
were repeatedly attacked for The Return until it was finally withdrawn after 14 performances –
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A similar display was apparent in a discussion at the National Theatre's Drama
Festival and Seminar (Festival a seminář činohry Národního divadla) in Karlovy
Vary shortly after (27 June–5 July), where again it was mainly the dramaturgy that
was criticised directly, but through that the implicit target was Krejča himself.33
In the following season the National Theatre's drama ensemble took part in the
Bratislava Festival and Seminar of Contemporary Czech and Slovak Drama (Festival
a seminář současného českého a slovenského dramatu), organised by the Union of
Czech Theatre Artists (SČDU, Prague, 8–18 October), with a production of August
Sunday and Their Day. The discussion there saw a marked polarisation between the
supporters of the Party line and members of the young, critical generation, who
were obtaining key positions in the publications Theatre (Divadlo) and Theatre
News (Divadelní noviny), where criticism and theory was shaking off the a priori
ideological criteria. Despite some controversy over the play by Josef Topol, the
National Theatre's drama section was praised by most of the community of the
critics. This was summed up by Jaroslav Vostrý: “The National Theatre's drama
ensemble does not just stage individual productions, but, rather, fulfils a programme
through its individual productions. The ideas generated by individual productions
are elaborated on by each additional performance, and, therefore, it is with growing
anticipation that we will all be watching the National Theatre's drama ensemble
under Krejča's direction as it moves forward.”34
It was thus with a gratifying awareness that the National Theatre's drama
ensemble was finally gaining public recognition from the vast majority of critics,

author's note.] What is this play supposed to tell us? With what right are we presenting it? When
the revanchists were raging on the borders, The Cowards was published in this country. Forgive
me for mentioning this book. I mention it because in his time the author was also part of the
programme. And it doesn't seem to me, Comrade Krejča, that the book contains much in the way
of convincing truths.” Etc. The most invective of them was Josef Mixa, whose “hockey‑stick dispute”
with Krejča became the thing of anecdote [Krejča responded to the argument that every hockey
player deserves to get a hockey stick by saying that this was true but only some hockey players can
play for the national team, the others remain on farm teams]: “Ever since January and February last
year there has been a sharp and open criticism in the National Theatre's drama ensemble directed
at the ideological‑artistic composition of the dramaturgy and even some of the directorial concepts.
For over a year and a half there has been a torrent of critical comments from comrades Průcha,
Štěpánek, Dohnal, Vejražka, Půlpánová, Neumann, Pehr, Grusse, Švorc, Mareš, and others, who in the
specific examples of individual plays pointed out that the audience leaves the vast majority of our
performances dejected, they hear from the stage mostly a tone of depression at the futility of life,
from pessimism.” The attack is directed at the artistic organisation and, what else, the casting policy:
“Otherwise it could never have happened that Dürrenmatt's The Visit, which was objected to, was
prepared for rehearsal and at the last minute was withdrawn by the management at the impetus of
director Prokoš, even though the management declared that it believed in the play and that it would
later be staged at Laterna Magika. Then when two actors were never found to fill the role of Hamlet
and owing to comrade Lukavský's long illness the production had to be put off, a situation arose
in which for over three months forty people were just walking around the theatre. […] The entire
situation in the drama ensemble deteriorated from year to year and this year the crisis reached a
climax.” Written minutes from the Ideological Conference of the National Theatre, Archives of the
National Theatre, pp. 37–39.
33 Vítězslav Vejražka. “The general task that our entire nation is moving towards under the leadership
of our Party must be conducted ever more uncompromisingly: building socialism and laying the
foundations for the emergence of communist society in our country. If in all the actions of the
National Theatre's drama ensemble we are ever more decisively able to sense that a convinced artist
communist is standing at its helm, then comrade Krejča needn't worry!” – Cf. Festival a seminář
činohry Národního divadla [Festival and Seminar of the Drama Ensemble of the National Theatre].
SČDU Prague, 1959.
34 Festival a seminář současného českého a slovenského dramatu [Festival and Seminar of Contemporary
Czech and Slovak Drama]. SČDU Prague, 1960, p. 85.
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not to mention audiences, as the first genuine state theatre that Krejča was able
to embark on the new season, which, as it turned out, was his last season at the
head of the ensemble. Meanwhile, the Party's administration was already preparing
measures that would serve as the basis for the dismissal of both the dramaturges
working in the National Theatre's drama section, after which, as expected, Krejča
would resign as head of the drama ensemble.35
The start of the 1960s was also a time of “heightened ideological struggle”,
advancing under Antonín Novotný's leadership of the Czechoslovak Communist
Party (which, nonetheless, triumphantly announced in 1960 that socialism had
been achieved in the country, and from then on the country bore the abbreviation
ČSSR – Czechoslovak Socialist Republic). But the political intervention into the
drama ensemble was not just a sign of a hardening line but, rather, was obviously
also largely the outcome of long and patient work on the inside. The generationally
and artistically heterogeneous ensemble split, resulting in the expulsion of those
who had been promoting a unifying (and in a sense also of course narrower and
fixed) programme.
A process that has recurred and continues to recur in theatres “naturally” (but
still always humanly painful) with various outcomes, took in this case a particularly
revolting form, because it did not take place at the level of the artistic contest but
at the political level. Frustrated personal ambitions were concealed behind and
portrayed as higher ideological interests, and the resolution was authoritarian. All
the intensive work carried out in this five‑year period, which is today still referred

35 The explanatory report on the meeting of the Secretariat of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak
Communist Party, the item on “Cadre changes in the management of the National Theatre”, with
proposals for making new appointments to the drama ensemble's management, dramaturgy, and
artistic ranks, contains the following: “In the past two or three years a number of ideological creative
and working problems have accumulated in the National Theatre's drama ensemble. In the 1960–1961
theatre season the dissatisfaction of members of the ensemble with its management began to become
more apparent. This situation led the Party and union bodies and the management of the National
Theatre, with the assistance of the 4th department of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak
Communist Party and the Ministry of Education and Culture, to analyse the situation and evaluate
the activities of the National Theatre's drama ensemble. The focus of the evaluation and criticism
was mainly the work of the dramaturges K. Kraus [here written as K. Krauz – author's note], O.
Fencl, and the head of the ensemble Otomar Krejča. / The drama ensemble of the National Theatre
currently has an enormous impact on the dramaturgy and the ideological focus of the work of other
theatre in the CSSR. Even though some excellent recent productions must be praised highly, such
as The Seagull, The Irkutsk Story, Drahomíra, etc., the fact remains that the dramaturgy evidently
lags behind the communist understanding of contemporary life and its orientation renders it an
impediment to the artistic development of the drama ensemble. The valuation showed that the
National Theatre's drama ensemble has not yet created a persuasive portrait of a contemporary hero
and the greatest of the contemporary epoch, its positive features but, on the contrary, it has focused
its creative efforts, despite some of the actors' reservations, on phenomena that are uncharacteristic
and secondary to the development of our society. In addition, many of the productions contain all
sorts of subtexts that admit various interpretations, e.g. in Hamlet, etc. The ensemble's creative
energy was exhausted in productions that were unable to lead to any decisive ideological and artistic
results. Evidence of this is the productions of The Golden Carriage, The Return, After the Wedding,
Autumn Garden, and recently Crystal Night [Křišťálová noc], and especially Wrestling with an Angel
[Zápas s andělem]. […] The proposal is submitted after due consideration and having exhausted
every possibility for trying to convince comrade Krejča and dramaturges Kraus and Fencl of their
erroneous ideological orientation. Numerous conversations with them have been held in the 4th
department of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party and at the Ministry
of Education and Culture, but with few results.” – Proposal for a meeting of the Secretariat of the
Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party: Cadre Changes in the Management of the
Drama Ensemble of the National Theatre, document 8568, 31 August 1961, Archives of the Central
Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party, Central State Archives Prague.
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to as an exceptional era in the history of the National Theatre's drama ensemble,
was carried out in the face of countless exhausting confrontations, meetings,
debates, press controversies, and being “called on the carpet”. The entire time there
were objections raised that today – and even then – sound ridiculous, as though
taken out of an absurdist comedy from that era (as told in the classic work on that
time, Milan Uhde's King Vavra [Král Vávra], “life always reflects reality, and when
it doesn't, well, all the worse for life”). For those who had to go through it all, this
meant an extremely stressful burden and, above all, a waste of time.
The results of several‑years' work demonstrated the impossibility of establishing a
theatre with a lasting stylistic profile in an institution that represented multiple social
functions and multiple artistic and personal interests and groups. Characteristic of
the entire period is that Krejča was replaced as head of the drama ensemble by Josef
Maršálek, a man whose significance to the theatre was difficult to demonstrate even
in the dictionary The National Theatre and Its Precursors (Národní divadlo a jeho
předchůdci), “normalised” at the start of the 1980s (“associated with communist
ideals […] he tried to pave the way for progressive socialist art for the entire
collective at the National Theatre”).
A year later, Krejča, who remained with the drama ensemble as a soloist, published
an essay on contemporary acting in which he came to terms with his defeat: “Acting
at any one theatre is not a sum total of the expressions of individual actors. It is
more an artistic opinion expressed by the playing of the entire collective. For this
reason acting evolves and transforms or decays and grows barren in relation to the
given theatre's state of health. Its quick and certain growth depends on the will of
the entire organism. But such will is found only in an organism that works under
a certain conceptual‑artistic arrangement derived from a specific programme.
A theatre capable of creativity must possess enormous self‑organising force. Unlike
what some foolish people continuously claim, no organisational injection from
without is a substitute for this […]. It grows out of the relationship of a specific
collective of artists to art and life.”36
A common programme of a group united by a certain view of life and art could
only be achieved in a different type of theatre, in a theatre that emerges naturally,
as a workshop of like‑minded people – like the Theatre on the Balustrade (Divadlo
Na zábradlí) in 1958, where in the interim Krejča staged two productions, one of
which was Václav Havel's first play The Garden Party (Zahradní slavnost, 1963).
Small theatres gained in strength, and in 1963 there was a festival of small
theatres in Karlovy Vary, where Karel Kraus spoke about the Theatre on the
Balustrade. His views on the direction of that theatre and his reflections on the
other options open to it reveal his own notion of what a small theatre should
be like, and he saw a perspective for this in the work of Krejča's group. (Many
years later, specifically in the 1990s, when the Theatre beyond the Gate was being
restored, Krejča confirmed that Kraus was the first to come up with the idea of
his own theatre.)
In the first half of the 1960s Krejča alternated between the National Theatre and
other theatres, and he put on the last premieres of the plays developed out of his
dramaturgical “workshop” at the National Theatre (The End of the Carnival [Konec
masopustu], 1963 in Olomouc, Mahler's The Mill [Mlýn] in 1965 at the Slovak
National Theatre in Bratislava), and which he had prepared still in cooperation with
36 Krejča, Otomar. Herec není sám [The Actor is not Alone]. Divadlo 12, 1962, n. 4, p. 13.
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Anton Pavlovich Chekhov. Ivanov. Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda.
Divadlo za branou (Theatre beyond the Gate), Prague 1970. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

Kraus (who was by then working for the Theatre Institute and was also an external
dramaturge for a theatre in Olomouc). He also staged productions of Romeo and
Juliet (1963) and The End of the Carnival (1964) at the National Theatre. All these
productions only underscored the difference between his method of work and the
feckless, unconceptual direction of the drama ensemble at the National Theatre.37
37 Cf. the letter from J. Maršálek to the secretary of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak
Communist Party V. Koucký, in which he complains about the situation in the drama ensemble,
where Krejča had allegedly “gotten into a very advantageous position and has created an aura of
martyrdom around himself”, complaining that the conditions for his work are inadequate, even
though he would be unable to find better anywhere else. He works with “external dramaturgy, with
the former dramaturge of the National Theatre's drama ensemble Karel Kraus. Several members of the
ensemble have conceptions which are dominated by the issue of rehabilitating the former dramaturgy
workshop and the so‑called administrative intervention in 1961. And this occurs very consistently,
even though the management of the National Theatre's drama ensemble and the Party organisation
constantly explain this issue. – Under such circumstances it is very difficult to ideologically unify the
company. Although it is not a large group that today in effect stands opposed to basic ideological
issues as addressed by the Party and the group could not be outright defined as Krejča's group, it
is comprised of members who are very influential within the company and within theatre circles.
The National Theatre in effect reflects the overall situation in the art scene.” Maršálek therefore
proposes that it would be a good idea to move Krejča – as part of the planned reorganisation of the
theatre network in Prague – to head some other theatre, and he suggests some possible destinations
[Karlín theatre, E. F. Burian Theatre, but preferably Vinohrady Theatre, whose group could adopt the
National Theatre's plays]. He adds that this should be done before Krejča starts rehearsing The End
of the Carnival. – A letter dated 30 May 1964, Archives of the National Theatre, O. Krejča's personal
file. – The response to this letter – if there was one – has unfortunately not survived, but it must
have been negative, because the situation in the drama ensemble remained unchanged, and The end
of the Carnival was the first premiere of the 1964–1965 season, the season in which Maršálek, in
March 1965, was replaced as head of drama by the other member of the drama ensemble, actor
V. Vejražka. – A letter dated 30 May 1964, O. Krejča's personal file, Archives of the National Theatre.
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Now it was clearly apparent that the dramaturgy in Krejča's “workshop” was not
guided by any a priori concept. When directing at the Theatre on the Balustrade
Krejča also worked with a “model” script. An encounter with theatre that directly
appeals to the audience, a theatre that was political in the real sense of the world
(like his rendering of Kundera's The Owners of the Keys) was an experience that,
despite the successful outcome, rather confirmed than disproved the direction he
had been working in before.
The way the situation in the National Theatre's drama ensemble was dealt with
was not accepted with just silent consent. Both within the theatre itself and among
the public there were those who, while initially they were not openly critical of the
administrative measures, nonetheless emphasised the need for continuity so that the
“intimated positive trends in the directorial dramaturgy [of the National Theatre's
drama ensemble] to date are systematically brought to completion and so that
the republic's first theatre maintains its reputation as a creative workshop whose
accomplishments can influence the work of all the theatres in Czechoslovakia”.38
It is important to recall that there was a crisis in attendance at that time that
prompted a revival of the discussion about how the country's theatre scene was
organised (which resulted, among other things, in a feckless attempt to “reform”
the theatre network, so that several regional theatres were closed). The struggle for
greater social freedom, the signs of which were multiplying, despite the constant
pressure exerted by the structures of control, also became apparent among theatre
professionals, who began to call for the theatres to be headed by “real figures of a
mature civic and artistic persuasion”; an outlook that even reached the level of top
party dealings and succeeded in extracting certain concessions.39
An interest in Krejča's work was also visible in the first invitations to do guest
work abroad. After directing a production of Romeo and Juliet in Havana, Krejča and
Svoboda staged a production of Hamlet for the Théâtre national de Belgique, and
they must have been pleased when they were invited to take their production to the
Théâtre des Nations in Paris in 1965. Their work inspired consistent interest of some
critics and theorists, in particular Denis Bablet, who had been following Svoboda's
work since 1963.40 Increasingly voices decried the irreparable loss to domestic theatre
38 Suchařípa, Leoš. Důležitá věc: kontinuita [Continuity: an Important Issue]. Divadelní noviny, 27
September 1961.
39 Cf. Současná situace v čs. divadelní dramaturgii a repertoárové politice [The Current State of Theatre
Dramaturgy and Repertoire Policy in Czechoslovakia] – a report for the 8th meeting of the Ideological
Commission of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party on 15 June 1964,
appendix III; this report, submitted by Peter Karvaš, was prepared with a clear attempt to provide
an objective picture by a working group headed by J. Opavský (J. Kopecký, J. Císař, S. Machonin,
M. Lukeš, V. Urban, A. Urbanová, E. Soukupová); for doing so it was also immediately criticised,
especially by V. Koucký: “…the questions about the veracity of contemporary dramaturgy are very
one‑sided […] in my view it is no accident that the way things are formulated the truth is especially
brutal for the authors of the material. And of little significance, and for me it evokes the necessary
association with those theories of brutal optimism [italics JP] that we had to deal with so much
several years ago.” In the discussion, mainly J. Kopecký and P. Karvaš, invited to participate, spoke
on behalf of specific artists felt deserving of the opportunity to head “their own” theatre (“What I
want is that artists with a clear‑cut artistic concept have the right to realise their ideas or have the
technical opportunity to realise them in a series of their works, the way it is with Akimov, Ochlopkov,
Tovstonogov, Simonov, etc. That's natural, the healthy differentiation of theatre life.”) 8th meeting
of the ideological commission of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party,
Central State Archives, Archives of the Central Committee of the Czechoslovak Communist Party,
collection 10/5, volume 3, unit 14, n. 3.
40 Later the first author of a monograph on Svoboda (1970), he analysed the principle of the
amalgamation of scenography and dramaturgy in the production of Hamlet with his first team. He
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if it does not make use of its best talents. “It is certainly a good and flattering thing if
we have a director who is the target of interest from abroad, who is ripe for export.
But it would probably be a much better and more important thing were we to have
productions of original work that could represent us abroad and be as much in
demand there as the Chekhov of the Moscow Art Theatre, Jouvet and Vilar's Molière,
or Brook's King Lear were. If I recall correctly, that was Krejča's programme – perhaps
there are some subjective reasons, but I can see no objective ones, least of all in the
case of Krejča's productions, which are always of aboveaverage quality, not to achieve
this”, wrote Katarína Hrabovská in an article titled “In Place of a Review” (“Namísto
recenze”; on the occasion of the production of The End of the Carnival). In it she
was appealing, even before the “fatefully essential” reorganisation of the theatres,
for the creation of conditions at least for those “exportable” directors – “is there
nothing we can do to prevent us from selling off our best people?”41
In the mid‑1960s the situation was ripe for the emergence of new theatres. First,
at the start of 1965, the Drama Club (Činoherní klub) was established through the
State Theatre Studio (Statní divadelní studio). The Theatre beyond the Gate, which
Otomar Krejča co‑founded with the dramaturge Karel Kraus, the poet Josef Topol,
and the actors Marie Tomášová and Jan Tříska in the autumn of 1965, had its first
premiere on 23 November – the date of Krejča's 44th birthday. There then began a
brief period in which theatre was able to focus on itself.
III.

There is a seemingly very simple answer to the question of what the founders of
the Theatre beyond the Gate were hoping to achieve: “…to do only that which we
regard as meaningful; from start to finish to seek only to be happy and content with
our work; to work in such a way that after all our efforts and unavoidable doubts
we can say: ‘Yes, that is what we wanted to say – that is exactly what we wanted
to say – and there is no other way we could have said it, and if we had said it some
other way, then that wouldn't have been us saying it.’”42
That kind of theatre, said Krejča, will always have a limited sphere of interest, it
will not be a “theatre for everyone, just for those who can and want to understand
what we're saying about ourselves and who can see themselves in us”.43 A theatre
chooses its audience or, rather, is interested in a mutual free choice. More important
co‑founded the review Travail théâtral (1970), the first issue of which was largely devoted to Theatre
beyond the Gate, whose guest performance inspired the creation of the review (after Theatre beyond
the Gate was dissolved an expanded special issue of the review was published: Otomar Krejča et le
Théâtre Za branou de Prague. Lausanne: Edition L'Age d'Homme – La Cité, 1972. 124 p.). In the late
1970s and early 1980s Bablet headed the theatre research laboratory at the Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), which published the series Voies de la creation théâtrale, anthologies
of studies devoted to contemporary theatre. Volume X. [Paris: CNRS, 1982] is devoted to Krejča and
Brook. Cf. Monmarte, Danièle. L'Avant‑garde théâtrale tchèque vue par les théâtrologues français.
A lecture given at the Faculty of Arts, Masaryk University, Brno, 5 May 1999.
41 Hrabovská, Katarína. Namiesto recenzie [In Place of a Review]. Kultúrny život, Bratislava, 9 January 1965,
n. 2, p. 9.
42 The introductory text in the programme for the London tour of Theatre beyond the Gate, 1969.
From Otomar Krejča et le Théâtre Za Branou de Prague. Op. cit., p. 9. (“…ne faire que ce que nous
considérons comme essential; faire en sorte, du début à la fin, que nous puissions nous sentir heureux
et satisfaits dans notre travail; travailler de façon qu'après tous les efforts et les doutes inévitables
nous puissions dire: ‘Oui, c'est bien ce que nous voulions exprimer – c'est exactement ainsi que
nous voulions l'exprimer – il n'y a pas d'autre façon de l'exprimer. Si nous l'avions dit autrement,
nous n'aurions plus été nous‑mêmes.’”)
43 Op. cit.
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Sophocles. Oidipús-Antigoné. Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda. Divadlo
za branou (Theatre beyond the Gate), Prague 1971. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

than directly “serving the community” (where in it has to struggle step by step for
each new true image, expression of contemporary feeling, or analysis of twisted
relations) it will be in the service of artistic truth as a weightier, deeper, unclear,
evasive, and continuously re‑examined and re‑conquered truth revealing itself in
notions and glimpses.
The theatre's focus is directed at the centre of man, who is neither a mere
object nor an instrument, but should be and wants to be a free being, the subject
of his own existence, an existence for which he endures a dramatic struggle. For
the Theatre beyond the Gate and its audience, “participation in the life of the
community” should be determined solely by the moral obligation of autonomous
theatre work, a purely aesthetic programme. In the 1960s Krejča embarked on
an explicit battle against the concept of political theatre, or better put, theatre
as a tool of politics, ascribing such theatre at best the same value as news or
journalism, because it abandons its artistic function. (Let's remember that at the
start of the 1960s he opposed the programme of Brechtian political theatre at the
National Theatre's State Theatre in Brno.) The attempt to examine the “human
story”, without any a priori ideological manipulation, as a story about the individual
existence of the man of today in its complex, convoluted lines also attested to
this man's existence within the context of society, but a mediated existence, “by
way of metaphor”. Man in this case was one who asked existential questions,
guided by the unique experience of a particular time in a particular country. The
generalisation of this experience is what led him to a critically sceptical outlook.
Milan Kundera articulated this when he described Czech literature's contribution
to European literature in the 1960s, but I think that it applies more generally to our
culture in that period: “The significance of this literature is foolishly belittled if it
is reduced to just its purely political component and interpreted just as criticism
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Marie Tomášová as Antigone in Oidipús-Antigoné. Stage director Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef
Svoboda. Divadlo za branou (Theatre beyond the Gate), Prague 1971. Photo Jaromír Svoboda.

of the regime there. I think that much more interesting is the finding that in all of
European literature that literature represents a counterweight, a counter‑lyrical,
sceptical, and antidoctrinarian tendency that, thanks to its incomparably harsh
and diverse historical experience, forms a counterpart to the strange affectation
that characterises Western interests.”44
The founders of the Theatre beyond the Gate made it clear from the outset
that they intended to follow their own refined but more focused approach, both
in their repertoire selections, seeking out poets alike in spirit, and also in their
choice of colleagues, but also with respect to their audience – as even of them a
certain amount of talent would be expected: they should be the kind of audience
who appreciate the type of theatre being offered them, one that deals in depth
and continuously “just” with itself, and who will engage in a silent but nonetheless
distinctive dialogue with it.
The values the theatre departs from, the poet's text and the actor, are meant to
be materialised by rehearsing with a proposed “production text”, which becomes
more than just autonomous creativity, as that cannot be united into a whole without
the unifying influence of the direction. The ideal is that this whole is like “a living
organism constantly vibrating with tension and shaking on its solid axis. Every
theatrical work (perhaps more than any other work) resists totality, flees from unity,
44 “On rabaisse stupidement l'importance de cette literature en la réduisant à son aspect purement
politique, en l'expliquant comme la simple critique des regimes de là‑bas. Je trouve beaucoup
plus utile de constater que cette littérature représente dans l'ensemble européen un important
contrepoids, un courant antilyrique, sceptique et antidoctrinaire et qu'elle forme grace à des
expériences historiques incomparablement cruelles et riches l'antithèse de cette admirable préciosité
qui marque les préoccupations occidentales.” Le Point 3 April 1978. [Cited from NRF de Prague, 1993,
n. 1–3, p. 26.]
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and only the organisational force of direction can check this constant repulsion.
Whenever this fails to occur, productions and even theatres fall apart. […] direction
(as a kind of creative activity) is not effectuated at the expense of the actor, by
reducing or distorting his possibilities (and vice versa), but by multiplying them.”45
The line‑up of productions that during its seven years of existence engraved the
Theatre beyond the Gate's name into cultural history introduced the work of its
selected poets, mainly Topol (Cat on the Rails [Kočka na kolejích, 1965]) and Chekhov
(The Three Sisters, 1966). Gradually their ranks grew with the addition of Giraudoux's
Intermezzo (1967), Nestroy in an adaptation One End of the Rope (Provaz o jednom
konci, 1967), Schnitzler's The Green Cockatoo (Zelený papoušek, 1968), de Musset's
Lorenzaccio (1969), and Sophocles' Oedipus and Antigone (1971). The theatre's
intention was to reveal the individuality of every author, but without relinquishing
the features of its own, autonomous stylistic profile. In the plays of the first two
above‑named authors especially the artificiality of stage gesture and movement
amalgamated with the psychological truth of the characters, so that neither of the
two levels predominated, and the “artificiality” was not necessarily as striking for
the audience. Things were different in complexly structured productions, through
which, in the late 1960s and early 1970s, Krejča explored the possibilities of bringing
to the theatrical fore the internal drama in the plays of Chekhov (Ivanov, The
Seagull), de Musset (Lorenzaccio), and Schnitzler (The Green Cockatoo).
Their increasingly complex imagery and the density of meanings made no
allowance for what audiences can absorb in a single viewing of a play, but that made
them all the more appealing. It was possible to glean from them a universal statement
on the nature of individual time and on the nature of historical time. “History is an
inexorable ritual that rolls over the futility of individual will. […] Every phenomenon
on Krejča's stage is delivered like an instant within a whole. The world is understood
as a concrete totality”, wrote Vladimír Mráček about Krejča's Lorenzaccio in one of
the last issues of the periodical Theatre (Divadlo), which was terminated in 1970.46
Although the polyphonic, polysemantic, multifaceted qualities of these
productions made straightforward interpretations difficult, and even “small”
productions, in particular the one‑act plays by Topol, were complexly structured into
a synthetic, heavily aestheticised form by Krejča, despite all the elusive ambiguity of
meaning, Theatre beyond the Gate's productions still took on political significance.
A typical example of this was a production of the only one thoroughly comic work
in the theatre's repertoire, namely, One End of the Rope, the “artificial” Nestroy that
was so skilfully crafted by Karel Kraus and Zdeněk Mahler out of texts by Nestroy
that it seemed authentic. By amalgamating and contrasting themes of sleepwalking,
boredom, melancholy, and infinite human covetousness, it highlighted an inherent
polarisation in Nestroy's work. The comedy's light and mechanically precise form
gave vent to a bitter core, heightened by a conclusion in which the happy end
transformed into a scene of somnambulant characters dancing and singing and
refusing to wake up, and in the atmosphere at that time, in the aftermath of the
suppression of the Prague Spring, this scene resonated with unanticipated relevance.
Nevertheless, because these productions had such a universal quality, they
were able to transcend their local outlook and appeal to the public in many other
European countries.
45 Krejča, Otomar. Herec jako cvičená opice (v uzavřeném systému znaků) [The Actor as a Trained
Monkey – in a Closed System of Signs]. Divadlo 21, March 1970, n. 3, p. 16.
46 Mraček, Vladimír. Pokus o pochopení [An Attempt at Understanding]. Divadlo 21, January 1971, n. 1,
p. 33.
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Their bitter, but unsentimental, sceptical perspective captured the recurring
experience of the ever frustrated but nonetheless constantly renewed struggle for
free human self‑realisation. Emphasising its aesthetic autonomy, the theatre was
no longer referencing the empiricism of the contemporary world and questioned
all its “objective facts”, it was rendering them unreal, shifting them to the realm
of dreams, and in this way it was able to capture the world's deeper essence and
its total breakdown. The man on stage was refusing to become part of a collective
mechanism, and while he did reflect on the total failure of every human endeavour,
he never gave up on his struggle. This is a notion of man as serious, not grotesque
or deformed. This seriousness, this rejection of a “lightly” humorous, detached
perspective, was a specific quality of the Theatre beyond the Gate.
It was precisely this quality, this refusal of the “light”, humoristic tone, so typical
of the Czech theatre that, in a way, segregated the Theatre beyond the Gate from
the rest of the Czech theatre scene.
Exclusiveness, selectiveness, in short “elitism”, this characterisation caused the
theatre to lose favour with theatre arts professionals. Beyond the country's borders
such an image did not cause any problems. Rather on the contrary, abroad the
company was lauded for its originality and universality, and the theatre's huge
success in France can probably be ascribed to its strongly aesthetic aspect: French
theatre culture always accentuated clear and refined form.
The fact that while Krejča was developing this intensely artistic theatre, he was
also involved in the work with the Theatre Artists' Union (which he had chaired
since 1965), which was part of an overall emancipative movement in Czechoslovak
culture in those years, is only seemingly a paradox. The difference between Krejča's
theatre of ambiguous meanings and his uncompromising personal stance is
demonstrated in a speech he gave in February 1969 at a congress of the Union of
Czechoslovak Theatre Artists. In it he contrasted the interests of politics and theatre
as a permanent conflict that stems from the very nature of each area.
He defined the field of art (“Art, and so then also theatre, does not portray
the world, nor does it reshape it; it construes the world as a new, artificial, figurative
world. It removes itself from everyday reality in order to encompass it. In its own
way it must take no heed of and ignore the present and the everyday so‑called
phenomenal problems of the present if it is to be able to direct its questions to the
heart of the present.”) and politics, viewed primarily as the sphere of totalitarian
ideological manipulation, and he added: “Theatre cannot adopt a political objective
as its own; in theatre, man – the viewer – must always and above all be confronted
with himself. The realm in which art occurs is embraced by conscience. Here ‘many
a moral and artistic truth’ is revealed to man and confronts him. Art occurs in the
moral realm, and that is a realm where other rules apply in practice than those we
are accustomed to in politics.”
He opposed the external politicization of the theatre and criticised the adoption
of reliable old forms of theatre journalism and current catchphrases during the
early months of the Soviet occupation, and he declared that any theatre that adopts
a direct political attitude is engaging in something akin to a striptease. “On stage,
entirely naked, we watch slogans, ideological plans, political clichés, superficial
opportune attitudes. […] Moral injuries were inflicted on art mainly in the years
of the harshest dogmatic dictatorship. It would be better forgotten, if very similar
deeds did not occur at the present again. I think this needs saying, even though
the meaning and content of an ideology publicly disrobed on stage is not today
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directed against humanity, against civic freedom, and social progress but, on the
contrary, pleads for them, as best it can. However, this type of theatre activity
inadvertently restricts spiritual freedom because it appeals to the languorous
side of the soul, it takes advantage of unwillingness to think independently and
responsibly, it discourages the adoption of any fundamental personal attitudes, it
demands spontaneous content, not moral deliberation. A theatre that appeals to
pre‑established consensus omnium, universal agreement, performs a task […] that
is essentially useless and, above all, has nothing to do with art.”47
In an environment where it was becoming increasingly obvious that power was
being resumed by the most regressive “normalisers” of the Czech political situation,
aiming to take things back to the way they were before, this was an exceptionally
brave statement by Krejča. It was calling on theatre artists to better understand
their vocation and insist on the freedom of true creative work. It was also a typically
controversial statement, and it was by no means met with universal applause at
the congress, nor did the top political echelons forget what Krejča had said or lose
sight of anyone who tried to elaborate on it.
Ivan Vojtěch picked up on this speech in Theatre (Divadlo) in an article titled
“Going Back to the Subject of Art and Politics” (Ještě jednou na téma umění a
politiky), wherein he praised the boldness of Krejča's speech (he felt its merit was
that Krejča even raised the question of the political qualities of an autonomous work
of art), but he raised some criticism. In his view, political theatre in this country
had not yet been able to fully develop because allegory thrives best in totalitarian
regimes. However, as soon as the pressure from the regime slackens even slightly,
political theatre evolves as an autonomous artistic option. The author recalled
Havel's original modification of absurdist theatre as one way of understanding more
global conflicts in the contemporary world. It is possible then to find possibilities
for artistic expression in this kind of political theatre – in the deeper sense of the
word “political” – that would allow Czech theatre to disentangle itself from the
particularist interests of a small national community and strengthen the sense of
being a part of the world. “Let's make no mistake, good art was and is incompatible
with bad politics, as is bad politics with good art.”48
Two different understandings of the very concept of politics were at play here. For
Krejča politics was and is external regulation, a manipulative force with which art
always has to exist in a tense relationship. That political theatre need not necessarily
just be the tool of a specific ideology, and that politics is not just the product of
power structures but can also be an expression of an “alternative polis” taking
shape, is a discussion that was quickly put to an end by external intervention – as
though politics was trying to show that both sides were right. First the Theatre
47 Speech given at the 4th congress of the Union of Czechoslovak Theatre Artists [SČDU], an internal
brochure of the SČDU, Prague 1969.
48 “Totalitarian regimes at best inadvertently bring about the politicisation of every speech and through
a series of allegories and allusions create a substitute sphere that remains alien to the real organic
structure because it has no ability to develop freely […]. But it is here, as we have witnessed ourselves,
that open political forms are stimulated as soon as that massively distortional pressure has to be
released. It would be a tragic misunderstanding if we wished only to see in the satire of the 1960s a
false outlet the political meaning of which evaporates with the attenuation of the situation. Just as
on the one hand the seeds of political theatre thrive when the scope of political freedom expands,
they also turn it into another sphere of creative freedom. The existence and real development of
this unusual branch of dramatic work have been felt indirectly by all of Czech theatre.” Vojtěch, Ivan.
Ještě jednou na téma umění a politika [Revisiting the Topic of Art and Politics]. Divadlo 19, 1969,
n. 4, p. 3.
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Jan Hartl (Faust) and Boris Rösner (Mefisto). Johann Wolfgang Goethe. Faust. Stage director
Otomar Krejča. Set design Josef Svoboda. National Theatre, Prague 1997. Photo Hana
Smejkalová.

periodical and two years later Krejča's Theatre beyond the Gate became casualties
of a political crack‑down. A theatre that never intended to engage in a political
discourse had to – if it was to avoid losing touch with the times – have a political
resonance. Can a theatre that – directly or indirectly – has a hand in shaping the
public space forfeit its ‘politicality’ in the original sense of the world?
A performance of The Seagull on 10 June 1972 was the last performance by the
Theatre beyond the Gate. Neither protests from abroad nor the thunderous applause
from audiences at the theatre's last performances were able to prevent the theatre's
closure. In the so-called normalisation period the regime was parading itself in all its
arrogance and with no façade of diplomacy: protests abroad were ignored, protests
at home were squelched in various different ways. In 1972, Peter Brook, who was
the first signatory of protest petitions on behalf of the Theatre beyond the Gate,
dedicated a performance of A Midsummer Night's Dream to the theatre, and took
that production on a major tour (the production even travelled through Eastern
Europe, but not to Czechoslovakia): “Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream
is a celebration of theatre: it is a celebration of the creative force in a society where
the imagination is free. We would like to dedicate this performance in memory of
Prague's Theatre beyond the Gate. The dissolution of this excellent company on 10
June 1972 and the banning of its great director Otomar Krejča from work – whose
direction of Shakespeare ranks among the most remarkable of our age – marks a
loss for theatre, a loss for the imagination, and a loss for freedom.”49
49 Brook saw a production of Romeo and Juliet in Prague in 1964, and he expressed his admiration
for Krejča's interpretation of Shakespeare in the introduction he wrote for the programme to the
production of Hamlet in Brussels in 1965.
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After the Theatre beyond the Gate was shut down its co‑founders were left without
work. Members of its management (except for the director Ladislav Boháč) were
strictly banned not just from working in the theatre but from working in culture
altogether. The dramaturges Karel Kraus and Josef Balvín from that point worked
unofficially, usually under pseudonyms, as did the poet, translator, and director Josef
Topol (who was unable to find any other work except as a mason repairing Charles
Bridge). The actors scattered and joined various other companies, some failed to
find another engagement, others were only allowed to work on the fringe (this is
how director Helena Glancová's Lyra Pragensis group was formed; it was the only
place where Marie Tomášová was still allowed to work). The problem remained of
“what to do with Krejča”, who was not allowed to work at home or to travel abroad.
Meanwhile, in response to the many invitations for Krejča to work abroad the
monopolist Pragokoncert agency was issuing the standard statement that Krejča was
too busy (or it sent no response at all). After two years of vacillations by the Party's
cultural apparatus, Krejča was finally assigned to S. K. Neumann Theatre in Libeň.
His inaugural production there (1974) showed that he altered none of his artistic
principles or work methods. We could sense in his production of Platonov how his
“conversation” with Chekhov was continuing (he never stopped questioning himself
or the actors in relation to Chekhov's plays). This was another production marked
by a powerful theatrical gesture represented by the “judgement” of Platonov. Like
with the productions of Lorenzaccio and Ivanov, it took place in the nearly constant
presence of all the acting characters, who formed a kind of “chorus”, in a uniform
time and space, something that had been typical of large productions at the Theatre
beyond the Gate. Interiors and exteriors merged in one space. The simultaneity of
scenes combining different time lines suppressed the sense of linear chronology
and highlighted the repetitiveness of the characters' actions. The court proceedings
thus related not just to the title character, the local Don Juan, but to a hopelessly
closed, contrived community, each member of which is guilty of egotism, and every
attempt to escape the moral wretchedness ends in tragicomic failure.
The theatre in Libeň was located in the working‑class outskirts of Prague, and
so it was assumed that it would fail to grab much attention (a season before, the
theatre had put on a libation to normalisation in its infamous production of Trapl‘s
play The Bell Won't Toll for Thee [Tobě hrana zvonit nebude]). However, it created
a production that, without superficiality, without empty journalistic catchwords,
captured the intensifying atmosphere of the time. The audience that came to see
the production was different from the theatre's usual audiences and contained
many more of the viewers who had attended the Theatre beyond the Gate. The
same was true of Krejča's subsequent productions, which paid no attention to
the demands of normalisation theatre activism, implicitly distancing themselves
from them – either through the choice of works (A. Vampilov's Farewell in June
[Červnové loučení], Š. M. Sokol's Family Celebration [Rodinná slavnost]) or its
interpretations of classic works (G. Preissová's Eva the Seamstress [Eva Krajčířka],
P. Corneille's L'Illusion Comique). At a time when independent work of any kind and
all allied groupings and autonomous undertakings was systematically eliminated,
and top theatre artists were either fired or exiled from the centres to areas as far
away as possible, it was inconceivable in Prague to allow the continuation of even
this work of Krejča's, which generated an island of allies around it. In the end, it
seemed more expedient to allow Krejča – with numerous invites from abroad – to
work outside the country.
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During the fifteen years he spent in professional exile, Krejča maintained a
consistently critical attitude not just towards left‑wing cultural radicalism, with
which, as an artist of his experience, he could find no common ground, but also,
and above all, towards the growing pressure from the mass media and towards
cultural consumerism, in opposition to which he continued to defend the ethos of
artistic theatre and the necessity of such an ethos.
From 1976 on Krejča created several dozen productions at European theatres
and became especially recognised for his Chekhov productions. It was this recurring
line of interest, the new and deeper readings of Chekhov's works, which maintained
the continuity of his work, which he also expanded dramaturgically to include
everything from Beckett's Waiting for Godot, Goethe's Faust, Dostoyevsky's Demons,
Calderon's La vida es sueño, Aeschylus' The Libation Bearers, Strindberg's The
Father, to Schnitzler Das weite Land. He always staged his own selection of works,
and he always tried to retain the same circle of collaborators. Sometimes, like in
Leuven, Belgium, it seemed that he was about to find his own “home” company
again, but, as he says himself, he never knew how to “give up his ideas for the
theatre” and conform to the demands of the business and consumption of culture.
He realised that his world of theatre was something that he could only carry with
him inside, and that if he wanted to work he would have to stay on the road, even
though that meant forming a new company for each new production. While he was
working abroad Krejča defended his status as one of the best directors in Europe;
no other Czech theatre practitioner, except Josef Svoboda, ever gained as much
recognition. Still very little is known in this country about his work in Germany,
France, Belgium, Italy and Sweden at that time, but some of the productions have
been analysed, mostly by French theatre experts, and these analyses capture and
examine in detail his approach to working with the text, stage space, time, lighting,
sound, the stage object, and especially the actors; Volume X of Voies de la creation
théâtrale contains analyses of his Chekhov productions from 1980, The Seagull at
the Comédie‑Française, Three Sisters at the Atelier théâtral Louvain‑la‑Neuve, and
also of Waiting for Godot, shown in the same year in Avignon and in Paris. The
continuum in his work is apparent in Notes on Several Productions by Otomar
Krejča (Poznámky k několika inscenacím Otomara Krejči, 1987) by Jiří Veltruský,
whose testimony is all the more authentic in that the author was only able to see
a fragment of Krejča's work – the productions staged in Paris, starting with the
Theatre beyond the Gate's Ivanov. His first impression of Krejča as the successor to
the pre‑war avant‑garde later altered in that, while he still associated Krejča with
the avant‑garde in terms of the constant effort to reinvent theatricality, Krejča's
direction pushes acting to the forefront of the theatrical performance. “Every other
component, be it the text, the space, lighting, decorations, sound or music, are
shaped in support of this end, though it would be exaggerated to claim that they
are subordinate to the acting performance… [Krejča] is simply continuing in the
tradition of the grand renewal of theatre that began roughly a century ago”50 – with
Stanislavski, Antoine, and others.
Krejča returned professionally “from Europe” around the same time Czech theatre
began rejoining the rest of the continent – or so we thought, as it was actually re
entering a now globalised world. It was as though the one‑time motto that only
that which we contribute to uniquely, that which we are able to say by ourselves for
ourselves, can become a part of something universal and global, had been forgotten.
50 Veltruský, Jiří. Poznámky k několika inscenacím Otomara Krejči [Notes on Several Productions by
Otomar Krejča]. In Veltruský, Jiří. Příspěvky k teorii divadla. Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1994, pp. 256–261.
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Krejča launched his return to the domestic stage in his own way – with
controversy. He had already criticised the weaknesses of young Czech theatre in
the samizdat periodical O divadle (About Theatre) and in discussions with young
theatre artists.51 He saw weaknesses lying in the total subjectification of the so‑called
open theatre, where drama is superseded by just a script; in actor performances
instead of character performances; and in how everything terminates in formulaic
repetitiveness. A theatre that above all wants to communicate directly with its
audience says or confirms what the audience already knows. The result is the
degradation of acting, which even our freest theatre contributed to unintentionally.
He saw primary weakness in how the overall perspective of theatre work had been
turned around, how theatre and acting disregard each other, how in pursuit of a
vision of media success the theatre forgets its true vocation and loses itself.
In the revived Theatre beyond the Gate Krejča tried to renew its original purpose,
its distinctive demands, and the continuity of work on what he regarded as the
foundation of theatre. The disappointment produced by his first undertakings
was on both sides: among the artists, as they found little understanding from the
public; among the public, as the theatre was at odds with their expectations. It
had been forgotten that the original aesthetics of the Theatre beyond the Gate,
despite its triumphs abroad, were by no means universal in appeal at home, where
communicativeness is prized above all and purely aesthetic values are not valued
as highly. The theatre's audience generally drained away in the early 1990s and
the efforts of Theatre beyond the Gate II were, with impatience, initially deemed
a failure – such were the theatre's new beginnings, which it had to struggle with
for several years, but again with a persistence attesting to the strength of its
original conviction. After a few years Krejča's obstinate pursuit of his idea of the
theatre ceased to seem so strange. Again the production line‑up showed signs of
the emergence of a theatre that was introducing universally recognised values into
Prague's theatre life (Bernanos, Hoffmansthal, Pirandello). But at that point, the
authorities entrusted with managing culture arrived with a particularly negative
“systemic” problem and denied the theatre the support it had been receiving because
it was outside the “system”, and while it is true to the letter that the authorities did
not shut the theatre down, for all intents and purposes they were responsible for
its demise. It was clear that a theatre without at least a minimum of grant support
would not be able to survive in the situation of hectic transformation, accenting
speed without clearly defined conceptual framework. Could this culmination of
Krejča's experience with political power reverse his conception of political power?
Or did it just reconfirm the saying that “politics is unworthy of the theatre”, Krejča's
answer today to the question of the relationship between art and politics? This
bitterly sceptical conclusion acknowledges the sum of real experiences of an artist
who more than once had to bear witness to the destruction of his many years of
work, after having built on its continuity and its individual successes. His endeavour
to free theatre work from the influence of politics ended in the ruin of his first
theatre, the second was de facto destroyed by the selectively applied notion of what a
‘natural’ theatre environment is, in this regard primarily citing commercial success.
Krejča's non‑conformity, his rejection of convenient views, the routine, external,
superficial adoption of fashionable trends, is a stance shared by few. Neither
abroad nor at home did it win him any popularity. It can be assumed that this non
conformity, the little effort made to please his more or less influential colleagues,
51 Divadlo malé a velké? [Theatre Big and Small?]. Svět a divadlo 1, 1990, n. 1, p. 38. [A Discussion with
Young Czech Theatre Artists.]
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contributed to the fact that the demise of the Theatre beyond the Gate provoked
few objections at home.
Czech theatre, and especially theatre education, was never able to understand
or take advantage of what Krejča's unique artistic experience had to offer. (This
brief sketch can only touch on the key points in his artistic career in relation to
the political pressures of his age and more could be said even on this area.) This
kind of “oversight” is unfortunately rather typical in Czech culture, and not just
in the 1990s. But comparing all of Krejča's work – up to and including the latest
efforts – with the state of Czech theatre culture today attests, I think, persuasively
in favour of the idea of artistic theatre. It shows that sublime creativity and depth
are only reached through an open and endless unfaltering effort.
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at the Symposium Le théâtre d'art au XXème siècle, organized by Académie expérimentale
des théâtres and Institut d'études théâtrales in Paris 1997). Otomar Krejča's theatrical
biography is exceptional in many regards, but especially in its reach across time and space,
encompassing the occurrence and combination of various, at first glance incompatible,
styles of Czech and European 20th‑century theatre, each representative of different epochs.
Krejča worked with a variety of theatre formats: an itinerant theatre ensemble, the National
Theatre, large and small theatres, amateur provincial student theatres, and professional
theatres in major European capitals. Despite this diversity, there is a continuity and organic
form of progression inherent to his work. The biographical essay summarizes Krejča's life
in theatre from his amateur beginnings to later years in professional theatres. A significant
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Zdeněk Hořínek

The Metaphorical Theatre of Fact
Some Comments on One Path Taken by Studio Ypsilon

I.

In the beginning was the 20th century. Art Nouveau, swing, the avant‑garde,
Apollinaire's Zone, Eisenstein's horizontal and vertical montage. In the beginning of
Studio Ypsilon was the two‑piece production titled An Encyclopaedic Entry for the
20th Century (Encyklopedické heslo XX. století), Part 1: 1900–1930, Part 2: 1930– 1960
(premieres in 1964 and 1965, respectively). The external precept of order was
chronology: year after year, as time drags on, passes, and flies by. But the involuntary
turn of the calendar was less important than the theatre's internal precepts. Guillaume
Apollinaire freely juxtaposes ideas and images within a zone of simultaneity:
By the Mediterranean
Under lemon trees that flower the year long
You take ship with friends
One from Nice one from Menton two from La Turbie
Terrified we see in the depths giant squid
And fish the Savior's symbols gliding through seaweed
In a tavern garden near Prague
You are content instead of writing your stories
To watch a rose on the table and
A rosebug asleep in the rose's heart
Agahst you trace your likeness in the mosaics at Saint Vitus1

Jan Schmid freely juxtaposes facts, artefacts, and events, in short, information and
news about facts, and attempts to demonstrate and reconstruct them, so that, then,
surprised, confused, and shocked, in these facts we are able to “trace our likeness”.
There is a general and, for the most relevant orientation points, objective
determiner (such as key political, economic, and cultural events, beginnings and
ends, births and deaths) behind the selection of facts, but it is otherwise left up
to the whim of whoever is framing these events, who proceeds according to their
own knowledge, mood, preferences and aversions. For example, the year 1939 is
configured as follows:
A: Böhmen und Mähren: Protectorate of the Greater German Reich: On the 15th of March,
Prague welcomes Adolf Hitler and his entourage at Prague Castle.
D: The German director Lubitsch shoots the film Ninotchka, in which Greta Garbo laughed
for the first time.
Dia: Hitler at Prague Castle, Greta Garbo.
1

Čapek, Karel. Francouzská poesie a jiné překlady Karla Čapka [French Poetry and Other Translations].
Ed. Miroslav Halík. Praha: SNKLHU, 1957, p. 147. English translation taken from URL: <http://www.
cscs.umich.edu/~crshalizi/Poetry/Apollinaire/zone.html>.
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The marching song ‘The Marquise and the Little Drummer' by Sláva Mach is sung.
Everyone (singing): When the little drummer stepped on the palace footpath, flagging
her white hanky the Marquise waved him on […].
B: The US Patent Office was petitioned with several inventions: an electric bug killer: it
kills bugs by sending an electric current through the bed, which then kills the bug; a
foot warmer: there are two of them, two rubber pouches you put inside your shoes,
and there are two rubber tubes that lead from them up to your mouth, if your feet are
cold, just blow into the tubes and they'll be warm; glasses for chickens: to keep them
from pecking each other's eyes out.
A: September 1st, the invasion of Poland. The start of the Second World War.
Whoever can't play the violin, play “Whilst in holy ecstasy, my Zdeněk”.
C: Eva, the magazine for the educated woman: “An eccentric millionaire. There was once a
poor and beautiful girl, who was so sad on All Souls' Day that she went to the cemetery
to cry her sorrows out. While she was crying, the millionaire's voice was heard behind
her: ‘Do you know, you're crying at the grave of a living man?’ The girl got a fright,
but the millionaire smiled, and he adopted the girl who had no one to cry for so that
she'd have someone to cry for.”
D: The student Jan Opletal is shot.2

Schmid's unofficial chronicle of the times is based on the principle of
confrontation and contrast: important historical events are punctuated with all
kinds of trivia (news bulletins, scoops, and hoaxes, advertisements, recipes, slogans,
contemporary songs, hits and old favourites), the understanding being that these
are the little things that ordinary people often (and sometimes mainly) thrive on.
Schmid counters the public with the private, the high with the low, the serious
with the ridiculous, so as to fill in what is usually missing from the official chronicle
of history (much to its detriment). This mosaic of information is intended to be
perceived the same way it was created – according to the principle of association:
between two juxtaposed things, new, sometimes anecdotal, sometimes ironic or
paradoxical, oftentimes satirical and revelatory meanings emerge, and whether the
association is deliberate or random is irrelevant.
Jan Schmid reapplied his “encyclopaedic” method again in the play Despatches
and More on Wheels (Depeše a jiné na kolečkách, 1972). Here the focus is narrowed
down to the period of “the early stages of the Czech avant‑garde”, allowing for more
elaborate interpretations of the artistic numbers, headed off by Vítězslav Nezval's
Despatches on Wheels (Depeše na kolečkách), which ushers in and sets the tone of
the entire production.
The “encyclopaedic” principle of montage, association, and confrontation
contains the seed of what I call the “metaphorical theatre of fact”.
II.

Like the literature of fact, the metaphorical theatre of fact3 works with documentary
materials,4 arranging them not according to the laws of conventional dramatic
storytelling and structure, but according to the laws of facts and documents.
2
3
4

Quotes and other references to the play are taken from internal duplicates of the texts preserved
in the archives of Studio Ypsilon.
I use this phrase instead of the “drama of fact” because Schmid's texts are ultimately supplementary
literary records that refer back to the completed stage, and only authentic, form of the work.
“Document (from the Latin documentum = official paper, proof) – is a written or visual record, paper,
document, newspaper, magazine, book, or excerpt from such, notation, and so on; anything that serves
as evidence about a given person or people, event, phenomenon, or entire period.” Slovník literární
teorie [Dictionary of Literary Theory]. Ed. Štěpán Vlašín. Praha: Československý spisovatel, 1977, p. 79.
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Together with literature of fact, the metaphorical theatre of fact tries to draw
on the potential drama and catchiness that lies inherent within the facts (and
documentary materials) themselves, but it strives to animate and activate facts by
means unique to the theatre – all‑round and elaborate collective playfulness.
The play, of course, is preceded by study, the inquisitive effort to obtain such
a grasp of the materials that they can be made the theme and subject of a play.
In the process of studying, playing and creating, there necessarily occurs not just
a confrontation of facts but also a confrontation of viewpoints: the historical
viewpoints (contained in the material) with current viewpoints, held by the group
of actors, headed by the director and in interplay with the audience.
III.

Metaphor is traditionally defined as a figure of speech. This has changed little
since the time of Aristotle. “Metaphor is the application of a strange term either
transferred from the genus and applied to the species or from the species and
applied to the genus, or from one species to another or else by analogy.”5 (Aristotle
in the 4th century BC) “…the transference of the denomination of one thing to
another on the basis of shared features.”6
These definitions are delightful because they are metaphorical themselves
(metaphor defined by metaphor!) and thus necessarily inexact. That is why in his
Poetika (Poetics)7 Josef Hrabák put the word “transference” in quotation marks.
Other, more complex objections to this conception of metaphor have been raised
by Sáva Šabouk and Jiří Pavelka (the author of the most extensive study on this
subject), both of whom emphasise the gnoseological value and function of metaphor
as a new semantic quality, a new denomination, an “inferential intersection of two
or more meanings”.8
These subtle terminological distinctions have less of an implication for the
“poetics” of theatre because the language of theatre is to a larger degree “mechanical”
(in the primary sense of the word: “relating to physical forces”)9 and in the theatre
the metaphor of “transference” can be realised literally (as we shall see).10
Metaphorical denomination in the language of the theatre entails a new,
different, indirect rendering, embodiment, and objectification. The objective of
this transference is to reveal new meanings and associations that the direct and
literal meanings conceal.
Jan Mukařovský drew attention to this capacity of metaphor in an entry on this
subject in Masaryk's Encyclopaedia (Masarykův slovník naučný): “…instead of the
word that is expected and, in the given collocation, customary, another word takes
its place in the context of its sense, one that only indirectly agrees in meaning with
the first word. The two words involved do not share the same core meaning, but,
rather, have in common only a certain group of accessory meanings, i.e. those loose,
alternating notions that in amalgamation tend to surround the core meaning of
Aristotle. Aristotle in 23 Volumes: Vol. 23. Translated by W. H. Fyfe. Cambridge, MA – London: Harvard
University Press – William Heinemann Ltd., 1932.
6 Slovník spisovného jazyka českého [A Dictionary of the Czech Language]. Vol. I. Praha: Nakladatelství
československé akademie věd, 1960, p. 1215.
7 Hrabák, Josef. Poetika [Poetics]. Praha: Československý spisovatel, 1973. 332 p.
8 See Šabouk, Sáva. Břehy realismu [The Edges of Realism]. Praha: Svoboda, 1973, pp. 84–85. Pavelka,
Jiří. Anatomie metafory [An Anatomy of Metaphor]. Brno: Blok, 1982, pp. 35–36.
9 Slovník spisovného jazyka českého I. Op. cit., p. 200.
10 Of course, ideas about literary metaphor apply equally to the metaphorical aspect of the dramatic
word that I am dealing with here.
5
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Jan Schmid. Michelangelo Buonarotti. Studio Ypsilon, Prague 1974. Stage director Jan Schmid.
Set design and photo Miroslav Melena. Archive Studio Ypsilon.

Jan Schmid. Michelangelo Buonarotti. Studio Ypsilon, Prague 1974. Stage director Jan Schmid.
Set design Miloslav Melena. Photo Miroslav Pokorný. Archive Studio Ypsilon.
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any word; such accessory meanings of words are animated and strengthened by
metaphor. […] A necessary condition of the force of a metaphor is an awareness of
the bivalence of meaning, of a tension between the word that is expected and the
word that appears in its place.”11
According to Viktor Shklovsky, “…art is created for the purpose of removing
the automatism of perception”.12 The early, “formalist” interpretation understood
the technique of defamiliarisation as an end in itself: “…the purpose of art is to
impart the sensation of things as they are perceived, and not as they are known.
The technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar', to make forms difficult, to
increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of perception
is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged; art is the way of experiencing
the artfulness of an object; the object is not important.”13
In a later revision, Shklovsky emphasised the cognitive function of metaphorical
expression: “There are fast trains in the underground and an escalator that slowly
carries passengers from the trains up to the street. / Metaphor as an escalator leads to
a concrete idea and decelerates the movement in order to amplify the emotion. / The
direct word is a signal. Metaphor impedes a word's automaticity; that automaticity
is altered so that the concrete relation between the word and the phenomenon is
preserved. A poetic word forces a re‑examination of a phenomenon, it compels one
to become familiar with it anew. And that is why the accent is placed on its quality.”14
IV.

Schmid's play and production of Michelangelo Buonarroti (premiere 1974) is not
a straightforward biography of the Renaissance artist, but is, on the one hand, an
attempt to create a concise but intricate evocation of the Renaissance as an epoch
in history and artistic style, and, on the other, a sketchy presentation of an artistic
figure (who co‑creates and transcends this epoch and this artistic style).
The devices of the stage are used to convey not just the art and fate of this
artist, sculptor, architect and poet, but also to portray contemporary scientific and
artistic theory.
From a broad repertoire of expressive means, most emphasis is placed (in full
conformity with the theme of the play) on the visual plasticity of the performers'
action in both its dynamic and static form (“living pictures”). The spoken, recited,
or sung word appears mainly in the form of quotations, which both offer direct
information (historical and biographical facts) and evoke the inner state of the
drama's hero and the emotional atmosphere of the dramatic events (the musical
and poetic numbers). The citations are counterbalanced with commentary that
directly expresses the sentiments of those staging the production.
The play is subtitled “From Snowman to the Last Judgement”, which poignantly
conveys the tension of its theme (encompassing both the transience of human
11 Masarykův slovník naučný IV [Masaryk's Encyclopaedia]. Praha: Československý kompas, 1929, p. 896.
12 Šklovskij, Viktor. Theorie prózy [The Theory of Prose]. Trans. Bohumil Mathesius. Praha: Melantrich,
1948, p. 23.
13 Op. cit., p. 15. – A forerunner of Shklovsky's “defamiliarisation” and Brecht's “alienation” can already
be found in Novalis: “Die Kunst, auf eine angenehme Art zu befremden, einen Gegenstand fremd zu
machen und doch bekannt und anziehend, das ist die romantische Poetik.” Novalis' Werke in vier
Teilen. Dritter Teil. Berlin – Leipzig – Wien – Stuttgart: Bong & Co., 1908, p. 224. Literally translated
as: “Art, to astonish (surprise) in a pleasing way, to render an object unfamiliar (unusual, strange),
and yet familiar and attractive, that is Romantic poetics.”
14 Šklovskij, Viktor. Próza: Úvahy a rozbory [Prose: Reflections and Analyses]. Trans. Jiřina Zumrová.
Praha: Odeon, 1978, pp. 405–406.
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existence and the timelessness of art) and the playful approach taken to it. Life and
death in the literal and figurative senses. The dead Michelangelo lives yet today.
The past enters the present in parallel.
Michelangelo is carving “David”. The only illusory way to portray this is by
simulating the creative act: the actor stands before a cardboard sculpture and
pretends to work on it. In Schmid's production the performer playing Michelangelo,
Václav Helšus, plays with live material – the young actor Petr Kratochvíl. At the start
of the sequence there is a block of marble – a crouched actor with his head covered.
Helšus walks around it, continuously closing in, holding a chisel and hammer. He
“unwraps” the figure and moulds it into the shape it is supposed to take. He finishes
up by checking his pulse and states: “There, you're complete.” The statue is lifelike
and can now step into history.
In the direct sense the sculptor has created a work of art that seems “lifelike” out
of dead material. In the figurative sense a live body is playing dead material, which
through interaction between the agent and the material is transformed into a “live”
work of art. A metaphorical comparison takes place, preserving that multivalent
tension between the living and non‑living, and at the same time paraphrasing
Michelangelo's legendary statement about the complete sculpture that already exists
inside the stone (again a metaphorical articulation of the relationship between an
artistic idea and an artefact).
A similar demonstration is inspired by the well‑known story of how, after
a snowfall in Florence, at the whim of a local potentate, Michelangelo was
commissioned to create a large snow sculpture. The illusory presentation of this
scene was quite difficult and surprising more in a technical sense, as we all know
how to build a snowman. In Schmid's production, with the help of Pietro de Medici,
Michelangelo wraps up one of the actors in a bundle of paper, from which (after
the intervention of Savonarola) two women pull out a ragged figure and throw
it on a pile of cadavers: “His time is up.” The paper does not simulate snow, and
only remotely resembles it, but it shares with snow the quality of transience (we
crumple or tear up used paper and throw it away), which is also associated with
the transience of human existence.
These illustrative demonstrations express the unity of the animate and the
inanimate, of man and the world around him: the materialisation of man and the
humanising of the world. Using a rope the actors illustrate perspective (based on
Leonardo da Vinci's well‑known drawing): “Four actors out front hold […] a rope in
a square, from its corners the lines run to a fifth actor mid‑stage. When this image is
completed, another two figures enter the square. They stand inside the square, one
in front of the other, one figure with his arms extended in a ‘Y’, the other with his
arms slightly raised on either side of his body.” The figures begin to move clockwise,
illustrating a rotating starry sky. The demonstration of perspective progresses
smoothly into a demonstration of Heliocentrism. They continue their orbit until the
actor in the centre is bound up in rope. A man shouts reproachfully several times at
the bound actor: “I'll give you your Copernicus!” It isn't easy being a new worldview.
The symbol of the world transforms into a symbol of human fate in the world.
V.

Unlike the singly occurring figurative designations of the literary metaphor, which
can only be constructed from linkages, a characteristic feature of theatrical metaphor
is its dynamism – it is metaphor in motion. Its motion is usually realised by the
process of change, by metamorphoses.
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Jan Schmid. Život a smrt Karla Hynka Máchy (The Life and Death of Karel Hynek Mácha).
Studio Ypsilon, Prague 1978. Stage director Jan Schmid. Set design Miloslav Melena. Photo
Martin Poš. Archive Arts and Theatre Institute.

In another play by Jan Schmid, The Life and Death of Karel Hynek Mácha (Život
a smrt Karla Hynka Máchy), subtitled “A Sketch about the Torturous Questions of
Human Existence” (1978), the main stage element is “a large mobile catafalque that
accommodates every transformation of time and space. It serves as Mácha's little
chamber on Cattle Market Square, his room in Litoměřice, the school, the school
desk, St. Peter's bell tower, the Sněžka Mountain, a bed, a theatre, a cemetery, a
tomb, and so on.”15
The shifts in meaning here literally occur by means of the transference and
other forms of manipulation of scenic elements. Despite the “semantic overload”
on the objects, the dispersal of meaning is balanced by the objects' concentrated
function, which points straight at the theme – the above‑mentioned “torturous
questions of human existence”. The play opens on the second, grand and solemn
funeral of Karel Hynek Mácha (when his remains were moved to the cemetery in
15 Schmid, Jan. Způsob myšlení a přemýšlení [A Way of Thinking and Rethinking]. Internal material
for Studio Ypsilon's Workshop. Praha: Svaz českých dramatických umělců, 1984, p. 39. – Schmid's
metaphorical technology is reminiscent of the theory and practice of some pre‑war directors, in
particular E. F. Burian and Jindřich Honzl. However, in other aspects of his staging method Schmid
as it were anticipated some features of postmodernism (the simultaneity of time lines, the method
of collage and quotation, mixing media and artistic languages, an ambivalent relationship to low
art), and did so at a time when no one in this country new that word. This pervasiveness reflects
the Czech situation: the development of modernism was halted in this country (by war, by the
1950s) before it could culminate and was able to exhaust all its possibilities. Once this interrupted
continuity was renewed, the new conditions in art and society were entirely different. This is
clearly why, as Jiří Ševčík aptly noted: “…postmodernism in this country will always be a little bit
modernist and modernism a little bit post‑modern.” Milan Knížák 1953–1988: Katalog výstavy Brno
12. 4.–21. 5. 1989. Brno: Dům umění města Brna, 1989. 166 p.
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Jan Schmid. Život a smrt Karla Hynka Máchy (The Life and Death of Karel Hynek Mácha).
Studio Ypsilon, Prague 1978. Stage director Jan Schmid. Set design Miloslav Melena. Photo
Martin Poš. Archive Arts and Theatre Institute.

Vyšehrad on 6 May 1939), then it moves from the official and formal atmosphere
of national legends and myths to go back to the social reality of the first half of
the 19th century, and then ends with Mácha's real, poor and pitiful little funeral.
The catafalque thus serves as a natural starting point for travelling back in time,
but also in all its metamorphoses is a pressing reminder of the real end, clouded
in deception, of a great poet.
A similar theatrical metaphor functions in the biographical play They's a Good
Boy – The Anabasis of Jaroslav Hašek (Voni jsou hodnej chlapec aneb Anabáze
Jaroslava Haška, 1983). Here the connecting link is Hašek's bed. It is the starting
point of the play's action, which revolves around key periods in Hašek's life: Hašek
in Lipnice dictates his Good Soldier Schweik (Osudy dobrého vojáka Švejka za světové
války). He doesn't finish: the bed of creation is also a deathbed. From here, at the
critical moment when Hašek's life is reaching its tragic end (his life's work had been
created but was unfinished; his contradiction‑filled personal life came to an end).
Hašek's life unfolds in typical fragments through reminiscences and flashbacks;
this gives rise to an opportunity to take stock of life and provides a psychological
bridge for recollecting times past.
Along with the changing situations and settings, the bed (accentuated by its
mattress background) also changes its function and meaning: it becomes a normal
table, a pool table, the chairman's pulpit at a meeting of the Party of Slight Progress,
a trench in war, and – covered in white canvas – the vast Russian landscape of
Hašek's wanderings.
The action‑filled performance (meanings are formed and re‑formed directly
before the audience's eyes and “transferred” by the action of the actors) gears
these metaphors directly towards the heart of the theme and subordinates minor
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Jan Schmid. Voni jsou hodnej chlapec aneb Anabáze Jaroslava Haška (They's a Good Boy – The
Anabasis of Jaroslav Hašek). Studio Ypsilon, Prague 1983. Stage director Jan Schmid. Set design Miloslav Melena. Photo Andrej Šťastný. Archive Arts and Theatre Institute.

changes to the overall metaphorical framework. This kind of general metaphorical
framework possesses qualities similar to those the poet Jaroslav Čejka ascribed to
the basic element of composition in his poems – total metaphor: “…it is not just
the title of the poem, the series of poems, or the entire collection, not only is it the
key to the entire text, not only is it recurring or by association evolving, but […] it
runs through the entire text and organises it as its defining compositional element.
It is the trigger of the mechanism within the poem, it is its building block, and at
the same time it is the catalyst of poetic response.”16
A no less important aspect of these active theatrical metaphors is their practical
side. Given the stresses of the implied schematism, they are not just rebuses,
ornaments, or games; they provide practical solutions to set problems – rapid
scene changes and set transformations. Objects in motion both serve and signify
at the same time.
VI.

Animated visual images capturing artistry in motion form the source of metaphor in
Michelangelo Buonarroti. In the plays about Hašek and Mácha, in conformity with
their themes, the source of metaphor is shifted to literature directly confronted
with biographical experiences and historical events, without any of the expressive
spectacle's plasticity of meaning being lost, and both levels, visual and auditory,
are matched in the force of their expression.
The overall metaphor creates a kind of force field that emits individual
metaphorical and direct meanings. This is especially apparent in the play about
16 Čejka, Jaroslav. Návod, jak (ne)sbírat básně [How (not) to Collect Poems]. Praha: Československý
spisovatel, 1988, p. 39.
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Mácha, where the dramatic action essentially comprises a series of metaphorically
framed confrontations and contrasts: the confrontation of contemporary views
and attitudes, contrasts between different interpretations of values in life. The
clash in this action does not derive from the technical interpretation of dramatic
conflict, but instead lies in the essential conflict of the historically conditioned and
existential human condition.
Mácha's characteristic expressive device is oxymoron, a trope that combines
conflicting elements:
The story of a bygone age, the light of a dead star,
The pilgrimage of a past mirage, the feeling of a dead lover,
A forgotten grave, the desolate abode of eternity.17

The play's creators combine the poet's characteristic form of expression with
his characteristic rebel posture, which must have seemed like an aberration to his
contemporaries, and which has lost none of its provocative quality to this day.
Jan Schmid called it “unnatural naturalness”: “Karel Hynek Mácha towers over
mediocrity, something not just idiots produce, and he does so not just in terms of
his talent but also his naturalness, which at that time would have seemed troubling
and unnatural to many. Unnatural naturalness. Mácha's contradiction. The entire
production should look like this.”18
VII.

The dramatic structure of the plays, which is founded on the principle of montage,
gradually lets in elements of fabulation, which in Michelangelo and in Mácha is quite
fragmented in form, but is more coherent in Hašek, albeit loose and with frequent
flashbacks, reversals, and jumps. Fabulation becomes a vehicle of causal links and
historical continuity in the play. Conversely, the montage remains the vehicle of
metaphorical meanings – it works with associations, which defy standard plot
logic and are able to evoke deeper, emotional and irrational, covert and mysterious
connections – with the accent in Mácha on the mystery of life and death and in
Hašek on the steadfast notion of guilt.
This partial tendency towards fabulation does not automatically imply a swing
towards traditional dramatic technique. Schmid's fabulation does not employ the
tested methods and patterns of a well‑built drama (tactics, intrigue, mistaken
identity, misunderstanding, etc.); it is intrinsically tied to the character of the
material at hand and its laws and context; its foundation is factual, documentary.
The tendency to combine montage methods with fabulation is indicative of a
certain progression: away from “encyclopaedic approach” towards “biographical
drama”, from “theatre of the world” toward “theatre of man”, from an external
breadth to an internal depth of scope, from “mechanical” montage, where the
metaphorical associations occur within a chronological framework, to organic
montage, whereby the object in focus can be presented as a complex process full of
inner contradictions, in which documentary is coupled with imagination, analytic
tendencies with synthetic ones, objectivity with subjectivity, in which the historical
study of an object moves through action psychology to existential problems.

17 Mácha, Karel Hynek. Básně a dramatické zlomky [Poems and Dramatic Fragments]. Praha: SNKLHU,
1959, p. 45.
18 Schmid, J. Op. cit., p. 40.
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VIII.

The objective of the metaphorical theatre of fact, as practised by Studio Ypsilon, is
not to reconstruct historical events, but to confront the past with the present. The
present here is represented by the theatre's collective members, a subjective agent
face to face with objective material. The past, done and finished, is actively opened
up. The past is made present and the present is historicised.19
The company's members select those things from the past that they are interested
in, excited by, and find irritating or inspiring – from an artistic, civic, political, or
worldview perspective. Artistic inspiration is not about imitating examples from
the past, even the most avant‑garde of them. They are quite rightly attracted to
complex issues from outside the theatre, that resist theatrical treatment, whose
treatment by the theatre forces the use of new, unconventional theatrical methods
and means. In this sense both the novitiate historiography in An Encyclopaedic Entry
for the 20th Century and the more mature lesson in art contained in Michelangelo
Buonarroti were primarily routes towards amplifying collective on‑stage playfulness
and playful creativity. The birth of theatre from an out‑of‑theatre spirit.
However, there also arises the question of the meaning of artistic creativity (first
in Michelangelo and then consistently) and in general the meaning of human
existence in specific social circumstances. A philosophical question thus generally
works its way into a specifically Czech context (first in the play about Mácha and
then again in the play about Hašek), and while that context may change, some of its
features are lasting and capable of being updated in a provocative way. Mácha as a
rebel whose approach to art comes into conflict with the ideological concept of art as
a device to educate the people; Hašek as an outsider, challenging the mediocrity and
narrow‑minded pragmatism of the Czech provinciality – they can serve as catalysers
for modern‑day conflicts, and they are read and interpreted in this manner. Historical
material is made contemporary through the active approach of those staging the
work, by those who confront it, and who through this confrontation with the past
are also confronting the present. In other words: a confrontation with the past is
a way of addressing the problems of the present. What is made contemporary is
mainly internal; external contemporalisations (temporal references, anachronisms)
are just orientation points in this endeavour, by which it is possible to lay hold of
the partner sitting on the other side of the theatre footlights.
The chain of confrontations only culminates once it meets the “theatre public”.
The gappy montage structure and the associative and metaphorical speech demand
creative perception from the audience and a capacity to think, feel, and imagine
things through to an end. Active theatre seeks and finds its active viewer.

19 “History is always rewritten, because we are always determined by the present. It is not so much
about reconstruction and bringing the past into the present, but rather the riddle and the problem
of understanding it is that what was made present for us was already still part of our present – as
something that wants to be true. What seemed like a mere reconstruction of a past meaning merges
with what directly speaks to us as truthful. I consider one of the most important adjustments
that we have to make in our self‑understanding of historical awareness is that the present reveals
itself as a primary dialectic problem. Historical knowledge is never just a rendering of something
in the present. But even understanding is never just the subsequent construction of some shaped
meaning, a conscious interpretation of unconscious production. Reciprocal understanding is more
about relating to a thing. Similarly, understanding the past means: listening to the truth of what
it wants to tell us.” (Gadamer, Hans‑Georg. Was ist Wahrheit? In Kleine Schriften I. Tübingen: J. C. B.
Mohr, 1967. Translated from Czech version: Co je pravda? Tvář 1969, n. 1, p. 51.)
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Zdeněk Hořínek (1931), theatre theoretician, historian, and reviewer, co-author of theatre
and radio plays, adaptations and dramatizations. He was a dramaturge of F. X. Šalda Theatre
in Liberec, deputy editor-in-chief of the journal Divadlo (Theatre) (1968–1971), dramaturge
of E. F. Burian Theatre in Prague (1971–1988). His longstanding collaboration as author,
dramaturge, and actor with Studio Ypsilon began in 1967. Between 1988–1993 he worked at
the Department for Czech Theatre Studies of the Institute of Czech and World Literatures.
From 1969 to 1975 he was a guest lecturer at DAMU (Theatre Faculty, Academy of Performing
Arts), and since 1993 he has given lectures on theory of drama and theatre at the Department
of Theatre Studies of the Faculty of Arts, Charles University, Prague. He is an author of Kniha
o komedii (The Book on Comedy), Drama, divadlo, divák (Drama, Theatre, Spectator), Cesty
moderního dramatu (The Ways of Modern Drama), Divadlo mezi modernou a postmodernou
(Theatre Between Modernism and Postmodernism), or Duchovní dimenze divadla (The
Spiritual Dimensions of Theatre).
Zdeněk Hořínek: The Metaphorical Theatre of Fact. Some comments on one path taken
by Studio Ypsilon. The Prague Studio Ypsilon, one of the most influential theatres engaged
in the Little Theatres Movement of the 1960s, came to the fore with their “encyclopaedic”
productions of historical facts and events. However based on documentary materials, the
Studio's approach intentionally avoided a ‘faithful’, chronological re‑production of official
histories. The objective of the metaphorical theatre of fact, as practised by Studio Ypsilon,
was not to reconstruct historical events, but to confront the past with the present. The
present was here represented by the theatre's collective members, a subjective agent placed
face to face with objective material. The past, done and finished, was actively opened by
collective play. The past was made present and the present was historicised. In other words,
linear narrative was substituted with artistic strategies of associative montage, collage, and
juxtaposition. The “encyclopaedic” principle of montage, association, and confrontation
contains the seed of what can be called “metaphorical theatre of fact”. The result was an
unofficial chronicle of the times, confronting the public with the private, the high with the
low, and the serious with the ridiculous.
Key words: Studio Ypsilon – Theatre of fact – Metaphor – Montage – Collective creation.
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Jan Roubal

Two Alternative Trends in Ivan Vyskočil's Nedivadlo

Ivan Vyskočil's (1929) Nedivadlo (Non‑theatre, 1963–1990) is undoubtedly one of
the most original phenomena in Czech theatre of the past four decades. Small,
devising, traditional, studio‑style, all these attributes aptly describe it; moreover, it is
absolute, and thus also exclusive, in the extreme to which it fulfils these attributes.1
It is precisely this extremeness, this aspect that puts it on the periphery of theatre,
which represents its most distinctive quality.
In this essay I would like to draw attention to the possibility of viewing its original
peripheral nature as an expression of something analogical to certain deeper trends
in contemporary world theatre: despite all the originality of Nedivadlo, largely tied
up with the versatility of Vyskočil's personality, its programme has, in many ways,
shown parallels with the alternative theatre movement as one of the important
forces in the “second theatre reform”.2
I would like to identify its parallels with alternative trends in at least two
respects – the search for an alternative operating model, and the extreme playfulness
that characterise Nedivadlo – and relate these to some of the qualities it shares with
paratheatre, and especially with theatre‑therapy. Here, however, paradoxically, I
will deliberately omit discussion of the efforts Vyskočil has made to advance some
alternative tendencies in the study of the dramatic arts at the post‑secondary level
since 1990 – since this process is still too alive.3 The fact that Vyskočil is an example
of long‑term continuity and organicity of opinion has emboldened me to adopt a
mostly synchronous perspective in this essay.
There are, of course, obvious risks in applying such an outlook. We will be
looking at Nedivadlo through a prism of trends that in this country have thus far
been regarded as either too general or as too marginal. I hope, therefore, that the
aim of this specific essay will be well understood: the objective is to point out the
possibility of applying precisely this kind of “panoramic” context, where Vyskočil's
theatrical vision can find its proper place and meaning in the circumstances of
Czech theatre.
1
2

3

For a summary of the context and development of these definitions, see: Lazorčáková, Tatjana. Čas
malých divadel [The Time of Small Theatres]. Olomouc: Vydavatelství Univerzity Palackého, 1997,
pp. 16–25.
In this regard I reference Kazimierz Braun's concept: Druhá divadelní reforma? [The Second Theatre
Reform?]. Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1993. 171 p. Otherwise I refer to the manuscript of my dissertation:
Roubal, Jan. Dvě kapitoly o Nedivadle Ivana Vyskočila [Two Chapters on Ivan Vyskočil's Nedivadlo].
In Tři studie k současnému alternativnímu a autorskému divadlu a herectví [Three Essays on the
Current State of Alternative and Devising Theatre and Acting]. Doctoral thesis. Olomouc: Filozofická
fakulta Univerzity Palackého, 1995, pp. 67–152.
I briefly discuss Ivan Vyskočil's work as a teacher in my dissertation in a chapter on I. Vyskočil as
an alternative teacher.
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Some trends in alternative theatre

In order to meet the above‑outlined objective it is, first of all, necessary to provide
a basic idea of the basic trends in alternative theatre. References to alternative
theatre usually arise in relation to the diversification of theatre life in the late 1950s,
especially in the United States (the off‑off theatre movement), in Western Europe (the
fringe theatre in England, the Freies Theater in Germany), in Japan (angora), and, for
instance, also in Poland (poor theatre, open theatre, paratheatre).4 Despite all the
specific features of each of its forms, at the core it represents a tendency towards
a radical transformation of the general status quo of theatre in conjunction with
the emergence of a rebellious artistic generation and its vision of counter‑culture.5
That counter‑culture was founded on the exhortative action of putting ethics before
aesthetics, and led in many cases to an interpretation of theatre as an “alternative”
way of life, and oftentimes even to the formation of utopian theatre communes. This
mainly cultural‑sociological interpretation is certainly appropriate, but it should
not entirely blot out the theatrical‑aesthetic coordinates of alternative forms of
expression and trends which have partly depended on imminent development in
the theatre and partly on an even wider shift in the theatre in the sense of the above
mentioned second theatre reform. At the risk of oversimplification, alternative
theatre could be understood as an attempt to bring to life a fundamentally distinct
model of theatre and engage in an extreme theatrical experiment on several basic
levels.
One such level relates to how theatre operates and presents itself, that is, to
specific motives, purposes, conditions, and forms of its realization. A key tendency
of alternative theatre is its rejection of the theatre system and of theatre as an
institution, not just the routine and commercial aspects of theatre, and the ensuant
programmatic amateurism in the name of freedom of self‑realisation, a certain
cult of creativity, and generally a deliberate peripheral quality and “irregularity”.
Another level is the level of theatrical communication, that is, the search for
other forms of relationship between the stage and the audience. What seems typical
in this area is, above all, a bilateral form of communication, or at least interaction
between the stage and the audience, and essential experimentation with the theatre
space and framework.
Another level is that of creative techniques, marked by radical search for an
independent language and peculiar theatre poetics. It is certainly difficult to find
a common denominator for all such approaches seen in this area; nevertheless,
some general tendencies that can be identified are an emphasis on a specifically
theatre‑based authorship and, primarily, on its authenticity (collective creativity
and improvisation, devising and self‑presentational acting), the accent on theatre
as a process and event, and pushing the expressive boundaries of different forms
of theatre, and even the syncretism of different genres and styles.
The paratheatrical level relates to the amalgamation of specifically theatrical and
non‑specifically theatrical qualities, and to an instrumental understanding of theatre.
Characteristic examples of this tendency are the various efforts at an interfusion
of theatre, life, and other arts (e.g. invisible theatre, happenings, performance
4

5

Cf. Semil, Małgorzata – Wysińska, Elżbieta. Słownik wspόłczesnego teatru. Warsaw: Wydawnictwa
Artystyczne i Filmowe, 1980. 423 p. Jotterand, Franck. Nowy teatr amerykański. Trad. Zofia and
Kazimierz Braun. Warsaw: Artystyczne i Filmowe Wydawnictwo, 1976. 307 p. Theaterlexikon:
Begriffe und Epochen, Bühnen und Ensembles. Eds. Manfred Brauneck, Gérard Schneilin. Reinbeck
bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1992. 1137 p.
Cf. Jawlowska, Aldona. Drogi kontrkultury. Warsawa: Państwowy Instytut Wydawniczy, 1975. 326 p.
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theatre, multimedia forms, etc.) and out‑of‑theatre applications of certain theatrical
methods (e.g. in the field of theatre therapy, socio‑therapy, and teaching).
At the level of meta‑theatre, that is, the realm of the self‑reflection and the
study of theatre, typical alternative features include theatres as laboratories,
experimental workshops, and alternative ways of teaching the theatre arts, but also
interdisciplinary, cultural‑anthropological research on the theatre that alternative
theatre activities have oftentimes led to. (By reflecting on these different levels of
alternativeness I am only trying to emphasise the multi‑facetedness of this whole
phenomenon, and the complex structure of interconnected and co‑acting tendencies
within it: for example, the fact that the above‑mentioned tendencies of paratheatre
and meta‑theatre are often closely connected is plainly obvious.)
On the whole, alternativeness could thus be interpreted as a radical tendency
that over the past roughly four decades has been primarily directed at exploring
the meaning and function of theatre in art, culture, and life – especially in the
context of the consumer, conformist, medialised society. The questions posed by
alternative theatre then are not just “what” now and “how”, but also “why”, “from
what source”, “for whom”, “for what”, “whether at all”, and “whether just in theatre”.
These are the true, deeper causes behind that antithetical, typical ‘otherness’ that
is characterised by its “extremeness” and its “peripheral” quality.
Against the backdrop of this radical understanding of alternativeness, Czech
examples of this phenomenon naturally appear rather more modest, less extreme,
and by no means representative of every aspect of it. Signs of this alternativeness
in Czech theatre are more fragmentary, one‑sided, and scattered. It is, therefore,
not surprising that alternativeness in Czech theatre has been discussed little and
in different, varying ways.
For instance, Bohumil Nekolný, one of the organisers, chroniclers, and
theoreticians of studio theatre in the second half of the 1970s and in the 1980s,
believes that alternativeness constituted an attempt at a kind of self‑identifying
battle‑cry on the part of the protagonists of this movement in Czech theatre
(Nekolný summarily uses the term “studio” for all of them), which, however,
never caught on, largely for socio‑political reasons: “The term ‘alternative’ was
unsuited to a time whose defining features were stability, unification, centralisation,
monoliths…”6 Otherwise the term was supposed to serve basically as a synonym for
so‑called young theatre, which in turn was supposed to express the need primarily
to create a generational distinction.
In his review of the theatre of the normalisation period, Vladimír Just speaks
about alternative theatre in what could, rather, be called a “peripheral” way. While at
one point he mentions the existence of theatres from the “alternative sphere” or the
“alternative stream”,7 by which he refers to a broad array of theatrical forms ranging
from small theatres through to non‑conformist song‑and‑act duos, elsewhere he
describes as alternative only “the marginal stream of the small‑stage movement”,8
specifically, amateur poetry theatre of the 1960s. So by “alternative” he means
somewhat different aspects of the thing in different contexts: in one case it is seen
as a useful adjective that covers an entire area of Czech theatre in the given period,
in another it describes a trend within a much narrower style and genre of theatre.
6
7
8

Nekolný, Bohumil. Studiové divadlo a jeho české cesty [Studio Theatre and its Czech Trajectories].
Praha: Scéna, 1992, p. 25.
Just, Vladimír. Divadlo normalizace [Normalisation Theatre]. In Just, Vladimír et al. Česká divadelní
kultura 1945–1989 v datech a souvislostech. Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1995, p. 96.
Op. cit., p. 90.
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In neither case does Just feel the need to make any further specification; he uses the
word mainly in its oppositional sense of a general otherness and minority register.
In any case, however, the word is used generally in a kind of implicitly assumed
and contextually comprehensible sense without any attempt made to provide a
concrete, rather than just contrastive, definition and application. (We will return
to this issue below.) With regard to its temporal relevance, as a historian thinking
in a long‑term perspective, Just considers it meaningful to talk of alternativeness
in the period from the 1960s up to the end of the period under study, that is the
year 1989. (Conversely, Zdeněk Hořínek, the author of a work that takes historical
stock of the 1960s, never mentions alternativeness once, and we are left just to
surmise it from references to unofficial theatre.)9 After 1989 references to alternative
theatre became more common, but they were still being used too vaguely.10
It seems that there has been a problem in this country with talking about
alternative theatre as a clearly distinct, defined, extensive, and consistent enclave
or sub‑set of Czech theatre before 1989 (but not after that!). Nonetheless, I believe
that interpreting alternativeness as a kind of driving, differentiating tendency that
has had specific manifestations and consequences would enable us to talk about
similar phenomena in Czech theatre during the given period without having to
worry much about applicability and, on the contrary, perhaps in many cases in a
way more suited to the nature of the phenomenon itself that we ever have before.
I. Nedivadlo as a theatre “on the periphery”
1. Nedivadlo as an independent theatre
“Nedivadlo? It's just the regular quandaries about what to do upon discovering
that if you engage in an institutional form of theatre you'll end up having to do
something completely different from what you wanted to do.” (Ivan Vyskočil, 1982)11

It is typical of Vyskočil that he has often declared himself – rightly – as an
“anti‑institutional person”. He has always been too true to himself, too proudly
solitary, and he has pointedly defended his independence and taken care to avoid
the strictures of compartmentalisation, rules, regulations, functional obligations
and “pleasures”. His credo has always been the same – it's not about functioning,
it's about creating, it's not about having, but about being, being yourself and true to
yourself: “I have a fundamental distrust of institutions. To me they feel like a trap. It's
easy for people to identify with an institution. Without even realising it, they adapt to
9 Hořínek, Zdeněk. Šedesátá léta (1960–1969) [The Sixties]. In Just, V. et al. Op. cit., p. 65.
10 It is written more often – if not “excessively” – for one simple, gratifying reason: there is very visible
stream of live art on the “periphery” that feels itself to be so and is perceived as such. There is even
emerging a kind of shared awareness and co‑sponsorship of these peripherally self‑situating and
situated companies, a series of common activities and praiseworthy first attempts at documenting
their activities and their voices (cf. Dvořák, Jan – Hulec, Vladimír. Příští vlna: Antologie alternativy,
okraje a undergroundu v českém divadle 90. let [The Next Wave: An Anthology of Alternative,
Peripheral, Underground Czech Theatre in the 1990s]. Praha: Pražská scéna, 1996. 296 p. Vladimír
Hulec also publishes regularly on alternative theatre in the Amateur Scene [Amatérská scéna]). It
seems, of course, that a more concrete definition of what alternativeness means as a term and its
appropriate application to Czech theatre is still in flux and missing. (Cf. the review of the cited
publication: Hučín, Ondřej. Dvakrát Pražská scéna: progresivně i problematicky [The Prague Scene
Twice Over: Progressively and Problematically]. Divadelní revue 8, 1997, n. 2, pp. 50–51.
11 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě [You've Mistaken me for Someone else:
Meetings at the Faculty of Arts]. Ed. Josef Herman. Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1994, p. 125.
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the way the institution functions, to their function within it as their way of being.”12
But what does this specifically imply for his idea of “nedivadlo” (un‑theatre)?
We can get a concise idea of what Vyskočil means from several quotations in
which he interprets his own theatre resumé. For instance, he made this provocative
comment about his drama studies: “…when I finished studying acting, I found that
I had no interest in it at all, so I went on to study psychology, philosophy, education,
and sociology, and fields like that.”13 He began creating his “text‑appeal” pieces
supposedly just on the side and without any great ambitions. As a psychologist, he
allegedly regarded it as a wholly unserious, “time‑filling, diversionary pleasure”.14
Whether or not this is a stylised presentation of the self or not, what is important is
that in this way Vyskočil continuously signalled his basically ambivalent relationship
to theatre, given by the many other professional hats he wore. That allowed him to
maintain a removed, more objective outlook, while retaining the ability to grasp
theatre as something personal, separate from theatre as a means of self‑fulfilment.
In Vyskočil's view, theatre can only be done “in a way that is not commercial, the
way amateur theatre is, without artsy ambitions”.15 At times he could take this
provocative credo directed at the entire “art‑making” routine, convention, and
calculating snobbery to paradoxical heights. For example, for himself as an author
he regarded the following state as a warning sign of a misleading a priori sense of
skill: “When suddenly I'm capable or when I know too much. Or when I'm writing
for the end result, for success.” And almost apodictically he claims: “…if I want to
be, then at that moment there are certain things I must not know how to do.”16
Similarly, he often cites the rule of total freedom of motivation in creative work,
rejecting the idea of theatre as a statutory job in favour of the voluntary choice to
be a programmatic “amateur” (but not a dilettante!). For example, thirty years later
he recalled the unwritten statute of his theatre at Reduta: “I insisted that Nedivadlo
was and would continue to be a free union, that no one would become dependent
for their living on Reduta. We would perform, honour our commitments to each
other, earn enough to support ourselves, but we weren't going to promise, plan,
or produce anything except what we somehow logically and organically arrived
at ourselves.”17 This vision of organic, externally ungovernable creative work was
audacious and extreme for its time and under the existing circumstances.
The radical defence of organic creativity is also linked to the interesting emphasis
Vyskočil placed on as much dramatic universality as possible on the part of the
actors in the ensemble, which he viewed as a kind of open partnership of creative
co‑players working together, with equal opportunities to be in the thick of the
creative moment. For this reason he especially vehemently rejected the rampant
“division of labour” and the hierarchy of specialised “professions” in regular theatre,
which he, with disputative contempt, repeatedly described as a “prepared” type of
theatre, that is, such where the level of auctorial co‑engagement is only partial, and
where the “cast” actor “…neither performs, experiences, or creates the play. And
he can't. He's performing, experiencing, and creating just one role”.18 He conversely

12 Černý, Ondřej – Král, Karel. Vylučován pro nekázeň [Discharged for Disobedience]. Svět a divadlo 4,
1993, n. 5, p. 45. An interview with Ivan Vyskočil.
13 Nedivadlo Ivana Vyskočila [Ivan Vyskočil's Nedivadlo]. Ed. Přemysl Rut. Praha: Český spisovatel, 1997,
p. 7.
14 Op. cit., p. 119. (Originally: Holub, Miroslav. 1 + 1 = 2. Orientace, 1966, n. 1.)
15 Patočková, Jana. Co ještě není pojmenováno [What has yet to be named]. Divadlo, 1967, n. 1, p. 23.
16 Nedivadlo Ivana Vyskočila. Op. cit., p. 121.
17 Černý, O. – Král, K. Op. cit., p. 55.
18 Vyskočil, Ivan. Divadlo jako hra [Theatre as Play]. Amatérská scéna 16, 1979, n. 3, p. 5.
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Ivan Vyskočil in Malý Alenáš, 1982. Photo Oswald Schorm.

purports an ideal notion of theatre created as a complex, in which all the actors
must carry “…within themselves the entire play as a whole, which means that inside
each one of them are all the characters, all the roles of the given play”.19 Nedivadlo
is simply the paradigm of a theatre of total authorship, wherein each participant
forms a functional unit of author, actor, and director, but also of a viewer, and thus,
in essence, embodies the potential and intersection of almost every component of
theatre. This kind of theatre, naturally, truly needs no a priori “division” of labour.
Another sign of Vyskočil's propensity for radically limiting the all‑round excesses
of the theatre is his evident disregard for the theatre's spatial and scenographic
requirements. In this regard, Nedivadlo is as small and poor as can be. Instead
of a stage it makes do with a podium, instead of an auditorium perhaps a table
arrangement. It makes no use of a curtain, so none is needed. The reason is that
Nedivadlo is about an “encounter”, making the closest face‑to‑face contact possible,
where people can see each other, hear each other, and “play together”. Nedivadlo has
also deliberately cultivated a scenographic paucity: a couple of chairs, entirely casual
or neutral “costumes”, here and there a symbolic prop. However, this “indulgence
in privation” was balanced by the richness of Nedivadlo's playful imagination.
The sharp contrast between the theatre's scenographic asceticism and its creative
comprehensiveness was one of the distinctive features of Nedivadlo, even compared
to other “small” theatres of the time.
Performances by Nedivadlo could thus take place virtually anywhere, they had no
specific spatial requirements, and depended solely on the gathering of “participants
in an open dramatic play”. This circumstance is not only significant because it
allowed Nedivadlo to be extremely mobile, and in the time of its nomadic existence
during the normalisation era this proved an advantage which came in particularly
19 Vyskočil, Ivan. Předmět jevištní improvizace III [The Subject of Stage Improvisation III]. Amatérská
scéna 13, 1976, n. 5, p. 17.
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handy and literally helped the theatre to survive, but, from today's perspective, it
is also important because in this country it represents a bold example of direct,
almost contact communication and interaction between the actor and the viewer.
In a sense Nedivadlo basically tested the limits of a minimalist model of theatre,
which at that time was the focus of attention of exploratory and alternative theatre.
In short, it represented a platform for maximally independent, freely motivated
creativity defying the rules of a regularly run theatre. A platform confronting formal
organisation and operational rules with organicity and the specific “system” of
spontaneous creativity.
2. Nedivadlo as a theatre of playfulness
“Nedivadlo is an attempt at a certain kind of authentic, open theatre, making the
dramatic work public. It doesn't present the audience with artefacts for ingestion,
performances that have been thoroughly rehearsed, stage forms that are done
and sealed. In this sense it has no ‘premieres’ or ‘repeat performances’.” (Ivan
Vyskočil, 1979)20
Vyskočil's radical rejection of theatre as an institution and continuous business
is more forceful than what is found in most other “small” theatres. And it has to
be if it is to apply its unique poetics. Vyskočil himself says of this: “I know there
are authors for whom the function of small theatres is in their opposition, for
instance, to official theatre. But that kind of authorship is reactive, it is actually
complementary to official theatre. I think that the magic of small theatres does not
stem from this complementary role. It is their search for their own place, working
with different sources than the traditional ones.”21
It seems appropriate for Nedivadlo to distinguish itself from other small
theatres in this way. While most other small theatres at that time were reviving and
introducing generational innovations to a tradition of intimate, original, satirical
or poetically toned cabaret, Nedivadlo came up with something new, something
genuinely different and alternative on top of all that: it introduced radical attempts
to open up the theatre workshop to the public,22 that is, to offer a kind of theatrical
variation on the “work in progress”, the theatre in statu nascendi. “I'm enormously
keen on the theatre in the state of genesis”,23 Vyskočil has said, and he has noted
that what he prefers most from the theatre are the rehearsals, the still open stage
of work on a production. Many of Nedivadlo's performances genuinely resemble
rehearsals or workshops, with their exploratory, open, unfinished quality, their
variability and creative “conceptuality”, so they are able to offer the altogether
unique experience of a work in creation in the here and now. Vyskočil clearly
favours the open event of a single performance over the relative definitiveness and
repeatability of a production.24 Vyskočil even has an ideal vision of improvisation,
which should begin without there being any pre‑established notion of “how or
what to play” and only end with a “formally rounded out performance that – even
Nedivadlo Ivana Vyskočila. Op. cit., p. 224.
Op. cit., p. 137.
Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 127.
Hořínek, Zdeněk. Dialog s Ivanem Vyskočilem [Interview with Ivan Vyskočil]. Divadlo, 1969, n. 9–10,
p. 17.
24 Cf. Císař, Jan. Proměny divadelního jazyka [The Changing Language of Theatre]. Praha: Melantrich, 1986.
194 p.
20
21
22
23
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with variations – can be written down and described”.25 Most of his published texts,
moreover, bear the signs of having evolved in this way, and each of them is usually
the nth version and variation of the starting version.
Emphasis on the principle of creativity in progress at the present moment, and
on actor‑author improvisation as its means, were the leitmotifs of his efforts as long
as Nedivadlo functioned, often at the expense of riskily unfulfilled intentions, an
unstoppable rampancy of fabulistic fantasy, and embarrassed reception from both
audiences and critics. Nevertheless, Nedivadlo never gave up on its obstinate need
to experiment with this idea of total authorship. In this regard, it can be considered
as an extreme manifestation of the possibilities of devising theatre in this country.
However, authentic authorship and improvisation in Nedivadlo are conceived
mainly as the attributes of the more general principle of playfulness, which is
the foundation of its specific poetics of the open play. This – although it was
the early 1970s before it was formulated – was a product of Vyskočil's persistent
fascination with play: “For me it is and always has been about play. The dramatic
play in particular. Conductive contact, feedback, experience and pleasure, the
defamiliarisation and amplification of existence, encounter and reciprocity.”26
Clearly, Vyskočil puts play on the same level as the basic means of guaranteeing
contact, communication, and interactivity, that is, guaranteeing precisely the kind
of openness found in his Nedivadlo. At the core of that openness is the collective,
liberating experience of spontaneous, creative play, an experience made possible,
in Vyskočil's view, because the viewer witnesses not only the authorial actor and
performing author embodied in one person on stage, but because in the dramatic
play these actors are necessarily also each others' first spectators in the course of the
ongoing improvisation, and the spectators in the audience can project themselves
into the place of the actor‑viewer on stage: “Since the people on stage are also in
the role of ‘spectator’, the play is open to the spectator in the audience as an equal
partner.” So everything takes place “in an organic, dialectic alternating within the
unit of the three basic functions, the three basic roles of the dramatic play: author,
actor, and spectator.”27
To this need only be added that the most significant “social” role of all the
participants in the dramatic play is to be the player, that is the author, of the play, and
to participate in a kind of experimental attempt at total aleatory creativity. Literally
everything is the target of this extreme playfulness: language, text, theme, story, and
even the characters of the performance. It is important to note that very often this
was about playing with the play, playing with all its rules and “toys” (which includes,
for example, even just a partly fixed text), about multiplied play, about meta‑play.28
This comprehensive, almost anarchical playfulness was inevitably dependent on
a sense of humour, which, according to Vyskočil, is directly “that reflective, cognitive
level of the sense of play”.29 But the very nature of this humour is, in its own way,
also extreme. It is a humour full of paradoxes taken ad absurdum, sparkling with
25 Vyskočil, Ivan. Vladimíre Juste [To Vladimír Just]. In České divadlo 4: Nad současným českým herectvím.
Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1981, p. 133.
26 Černý, O. – Král, K. Op. cit., p. 45.
27 Vyskočil, I. Op. cit., p. 133.
28 Hořínek, Zdeněk. V zemi mezi [In the in‑between Land]. Literární noviny, 1994, n. 41, p. 5. I discussed
the “Ludistic” features of Vyskočil's concept of authorial acting in a paper I presented at a conference
in Katowice, cf. Roubal, Jan. Problemy tzw. aktorstwa autorskiego we współczesnej czeskiej teatrologii.
In Aktor w kulturze współczesnej. Ed. Eleonora Udalska. Warsawa: Fundacjia Astronomii Polskiej,
1994, pp. 23–30.
29 Vyskočil, I. Op. cit., p. 134.
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playful invention, humour, as Vyskočil says, that is intense, that has no satirical,
objective focus, but is directed, instead, “towards ‘the subject’, towards itself, towards
recognising and communicating its own comicality, and towards ‘the subjects’,
and expresses itself as irony, grotesqueness, ‘nonsensification’”. This is a humour
“more discretionary, more sophisticated in terms of communication”.30 Reflective,
self‑reflective, playfully philosophising and provocative, and, as Zdeněk Hořínek
correctly assumes, full of Socratic irony.31 Thus, it is different in intention than that
which tends to be produced by authorial, literary cabarets, by those small theatres
that Nedivadlo in blanket fashion is usually cast among. It is different in that it is
primarily open to play, that is, to randomness, to improvisation, to the momentary
disposition or indisposition of the player. It excites and draws the spectator into an
adventure of loose ends and infinite variations of storytelling tactics and techniques.
It is a special and, in its own way self‑supporting, “playing for the sake of playing”,
which is not the same thing as playing without purpose. This “playing” is taken very
seriously, and set free it evolves into a model, conceptual, and, in a deeper sense,
noetic form of playing with reality.
Naturally, this original “playing with everything” and “playing with play” could
not have existed if it were not for its fundamentally different, almost subversively
anarchic openness and unconcerned indifference towards the prevailing forms
of a priori fixed and repetitive theatre productions. A Nedivadlo performance
was more than a production, it was necessarily “just” the unrepeatable event of a
performance, or of a rehearsal or workshop. It was not interested in completion
or accomplishment, but in the un‑definitive spontaneity of creativity; not in
interpretative re‑presentations, but rather improvisational, presentational acting;
30 Op. cit.
31 Hořínek, Zdeněk. Hry s příběhy: Nedivadelní texty Ivana Vyskočila [Playing with Stories: Ivan Vyskočil's
Non-theatrical Texts]. Divadelní revue, 1989, first issue, p. 59.
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in sum, in an as authentic and devising theatre as possible. In short, aleatory,
open playfulness, a special, sophisticated nature of humour, a kind of poetics of
meta‑play: these seem to be the features of Nedivadlo that, because of their extreme
and peripheral nature, create the impression that it is aligned with the tendencies
of alternative theatres, especially with regard to experimentation relating to the
process of theatre and to the questioning or examination of the (self‑)reflection of
theatre, that is, essentially those tendencies striving towards a kind of meta‑theatre.
3. Nedivadlo as Prague's off‑off theatre
“What we're doing is on the periphery of what's going on in the theatre in this
country.” (Ivan Vyskočil, 1979)32
As the instigator of the “big bang” in Czech theatre in the late 1950s, Nedivadlo
bears some signs of the time that gave birth to it. At the same time, its unique
qualities have taken it beyond that era in terms of the direction and sense of some
of its alternative theatrical‑aesthetic tendencies. It is not just small, but compared
to similarly defined theatres it is also extremely independent, asystemic, and
consciously “amateur”. Its unconventional nature has been crystallised in the
programmatic application of its specific poetics of “text‑appeal” and the open
dramatic play, by which in this country the possibility of engaging in the process
as both an author and actor has established itself most. It is, however, also a form
of studio theatre – its work is accompanied by constant self‑reflection and study of
the theatre, in particular its playful and communicative possibilities and para‑ and
meta‑theatrical coordinates. (Vyskočil's educational activities in the theatre arts are,
for that matter, an extension of this studio function.) If each of these, in their own
way extreme, attitudes and ideals are valid examples of alternative tendencies, then
their co‑occurrence must be assumed to contribute to the exceptional, alternatively
“fringe” position of Nedivadlo within the contemporary Czech theatre scene. And
this is so despite the fact that for many years it was based at Reduta, which is
located virtually at the heart of where the theatre scene then lay. How then are we
supposed to interpret Nedivadlo's place and function? What are we to make of it?
It is well known that Vyskočil, in cooperation with Jiří Suchý, was behind
the inception of two fundamental theatre initiatives that are considered to be
key starting points of what is today the history of unconventional theatre: in
January 1958 Reduta and its “text‑appeals” began functioning, and less than one
year later Theatre on the Balustrade (Divadlo Na zábradlí) opened. This is regarded
as the most important period for the formation of the idea of Nedivadlo and its
extreme attributes. At the Theatre on the Balustrade Vyskočil was involved in all
aspects of the productions – writing, performing, and organising. He became a
well‑known author and co‑author of dramatic works, writing with Jiří Suchý, Miloš
Macourek, Pavel Kopta, and Václav Havel, and that company rapidly became an
important centre of “small” theatre movement. Nevertheless, he left the Theatre
on the Balustrade in 1961, and two years later he returned to Reduta, where he
founded Nedivadlo. How are we to understand this, somewhat surprising, move?
It appears that this may have been a sign of some disappointment on Vyskočil's
part at being unable to advance further with others what he had previously been able
to do at Reduta. The special openness of the original text‑appeal poetics began in the
32 Nedivadlo Ivana Vyskočila. Op. cit., p. 226.
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different circumstances to clash with requirements for a more standardised theatre
with a fixed repertoire of productions, institutionalisation and “professionalisation”.
In the context of precisely these requirements to gradually professionalise “small”
theatres, Jan Grossman described the early years of the Theatre on the Balustrade
in 1963, having noted the somewhat contradictory polarity of its productions at
that time, as follows: “On the one hand, they were still based on those successful
text‑appeals, a kind of author‑actor variety theatre with an extraordinary capacity
to make flexible and intensive contact with the audience; on the other hand, they
were headed towards a comedic type of deep problem theatre […]. This oscillation
and ‘indeterminateness’ often had the uncommon allure […] of an ‘unfinished’
product […]. But at the same time, it created an internal incongruity.” And evidently
addressing Vyskočil he added: “The original concept did not possess enough energy
to create its own, broader dramaturgical base…”33
Grossman's view was typical: from the viewpoint of an ambitious director he
noted the unquestionable communicativeness of Vyskočil's poetics, but, on the
other hand, he attributed it with (and chided it for) a certain lack of deepness in
grasping the “problem”, and a somewhat self‑absorbed character. (It is not without
interest that both Vyskočil's poetics and Grossman's idea of the theatre derived from
a demand for theatre appeal.) Vyskočil naturally viewed the situation differently.
He was aware that his principle of “unserious” approach to theatre (meaning
his artistic and professional approach), which he, in his situation, regarded as a
temporary solution, was provocative to many: “This enjoyment I had from deviation
and make‑shift solutions, I know, later brought me into conflict with the other
people I had to work with and who, on the contrary, enjoyed order and preparation,
tidiness and seriousness. I say this because I think it is important for my need for
openness and directness. And for the credibility of the call, the challenge, the appeal
I wanted and want to make in the performances.”34 It seems that here Vyskočil
defines the nature of his idea of un‑theatre, in both positive and negative terms. In
doing so, he also seems to indicate that his experiences working at the Theatre on
the Balustrade were crucial for the formation and further development of that idea.
Looking back later, he directly identifies that as being the result of his “obstinacy”
at that time: “I left the Balustrade, where I discovered that if an institution is to
function and not dissolve in four years, though that was what I wanted – but
everyone thought that it would be a pity if the Theatre on the Balustrade were to
no longer exist – then the only thing a person can do is un‑theatre.”35 Were we to
briefly sum up the point of his “return” to Reduta, we could say that Vyskočil was
leaving a “small” but nonetheless already professional, interpretative, stage and
repertoire theatre to establish another theatre not dependent on professionalism,
fully authorial and actor‑based, and building on playful improvisation – Nedivadlo.
This split was probably a sign of an interesting diversification in “small” theatre
at that time. It is all the more interesting in that the figure behind the “secession”
was the prime mover and leading protagonist in the movement. Is this not a signal
that some more movement was going on within this vital enclave of the theatre
scene at that time? Or was it just about Vyskočil going back to “old” Reduta? What
ensued seems to confirm the more dynamic version, as Nedivadlo enjoyed its heyday
soon after in 1963–1970, when its language became consistent, the text‑appeals, its
33 Grossman, Jan. Svět malého divadla [The World of the Little Theatre]. In Grossman, Jan. Analýzy. Praha:
Čs. spisovatel, 1991, p. 297.
34 Nedivadlo Ivana Vyskočila. Op. cit., p. 119.
35 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 125.
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main inherited feature, continued
to be theatricalised, and it slowly
acquired the contours of what
came to be called the poetics of
the open play. Everything suggests
that his return to Reduta was an
act of self‑preservation, in order to
further the most innate, genetically
endowed original qualities of
Vyskočil's idea of (un)theatre. It can
be regarded as a theatre deliberately,
and out of its own constitutive
motives, moving towards the fringe
of the contemporary theatre.
In his vital study of theatre in the
normalisation period, Vladimír Just
tried to identify the main driving
forces that shaped the nature of
the theatre “scene” at that time. He
considers one of the most obvious
general trends to have been the
“shift in attention away from the
centre towards the periphery”,
both in the topographical sense
and in terms of genre. Although
he adds that “it was with the onset
of normalisation […] that [it]
escalated to unanticipated heights”, Ivan Vyskočil in Malý Alenáš, 1982. Photo Oswald
Schorm.
he also admits that evidence of it
“can be traced […] even before August 1968”.36 Just recognised that this drift
towards the periphery had deeper roots and was characteristic of the 1960s. This
notion seems to match our own assumptions, and it means that Nedivadlo can be
regarded as an important example of this general trend, especially in terms of the
dimension of “genre” and – it must be added – “type”. Topographically, Nedivadlo's
situation was somewhat more complicated. While when Nedivadlo was based in
Reduta it was operated in the very heart of Prague's theatre scene in the 1960s, and
the jarring combination of a central location and experimentation in “un‑theatre”
made it one of the most influential centres of contemporary theatre life, during
the normalisation period – specifically since 1972 – after being bumped out of
Reduta and banned from operating in Prague, it literally became a peripheral and
involuntarily itinerant theatre – the very epitome of a theatre on the fringe.
Just's view of Nedivadlo, and of alternative theatre in general, also partly coincides
with our own. His review of the Czech theatre scene at that time reveals the
existence of two opposite spheres – the “stone” theatres [the established, official
theatres – translator's note] versus “alternative” theatres. According to Just, the
latter included all sorts of small theatres, even “Vyskočil's and Suchý's Reduta and
the Theatre on the Balustrade”.37
36 Just, V. Op. cit., p. 95.
37 Op. cit.
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It is, of course, significant that Just also sees Nedivadlo in the alternative context.
However, it is a question whether such a blanket view of alternativeness truly
captures the specific quality of Nedivadlo's alternativeness in the sense analysed here.
Just understands alternativeness in a most general sense as an operative opposite
against the “stone” theatre style, that is, as an umbrella concept comprising all the
“other than the stone” theatres. The distinction between “stone” and alternative
theatres puts both Reduta and the Theatre on the Balustrade in the same category,
but the differences between them have already been discussed above. Similarly, the
formation of Nedivadlo was surely a more consequential development than just
“switching” from one “alternative” theatre to another, which is what Just essentially
implies in this distinction. Didn't Vyskočil's “step sideways” actually indicate his
gravitation towards the alternative fringe and thus mark a step further in the
ongoing differentiation of Czech “non‑stone” theatre?
It might, therefore, be useful to consider a more gradated, trichotomous model,
that would be capable of combining both interpretations of alternativeness: in the
wider sense it would be possible to talk about the alternative sphere the way Just
proposes, and in the narrower sense it could take into account manifestations of a
more radical understanding of alternative tendencies as they are usually understood
within the context of the second theatre reform.
From this perspective, Nedivadlo and Theatre on the Balustrade would both
belong to the same set of theatres in the alternative sphere, but the obvious
singularity of Nedivadlo would, within that context, be regarded as a sign of a more
narrowly defined alternativeness. This kind of more structured understanding of
the alternative tendencies in Czech theatre in recent decades would facilitate a more
adequate appreciation of the meaning and significance of Nedivadlo.
An analogical model – though at first glance it might seem too abstract – could be
found in the “established” differentiation between American non‑commercial theatre
into the off‑ and the off-off spheres of theatre.38 Czech theatre cannot, of course, be
measured just with an American yardstick, but the point is to show, despite all the
differences, the existence of a temporal, topographical, style‑and‑genre parallel in
how the alternative fringe of theatre is generally differentiated.
Off‑Broadway usually refers to the relatively smaller New York theatres that from
the end of the 1940s tried to vie with the commercial theatre that was flourishing
on theatre's main street in America, mainly by offering a high‑quality, sophisticated,
avant‑garde theatre repertoire and using modern production techniques. They
tried to innovate and modernise more or less on the aesthetic level and with the
ideas introduced by the new generations, an endeavour that was especially directed
at increasing artistic quality. These theatres represented essentially the first,
reactive step towards a higher‑quality production theatre, but still in the sense of
the avant‑garde trends that were part of the first theatre reform. However, these
theatres in many ways became institutionalised over time and began to be viewed
as the reservoir and background of commercial Broadway.
It was against this blunting of the original nonconformity that another wave
of opposition swelled in the late 1950s – a movement of radically independent
off‑off‑Broadway theatres. Over the course of the 1960s, this turned into a very
distinctive form of alternative theatre, so in the end both concepts are very often
understood synonymously. But this type of theatre did not just make aesthetic
38 See note 1. In addition, a wide panorama or New York theatre alternative is provided in the
publication: Now: Theater der Erfahrung. Eds. Jens Heilmeyer, Pea Fröhlich. Köln: Verlag M. DuMont
Schauberg, 1971. 317 p.
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innovations, it questioned, tested, abandoned, or turned upside down some of the
main constants in theatrical presentation and representation. It was interested in
the frontiers of theatre and its broader, non‑theatrical sense. It was not just looking
for distinctness in reaction to the neutral conformity of the theatre; it wanted to be
different from its very foundations up. In this sense, it was one of the characteristic
vectors of the second theatre reform.
If this is an apt description of the basic significance and meaning of the
differentiation of the American theatre scene, is it not in some way analogical to
the motivations behind the emergence of the Czech “alternative sphere” and its
further diversification? Particularly important are the vectors and tendencies in
that sphere that may have followed a more complex course, rather than just being
straightforwardly, irrevocably headed away from the notional centre. Certainly,
in practice there will be companies that in various regards and in various stages
of their existence were more or less off‑ or off‑off. It simply cannot be said, for
instance, that the Theatre on the Balustrade is the Czech equivalent of off‑theatre
and Nedivadlo always, and in every case, a counterpart of off‑off‑theatre. On the
other hand, it is impossible to ignore that certain tendencies that were common
to that period had some similar features and manifestations in different places.
So, for example, just as Nedivadlo emerged in a wine‑bar environment, the rise
of off‑off‑theatre is unthinkable without the café setting (Café Cino 1958–1968,
Café La Mama 1962–1969), where many literati, playwrights, and actors of the
post‑beatnik generation made their debut, read their verse, played jazz, and
improvised on stage. Poetry readings by authors: were they not essentially similar to
the principle of the text‑appeal, which was essentially a kind of prose reading? Loose
analogies could also be found in the area of escalating alternativeness, for example,
in the emphasis on improvisation (Open Theatre), but also on the levels of interest
in the possibilities of para‑ or meta‑theatre, or at the level of the collective interest
in the deeper problems and possibilities of theatre (The Performance Group).
However, alongside these external parallels, which must be noted in reference to
the obviously different socio‑cultural contexts, there are also certain analogies lying
beneath the surface. That is to say, similarities in the initial questions, problems,
and uncertainties identified, rather than similarities in the resulting answers.
This is that same kind of two‑stage model that attempts to capture the centrifugal
direction of differentiation in the theatre – that is, signs of a trend similarly oriented
as that which Vladimír Just speaks of. As is apparent, the existence and effect of
this trend is even taken to be the main criterion of efforts to properly encompass
the entire panorama of American theatre (we must not be confused by the fact that
both terms originally related to Broadway). But this is not a matter of replacing one
perspective with another one; both express something in common using partially
different and partially similar concepts. Although the American model ascribes
alternativeness to the second wave of the reaction to commercial theatre, and Just
regards alternativeness, in the sense of a characteristic otherness, as a superordinate
term that subsumes all the other areas of Czech “non‑stone” theatres, at the heart
of both approaches is a similar movement in the theatre. There is no reason why we
should forsake a subtler, historically grounded, and in many ways adequate scale of
adjectives like “small, authorial, studio”, etc., theatre, which can be used to effectively
distinguish between different aspects and modes of theatrical alternativeness in a
wider sense. To apply the American model in full would only impoverish the picture
of this sphere of Czech theatre. What is important is not to overlook in this sphere
and in the Czech context the expressions of alternativeness in the narrow sense,
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which is a somewhat rarer spice in Czech than in American theatre at that time,
but is certainly not limited just to Vyskočil's Nedivadlo.39
It is only in this regard, with the intention of emphasising just those exceptional,
alternative features of Nedivadlo in that narrower sense, that it is possible to speak
of it as an off‑off theatre. The reason is that some of its features and ambitions
not only distinguish it from the other “non‑stone” theatres at the time but push
it beyond them. This also distinguished the paradoxical value of its declared and
real peripheral quality. This label does not just gauge the degree of theatrical
incompletion, insubstantiality, and ephemeralness; on the contrary, being on the
periphery in this alternative sense meant – and means – also being close to some
significant and longer‑term driving forces in the development of world theatre,
both then in the past and today.
II. Nedivadlo as paratheatre
1. The paradoxes of paratheatre
“Theatre is everywhere, happening all the time, wherever we are, and it's just up to
art to convince us of it.” (John Cage)40

The singularity and originality of Vyskočil's concept of Nedivadlo, its persistent
effort to stand in some respect on the periphery, to be different and true to itself, to
have nothing to do with “Art” and the “business” of art, to be a sort of alternative to
theatre but not lose contact with it, is obvious. It is as though Vyskočil wants both
to be in theatre but at the same time to be apart from it – to be parallel to it.
Paratheatre is the term sometimes used to describe the theatre/un‑theatre
ambivalence of some activities on the border between theatre, other forms of art,
and life. Particularly over the past two decades the term has surfaced whenever
a rich spectrum of such activities called for it. The word paratheatre is used very
regularly in Poland, where especially in the 1970s it began to prove its usefulness
and became a generally accepted term, for example, for the wider, non‑staged
initiatives of Jerzy Grotowski, but also for some experiments of ensembles that
embraced the tenets of the open theatre and art.
We will refrain here from exploring all the nuances of meaning ascribed to the
word and, instead, we will accept for the discussion at hand the authority of the
Polish aesthetician Stefan Morawski, an expert and theorist on contemporary art,
who interpreted paratheatre as a genuinely ambivalent, “…bivalent space between
art and life…”, as a problematic area “…between art and something that is at once
no longer and yet still art”.41 Given its duality, this interpretation of “paratheatre as a
paradox” necessarily fails to satisfy the demands for terminological unambiguity, but
Morawski pointed to the nature of the subject of these phenomena to counter such
criticisms. (And in this sense he questioned the efforts to understand paratheatre
unambiguously as its own kind of theatre, i.e. as a new territory acquired through
39 It is possible, of course, to consider the playful experimentation of a theatre like Studio Y, the
paratheatre activities of theatre Goose on a String (divadlo Husa na provázku) and even about
parallels with the alternative in the socio‑cultural sense – e.g. Prague's White Theatre.
40 Jotterand, F. Op. cit., p. 82.
41 Morawski, Stefan. Rozmyslania bez tytułu. In Parateatr II.: działania integracyjne. Wrocław: Ośrodek
Teatru Otwartego, 1982, p. 122.
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expansion, the way Kazimierz Braun does.)42 Paratheatre is simply a word that is
supposed to express a kind of condominium shared by theatre and un‑theatre,
aesthetics and ethics, and art and life. Alongside the spontaneous and intuitive
overlapping of these areas during the given period, another typical feature was the
development of a serious interest in, on the one hand, exploring theatre with
the help of psychological, sociological, and anthropological methods, and, on the
other hand, through theatre exploring and verifying the findings in these fields.
This is the context in which we need to view, for instance, the theatre‑therapy
pursuits of Jacob L. Moreno, Jerzy Grotowski's probing of the potential of “active
culture” from the 1970s, the anthropological theatre “expeditions” of Peter Brook,
the “exchanges” of Eugenio Barba and Włodzimierz Staniewski, or the research and
studies of Richard Schechner.43
But these connections and influences operate in both directions. For example,
it is interesting to see the basic principles and techniques of theatre becoming
appealing, inspirational models in the above‑cited fields, helping them develop useful
specialised terminology. This is how, for instance, dramatic sociology developed,
a field that fully acknowledges and exploits the inspiration it draws from theatre.
Theatrical concepts, like roles, personae, scenes, masks, and so forth, are becoming
a part of that field's professional vocabulary. In this regard, studies on everyday
theatricality are important and, mainly thanks to the works of Erving Goffman,44
are more or less compulsory reading for anyone looking to substantiate their
experiments in that sphere in between life and art.
Alongside a general trend in art in the 1950s and especially the 1960s, when it
was trying to reach beyond, or at least test, its given boundaries, there were two
endeavours that met in the sphere of theatre: the search for theatre in life, and
the search for life in theatre. Life was theatricalised and theatre de‑theatricalised.
Goffman's concept exposed life's essential theatricality and, using, sociological
methods showed how theatre is just a conventional game of life, which itself is,
conversely, a game of conventions.
This almost schematic kind of generalisation was simply the result of the
acceptance and application of some basic findings and opinions from the fields of
psychoanalysis and depth psychology, especially the idea of the different levels of
the human mind and the development of social psychology. What was especially
of interest for theatre in this regard was the theory and practice of psychodrama
and sociodrama.
During that period the relationship between theatre and pedagogy began to
change and grow stronger in an interesting way. In this country the first steps in
drama education began to be taken in the 1960s, when the finding caught on that
42 Cf. Braun, K. Op. cit.
43 On the anthropological activities of Jerzy Grotowski, see: Kolankiewicz, Leszek. Na drodze do kultury
czynnej. Wrocław: Instytut Aktora – Teatr Laboratorium, 1978. 120 p. Notatnik Teatralny, 1992,
n. 4 (thematic issue). On Peter Brook's African expedition, see: Kolankiewicz, Leszek. Brook (1–6).
Dialog, 1988, n. 2–7. On the excursions of Odin Teatret, see: Pilátová, Jana. Odin Teatret: třicet
let práce. Svět a divadlo 5, 1994, n. 4, pp. 67–88. On the Gardzienice of Włodzimierz Staniewski,
see: Osiński, Zbigniew. Praktykowanie humanistyki. In Parateatr II. Wrocław: Ośrodek Teatru
Otwartego, 1982. 178 p. On the anthropology of the theatre of Richard Schechner, see: Schechner,
Richard. Theater‑Anthropologie. Reinbeck Bei Hamburg: Rowohlt, 1990. 284 p. I myself attempted
to briefly describe the work of Jerzy Grotowski after 1970 in Roubal, Jan. Divadlo jako odhozený
žebřík [Theatre as a Discarded Ladder]. In Litteraria‑Theatralica‑Cinematograpica I. Olomouc: AUPO,
Fac. Phil., Philosophica‑Aesthetica 9, 1993, p. 73–80.
44 Cf. Goffman, Erving. The Presentation of Self in Everyday Life. London: Allen Lane, 1969. 228 p.
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Ivan Vyskočil in Malý Alenáš, 1982. Photo Oswald Schorm.

there is no reason just to view the theatre as the subject and the content of what
is being taught, but to view it also as a means through which something can be
taught, and that need not be limited to an education in aesthetics; that instead of
just learning about art, it is possible also to learn through art – an opportunity to
awaken certain creative potentials that are deeply rooted in the overall structure of an
individual's personality, their consciousness of the self, the reality of their self‑image,
their psychosomatic and existential state, and their communicative sensibility.
In both cases the theatre somewhat loses its nimbus, but in a sense its effectuality
is reconfirmed. It goes beyond its aesthetic boundaries, discovers new possibilities
outside the stage, and attempts to be “not‑just‑theatre”, but to be paratheatre.
While in the times of the pre‑war avant‑garde the main question was how to do
and play theatre in the age of film, since the 1950s, or in Braun's words since the
start of the second theatre reform, theatre has turned on another question: how
can theatre help us to live? And not “just” as art.
2. Nedivadlo as an encounter and the study of theatre
“For me performance also means shedding one's dread of the living – that itself for
me is dramatic, not the story that the living are involved in. Plenty of people have
said to me that our soirees are like psychotherapeutic theatre. When you reach the
unconscious roots of relationships that you can't otherwise get to through reason, then
it begins to be the most general, the most dramatic it can be.” (Ivan Vyskočil, 1969)45
A frequent leitfmotif in Vyskočil's comments is the paradoxical claim that the
“un‑theatre” approach he takes to the theatre applies not just in the aesthetic
45 Patočková, J. Op. cit., p. 23.
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sense but also in the sense of how he approaches the theatre from his professional
position as a psychologist and his experience as a therapist. This was especially
true in the 1950s and the 1960s. This is not very surprising when we recall that
between 1957 and 1959 he taught psychology and mental health at DAMU (Theatre
Faculty of the Academy of Performing Arts). Throughout the period Vyskočil was
working in the theatre at Reduta his main profession was actually outside the
theatre, as a psychologist. And he continues to work in this profession, with notable
accomplishments. It is worth mentioning that at the 3rd international congress for
psychodrama and group psychotherapy that was held in Prague in 1968 he was the
head of one of the working groups. His work – as Vyskočil has written himself –
was favourably commented on in writing by Paul Pörtner, and by this means even
caught the attention of Friedrich Dürrenmat.46 He worked as a psychologist with a
number of experts; if suffices here to mention that one of them was Hugo Široký,
the pioneer of psychodrama in this country.47
Vyskočil does not deny this aspect of who he is. But in 1993, when asked straight
out about whether there is a connection between the methods of sociotherapy
and psychodrama on the one hand, and his work on the theatre on the other, he
answered: “I would guess so. It would probably be impossible otherwise.” But he
immediately added: “But, as I realise more and more, methods and methodology,
therapeutic, educational theatre is not what I was interested in. Play is what I was
and am interested in. Especially the dramatic play.”48 Compared to a statement he
made years before – for instance, the quotation at the opening of this section – it
seems clear that in this quote Vyskočil is projecting his current outlook, where the
primary emphasis is on the playful foundations of Nedivadlo, into the past. But it still
possible to note at least some, in our opinion, parallels to the principles that inform
his conception of the open play and those behind psychodrama and sociodrama.
These parallels are, above all, apparent in the area of the underlying principles
of elementary acting technique and its motivation. If Vyskočil sees the basis of any
kind of stage improvisation and thus of acting itself as lying in the capacity for
replication, which should be manifested as spontaneous monologues, then there is
no doubt that his approaches are essentially analogical to those used, for instance, by
Jacob L. Moreno.49 (Moreover, Vyskočil personally met Moreno, the main proponent
and founder of psychodramatic methods.)50 However, since I am mainly interested
in the more general principles and premises of Vyskočil's concept, I will quote his
opinion on the archetypical sources of this duplication: “Were we yet to ask where,
whence we get this readiness, if not actually a need, to self‑replicate, to enter into
this, whilst remaining in that, we could probably look to the duplexity of human
existence, if we listen to Judeo‑Christian spirituality, or to certain contrasting and
complementary qualities of the personality, if we listen to the psychology and the
philosophy of opposite human types and the ‘dialectical unity of opposites’, and
46 Černý, O. – Král, K. Op. cit., p. 45.
47 Cf. Široký, Hugo. Nárys psychologie divadla a psychodramatu [An Outline of the Psychology of Theatre
and Psychodrama]. Praha: SPN, 1969. 95 p.
48 Černý, O. – Král, K. Op. cit., p. 45.
49 Cf. Moreno, Jacob L. Gruppenpsychotherapie und Psychodrama. Stuttgart: Georg Thieme Verlag, 1973.
327 p. Maydl, Přemysl. Psychologie a sociologie divadla [The Psychology and Sociology of Theatre].
Praha: SPN, 1978. 128 p. Sławińska, Irena. Socjologiczne widzenie teatru. In Współczesna refleksja
o teatrze. Kraków: Wydawnictwo Literackie, 1979. 482 p.
50 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 153. On Ivan Vyskočil's
meeting with Jacob L. Moreno, see: Osolsobě, Ivo. Dvě mezioborová setkání [Two Interdisciplinary
Encounters]. Estetika, 1968, n. 5, pp. 267–259.
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finally, we could point to the occurrence and influence of the ‘second self’, ‘second
selves’, ‘the partners inside us’, if we listen to our own experience.”51
Clearly, the ambivalence, duality, or even plurality of the human personality is
seen in the widest possible context, where some axioms of religion, philosophy,
psychology, and empirical experience regarding the complexity and multiple levels
of the “self” support each other and intertwine. Vyskočil interprets man as the
constant fusion and diffusion of the monological and dialogical principles (this is,
in many ways, reminiscent of the views of Gabriel Marcel). Another of Vyskočil's
principles, the exchange or trading of roles, which again parallels approaches used
in psychodrama and sociodrama, should be viewed against this background. Note,
for instance, the Pirandellesque inspiration of Jacob L. Moreno: “…in the sense
of an exchange of roles, to see through the eyes of the other person, in the sense of
relativism, reciprocity, differentiation, essentially of ‘co‑roles’”. And according to
Vyskočil, Bertolt Brecht also saw role exchanges to be useful, but allegedly he
entertained himself with this almost to a “childish” extent.52 In a psychological
light the playful principle of exchanging roles looks like something fundamental
that literally shapes and tests the relationships of the identification and projection
of the self, which represent the essence of the experience of theatre.
Connections with observations in the field of psychodrama can also be traced
in Vyskočil's notion of communication in the theatre, which he conceives as a form
of transmission. This became the source of a dispute with Vladimír Just over the
potential and meaning of public solitude. Just regards public solitude as a relic of the
traditional “fourth‑wall” type of theatre, while Vyskočil sees it in the psychological
sense as the basic frame and premise for spontaneous self‑expression and as a
precondition for generating the necessary kind of communication: “Whatever
is happening on stage involving concentration, pleasure, and enjoyment, etc., is
likewise […] followed in the audience. So, this is transmitted from the stage to the
audience. And then back to the stage again and into the play.” And he quickly adds:
“The law of transmission steers our attention to an important and unusual reality.
It also says: Don't worry about the spectators in the audience, don't ask and don't
try to do what entertains them, what interests them. Worry about figuring out what
entertains and interests you. Ask what the spectators on stage are interested in.”53
Conversely, Just claims that “the stage of the little theatre is not, and never will be
a ‘public solitude’, and, consequently, communication cannot occur as transmission,
but is, rather, ‘a public (and publicised) communication’, and simultaneously – in the
optimal cases of course – also a public (and publicised) inspiration”.54 As a theatre
expert, Just is correct, it seems, in his cabaret‑theatre approach to Nedivadlo, but for
the discussion at hand it is important to note that here Vyskočil is, again, arguing
more as a psychologist, a therapist, and a teacher. His thoughts are intended for
amateurs who have taken it into their heads to get involved in “little theatre”.
For Vyskočil that automatically means, above all, the theatre of self‑expression
incarnate, at the inception of which he, as a psychologist, necessarily sees the need
for concrete human authenticity. It is only when this authenticity is unblocked that

51 Vyskočil, Ivan. Ke studiu herectví [On the Study of Acting]. Svět a divadlo, 1992, n. 1–2, p. 36.
52 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 154.
53 Vyskočil, Ivan. Malé jevištní formy aneb Jak na to III [Small Stage Forms – How to go about it III].
Amatérská scéna, 1978, n. 8, p. 15.
54 Just, Vladimír. Netradiční, nekamenná, autorská, malá (ale naše) [Untraditional, Unofficial, Devising,
and Small (but ours)]. In České divadlo 2 (Divadla studiového typu). Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1980,
p. 81. Vladimír Just revisits this debate in his book: Proměny malých scén [Transformations of Little
Theatres]. Praha: Mladá fronta, 1984, pp. 135–137.
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Ivan Vyskočil and Otakar Roubínek. Photo František Řezníček.

the theatre communication that Vyskočil interprets as transmission, and above all,
as a psychosocial and psychodramatic matter, can occur. We shall not attempt here
to make any far‑reaching conclusions about this, it is enough for the discussion at
hand to note that Vyskočil sometimes uses psychodramatic language to elucidate
his conception of theatre, and that this method of argumentation is not arbitrary
but, rather, attests to the presence of something organic and unique that needs to
be borne in mind in any assessment of the concept and work of Vyskočil's Nedivadlo.
There are also obvious sociodramatic aspects to his interpretation of a performance
as an encounter, a theatre without a backstage or footlights, a collective interplay,
and a continuous symphony. Vyskočil realises that the basic situation it involves
is similar to the situation of group therapy, something he has direct experience
with, as it is also about adjusting and tuning personal relations to create a shared,
integrating experience. It can perhaps be assumed that the experience of inspired
interplay that occurs within the framework of an open play is more than just an
aesthetic experience and may also contain an element of art therapy – especially
for audiences that genuinely engage in this interplay.
Two analogies from the field of sociodrama present themselves. One is Moreno's
practice of the so‑called Stegreiftheater, an improvisational theatre that in the 1920s
in Vienna tried to create a synthesis of theatre and therapy; the second is the
so‑called encounter movement, which in the United States in the past thirty years
turned Moreno's original idea of therapeutic encounters into a form of searching
for authentic relations and communication between people with a sense of the
“abnormal normalcy” of pervasive alienation.
In this country these analogies have been identified, for example, by Jiří
Kratochvíl, for whom Nedivadlo is a kind of encounter, “employing all the practices
and techniques of the ‘group therapy sessions’ with the same name (‘encounter
groups’), but going beyond the mere treatment of neuroses by disciplining and
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training one's sensibility, spontaneity, and creativity, and endeavouring to prepare
one for an emotional awakening of the senses, and at the same time receiving stimuli
and impulses from what I'd call those ‘on the road encounters’, meaning the most
valuable of what survived from the ‘cultural currents’ of the 1950s and 1960s.”55 The
same author rightly notes that with Nedivadlo Vyskočil presents an alternative to all
those all‑inclusive and in a way restrictive methods of psychiatry, and he describes
Vyskočil as a Czech representative of so‑called anti‑psychiatry, a cultural current
critical of these manipulative methods and generaly of “all psychological and social
therapy and public preventive methods, ‘treating’ people for their single‑minded
and wacky characteristics, for their primordial humanness.”56 (As a psychologist
he reacts through his Nedivadlo in an original – playful, professionally self‑ironic –
way to the contemporary focus on psychiatry as an issue, dealt with, for instance,
by Michel Foucault.)57 It could simply be said that through his concept of the open
play Vyskočil “treats” the insincerity of the theatre's time‑worn conventions and
technology with the authenticity of psychodramatic elements, and that as a theatre
artist and actor he humanises psychodrama with his artistic experience.
In this context, it is worth recalling Vyskočil's interpretation of catharsis.
Introduced by Aristotle, this traditional term – of which it has always been difficult
to say whether it is more psychological, ethical, or aesthetic in nature – is difficult
for Vyskočil to articulate; but, on the other hand, he claims that “as an experience,
as an ordeal, as a sensation, catharsis is an incredibly clear, evidential, indelible
agent of dramatic art”. This applies also to Nedivadlo: “And if Nedivadlo is about
anything at all, then it's about the moment of catharsis. That means the moment
of communion in human society that comes into being when the public is a
part of a theme's unfolding.”58 Yet he regards this mentally and physically felt –
not transmitted – personal and shared experience as the ultimate meaning of
theatre at the anthropological level, “which, however, will necessarily be defined in
different ways in different societies and under different conventions, even though
it is essentially about the same thing.”59
In Vyskočil's un‑theatre, the point where invention, spontaneity, and the
encounter come together suggests where the experience of catharsis lies, in
the joy of rediscovered, collectively shared, liberating creativity. So it is not an
experience derived from perceiving a form of simulated art and artefact, but from
participating in a live process of creativity in an open play, in which everyone can
largely justifiably feel themselves to be one of its authors. Catharsis, Nedivadlo's
ultimate anthropological purpose, is fundamentally tied to the theatre's authorial
nature and to openness. As Vladimír Just writes: “If we ask what these kinds of
encounters provide and can provide the participants with, then, in addition to a
greater or lesser amount of fun and entertainment, in addition to refining and
energising their sense of humour and sense of play, they are also an event, an
experience of community, and participation in creativity. And surely that's no small
55 Kratochvíl, Jiří. Setkání s Nedivadlem [Encounters with Nedivadlo]. In O divadle III. Praha: [unedited
volume], 1987, p. 318. (Reprinted in Nedivadlo Ivana Vyskočila. Op. cit., p. 344.) On this type of
psychotherapy, see, for instance: Goffman, Erving. Encounters. London: Allen Lane, 1972. 270 p.
Kratochvíl, Stanislav. Skupinová terapie neuros [Group therapy for psychoses]. Praha: Avicenum, 1978.
198 p.
56 Kratochvíl, J. Op. cit.
57 Cf. Foucault, Michel. Maladie mentale et personnalité. Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1954.
115 p. Foucault, Michel. Folie et déraison, histoire de la folie à l'âge classique. Paris: Plon, 1961. 674 p.
58 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 130.
59 Op. cit., p. 131.
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thing. Surely that's not immaterial. Especially for man in the age of technological
civilisation. Man threatened by a consumer relationship to life.”60
By emphasising the close connection between catharsis and the experience
of collective participation in creation, Vyskočil comes across as a supporter of
the very basic, self‑preserving value that personal authorship, creativity, has for
a human being in this era. His eminent interest in spontaneous improvisation
and, generally speaking, in theatre in statu nascendi is based not just on purely
theatrical motivations but, rather, resonates with the generally high and prestigious
importance that creativity has in this century been characteristically assigned in the
fields of psychology, philosophy, and pedagogy, and with which Vyskočil's efforts
evidently seem to share common ground. Creativity as an essentially human ability,
an existential means to self‑realisation, can be regarded as one of the most vital, most
influential, and most invoked cultural ideals of our age. Ever since the emergence
of Henri Bergson's L'évolution créatrice (1907), whose exaltation of the universal
creative principle (l'élan vital) inspired Jacob L. Moreno and others, creativity has
been the constant focus of instrumental interest, but also of the intuitive proselytism
of many schools of psychology. Alongside behaviourism, an example of the first
approach that led to many attempts at developing a pragmatic understanding of the
question, we have seen since the 1950s the development of a humanistic psychology,
which is built on a more general, existential idea of creativity.61 While the first
conception is directed at applications and innovations in the area of performance,
the second is aimed at the creative realisation of life and thus is necessarily concerned
with creativity more as one of the basic means of human self‑realisation. It is clear
that Vyskočil has very much in common with the views of this humanistic psychology,
and that in many respects he puts similar emphasis on the universalism of creativity
over a goal‑directed, practical notion of creativity in the service of the theatre. For
Vyskočil, even in theatre the authenticity of the particular individual and his/her
creativity always tends to be more important than even the most perfect mimetic
imitation produced by theatre or acting. Vyskočil has always understood even that
area of his work that is purely theatrical as the conjoining of products both human
and artistic. He wants a theatre “…that is primarily and genuinely a humanistic
workshop. Through self‑discovery and maturation. A path to maturity, to creative
activity, to perception, to responsibility, and to the pleasure and joy of existence.”62
Evidence of how these two spheres of Vyskočil's interest intertwine is his
theatre‑therapy work, an interesting and illustrative example of which is, for
instance, a study he wrote on the psychotherapeutic possibilities of the study of
acting “among introverted, very schizoid and post‑schizophrenic individuals”,63
which he co‑wrote with his wife, the psychologist Eva Vyskočilová. (One of his
60 Vyskočil, I. Op. cit. 1981, p. 136.
61 Cf. Blažek, Bohuslav – Olmrová, Jiřina. Krása a bolest: Úloha tvořivosti, umění a hry v životě trpících
a postižených [Beauty and Pain: the Role of Creativity, Art, and Play in the Life of the Suffering
and Disabled]. Praha: Panorama, 1985. 413 p. In this part of the text I have drawn on a number of
valuable findings from this book, in particular its authors' ideas about the fusion of psychology,
creativity, and art. For more creativity, see Hlavsa, Jaroslav. Psychologické základy teorie tvorby
[The Psychological Foundations of the Theory of Creativity]. Praha: Academia, 1985. 353 p. Hlavsa,
Jaroslav. Psychologické problémy výchovy k tvořivosti [Psychological Problems of Education Towards
Creativity]. Praha: SPN, 1986. 239 p.
62 Vyskočil, I. Op. cit. 1981, p. 135.
63 Vyskočil, Ivan – Vyskočilová, Eva. Výuka herectví jako psychoterapeutická možnost [Actor Training
as an Alternative in Psychotherapy]. In Syřišťová, Eva et al. Skupinová psychoterapie psychóz. Praha:
SPN, 1989, p. 108.
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wife's areas of expertise is the
psychology of interpersonal
communication.)
In this text Vyskočil departs
from his personal experience
as a teacher of acting and
improvisation (at the People's
School of Art for workers) and
notes some of the specific aspects
of working with students who
are not studying the elements
of acting because they want
to become actors, but who by
mastering acting methods hope
to come to terms with a dilemma:
the simultaneous need and
inability to communicate with
other people, or thus to play
their social role. Such individuals
(and it must be pointed out that
these are not patients but healthy
people with a specific type of
mental profile) have difficulty
with spontaneity as a form of
opening up the self and as the
performed self‑expression of one's
own “story”. Therefore, Vyskočil
Ivan Vyskočil in Malý Alenáš, 1982. Photo Oswald recommends that applying the
Schorm.
techniques of psychodrama
should not be about reproduction but about the creation of some story: “About
creating reality, we could say ‘unnatural’, and a reality of expressing the self. A reality
of communication. Encounter. Dialogue.”64 Vyskočil talks about this special case the
same way he does about his conception of the dramatic play. As if the contact with
these people and their search for and shaping of themselves through attempts at
acting again served to verify the typical qualities of acting that he particularly values
in untypical circumstances. Vyskočil recommends working with these students
that possess this inner personal preoccupation: “Because they themselves have a
strong need ‘to do something with themselves’. We could say the need ‘to complete
who they are’, ‘to pull themselves together’ […] they have an authorial relationship
towards themselves and towards their expression, not just the relationship of an
onlooker.”65 These personal dispositions make them different from those others
endowed with the gift for the “imitation” and “directness” of representation and
self‑representation, from those extroverts generally regarded as better disposed
towards acting. In this study Vyskočil seems to construct his psychological defence of
introverts on foundations similar to those on which his conception of the dramatic
play is based (the trinity of the author‑actor‑spectator).
Vyskočil's involvement in teaching improvisation, which he regards as a universal
and elementary ability, also offers some analogies. Here again he recommends taking
64 Op. cit., p. 109.
65 Op. cit., p. 110.
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time and for the teacher not to suggest any guaranteed “correct solutions” but,
rather, to be as participative as possible as a spectator in the process of creation,
and to be a sensitive abettor of that creation. (Thus repeating his recommendations
addressed elsewhere on another occasion to amateur students of acting.)66
However, his experience as an actor prevents him from being satisfied with the
kind of hectic demonstration of spontaneity that in the field of psychodrama is
often superficially viewed as paramount. He points out that even psychodrama can,
in its own way, become a bad form of theatre production – with its own director,
ensemble and assigned roles, and even with its own kind of “repertoire”.
In the study, Vyskočil notes several times that psychodrama is not about
creating art, even though “the aesthetic effect is an indelible, and I believe even
a therapeutically indelible component of every dramatic production”.67 And the
merging of art and therapy is actually the foundation of what he is getting at.
Naturally Vyskočil presents a number of specific features of teaching acting to
students of this nature, but basically it can be said that it is a specific application
of more general views of theatre as un‑theatre. It could thus equally be said that
his special experiences of teaching a form of acting that is partly therapeutic in
nature informs the general principles of his conception of theatre. And this is all
the more true of his experiences from the purely therapeutic field of his work.
As a psychologist, moreover, Vyskočil never denies, and is in fact well aware, that
modern psychology has developed in parallel with the reforms in world theatre. He
knows that only through that prism is it possible “to better understand the declared
tendencies of so‑called ‘world trends’, which, taken in the sense of a livelihood and
publicity, are fraudulent. But the rational core of it remains applicable, because if
it were not, then it would never exist.”68
It can similarly be stated that all the above‑mentioned connections also shape
the very nature of Nedivadlo's performances. However much they may seem just
an intelligent and inspired form of entertainment, they are founded on elements
applied in the field of psychodrama and sociodrama, which is what contributes to
the originality of these performances/encounters, that is oftentimes hard to define.
All of these connections between theatre and psychodrama more closely align
Vyskočil with the similar tendencies, statements, and practices of experimental
theatre in the 1960s and 1970s, which today are summarily referred to as
manifestations of the so‑called second theatre reform. For example, the above‑noted
emphasis on the authenticity and spontaneity of the actor was a generally accepted
requirement and sign of contemporary efforts to reincarnate acting so as to unlock
the actor's subconscious, liberate it of its taboos, and free the actor out from
under the layers of convention imposed by social roles. Actors are thus, above all,
supposed to be themselves, should refrain from being astounded by the illusory
perfection of their transformations and, instead, should be a model of dialogue
with the role, no longer stifling the authentic self but, rather, searching for it and
laying it bare. In his psychological reasoning, for instance, Vyskočil believes that
actors have to search for their ego, which is usually hidden beneath a superficial,
social, habitual role. In this respect Vyskočil's thinking resembles, for instance,
that of Kazimierz Braun, who summarised some features of second reform theatre
as follows: “We are all ourselves, but in the vast majority of cases we do not play
66 Cf. Vyskočil, Ivan. Předmět jevištní improvizace I [The Subject of Stage Improvisation I]. Amatérská
scéna, 1975, n. 9, pp. 6–9.
67 Vyskočil, I. – Vyskočilová, E. Op. cit., p. 109.
68 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 158.
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ourselves, we plays a social role, as though constantly alternating between the ego
and the superego.” And he considers new and different acting to be that which
involves “the programmatic performance of the self, an introverted style, acting
one's existence, ‘acting the Id’.”69
Braun is, of course, talking about the acting method of “auto‑penetration”,
primarily represented by Jerzy Grotowski's concept in which this introversion
becomes part of a certain kind of poetics, while in the case of Vyskočil it is more
about the general and basic principles of acting, about the search for sources of
spontaneous creativity and playfulness. Yet this similarity is an instructive sign of the
general encroachment of depth psychology into the theory and practice of acting.
Vyskočil also approaches acting and theatre as a way of exploring man through the
self and through others: “I've always basically held theatre to be one of the most
important means to understanding a human being. There is no more fundamental
means, and perhaps even no other means!”70 However, alongside these “professional”
connections, it is also true that the linkage between theatre and the above‑mentioned
socio‑psychological and humanistic psychiatric streams is part of a more general
contemporary occurrence and trend. So despite its originality Nedivadlo can be
regarded as a distinctive form of and parallel to paratheatrical trends. For interest
let's again cite Kazimerz Braun, theorist and apostle of the theatre of exchange: “The
art of theatre should be a long‑term social process of collective work, a joint search
[…] and co‑existence. A process of collective creativity. Clearly this notion of theatre
is at odds with the idea of a staged theatre performed by actors for the audience.
This kind of theatre is created collectively. Not ‘for’, but ‘with’ and ‘together’…”71
It is apparent that this participative theatre also embraces many of the ideals in
Vyskočil's idea of the theatre. And vice versa, Vyskočil says almost the same thing
but in different words. Here and there he speaks of theatre primarily as a process
of creativity, the subjects and objects of which are the people participating and
the material of which is the relationships between them. Remember Vyskočil's
theory of human interaction as creativity, all his statements about interplay and
the overlapping of the stage and audience in the dramatic play, and the all‑round
accent on creativity as the ultimate purpose of his vision of the theatre. Both
outlooks relativise art as just a sphere of artificiality, distinctive, purely aesthetic
values. Both derive similar conclusions from the social interpersonal nature of the
theatre: They are not interested in the aesthetic‑semantic aspect of the theatre, i.e.
that it is art and that it is art about people, and are more animated by the specifically
programmatic side of the theatre, its socio‑psychological vein, theatre as a process
that occurs through and between people, here and now.
True, Vyskočil never strove to drawn the spectator into the action by just external
means. He always favoured a good spectator over a bad actor, and that participation
is for him about a partnership in the open play of the imagination. Similarly, his
concept of reciprocity and encounter does not exceed the boundaries of the shared
pleasure drawn from the process of creativity during a performance. Although over
the years Nedivadlo acquired its own specific audience, what Vyskočil called its own
“followers” (which he distinguished from just a random spectator), the idea of
reciprocity never turned into a platform for the formation of some community or
cult that would embrace theatre as a shared way of life. Likewise, his concept was
not influenced by the wave of ritualisation of theatre and life that accompanied this
69 Braun, K. Op. cit., p. 117.
70 Vy si mne s někým pletete aneb Z besed na filozofické fakultě. Op. cit., p. 129.
71 Braun, K. Op. cit., p. 95.
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concept of reciprocity in the 1960s and 1970s. Despite the deep interest in actors as
people and people as actors his theatre experimentation did not slip into panacaen
extremes that conceive theatre as a kind of anthropological and socio‑psychological
laboratory, a closed social community, or even as a “commune” with suggestible
eschatological ambitions.
Although in this country these tendencies necessarily vented themselves generally
to a small degree, mainly owing to the isolation of the society and culture at the
given time, several provisional centres of such efforts did exist – and today they are
finally becoming the subject of attention. Examples include the experimental activity
of the Brno‑based theatre group Quidam or the Prague‑based White Theatre (Bílé
divadlo) and Tinderbox (Křesadlo).72
White Theatre especially was a unique example in 1970–1972 of systematic,
conceptual, alternative‑theatre activity, which with its almost ascetically
concentrated, laboratory‑style efforts represented a remarkable attempt at the
impossible: at practising theatre as “a way of life” in the midst of the general
wretchedness of advancing normalisation. Therefore, it is interesting that, for
instance, White Theatre invited Vyskočil as a psychologist to actively work with
them but, according to Vyskočil's personal memoirs from the 1990s, despite “a great
fondness and interest” in them, cooperation ultimately never came about. Yet he
notes a number of corresponding interests. If in his view this company followed
the path of “studying authentic inspiration and experience”, then in his own
activities he identified “very alike experiences […] and tendencies towards studying,
understanding the actual sources, the primordial potency of the theatre, of the
dramatic play”. And in his view White Theatre “epresents the initial ‘strict’ stage
of development towards the so‑called second theatre reform”.73
In these words Vyskočil himself is realising years later the essential affinity
between his own efforts and more general trends in the period, while at the same
time he is aware of the singular path his “study of the theatre” has taken: “In
later years and even to date I would be reminded of White Theatre – and many a
question – by the efforts of Václav Martinec, Nina Vangelli, and others. In terms of
aesthetics, poetics, and at times I'd say even a kind of ‘religiosity’.”74 This comment is
very characteristic, and it helps us understand the position of Vyskočil's un‑theatre
programme within the intimated framework of Czech attempts at alternative
theatre. Although he values the radical efforts of the above‑mentioned company
and its successors and regards them as a kind of cultural act, he suggests that he
respects the total identification of theatre with life as an experiment only, but not
as a social alternative or personal way of escaping the traumas of the times.
Vyskočil seems to have been guarded from engaging in a similar radicalism
in his efforts by his qualification as a psychologist and by the inclination of his
theatrical and literary talent and nature, which, possessing an ironically playful and
intellectual sense of humour and feeling for the absurd, served to maintain sufficient
distance from the often rigidly toned radicalism and social anarchism of alternative
companies of the generation of questioners in the 1960s and early 1970s. Vyskočil
72 Cf. Kohutová, Petra. Divadelní skupina Quidam [The Theatre Group Quidam]. Svět a divadlo, 1993,
n. 6, pp. 62–75. Kohutová, Petra. Bílé divadlo [White Theatre]. Divadelní revue 5, 1994, n. 2, pp. 78–86.
Martinec, Václav. Lidské tělo – inspirace a nástroj dramatického výrazu [The Human Body – a Source
of Inspiration and Tool of Dramatic Expression]. Praha: Ústav pro kulturně výchovnou činnost, 1975.
97 p.
73 Kohutová, P. Op. cit. 1994, p. 80.
74 Op. cit., p. 83.
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was familiar with many of the tendencies in alternative theatre at that time and he
was even consciously in tune with the sense of some of them, but it is important to
note that when he did it was always “in his own way”, i.e. organically and naturally,
guided by the surety of his artistic and psychological intuition and profession. It
was this, the depth and breadth of his personality, that explains the similarity with
some principles of experimental, alternative theatre in those years, and on the other
hand the original and always unmistakeable, divergent face of his theatre.
Ivan Vyskočil coined a paradoxical name for his theatre back in 1963 – Nedivadlo
(Un‑theatre). Here I have attempted one thing: to determine what that designed
negation of the theatre – yet so inscribed in the theatre's signboard – may actually
mean. In 1967 he justified it this way: “When I started using ‘un‑theatre’, I wasn't
thinking about negating theatre, about an anti‑theatre. The name ‘un‑theatre’ just
implied that Reduta's shows would begin to be based on different foundations
than normal theatre, that they have different ambitions and – can it be said –
a different biology.”75 Perhaps this essay has at least partly succeeded at pointing
out that Vyskočil's Nedivadlo, and especially his concept, has from its very outset
genuinely constituted a formulated attempt at turning theatre into a different
“life” form. A theatre whose spontaneous vitality bursts through the artificial – and
artistic – levees of rigid theatre conventions, and wants its purpose to be more
than “just” theatre. That it can be regarded as a unique example of a theatre that
in its programme and activities is in many ways synchronous with some alternative
tendencies of the second theatre reform.
Jan Roubal (1947) was, until 1990, a teacher of literary and drama education at People's
Schools of Art in Prostějov and Olomouc. He was also actively involved in amateur nontraditional theatre. In the years 1990–2007 he was a member of the Department of Theatre,
Film and Media Studies of the Faculty of Arts, Palacký University, Olomouc. From 1990 to 1997
he simultaneously co-operated with the Department of Drama of JAMU (Janáček Academy of
Music and Perfoming Arts), where he returned in 2007. His work mainly focuses on theory
of drama and aesthetics of alternative theatre. He translated Irena Sławińska's Divadlo
v současném myšlení (Contemporary Reflections on Theatre) and prepared an anthology
Souřadnice a kontexty divadla: antologie současné německé divadelní teorie (Coordinates
and Contexts: An anthology of contemporary German theory of drama).
Jan Roubal: Two Alternative Trends in Ivan Vyskočil's Nedivadlo. Ivan Vyskočil's (1929)
Nedivadlo (Non‑theatre, 1963–1990) is undoubtedly one of the most original phenomena
in Czech theatre of the past four decades. The essay draws attention to the possibility
of observing Vyskočil´s alternative theatre methods and approaches as an expression of
analogical to certain deeper trends in contemporary world theatre: despite all the originality
of Nedivadlo, largely tied up with the versatility of Vyskočil's personality, its programme
has, in many ways, shown parallels with the alternative theatre movement known under
Kazimierz Braun's umbrella term “Second Theatre Reform”.
The study identifies the parallels with alternative trends in at least two respects – the search
for an alternative operating model, and the extreme playfulness that characterise Nedivadlo –
and relates these to some of the qualities it shares with paratheatre, and especially with
theatre therapy. The aim of the article is to point out the possibility of applying precisely
this kind of “panoramic” context, where Vyskočil's theatrical vision can find its proper place
and meaning in the conditions of Czech and international theatre.
Key words: Ivan Vyskočil – Alternative theatre – Nedivadlo (Non‑theatre) – Psychodrama –
Sociodrama.
75 Patočková, J. Op. cit., p. 22.
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Vladimír Just

The Language of Experanto
Dramatis Impersonae in the Plays of Václav Havel

“Every system gets its input from the programme of another system and passes
the programme along to other systems through its output […]. Systems were
invented to function automatically, which means independently of eventual human
intervention […]. As man is increasingly sidelined, the programmes of systems, these
unresponsive merging games, absorb more and more elements; they merge at an
increasing pace and surpass Man's ability to see inside them and control them. This
unresponsive, indifferent, functional automatism with no purpose ought to be the
subject of criticism.” (Vilém Flusser)1
“The theatre of the absurd consistently abandons the concept of a theatre that
illustrates, interprets or criticises the world. It assumes the role of the devil's advocate.
It takes up the side of the devil so that the devil, otherwise concealed, be revealed.”
(Jan Grossman)2
I.

“What is truth?”, asks the philosopher Josef Šafařík, one of the two or three
legitimate and recognised intellectual “godfathers” of Václav Havel's drama and essay
work.3 Here is the philosopher's answer: “The more books you read, the more debates
you take part in, and the more schools you attend, the clearer it is that there are no
arguments sufficient that could instil truth with such certainty that would leave it
unshakeable by other arguments. And eventually you find that the only thing that
cannot be shaken is not arguments, but rather personal responsibility, that is, the
responsibility for truth through life and death. The arguments of Socrates, Christ,
Bruno, Hus, and others are or may be disputable, but the example and sacrifice of
a life, that seal of certainty that is stamped on their truths, is beyond any dispute.
And if you are trying to find eternal truth, this is the only certain and eternally
incontrovertible part of truth. It is the last, unshakable pillar of truth. So, if you
want to know what truth is, here is your answer: that which you can stand behind
with all you have and all you are).”4
1

2
3
4

Flusser, Vilém. Za filosofii fotografie. Praha: Hynek, 1994, pp. 71–72. Flusser, Vilém. Für eine Philosophie
der Fotografie. Göttingen: Edition Flusser im Verlag European Photography, 1983. English translation
Flusser, Vilém. Towards a Philosophy of Photography. Goettingen: Edition Flusser im Verlag European
Photography, 1984.
Grossman, Jan. Uvedení Zahradní slavnosti [Performing “The Garden Party”]. In Havel, Václav. Zahradní
slavnost. Praha: Orbis, 1964, pp. 59–79.
In 1968 Havel dedicated his play The Increased Difficulty of Concentration (Ztížená možnost
soustředění) to Šafařík, who in turn wrote an essay on the play.
Šafařík, Josef. Sedm listů Melinovi: Z dopisů příteli přírodovědci [Seven Letters to Melin: Correspondence
with a Friend Scientist]. Brno: Atlantis, 1993, pp. 216–217. The book was first published in August
1948, but by November of that year it was already censored – along with the author himself, who
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What Šafařík was getting at in this essay is much like something F. X. Šalda wrote
about in an essay almost a half century earlier. Šalda saw the critic's sole, essential,
and unquestionable truth – unum necessarium – as lying not in his “method”,
which can be mastered with the automatism of a machine, but in his “personality”,
in “the identity of his personal character”.5 “There is no truth where there is no
personal conviction. And there is no personal conviction where there is no spiritual
fortitude,“ wrote Šalda a quarter century later, again auguring Šafařík with his
words: “Science, at the end of its analyses and generalisations, articulates reality
through a law, the critic articulates truth through personality, which is a reflection
of the supreme personality, God.”6
What both these essays have in common is the notion of personal responsibility.
It is not by chance that this is one of the most frequently occurring phrases in
Havel's essays on aesthetics and politics. For Havel, when statements and truths
have no one standing behind them, avouching or internally embracing them, when
they lack continuity of opinion or a moral aspect, then both art and democracy are
reduced to mere technologies, empty mechanical operations, impersonal exchanges
of information, automatic machinery devoid of human meaning.
Havel does not have to overtly “declare” this theme in his plays because it
pervades them from the start (albeit articulated in a zanily inverted, carnavalesque
form: all the arguments, lines, dialogues, monologues, characters, and action, the
whole grotesque world of Havel's plays can be provisionally defined as “a world
without personal responsibilities“). The dramatis personae or dramatic personalities
in Havel's plays are rendered as dramatic impersonalities. Personal responsibility –
or, more accurately, its irretrievable loss and the tragicomic consequences of this
loss – is a pivotal, general, and ubiquitous theme in his work.
II.

Šafařík was already linking the notion of “responsibility” to language, to words
that only acquire force once they possess an inward quality. In contrast with this
modern technology is depersonalised and its vocabulary universally applicable
and interchangeable; truth is no longer the unique idiom of the individual: “In
truth words cease to be concepts, i.e. logical constructs, and become what they
are primordially, expressions: interpretation is configured externally, articulated
‘linearly’, each component refers to its neighbouring components as its expositors, i.e.
the linkage and thus also the reading is ‘horizontal’; conversely, truth is manifested
from within, it has no horizontal linkage, but is vertically braced by its elements
and grounded in a base, in its inwardness. If we were to imagine interpretation
as a decorative fleuron woven into the pattern of a carpet, we would then have to
imagine truth as a blossoming meadow, where each flower is fixed firmly in the
earth by its roots. Because truth has no horizontal linkage, it cannot be ‘read’, it
can either be accepted or not.”7
Here Šafařík is enlarging on an old Gnostic theory espoused by the so‑called
Valentinians about vertically anchored plenitude and its opposite of emptiness

5
6
7

was not allowed to publish until the late 1960s (1967–1969). Šafařík's writtings (Cestou k poslednímu
[Towards the Ultimate], Mefistův monolog [Mephistopheles' Monologue], etc.) were only published
two decades later. Unfortunately, Sedm listů Melinovi was not ultimately published until a year after
the philosopher's death.
Šalda, František Xaver. Kritika pathosem a inspirací [Criticism Through Pathos and Inspiration].
In Šalda, František Xaver. Boje o zítřek: Duše a dílo. Praha: Melantrich, 1973. 473 p.
Šalda, František Xaver. Krise kritiky [Criticism in Crisis]. In Šaldův zápisník, I, 1928–1929, p. 9.
Šafařík, J. Op. cit., p. 218.
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or fallacy: “Emptiness has no root. It produces works of oblivion and fear. But,
what has no root also bears no fruit.”8 This “unbearable lightness” of emptiness,
which masks its essence with an all the more glaring accumulation of things
and inflation of words, arguments, buzzwords, slogans, and catchy advertising
phrases, this verbal embellishment of emptiness is externally manifested in the
flying banners, pennants, and flags pronouncing various “truths” manufactured
on request by interchangeable experts capable of everything. An expert is the
professional of emptiness, the “eschatalogist of impersonality”.9 His “objective”
perspective is actually “no one's perspective. [An expert] induces an atmosphere
of scholarship, but in reality expresses a willingness to subordinate his action and
thought to some agent of necessity, at whose will man will then be able to exist
outside good and evil. The man of objectivity rejects any connection between what
he is and what he does, between his person and his function. He wants to dwell in
a no man's land, in the sphere of eternal innocence. Objectivity is nothing other
than the annihilation of the perspectives of others in the name of the perspective
of no one.”10 An expert, again using the vocabulary of Václav Bělohradský, works
on principle in the speech mode of responses, never in the interrogative mode:
“But culture always grows out of the courage to ask a question to which no one
can find an answer just by flipping through a manual, catalogue, or index, but
rather has to answer it for himself.”11 However, if instead of answering an expert
were to ask, he would quickly be stripped of his livelihood as an expert. By never
asking but selling prefabricated answers instead, the expert contributes to the
corruption of language. (Note that perhaps the only character in Havel's plays who
does not sell prepared answers without questions, and who, uncertain of himself,
still asks questions and therefore lacks the features of an “expert”, is Vaněk. It is
no coincidence that this character is also the least voluble, the most telegraphically
taciturn, as though aware of Wittgenstein's “that which one cannot speak about
one must remain silent on”). No one but experts could come up with such an
atrocity as the new administrative language ptydepe. This was and is a grotesque
metaphor of the language of various bureaucratic experts that we will refer to here
as experanto. The play about ptydepe (Vyrozumění – The Memorandum, 1965) is
a defence against experanto. “Our generation,” notes Václav Bělohradský, “like no
other generation witnessed the destruction of language. The onslaught of ptydepe
infiltrated every domain of our culture and engulfed our childhood and youth like a
smothering landslide. Escaping ptydepe, digging out from under the dirt, above all
required […] reconstitution of the primacy of the question over the answer, turning
speech, reduced to a mirror of its environment, into a window looking out on to the
world […]. I think that Václav Havel remains the greatest Czech critic of artificial
Kratochvíl, Zdeněk. Evangelium pravdy [Gospel of the Truth]. Praha: Hermann a synové, 1994. 115 p.
I borrowed this term from Václav Bělohradský's well‑known Krize eschatologie neosobnosti [Crisis
of the Eschatology of Impersonality]. In Bělohradský, Václav. Přirozený svět jako politický problém.
Praha: Československý spisovatel, 1991, pp. 61–125. (This collection of texts was first put together
in samizdat by Václav Havel, Expedition series, 1984.)
10 Bělohradský, Václav. O člověku pozdní doby [On Late‑modern Man]. In Bělohradský, V. Op. cit., p. 18.
11 Op. cit., p. 19. Here we can also find a very apt description of what I refer to in this study as
“experanto”: “The corruption of human thought is above all the corruption of natural language […].
Here everything is prepared in advance. The questions are already inserted in the answers.” But: “Real
dialogue can only occur when something arises that neither of the participants knew anything about
beforehand […]. Dialogue in this sense is no longer possible. We are entering a kind of planetary
exchange of pre‑prepared information.” (p. 23)
8
9
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language, a language that was based on the primacy of the answer.”12 So an expert
is not, as is customarily held, just an ordinary professional “connoisseur”, a private
professor in some limited universe that has been clipped to fit his dimensions. If
he is professorially limited, he expands his limitedness into the whole world. He is
the typical professional offering no personal responsibility, lacking a conscience,
bearing no responsibility for meaning, potential consequences or connections, for
the context, or for the whole. He is both knowledgeable and ignorant at once: “[The
learned ignoramus] even proclaims it as a virtue that he takes no cognisance of
what lies outside the narrow territory specially cultivated by himself, and gives the
name of ‘dilettantism’ to any curiosity for the general scheme of knowledge. […]
he is a person who is ignorant, not in the fashion of the ignorant man, but with all
the petulance of one who is learned in his own special line. And such in fact is the
behaviour of the specialist. In politics, in art, in social usages, in the other sciences,
he will adopt them forcefully and with self‑sufficiency, and will not admit of – this is
the paradox – specialists in those matters. By specialising him, civilisation has made
him hermetic and self‑satisfied within his limitations; but this very inner feeling of
dominance and worth will induce him to wish to predominate outside his specialty.
The result is that even in this case, representing a maximum of qualification in
man – specialisation – and therefore the thing most opposed to the mass‑man,
the result is that he will behave in almost all spheres of life as does the unqualified
mass‑man. This is no mere wild statement. Anyone who wishes can observe the
stupidity of thought, judgment, and action shown to‑day in politics, art, religion,
and the general problems of life and the world by the ‘men of science’, and of course,
behind them, the doctors, engineers, financiers, teachers, and so on. […] They
symbolise, and to a great extent constitute, the actual dominion of the masses, and
their barbarism is the most immediate cause of European demoralisation.” (Ortega
y Gasset: “The Barbarism of Specialisation”)13
Havel's first three plays themselves offer a parade of grotesque characters that
represent just such experts: in The Garden Party (Zahradní slavnost, 1963) Maxy
Falk is an inauguration expert doing his first full inauguration; the Clerk and
Secretary from the Liquidation Office are experts in liquidation; Pludek, the father,
is an expert on Czech history, the Japanese, and folk proverbs; and the vanquishing
Hugo Pludek is an expert on anything that will help him get the better of the system
and become part of it. In The Memorandum (Vyrozumění, 1966), Mark Lear, the
clerks, Peter Thumb, Otto Stroll, Alex Savant, Helena, and Jan Ballas the Deputy
Director are experts on the introduction of the new language pdytepe (and then its
withdrawal and replacement with another language, “chorukor”), and Josef Gross,
the Managing Director, is an expert at surviving in a top function no matter what
the circumstances (and then there are two ominous, reticent experts on who‑knows
what, Ferdinand Pillar and Mr Column, whose mysteriousness renders them similar
to Kafka's Assistants, but even more like the Soviet advisors at the Czechoslovak
Ministry of the Interior). In The Increased Difficulty of Concentration (Ztížená
možnost soustředění, 1968), Dr Eduard Huml, a social scientist constantly lecturing
about human values and needs, is an expert on humanism; Dr Anna Balcar is an
expert on sociology and communication with the computer Puzuk; Mr Beck,
the supervisor, is a typically Havelian expert at running any kind of institution
or enterprise. The three main protagonists in the one‑act A Butterfly on the

12 Bělohradský, Václav. Útěk z ptydepe [Escaping Ptydepe]. In Bělohradský, V. Op. cit., p. 146.
13 Ortega y Gasset, José. The Revolt of the Masses [English Translation Available Online at URL: <http://
www.pinkmonkey.com/dl/library1/revolt.pdf>]. Chapter The Barbarism of Specialisation, p. 78.
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Antenna (Motýl na anténě, 1968) are “experts” whose narrow, limited (semi‑)
education makes them textbook examples of fachidiots: Jenik and Marie are experts
on literature (and so “expertly” so that literary fiction makes it impossible for them
to live anything else but substitute lives), the Mother‑in‑Law is a folksy expert on
gory news stories. A paler version of this is found in Vera and Michael – experts on
home living and surrogate domestic bliss – in Unveiling (Vernisáž, 1975). In Largo
desolato (1984) the other characters dub Professor Leopold Nettles, their friend,
lover, husband, or guru, as the nonconformist “expert in resistance” – so that they
themselves can live as conformists.
Perhaps the largest collection of “experts” and the biggest parade of
positivistic scientific morons (fachidiots) in all of Havel's work is his Faustiada
Temptation (Pokoušení, 1985). However, his prototype is not so much Goethe's
Faust but his Mephistopheles, and especially Goethe's immortal expert assistant
Wagner (not just the Wagner of the first volume but also the second volume, where
he takes over the department, builds himself a flourishing academic career, and
designs his little artificial man). Wagner's prototype, a kind of eternal archetype of
scientific idiocy, in this play morphs into a rich gallery of types sporting white coats.
An excellent Wagner at the peak of his career is the fulminating Director of the
hospital, with his narrowly scientific crusades against irrationality, whose (pseudo‑)
scientific tirades are easily trivialised by some genial boss‑like quip: “Have you
received the soap allotment yet?” or “Who's feeding the kestrels today?”14 The “Maxy
Falkish” Deputy Director is almost the spitting image of Wagner. He is an expert
at diffusing the boss's theories and all those trivial details and specialises in the
preparation of institutional garden parties and their psychotherapeutic effect (“Just
think how quickly and easily those interpersonal problems that crop up among us
from time to time are resolved in that informal atmosphere! And that's entirely due
to the fact that as individuals we loosen up there somehow, while as a community
we somehow tighten up.”).15 Kotrly, Neuwirth, Lorencova and others are exemplary
Fachidiots. Even the “positive” Foustka ultimately proves to be another standardised
“expert” personally avouching for nothing – an expert on “something higher”, on
“a higher moral meaning”, and on God – just like the “negative” Fistula – an expert
on evil, eristic dialectic, by which means it is ultimately possible to argue one's way
with lies through to any kind of truth (truth which “isn't merely what we believe,
after all, but also why and to whom and under what circumstances we say it!”).16
It could even be said that Foustka/Faust's seemingly truthful and pure thoughts
about the existence of “something higher, some sort of absolute, omniscient, and
infinitely fair judge or moral authority through which and within which all our
activities are somehow mysteriously appraised and validated and by means of
which each one of us is constantly in touch with eternity?”,17 ultimately incriminate
the speaker of spuriousness, of the empty and corrupt use of language, when his
hypocritical relationship to the sacrificed Marketa is later revealed. Thus, even
Havel's play gets at the meaning behind the myth about the pact with the devil, at
the core of which has always been and always will be, as Jan Patočka also tells us,
the sale of the immortal human soul.
14 Havel, Václav. Pokoušení: Hra o deseti obrazech. München: Obrys/Kontur, 1986. 109 p. English
translation: Havel, Václav. Temptation. Trans. Marie Win. New York: Grove Press, 1989, p. 14 and 75.
15 Op. cit., p. 9.
16 Op. cit., p. 61.
17 Op. cit., p. 33.
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Even the promising young scientist Foustka, the little Czech Faust, “sold his
soul” – or more accurately, sacrificed his conscience and his “personal responsibility”,
which according to Šalda is God‘s imprint within us – when first he dazzled Marketa
with his rhetoric and then betrayed her. In the end even he sets up his alibi by
taking refuge in experanto.
But there are plays by Havel that are teeming with “experts” as protagonists and
event shapers: experts on love, marriage, infidelity, careers, business, crime, poetry,
morality, revolutions, coups, dissidence, beer, politics, informatics, town planning,
or linguistics. And all of them – with the exception of the introverted Vaněk from
the Vaněk plays, whose linguistic and mental limitations due to his social role are
just of a different kind, and perhaps with the exception of Kuzma Plechanov from
Redevelopment (Asanace, 1987), one of the few of Havel's characters who really does
make a “personal responsibility” – express themselves in experanto, i.e. not in the
characterising language of dramatic characters, but rather in the language of their
press spokespeople. The language of the translators of individuality into banality.
Banality is the translation of their lives into general acceptability, enabling them to
overcome with surprising ease any obstacle, conflict, or moral guilt. For example,
the freshly reinstalled director Gross (The Memorandum) manages a final outburst
of banality in “experanto” by which he buck‑passes his way out of a personally
very unpleasant situation, when Maria asks him to intercede on her behalf with
the powerful deputy Ballas, who fired her because in the past she impertinently
helped Gross himself: “Dear Maria! We're living in a strange, complex epoch. […]
Just think, we're reaching for the moon and yet it's increasingly hard for us to reach
ourselves; […] You can't begin to guess how happy I would be if I could do for you
what you've just asked me to do. The more am I frightened therefore that in reality
I can do next to nothing for you, because I am in fact totally alienated from myself:
the desire to help you fatefully encounters within me the responsibility thrust upon
me – who am attempting to salvage the last remnants of Man's humanity – by the
permanent menace to our organization from the side of Mr Ballas and his men; a
responsibility so binding that I absolutely may not risk the loss of my position, on
which it is based, by any open conflict with Mr Ballas and his men. […] Besides,
there is no point in further complicating my already complicated situation by taking
too tragic a view of your prospects. Let's try to be quite matter‑of‑fact about it,
shall we? You're still young, you've got your whole life ahead of you, you have lost
nothing so far. Just think! How many people today are able to say with any degree
of honesty they have a brother with a theatre group? A miniscule minority! For all
we can tell, one day you might come to be thankful to Mr Ballas for a career as a
famous actress. What matters now is that you must not lose your hope, your love
of life and your trust in people! Chin up, my girl! Keep smiling! I know it is absurd,
dear Maria, but I must go and have lunch. So – goodbye! Be good!”18
The banality of “experanto” is contagious: instead of logically becoming angry
with the egoist Gross, instead of taking a critical view of his monologue, which
is after all about her personally, like an emotional girl from some Mexican soap
opera Maria just gives the entranced response: “Nobody every talked to me so nicely
before.” She looks around for the last time “and then – happy – she also leaves.”
And the play ends.19
18 Havel, Václav. Vyrozumění: hra o dvanácti obrazech. Praha: Dilia, 1965, p. 95. English translation:
Havel, Václav. The Memorandum. Trans. Vera Blackwell. New York: Grove Press, 1967, pp. 128–130.
19 Op. cit., p. 130.
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A similar dramatic progression (“expert” banality + enthralment + dismissal +
verbal gloss‑over with another expert banality), albeit with a somewhat different
outcome, is replicated in Temptation, with Foustka in the place of Gross and Marketa
in the place of Maria. At the key moment when Marketa is being dismissed, even
Foustka, an expert on good, is unable to stand up for her, and as Marketa aptly says
herself, he betrays her (Scene 5). Rather awkwardly, he just wants to “alleviate”
somewhat Soviet‑like her ordeal by having her admitted to a psychiatric hospital –
and typically in no time he “deals up” one of his excellent expert speeches, in which he
calls for ‘objectivity and conscientiousness’ in considering his – not Marketa's! – case.
Here again we can see how experanto allows Havel's heroes to easily avoid a
situation and evade responsibility. Marketa, as the play's breathing conscience, turns
into a delirious Ophelia after she is fired. A moral law was broken without any of
the protagonists even noticing it, so that something mute, something “higher”,
something quite literally above them has to speak out – and at this moment Havel
seemingly illogically has a chandelier crash to the floor. The Director and Foustka are
still caged inside their expert language, they live “in a modern day and age”, they don't
want to stage a “witch‑hunt”, they are at that time interested in nothing else than a
“truly scientific approach to the facts! Truth must prevail, come what may!”20 Who
could be surprised that the chandelier just couldn't look down on this any longer.
III.

“Has it ever struck you, my friend,” Šafařík writes Melin, ”that although today
scientists are the main generators of scepticism and pessimism, suicide for scientific
reasons is an unknown occurrence among them, while among artists, for instance,
where it is oxymoronic to link the words ‘creation’ and ‘doubt’, suicide is, shall I say,
commonplace? Is it not that the world the scientist contemplates is not the one he
inhabits, while the artist inhabits the world he contemplates?”21 (By way of note:
Šafařík wrote these words in 1948, before he could know that the next terrible five
years would see a string of artists' suicides, thus vindicating his words: Konstantin
Biebl, Jiří Plachý, Saša Machov, Jiří Frejka, and others). Twenty years later, in an essay
on The Increased Difficulty of Concentration, Šafařík wrote of distinction between
the “expert criterion” (i.e. the technological criterion: “all expertise is a technological
profession”) and the “essential criterion”. The latter is allowed to say: “I am truth,
because here everything one has and one is stands behind one's responsibility and
assertion, and only then is one authentic and at one with oneself.” The former
behaves in a relativistic way, like Pilate, who, in response to Jesus' claim of bearing
witness to the truth, says: “What is truth?” The truth of experts “makes do with
measurements instead of trust, it has no martyrs, and neither therefore a life: it is
merely a precept that informs a technician, it does not form a man […]. It is merely
a technology of being without being. Indeed, wherever the technological criterion
dabbles in the essential, human sphere, scientism does not lead to amoralisation,
but to demoralisation, and the reason is that it wants to deceive and outwit life and
buy cheap that which should be paid for at a full price: one's self.”22
With these words he was referring to the play in which Dr Huml thinks within
a world completely different from the one he lives in: he thinks in the conjectural
world of “Marxist humanism”, he lives in the world of amoral egoism, and it never
even occurs to him somehow to establish a link between these worlds.
20 Op. cit. 1986, p. 54.
21 Šafařík, J. Op. cit., p. 8.
22 Šafařík, Josef. [Sloužit pravdě] [In Service of Truth]. In Havel, Václav. Spisy 2. Praha: Torst, 1999, p. 1018.
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However, if we replace “one's self” in the previous quote from Šafařík's (“…that
which should be paid for at a full price: one's self”) with the word “soul” (“conscience”,
“daimonion”), we would get a remarkably exact definition of the essential meaning
of the Faustian myth. And thus also of Temptation. In that play as well as in others –
though somewhat differently in Redevelopment or in The Increased Difficulty of
Concentration – the protagonists are often “institutional people”: strange creatures
in white coats, who have been downgraded by the institution's (pseudo‑)scientific
model from the status of erstwhile “scientists” to that of “scientific workers” or de
facto scientific functionaries. Creatures that – unlike Socrates – “before entering
their study leave Man outside the door; Socrates brought him along: the work of
the former serviced power, the work of the latter serviced human beings. Today,
scientific, departmental, computerised philosophy approaches Man in numbers,
signs, auxiliary terms, interactive factors, as particles, functions, or chemical
reactions; Socrates' philosophy does not approach but starts from the human being.
In his death Socrates is self‑sufficient; pre‑Socratic philosophy, like philosophy today,
substitutes death with mathematical analysis. Pre‑Socratic philosophy's interest in
nature without Man is nowadays taking us into an ecological wasteland devoid of
nature and life.” (Josef Šafařík: Cestou k poslednímu.)23
We said that the majority of Havel's characters speak in the language of “experts”,
in which it is not hard to detect – in just a slightly different and mildly ironic
context – the same complexly structured language found in Havel's essays and
political speeches. It is as though the rule in these plays was: where there's a
protagonist there's an essayist (or at least a subtle parody of an essayist). Thieves,
hustlers, cops, prostitutes, and gangsters from The Beggar's Opera (Žebrácká
opera, 1972) speak just as commutable an experanto as the architects and their
superiors in Redevelopment, as the social scientists and philosophers in The Increased
Difficulty of Concentration and Largo Desolato, as the clerks in The Memorandum
and The Garden Party, or as the scientists in Temptation. They all use this kind of
speech, regardless of their age, sex, education, or employment, and they use it not
just when they are talking to each other at meetings and discussing some expert
problem, but also when they snack, chat with each other, flirt, shop, cook, dance,
get drunk, confess their feelings, or pragmatically – like real technologists of love,
so once again with no personal responsibility – try to get each other into bed. (“The
courtesan is an expert in love without love, a methodist who knows and plays at
love, but doesn't feel it, doesn't stand behind it; a professional in love without love
prostitutes love, devalues it to the level of supply and demand.” These words are
from Šafařík's essay on The Increased Difficulty of Concentration,24 but they could
equally serve as the motto of Havel's The Beggar's Opera, 1972, and other plays.)
In Lotte in Weimar, Thomas Mann defines talent as the ability to make a thing
as difficult and complicated as possible – and then to find a way out of that again.
Therefore, the great playwrights usually try to make their protagonists' lives as
complicated as possible, while the average ones on the other hand sweep them
a clear path. And so there is no one worse that Shakespeare's Richard III could
encounter beside the coffin of his victim than Lady Anna, dressed in black, walking
behind the coffin of her father‑in‑law, whom Richard has just had killed – and the
widow knows it. And on top of that, Shakespeare has endowed his hero with a hump
back, a deformed body, and a gammy leg. What recourse is left to such an outsider,
who moreover in no way denies his responsibility for the death of herhusband, other

23 Šafařík, Josef. Cestou k poslednímu [Towards the Ultimate]. Brno: Atlantis, 1992, p. 610.
24 Šafařík, Josef. [Sloužit pravdě] [In Service of Truth]. In Havel, V. Op. cit. 1999, p. 1019.
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than to employ his eloquence? For a lesser playwright this situation would be an
impasse, but for a genius it is an invitation to let the audience witness the power
of demagogy. Richard not only defends himself in front of the widow, in the end
he charms and seduces her: all the evil he has done, he has done out of his love for
her. To make not only Lady Anna but also audiences believe this absurd situation
required a great deal of brilliance on the part of the playwright.
In The Beggar's Opera Havel puts his hero in a similarly hopeless and unsolvable
situation. His matrimonial swindler Macheath is a typical Havelian technologist
of love – an expert in love without love, a symbol of its total “prostitution”. Let's
recall with what sovereignty and pleasure he instructs in the opening sequences
his awkward “apprentices” about strategies and tactics in love and he closes his
lesson on seduction methods with a surprising point: “Every worthwhile womaniser
is happily married, and some – like me, for instance – are even happily married
with several women at once.”25 But the playwright prepares for his hero the worst
possible situation that any adulterer could end up in: in Scene 11, both of the
women he has deceived, Lucy and Polly, arrive at the same time to visit him in his
prison cell. Each of them greets him with a slap (“You shamefully deceived us. All
your talk about love was just a lie!”). Macheath, who by this point has reached a real
low, has nothing left to him but what Richard III had: eloquence (and, like Václav
Bělohradský, we could add: eloquence as the truth of the post‑modern age). In
his “doctoral” lecture, which shines in world drama like a polished gem of verbal
demagogy, disarming for its dialectic and inverted logic, the convicted offender
launches into repentant self‑criticism (one of the strategies he used in Scene 2 to
“train” his apprentices). However, from there he quickly proceeds into a surprising
assault in which he ultimately portrays his offence as his greatest virtue: “Girls!
I appreciate your anger and understand your pain, because I know that surface
appearances are such as to suggest the kind of interpretation your agitated minds
are making. But it is because I understand you and more than anyone am aware of
all my faults I must defend myself on those points where you do me a demonstrable
injustice just because your anger prevents you from looking below the surface of
my actions to see the true humanity within them. It is above all not true that I
don't love you. I love you genuinely, and not a single word has passed my lips that
did not reflect my true feelings; on the contrary, I've often harboured more ardent
feelings than my shame or pride would allow me to profess. What wrong have I
really done? Was it wrong that I married you? But loving you what else could I do?
Sure, today it is more common, because it's more socially acceptable and convenient
for men, to choose just one wife among the women you love, and the other one is
relegated to the demeaning status of lover, a better kind of courtesan really, who
has all the same obligations as a wife, but with far more curtailed rights: forced to
respect the right of the wife to disapprove of her existence, while she herself has
not the least right to disapprove of the wife's existence. Yet the position of wife is no
way more advantageous: while the lover knows about the wife […] the wife remains
mired in ignorance, and this alienates her from her husband: he has nothing to hide
from his lover, unlike his wife, and so they have a better understanding between
them, and in the end he grows to like her better for that. You see how this solution
is so hard on both women? And is this the route I should have taken? No, my dear
girls, if I was to fulfil my obligations to both of you as best I could, there was no
way I could do as other men do, I had to follow my own path, perhaps the path less
25 Havel, Václav. Žebrácká opera [The Beggar's Opera]. In Havel, V. Op. cit. 1999, p. 439. [English
Translation from the Czech Original.]
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taken, but certainly the moral one, the path that gives you both equally the same
degree of legitimacy and dignity.”26
This climactic performance of “experanto” is followed by some churlish emotional
blackmail, as Macheath makes an infallible appeal for pity and compassion: “Girls!
Tomorrow I will probably be hanged, so that will solve everything anyway – thought
not quite the way I would have imagined it. (Polly and Lucy begin to sob.) Once
I'm gone, only your memory of me will remain. The only thing than could shed a
little joy on my final hour and allow me to die in peace is the hope that you do not
remember me badly.”27
Macheath first revealed this strategy to win pity in the opening sequences of the
play, and again, with a disarming “Richard‑like” directness, it enjoys unexpected
success here: the scene that opens with a slap closes with a kiss. “Polly and Lucy begin
to sob loudly, they both throw themselves at Macheath, embrace him passionately,
kiss him wildly, and cry hysterically. The curtain falls. End of Scene 11.”28
Havel's experts are actually cunning brokers of media images. It is no coincidence
that those who most often succumb to the “soap opera” of their sweet words are
women (Marie, Marketa, Polly, Lucy; Anna Balcar from The Increased Difficulty of
Concentration, Renata and Luisa from Redevelopment, Lucy and Marguerite from
Largo Desolato, etc.). As though fascinated by modelling this basic situation, this
consumption of prefabricated feelings, the playwright again and again draws
attention to the surprisingly deceptive ease with which every media manipulation
is performed, its occurrence reliably signalled by the presence of kitsch. Yet, in
Havel's plays, however much they are often staged in a way that would suggest
otherwise, there is no manipulation of media images drawn from that one and only,
dark command centre that was and is communism. (If there were, then Havel's
plays would have ceased to mean anything in this part of the world after the fall
of communism.) In Havel's works the communist system is just a particular but
exceptionally effective and repellent example of a bureaucratic system: “Everywhere
we can see”, assesses Vilém Flusser, “how systems of every kind start to programme
our lives with their pointless automatism, how human labour is transferred to
automatic machines, and how the majority of society is engaged in the tertiary
sector playing with empty symbols […]. How our thoughts, feelings, wishes and
behaviour become robotic; how ‘living’ means programming systems and being
programmed by them. In short, how everything becomes absurd.” And in response
to the necessary question about human freedom in such a dictatorship of systems,
twenty years ago Flusser formulated the following definition for the 21st century:
“Freedom is a strategy for subordinating chance and necessity to human design.
Freedom is playing against the system.”29
IV.

A basic creative approach used in Havel's plays, the one that stands out most
strikingly at first glance, is the “irresponsible” promiscuity of words, the way
different characters' lines frequently migrate from one speaker to another. For
example, in Temptation, the tirades about the “deeper design of existence, of the
world and of nature”, initially the words of Foustka/Faust, which, as it turned out,
he used to “sweet‑talk” a young woman, are later devalued by, among other things,
26
27
28
29

Op. cit., pp. 488–490.
Op. cit., p. 490.
Op. cit.
Flusser, V. Op. cit.
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the fact that in the final scene they migrate into the mouths of the very victims
whose heads' they had turned earlier on – into the mouth of delirious Marketa,
who – as was the case initially in Goethe – no longer recognises her Henry.
In the first act of The Garden Party, Pludek and Mrs Pludek literally take their
lines of Dadaistic folkloric wisdom (“He who knows where the bumblebee hides his
stinger never rolls up his leggings” and “Without the warp not even the woof can
be buried”)30 right out of each other's mouths. By the end of Scene 2 these words
are being used by his perceptive son Hugo, when he pontifically – in his ‘sort of’
language – jumps in on Maxy Falk the inaugurator: “Have a nap, if you like. Even
inaugurators are sort of men! As they say in my home town – catch a rabbit and
you'll have it! Check!”31 Just before Hugo Pludek, like d'Artagnan in pursuit of
M. de Tréville, sets out after his unknown benefactor, Kalabis, to conquer the world
of the capital city with a modern‑age sword, the sword of cliché, his father chimes
in: “Lentils are lentils and oats are oats.” This sentence uttered at the close of Scene
1 will in Scene 2 also serve as the first sentence uttered by Hugo in his d'Artagnan
like quest as he rushes headlong into the Liquidation Office's garden party: “Good
evening. Lentils are lentils and oats are oats. Is colleague Kalabis in?”32
Sometimes Havel pushes this principle of promiscuous lines to the point where
it produces a mad and grotesque furore, a dramatic collage, tousle, or whorl
unhinged from logic (e.g. the accelerating quadrille of sentences in The Garden
Party: “Art – that's what I call a fighting word! […] It's good that you're inflamed by
the question of art, but at the same time you mustn't sort of one‑sidedly overrate
art” and “Technology – that's what I call a fighting word! […] It's good that you're
inflamed by the question of technology, but at the same time you mustn't sort of
one‑sidedly overrate technology” – the trio of Falk, the Clerk, and the Secretary toss
these lines amongst themselves).33
In Largo Desolato it is Leopold's lover Lucy who first utters the words “you've
had enough of me and now you want to get shot of me”,34 but at the end of Scene 5
the same words are spoken by First Sidney and then by Bertram. Meanwhile, First
Sidney's sentence “The opinion of ordinary people!”35 first makes its way into
Bertram's mouth and then into Suzana's, and so on.
Havel's famous linguistic and situational devices and notoriously recurring
variations of sentences dancing around in altered contexts are thus not gratuitous but
are created for this purpose, invoked and sustained by Šafařík basic premise. These
perennial “refrains”, sentence “fugues”, “ricercars”, “crab canons” are an immediately
recognisable hallmark of Havel's dramatic poetics (it is said that in this regard
Havel's early works were indirectly inspired by the director and head of Theatre on
the Balustrade, Jan Grossman, who allegedly advised the beginning playwright to
look for compositional inspiration not in Becket or Mrozek but outright in Johann
Sebastian Bach). And one way or another, the theme of depersonalised language is
in Havel's work consistently incorporated into the “organising” principle of the play,
and it gradually becomes irrelevant to the viewer which characters says what phrase.

30 Havel, Václav. Zahradní slavnost. Praha: Orbis, 1964, p. 5–6. English translation: Havel, Václav. The
Garden Party. Trans. Vera Blackwell. London: Jonathan Cape, 1969. 79 p.
31 Op. cit., p. 26.
32 Op. cit., p. 11.
33 Op. cit., pp. 20–21.
34 Havel, Václav. Largo Desolato: hra o sedmi obrazech. München: Obrys/Kontur, 1985. 99 p. English
translation: Havel, Václav. Largo desolato: A Play in Seven Scenes. Trans. Tom Stoppard. New York:
Grove Press, 1987, p. 25.
35 Op. cit., p. 46.
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This “playing with identity” and the “promiscuity of language” definitively
detached from the individual character and off on its own, undirected, and
oftentimes meandering journey through the world is taken to the point of absurdity
in Audience (1975), where the Foreman tries to convince Vaněk, the dissident, to
im‑personalise and dis‑engage enough to inform on himself. And he justifies this
with perfect logic: “Who should know better what it is they want than you” and
“Like this, you'll be able to decide exactly what you want'em to know about you…
you must admit, that can't be bad…”36
To sum up: the dramatic hero in Havel's plays is not this or that character, not
the dramatic characters, but language itself. Language enunciates (shapes, forms)
the character, not the other way around. The character that comes out on top is
usually the one that language has stripped of any sort of real meaning.
An exemplary, model variation on Šafařík's theme is the story of Hugo Pludek
from The Garden Party, already referred to several times above. The hero of this
venture into the world is a prototypical anonymous computer “expert” without
any trace of human responsibility or identity. His promising indeterminateness is
already accurately captured in the play's very first scene, where, unlike Peter, the
black sheep of the family, tainted with the image of a “bourgeois intellectual” to
the point where he is something of an extremist in the Pludeks' eyes (“If he was
merely an intellectual, well, all right. Intellectuals are sort of tolerated these days.
But he keeps insisting on being bourgeois as well!”),37 Hugo is presented as the ideal
embodiment of the head of the family's middle‑class philosophy. At first he is just
a weird, reticent, neutral, lingering chess player, playing for himself:
Mrs Pludek: How goes it?
Hugo: Super, Mum! (Makes his move.) Checkmate!
Pludek: You lost?
Hugo: No, I won.
Mrs Pludek: You won?
Hugo: No, I lost.
Pludek: Come now. Did you win or did you lose?
Hugo: Lost here – and won here.
Mrs Pludek: When you win here, you lose here?
Hugo: And when I lose here, I win here.
Pludek: You see, Berta? Instead of a total victory one time or a total defeat another, he
prefers to win a little and lose a little each time.
Mrs Pludek: Such a player will always stay in the game.38

This is followed by a deep historical and philosophical generalisation of this outlook
from the “expert” mouth of Pludek, whose dislocated, depersonalised logic would
do proud even a dottore from commedia dell'arte:
Pludek: Quite! You can't fry chickenweed without a straw. And why? Whereas all other
classes in history kept exchanging their historical positions, the middle classes have
come down through history untouched, because no other class has ever tried to take
their position, and so the middle classes never had anything to exchange with anybody
and have thus remained the only really permanent force in history. […] No era can
exist without the middle classes, whereas – on the contrary – the middle classes can

36 Havel, Václav. Audience. In Havel, Václav. Hry. Praha: Torst, 1975, pp. 545–546. English translation:
Havel, Václav. Audience. Trans. George Theiner. New York: Grove Press, 1993, p. 207.
37 Havel, V. Op. cit. 1964, p. 5.
38 Op. cit., p. 7.
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exist independently of all eras. And perhaps even without them altogether. I hope you
don't think one can shoot kites while keeping a stable in Beroun?39

The Jungian process of individuation is found in this parodied background to the
skyrocketing career of the blank, neutral hero, Hugo Pludek. However, even before
C. G. Jung, this process was usually a part of every proper Bildungsroman (youth,
reaching maturity, apprenticeship years, etc.), when an initially generic
character only gradually, spurred on by various experiences in life, “learns” and
“individualises” into a personality that accepts even the unconscious aspects of
his self. In Havel's plays, however, this process is turned upside down. Yes, Hugo
learns and master's what confronts him: but his maturing is surprisingly a process
of impersonalisation (depersonalisation). He matures as the individual inside him
vanishes. And as he goes discarding meaningful words and uses more and more
vacuous terms, verbal shells with no core, no personal responsibility of any kind.
Havel's hero of the cliché only becomes fully mature – and this recurs in various
“softer”, subtler, dramatically and psychologically more elaborate variations in all
of Havel's plays – only with his complete negation into anonymity (“He who doesn't
know he is a servant is always the best servant”, says Lockit, the police officer, at
the end of The Beggar's Opera). The total negation of the remains of one's own
human identity can end, as it does with Hugo, even in the annulment of one's name.
The greatest imaginable opposite to Šafařík's notion of “responsibility” emerged
in the first of Havel's works in the form of a now famous, prematurely “post‑modern”
response that Hugo, at the end of his anabasis, having returned to his family no longer
a son but now his own spokesperson, gives to a simple question posed by old Pludek:
Pludek (To Hugo): Listen, who are you, in fact?
Hugo: Me! You mean who I am? Now look here, I don't like this one‑sided way of putting
questions, I really don't! You think one can ask in this simplified way? No matter how
one answers this sort of question, one can never encompass the whole truth, but only
one of its many limited parts. What a rich thing is man, how complicated, changeable,
and multiform – there's no word, no sentence, no book, nothing that could describe and
contain him in his whole extent. In man there's nothing permanent, eternal, absolute;
man is a continuous change – a change with a proud ring to it, of course! Today the
time of static and unchangeable categories is past, the time when A was only A, and B
always only B is gone; today we all know very well that A may be often B, but equally
it may be A and C; just as C may be not only C, but also A, B, and D; and in certain
circumstances even F may become Q, Y, and perhaps also H. […] – and we are all a little
bit what we were yesterday and a little bit what we are today; and also a little bit we're
not these things. Anyway, we all are a little bit all the time and all the time we are not
a little bit; some of us are more and some of us are more not; some only are, some are
only, and some only are not; so that none of us entirely is and at the same time each
one of us is not entirely; and the point is just when it is better to be more, and to not
be less, and when – on the contrary – it is better less to be and more to not be; besides,
he who is too much may soon not be at all, and he who – in a certain situation – is able
to a certain extent to not be, may in another situation be all the better for that. I don't
know whether you want more to be or not to be, and when you want to be or not to
be; but I know I want to be all the time and that's why all the time I must a little bit
not be. You see, man when he is from time to time a little bit not is not diminished
thereby! And if at the moment I am – relatively speaking – rather not, I assure you that
soon I might be much more than I've ever been – and then we can have another chat
about all these things, but on an entirely different platform. Checkmate! (Walks out.)40
39 Op. cit.
40 Op. cit., pp. 49–50.
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Unlike his tendentiously limited father, Hugo is now a dottore – a robot of
clichés – of the new generation. But the principle of the contagious banality
of “experanto”, the principle of deceptive packaging, superficiality, and kitsch, even
functions here with traditionalist parents:
Mrs Pludek: Not bad what he said, was it?
Pludek: It was excellent. And you know why?
Mrs Pludek: Why?
Pludek: Because clearly he has in his veins the healthy philosophy of the middle classes!
You know, without gumboots not even Kubec can get to Krakovec! (Sings.) Rule Bohemia, Bohemia rules the waves, Bohemians never, never, never –41

At the end of the gloomy autumn of 1968, in the bad hangover that followed
the Prague Spring, and exactly five years after Havel made a blasphemous,
“carnavalesque”, “Mephistophelean” parody of the most famous verse from the
most famous Czech national opera in a production of The Garden Party (the parody
considerably helped along by Otomar Krejča's direction of the play – e.g. his use of
the authentic fanfares from Smetana's Libuše), he wrote some even more provocative
words, this time not on a carnavalesque but rather a serious and analytical level.
Forty‑six years later we can read these words not just as a timely warning against
political‑patriotic kitsch, but also as a negative self‑definition in a way: such words
form the admonishing mould in which almost all of Havel's dramatis (im)personae
are cast, from patriotic Pludek, to all the female “gluttons” for expert banalities, to
the Director in Temptation, or the project director Bergman in Redevelopment: “Our
culture is currently being flooded with all sorts of direct appeals to our so‑called
patriotic sentiments, official state Linden trees are being planted, monuments are
being unveiled, Libuše is being performed, and so on and so forth. The intententions
behind this may be largely good, some confidence‑building and the like is required,
but I can't help but feel that […] all this is just a substitute, a patch up, a consolation,
a hoax or even a fraud committed against the nation. A sweet lollipop given to a
crying child to calm him down. Whenever Czech politics messes something up or
suffers some kind of blow, the National Theatre pulls out Libuše or Roháč. And in
the evening we go to the show and are touched by our collective patriotism, and we
forget about all that we could have done but didn't do for our country that day. […]
I think that every inclination in today's culture to use and abuse wounded national
feeling as ‘patriotic culture’ should be subjected to rigorous analysis and criticism,
because instead of its intended purpose it can serve to wholly bluff the nation […].
Culture's purpose is not and cannot be to fool people but to prod them further and
further towards a full and unobscured awareness of themselves.”42
But let's go back to the conclusion of The Garden Party. Hugo's long answer,
which was interpreted by contemporaries as an exact parody of Marxist “dialectic
materialism” (Havel at that time was fond of talking about “dialectic metaphysics”),
could today just as easily be interpreted as mocking criticism of the expediently
exculpatory “post‑modern” relativising of the most basic data and values – in an
age when, it seems, truth has definitively been replaced by (media) eloquence.
Perhaps that is why I was able to witness how Hugo's response resonated just as
loudly with an audience at Scherhaufer's production of the play at Goose on a
String (Husa na provázku) Theatre in Brno in the 1990s as with the public in 1963
41 Op. cit., p. 51.
42 Ještě jednou obrození? Diskuse [Another National Revival? Discussion]. Divadlo 20, January 1969,
n. 10, p. 27.
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at Theatre on the Balustrade (Divadlo Na zábradlí). But the same line and the
same monologue – and even the entire production – evoked the same response
from the audience attending the Theatre of European Regions festival in Hradec
Králové in 2000. The cited passage also reaped the same response in 1996 from an
audience attending the Theatre on the Move's (Divadlo Na tahu) director Andrej
Krob's production at Theatre on the Balustrade.
I think that what applies in the case of this one passage applies to all of Havel's
dramatic works: in Šafařík's terms, they cannot be played (staged) devoid of
“personal responsibility”. This kind of responsibility certainly stood behind Otomar
Krejča, Jan Grossman, Andrej Krob, and Petr Scherhaufer. This kind of responsibility
was unfortunately absent from the fashionable wave of fawning Havelmania in the
first couple of theatre seasons after 1989 (1990–1992), when many of the main
theatres engaged in ex post, risk‑free displays of “civic courage” in a vain effort
to make up for what they had been neglecting for two decades. Fortunately now,
fifteen years later, things are entirely different: today that wave has passed, and
now it is again almost an act of daring anywhere to stage Havel's rather weighty
and “metaphysical” works peopled with “walking essays” and risk possibly a baffled
response. Now, whatever the political situation, it is up to each individual staging
of his plays to submit the preparedness and the “personal responsibilities” of the
artists involved to the merciless but fair test of time.43
Vladimír Just (1946) is professor of theatre studies at the Department of Theatre Studies
of the Faculty of Arts of Charles University in Prague. In 1989–2004 he was editor-in-chief of
the Divadelní revue (Theatre Review) magazine. He is laureate of the F. X. Šalda prize and
author or co-author of 19 books (predominantly about Czech theatre), and of a number of
studies, essays and reviews, e.g. Proměny malých scén (Metamorphoses of Little Theatres)
and Divadlo v totalitním systému (Theatre in Totalitary System).
Vladimír Just: The Language of Experanto. Dramatis Impersonae in the Plays of Václav
Havel. Personal responsibility – or, more accurately, its irretrievable loss and the tragicomic
consequences of this loss – is a pivotal, general, and ubiquitous theme in Václav Havel's
dramatic, as well as political/philosophical writings. For Havel, personal responsibility is linked
with language as a defining principle of human existence. In this context, when statements
and truths have no one standing behind them, avouching or internally embracing them, when
they lack continuity of opinion or a moral aspect, then both art and democracy are reduced
to mere technologies, empty mechanical operations, impersonal exchanges of information,
automatic machinery devoid of human meaning. From this perspective, the whole grotesque
world of Havel's plays, which reflects a destruction and depersonalization of language, can
be provisionally defined as “a world without personal responsibilities“. In such a world,
the dramatis personae or dramatic personalities turn into dramatic impersonalities who
resemble so‑called experts – professionals of emptiness, “eschatologists of impersonality”
whose language is the language of “experanto”.
Key words: Václav Havel – Theatre of the Absurd – Language of experanto – Dramatis
impersonae.

43 Paradoxically, at the time I was formulating this conclusion for publication in the programme for the
National Theatre's performance of Temptation (Estates Theatre, May 2004), there was no way I could
yet have known that these words of warning were about to ring true in Marowitz's production, in
which the director (unlike his predecessors – Jan Burian, Jan Grossman, and Andrej Krob) entirely
failed to capture the poetics of the play. The misled conclusions of some specialised critics, ascribing
their misgivings about the production to the text being too bound up with the previous regime,
are the result of a lack of knowledge of (or a failure to remember) three successful productions of
this play that were staged after the revolution.
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Věra Velemanová

Theatre Director Petr Lébl and Scenographer William
Nowák: Two Men in One

“Nevertheless, sometimes we have to admit that even more can be more. Why not
raise your voice when you really need to and why not maintain that high note a
little longer ‘than normal’?” (Petr Lébl)
It is no exaggeration to say that Petr Lébl (1965–1999) “maintained that high note”
throughout his very intense, but unfortunately short, artistic career; although
somewhat fragile, to all appearances quiet and non‑aggressive, he provoked and
amazed by his hard‑to‑capture style of perception, method of thinking, impossibility
of classification, and obsession. His sense of drama through which he completely
eliminated the boundary between his own artistic and personal life – in its end-result
self‑destructive – expressed itself on another level as a drama of identity: on the
outside innocent, charming, amusing; in its inner essence possibly more serious and
more cruel than it seemed. It applied even to the method in which Lébl definitively
chose to “leave the stage”, as though submitting to the rules of drama – directed
with merciless, appalling efficiency.
As a scenographer he sometimes signed off as Arnold Lébl or Letitia von
Brandenstein, but for most of his professional productions his scenographer is
identified as William Nowák. The pseudonym seems bizarre thanks to just one
detail which turns the name into an anachronism – the diacritic above the “a”, in
a surname which has otherwise been archaically Germanised.1
Lébl once announced that he was not a designer. Why? For him, the staging
of a play was an indivisible form where all the elements are closely tied together,
conditioning and influencing one another; on the one hand they are the consequences
of a reasoned concept, on the other, of possible accidents. At first sight Lébl's work
in the theatre seems fundamentally visual, with everything that concept implies.
It provoked, it was admired and dismissed simply for the supremacy of its visual
quality. There is no other figure in the Czech theatre who combined so absolutely
stage design and direction (with slight exaggeration one could say that to some
measure František Tröster, and Josef Svoboda in particular, “directed” the whole
production through their set designs, but that comparison is rather inadequate…).
However, the striking visual quality of Lébl's productions could not be separated
from, for example, the aural element, where the special intonation of the actors'
speech fused with the music and with shades of light and colour, forcing us to
perceive the production with all our senses. Ivan Vyskočil characterised Lébl's
creative type as “director as composer, orchestrator and author”.2
1
2

It may also have been inspired by the name of a painter born and working in Bohemia, Willi (Vilém)
Nowak (1886–1977).
Vyskočil, Ivan. Vojcev: Byl jsem ohřměn [Vojcev: I was overwhelmed]. Svět a divadlo 3, 1992, n. 1–2,
p. 26.
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Lébl's complicated journey towards education witnesses to a political and social
system which intervened in the destiny of even the very young. He had difficulties
with this “system” from his first years at school – that is, with the deep‑rooted
habits and prejudices prevailing in education. Apparently he came very close
to being sent to a special school, allegedly for being unable to concentrate.3 He
attended a secondary school for graphic design. It is characteristic (because of
his nonconformity on the one hand, and the prejudices of the “educated classes”
on the other) that he applied several times to the Film Faculty of the Academy of
Performing Arts and was turned down for “lack of talent”. Neither did he complete
his studies at the Drama Faculty. The academic staleness and artistic conservatism
and tameness of the school did not succeed in fettering him, by upsetting his
living roots; it did not undermine his eternal, seemingly naïve, drive derived from
the conviction that the boundary or horizon is not yet in sight. The school left no
negative impact on the substance of his work, which could hardly be confined by
the prejudices that limit those who seek education as a means of attaining some
kind of dubitable advancement and power.
Lébl's work on the amateur stage had already caught the attention of the theatre
going public; his first production on the professional stage was Egon Tobiáš's Vojcev
in Prague's Labyrinth Theatre (Divadlo Labyrint, 1992), for which, however, he was
credited only as director, although he had had a decisive influence on the final
appearance of the design. Soon after the death of the director Jan Grossman he was
made head of drama at the Theatre on the Balustrades (Divadlo Na zábradlí, 1993).
That was where he chose to end his life in December 1999.
He also worked for other theatres – the Mecklenburgisches Staatstheater in
Schwerin (set design for Brecht's Irresistible Rise of Arturo Ui, directed by David
Levin, 1996), the Habima National Theatre in Tel Aviv (where he directed Rostand's
Cyrano de Bergerac with a set by Alexander Lisyansky, 1996), the National Theatre
in Prague (where he directed Bedřich Smetana's opera The Brandenburgers in
Bohemia [Braniboři v Čechách] with a set by Šimon Caban, 1997).
Lébl's aforesaid era as an amateur (1980–1991) – possibly regarded with greater
indulgence by the critical public because it did not venture to include itself amongst
the “elite” of the professionals – was characterised by a strong visual charge. In the
productions Lébl created with his companies DOPRAPO, Jak se vám jelo and JELO
he had to apply, for obvious reasons, the principles of the “poor theatre” that is, a
special form of “action scenography”. However, from the very beginning, he shifted
this aesthetics to further dimensions, giving it an almost Baroque character by
exploring in depth all the possibilities of a polysemantic interpretation of the scenic
subject. Under the conditions of the ruling Communist regime, even the dramaturgy
during his amateur era was pioneering and courageous: Vonnegut's Slapstick
(Groteska, 1985), Eliade's Snake (Had, 1987), Kafka's Metamorphosis (Proměna,
1988) and Wyspiański's Wesele (1989).
His professional productions provoked some critics with their alleged over
use of props, costume details, and so on. Lébl's pictorial vision of the world to a
considerable extent divided and irritated the critical community, whose polemics
Lébl humorously absorbed into the context of his work as an indivisible part of the
process of its origin (and its end): “Lébl's productions provoke by their exuberance
in that it is not easy (and perhaps not even advisable) to distinguish where the
construction ends and the decoration begins, what is ‘for real’ and what is only a
3

Lébl, Petr. S Groteskou v zádech [Closely Followed by a Slapstick]. Svět a divadlo 5, 1994, n. 6, p. 57.
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free association of the director, so that attempts at logical interpretation land on
the uncertain ground of speculation…”;4 “The film‑clip poetics of permanent shocks
and mechanical heaping up of ideas – the new has to arrive as soon as possible,
before we have time to consider the unconsidered ability of the old – the original
charge is lost by rapid repetition and easily slips into stereotype (see he director's
everlasting mania for over‑filling a diminutive stage). […] Lovers of pure tipple (and
I count myself amongst these old fogies) scorn such a cocktail.”5 “Lébl, however,
cannot be understood […] You won't want to understand, you will want to perceive,
to breathe in, for The Maids or against them, or both together, that's best, just
as long as you breathe in. […] Whoever finds it frantic, is right. Whoever finds it
fabricated, let him look in the mirror.”6 “Shall I take part in a noble‑minded contest
who in the shortest time finds […] more poetic images and more impropriety –
when impropriety often illuminates the meaning of things more than what is
correct?”7 One could continue – the flood of polemics which in the 1990s flowed
onto the pages of Czech periodicals forms a substantial chapter of the book The
Lébl Phenomenon (Fenomén Lébl) edited by Vlasta Smoláková.8
Lébl's visual invention went hand in hand with tremendous musicality (possibly
inherited from his musicologist father) and a sense of rhythm. And so the important –
albeit apparently hidden – meaning here is acquired by music, sound, a particular
“a‑rhythmical” articulation of the word (when necessary) which helps the visual
element gain a special strength, dramatic quality, shifts of meaning and sometimes
even shifts of function of the scenic elements.
William Nowák began to co‑exist with Petr Lébl in connection with the staging
of Tankred Dorst's play Fernando Krapp Wrote Me a Letter (Fernando Krapp mi
napsal dopis, Labyrinth Theatre, Prague, 1992). This drama of the mystery of the
origin and doom of personal relationships, life‑giving as well as destructive, does
not, as Milan Lukeš noted in his review,9 require an elaborate set. However, Lébl
planted the surface with decorative, decadently handsome objects as though created
from a sweetly eerie dream at the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, in places
evoking the atmosphere of Luchino Visconti's films, in places the canvases of Gustav
Klimt. This at first sight delightful picture, whose attractive, externally fragile
and apparently passive nucleus is focused above all on the figure of the leading
heroine, is gradually tested and broken by sharp ironical incisions. The charming
asymmetrical sofa placed at the centre of the acting area is just long enough to
squeeze in all three main characters, but short enough for one of those characters
to be mercilessly pushed out over and over again. The splendid coach, enveloped
in flowers, its enormous proportions causing irritation (chiefly among theatre
critics), has several functions, but is in essence a pretentious instrument of torture
used by the affected Julie: her “lover” the Count is yoked to the coach; the coach
serves as a table at a banquet, during which Julie, for a change subjects her men
to mental cruelty. The frame of the portal mirror is made up of Classical‑style
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mikulka, Vladimír. Hra dvou vítězů v Divadle Na zábradlí [A Play of Two Winners at the Theatre on
the Balustrade]. Denní Telegraf, 17 Novembre 1993, p. 16. (On the production of the The Maids.)
Vladimír Just on The Seagull: Just, Vladimír. Chudák Anton Pavlovič [Poor Anton Pavlovich]. Divadelní
noviny 3, 1994, n. 11, p. 5.
Karban, P. PRO, 1993, n. 50.
Ptáčková, Věra. Svět podle Petra Lébla [The World According to Petr Lébl]. Svět a divadlo 5, 1994,
n. 6, p. 41.
Smoláková, Vlasta. Fenomén Lébl, aneb, Nikdy nevíš, kdy zas budeš amatér [The Lébl Phenomenon,
or else You Never Know When You Will Be an Amateur Again]. Praha: Pražská scéna, 1996. 311 p.
Lukeš, Milan. Hra o pravdu [Play for Truth]. Svět a divadlo 3, 1992, n. 9–10, pp. 28–33.
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Our Our Uppish and Defiant Fellows (Naši naši furianti). Stage director Petr Lébl. Divadlo
Na zábradlí (Theatre on the Balustrade), Prague 1994. Photo Martin Špelda.

columns (one of Lébl favourite elements) with decorative “Corinthian” capitals,
a shamelessly confessed mocked‑up scenery. A light, ethereal curtain, fluttering
between the columns, becomes a wave of the sea. Lébl here shows for the first
time how he is able to extend the inventiveness of his “poor” amateur theatre into
imaginative transformations of the function of individual scenic elements – not in
any way misappropriating it – and at the same time to enrich it with an apparently
antithetical, Baroquely generous gesture.
Just as in his amateur projects (on the one hand the supremely imaginative,
expressionistically harmonised Tauridus from the author's own pen in 1985, and
on the other Milan Uhde's extremely austere The Collector [Výběrčí] in 1990), so
later in the professional theatre, Lébl – whilst still maintaining a personal style –
alternated between a profusely Baroque linking of elements and associations in his
sets, together with the implementation of a pure, precise, unified form.
The Little Room (Pokojíček, by J. A. Pitínský, Theatre on the Balustrades, 1993)
contained in itself both forms – the decorative and the austere. Just like an equation –
the poverty of the cardboard units high‑rise flats on the one hand and on the other,
everything that influenced young people at that time. The miserable outer world
meant that at times the inner life was that much richer, and was also endowed with a
sense of the absurd. Such a life is like a sponge, sucking up everything, including the
rubbish and symptoms of the wretched “culture” and rituals of the time, reshaping
them into a new value. So, on an otherwise austerely functioning stage, at a closer
look we find alongside objects designed in the poverty‑stricken taste of the Socialist
1970s (the refrigerator in which Father hides, the furniture which could be found in
most Czech homes simply because there was nothing else…, posters of idols at the
time, more or less stupid) attributes which belong more to the sphere of aspirations
and dreams than to reality. The decorative wallpaper represents an attempt to be
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A. P. Chekchov. The Seagull (Racek). Stage director Petr Lébl. Divadlo Na zábradlí (Theatre
on the Balustrade), Prague 1995. Photo Martin Špelda.

somehow different, to show that “we are a bit better” – petty bourgeois and futile,
because both the characters' behaviour and their environment end in stereotype; only
the conclusion with its sudden take‑off resembles the “dream of the West” from the
much later Uncle Vanya: the parents, having literally disposed of their descendents,
triumphantly drive off on a motor‑bike, a little like Bonnie and Clyde, a little like
Easy Rider. Mother in a dress from the dances of her youth, the fateful weapon in
her hands, Father in the pose of a lady‑killer. It is more of a dream, the pious hope
of the two protagonists, a striking, tawdry reminder of their ever more distant and
ever more idealised youth, which actually was so carefree and full of freedom…
It was precisely that purity of form, based on total symbiosis, on the
interconnectedness of visual and directorial elements (that are here indivisible)
which was characteristic of Lébl's production of Genet's Maids at the Theatre on the
Balustrades (Služky, 1993). If we compare The Maids with his later Seagull on the
same stage (Racek, 1994), it is possible – although still inadequately – to identify
what is essential in Lébl's work.
Here as elsewhere, Lébl was reproached for the wilfulness with which he loaded
the text. In point of fact, it was more of a disguised reproach that the production
was not sufficiently comprehensible, sufficiently descriptive for the audience.
Meanwhile, Lébl worked with the text as with an artist's model, whose inimitable
expression can be captured only if it is imbued with something still more, from
one's own resources, from one's own inspiration. According to Lébl's teacher Ivan
Vyskočil – founder and one‑time leading figure of the Theatre on the Balustrades,
who was close to Lébl with his own inventive, associative playfulness – Lébl's
playful method (if we can use this term about work so difficult to grasp), upheld
the comparison of the principle of play and the principle of imitation: “These are
said to be two anti‑poles creating a dynamic oscillating force field, that mutually act
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on each other, supplement each other […] before one predominates. Normally the
principle of imitation predominates. It is also the principle of normality and sanity
in general. It predominates because it is economical. Imitation is in all respects ore
economical than play, which needs and uses up a lot of life's energy – and personal
involvement – and is thus (from the point of view of imitation) ‘profligate’, ‘wasteful’,
‘unprofitable’, ‘expensive’. Although the principle of imitation predominates and
determines our life style, the need for play continues.”10
It was The Maids which led Lébl to implement a principle which was also typical
for Genet's later dramas (The Blacks, The Balcony). It involves a sort of play within
a play (with frequent alienating detours), a “psychodrama”11 of two prisoners
who project their story and destiny into their performances, into a play about
the fate of two maids, a fate which is similarly subordinate, similarly miserable,
issuing (inevitably?) into the idea of a crime and its punishment. It seems that
the closeness of the date of Genet's pardon from a life sentence (1948) to the
date of origin of The Maids (1949) was important for this solution – in any case,
Lébl in one way or another projected into each of his productions events from
the biography of the relevant author. I do not know whether Lébl knew of Pierre
Vicary's conversation with Jean Genet in 1982, and whether it might somehow have
influenced the director's point of view. In any case, Genet answers the question
of when and why he first felt the need to write: “Because while I was in jail, I was
bored. When one's in jail, stuck between four walls – six if you like, the four walls,
ceiling and floor – what else is there to do but dream? So my first books, my only
books in fact were dreams, just slightly better organised than the average dream.
I dreamt five books on paper, if you like, while I was in jail. But now that I've been
released, and released you will tell me because of my books (and you're right), I no
longer have the inspiration to write a book, so I don't.”12
And alas, the introductory scene – one could say the prologue in Lébl's production –
does not take place, as Genet's stage directions indicate, in Madame's room with its
Louis XV furniture, but in the twilight of an underground prison cell with a steel door,
blue‑green like a feverish vision. As design it is immeasurably effective, the impressive
ritual of a play about two beings, two naked human bodies, to the sound of disturbing
music. It is a process of creation, fighting against the chill of a prison cell through its
roster of bodily smells, passion, pain and delight, free associations. The two actors
experience it in rhythm and in harmony with a strangely beautiful dance of words.
The magic play with the hands (“And those gloves! Those eternal gloves!”)13 slowly
and in detail follows the accelerating beat of the ritual. A tension is induced between
word and action; the word gains in meaning and at the same time its weight is
relativised. This duet creates a disturbing, almost “sculpturally” conceived clenched
monolith, gradually developing other associations which materialise through the
accumulating figures. The whole performance then continues in the spirit of a
seductive ritual – more noticeably than other productions by Lébl.
The essentially ascetic set (bare walls, pallets, wooden steps, a lift) has – in
comparison with the histrionically splendid set design for Dorst or the dreamlike,
fragile design for the later Seagull – harsher and firmer contours (even a harsher
10 Vyskočil, Ivan. Racek [The Seagull]. Svět a divadlo 5, 1994, n. 6, p. 53.
11 Hořínek, Zdeněk. Služky jako vězeňské psychodrama [The Maids as a Prison Psychodrama]. Svět
a divadlo 4, 1993, n. 6, p. 102.
12 For the Australian Broadcasting Commission, in Prague Writers' Festival [catalogue]. 21–25 April
2002, p. 60.
13 Genet, Jean. Služky [The Maids]. Act 1, translation by Petr Lébl.
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conclusion, in which the set is demolished). Lébl alias Nowák “embellished” it with
several decoratively conceived costume elements, props and masks. If the fantasy
of the two prisoners leads us after all to “Madame's apartment”, the seemingly
ever‑present flowers are always only talked of. Madame travels pompously by lift
from below via the stage trap, with the faded charm of an operetta soubrette,
moving on the boundary of mocked‑up loftiness and irrevocable decay, in a hat
of Hassidic cut. In place of antique furniture everyone eventually stumbles over a
growing pile of superfluities, including an absurd muddle of radiators and medical
lamps – obviously presents from admirers – with which Madame, queen of trash,
rewards her subjects. The chilly space is gradually populated with the costume of
an Egyptian pharaoh, a mangy fox's mask, as well as the guardians of the lift in red
liveries… The poetry of Genet's alternation of the male and female elements, the
continuous changes from sex to sex, thus interpenetrate the “Ubuesque” poetry
of the drain, climaxing in superfluity as a principle of the life on which our world
is built. At the same time, everything is purposefully used for the play, which is
both tawdry and elevated: tawdry in the context of the reality in which it is played,
elevated in the sense of overcoming this reality.
The production of Chekhov's Seagull (Racek, 1994) – like The Maids, one of
the highlights of Lébl's work – is a kind of secondary, handwritten antithesis
to The Maids, whilst maintaining the continuity and style. Both of them can be
regarded as a materialised dream; naturally, in comparison with the “sculpturally”
hewn, bogus, fiercely elemental staging of Genet's play, Lébl's Seagull is a dream
about the fragility, flight and feverishness of life; a dream about the painfully
acquiescent decline of life, its dissolution in a boundless universe. With this is
connected another general theme – love and its transience, and the issue of the
meaning of art, especially theatre. It is as though Lébl wanted to capture these
difficult‑to‑grasp phenomena of human life pictorially by more volatile – although
physically more permanent – means than theatre has at its disposal. Film and its two
dimensional quality became an inspirational source (and also the twodimensional
quality and subtlety of a print). “Lébl's stage looks like an old film studio […].
Those theatrical qualities: Theatre here parodies itself, by comparing itself to film,
which parodies it.”14 Vlasta Smoláková, a specialist in Russian theatre, admirer of
the director and his long time colleague, in one of her reviews15 recalls a significant
moment which was clearly crucial for Lébl: the fact that in December 1895, when
Chekhov read The Seagull to his friends for the first time, the brothers Lumière
premiered their cinema in Paris. Lébl, who in his amateur work had drawn on film
techniques (editing, lighting, etc.), was inspired by the early period of film: the
American silent screen, the famous era of film stars and Expressionist film – not
so much by its visual Cubist morphology, as by the masking and even at times
the extreme “horror film” expression of some characters. The character of Nina
is thus exaggeratedly stylised as Mary Pickford, “as a reminder of that legendary
young lady, innocently romping around, whilst danger lurks behind the corner.”16
Madame Arkadina (somehow analogous with Julie from Dorst's Fernando Krapp)
is here – under a deposit of make‑up, a platinum blonde wig à la Mae West, and
ostentatious robes and hats – an affected, aging prima donna from a provincial
theatre, spasmodically and vainly stylising herself into the pose of a worldly‑wise and
14 Lukeš, Milan. Rrracek [Seagull]. Svět a divadlo 5, 1994, n. 6, p. 48.
15 Smoláková, Vlasta. Dobrý večer, hrůzná společnosti! [Good Evening, Horrible Society!]. Český deník
10 June 1994.
16 Op. cit.
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simultaneously eternally young film star; Trigorin is a languid, weary and somehow
sexless screen “lover” à la Rudolf Valentino; Sorin (in a excessively unkempt wig,
beetling eyebrows and bristly beard) oscillates between the archetype of a comic
old man and a treacherous villain. In the final act the characters (except for the
hopelessly “lost” Arkadina) gradually lose their wigs and masks, carried away by the
rising wind which simultaneously rids the whole action of the protective dusting
of parody and reveals the naked tragedy of unhappy, eternally unfulfilled destinies,
which here remain defenceless, rid of every sentimentality and theatricality. The
colour of this act is white, evoking an environment similar to a hospital room where
no treatment, only death is possible, where behind a thin tulle curtain figures are
perceived as mere shadows… The predominating colour combination here is black
and white: Milan Lukeš notes: “…even the seagull, in the end, is white with black
marks. Even the silver birches. Even the dreams are sometimes black and white.”17
However, black and white film, black and white photography at the same time
present some kind of indisputable, constant quality. They preserve space for the
imagination, they do not distract attention, on the countrary; by their magical
mysteriousness, they strip down to the concentrated essence of the story.
Through his staging, Lébl almost unwittingly identified another level of silent
film – its melancholy, depth and oppressive dark tones, and the ability of this specific
phenomenon to respond to the tragically comic existence of man more truthfully
than many “serious”, apparently profound genres of that time. The poetics of the
first two decades of the twentieth century which will only later outgrow the spirit of
Chekhov's period, in an unexpectedly exact way helps to approach the atmosphere
of the 19th century; Lébl works with such paradoxical shifts in other productions
as well. On the visual side he connects with the principle used in the staging of
Dorst's play. He uses the same element – antique‑looking columns, which are
here a gradually decaying mock‑up; they disappear in the same way as everything
else (mentioned above) which up to then concealed the reality of human stories.
Its outcome is a deep, immeasurably imaginative and – in the best sense of the
word – personally engaged look at the roots from which the spirit and atmosphere
of the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries and that which followed is derived: with
all the decadence, with all the tension between the high and the low, the cruel and
the tender. For Lébl, light is clearly an exceedingly important factor. The lighting
score has a somewhat different rhythm and function in every production. The
light in The Maids is a modelling factor, visually uniting the firm outlines of the
production's form. It is also a discreet guide – it differentiates the individual phases
of the play‑dream: the play begins to develop under sparse lighting, full illumination
penetrating the space at the moment the ritual evokes – makes material – the
idea of the two prisoners, and their female alter‑egos appear on the stage. Later
the whole situation is again relativised – with the help of light and its numerous
shadows and levels which, however, never lead the “body” of the production into
the twilight of uncertainty, but always emphasise contours and shapes. The light
in The Seagull has, so to speak, two levels – one within the staging, having the
features of film work with light (exaggerated mimicry, emphasising of details, an
Expressionist nature…); the other, from outside, comprehends every actual stage
space as it were from an overview, from the angle of a theatrical optics. At the same
time, however, the direction of the lighting as a whole is founded on the principle
of Impressionist volatility and fleetingness, of subtle, difficult‑to‑observe changes of
17 Lukeš, M. Op. cit.
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Anton Pavlovich Chekhov. The Seagull (Racek). Stage director Petr Lébl. Divadlo Na zábradlí
(Theatre on the Balustrade), Prague 1995. Photo Martin Špelda.

registers, which deliberately blur the audience's eyes, make them uncertain, guiding
them to the magic of the instantaneous appearance and disappearance of images.
Just like the coloured structure of the birches and the black and white columns, it
is deliberately softening, gentle, light.
The subsequent production of Gogol's Government Inspector (Revizor, 1995),
another work by the “couple” Lébl‑Nowák, opened in the shadow of the much
discussed Seagull. It was dedicated to V. E. Meyerhold, whose scandalous production
of 1926 Lébl treated with honour and respect, albeit at first glance he was less
inspired by the visual concept of the set (in Meyerhold's case full of doors) than by
the spirit of the production. Apart from this, Czech theatre history – of which Lébl
was certainly aware – can pride itself on, at the very least, two legendary reworkings
of Gogol's play: Jiří Frejka's 1936 production with a set by František Tröster with
Cubist, Expressionist decoration, expressing by its warped, “drunken” architecture
the state of body and soul in which the eponymous hero finds himself. And, thirty
years later, the production by Jan Kačer with a set by Luboš Hrůza (guest artist Oleg
Tabakov played the part of Khlestakov in this late‑1960s production).
Lébl's production was, as far as design was concerned, reproached for luxuriance,
gaudiness, indulgence in practical jokes, exaggerated details… However, the director
and‑designer‑in‑one completely followed the intentions of the author – more direct
than Chekhov, more ironical – who, although a “critical realist”, actually worked
with exaggeration and a considerable dose of expressiveness… Lébl conceived
the production with generosity and no less sharp irony; its morphology shifted
it markedly in the direction of the Orient. The scenic environment had all the
marks of “getting into a marasmus”: under a deposit of ornamentation and gloss
slumbered material and spiritual poverty. In the place of a curtain and on the floor
the audience could spy Persian carpets; there were dazzling oriental costumes
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Anton Pavlovich Chekhov. The Seagull (Racek). Stage director Petr Lébl. Divadlo Na zábradlí
(Theatre on the Balustrade), Prague 1995. Photo Martin Špelda.

with rich embroidery, as well as a huge crystal chandelier as a symbol of luxury.
At the same time the audience listened to constant dripping of a water tap. In
the second half of the performance some of the characters changed their oriental
costumes (by Kateřina Štefková) for “European ones”, to demonstrate thereby their
“sophistication”. This attitude was, however, consistently ridiculed by a small detail.
Maybe Lébl's Government Inspector came too early; perhaps later its many‑layered
quality would have been uncovered more consistently and openly. As it was, for
many it became more of an eccentric throwback to the “Russian range” of Lébl's
work. It is, however, an integral part of this range, precisely in that very attentive,
“intertextual” method of reading the text.
Stroupežnický's Our Our Uppish and Defiant Fellows (Naši naši furianti, 1994)
and the much later production of Wyspiański's Wesele (1998) constitute another
area of interest in Lébl's work in terms of their themes and the ways they are
treated. In a certain sense, although it may not be apparent at first glance, they
are close to The Government Inspector in their application of irony and principle
of demythologization.
Both plays are about attitudes towards national tradition and national myth,
about the reflection of outworn clichés which were attached to these “classic” works
due to the fact that “national” texts were on the “compulsory reading list” and thus
were read only superficially or not at all.” The magic of Our Our Uppish and Defiant
Fellows arises from the fact that in the course of Stroupežnický's play an enormous
number of characters alternate on stage. Lébl added up these characters and put
them all on stage concurrently. He filled the stage not only with those quarrelsome
but kindly aunts and uncles, but also with typical characters from Czech legends such
as the devil, and the water sprite with his seventy children. However, the production
was not a parody. It was merely an effort, similar to the way a fresco is uncovered to
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get to the roots of the ritualisation and deposits with which we have corrupted our
national literature. Disposing of superfluous hindrances and exaggerated piety, an
effort was made to show the timelessness, truth and charm of these texts. The set
was made out of the mocked up perspective walls and thatched roofs of dwellings;
downstage centre, a chopping block which was also an execution block (a symbol
of the village seat of justice). All the “architectural” elements of the set – the simple
white benches, columns, walls and roofs of the houses – somewhat resembled an
easily dismantled Lego construction… Against the pale background, the costumes
played a leading role – richly decorated skirts, caps and hats from a variety of regions
(the broad West Bohemian hats of the men, the decorative shawls and caps of the
women); the beauty of the “old” unsettled by inorganic accessories or situations:
every woman, even in folk costume, wielded a handbag; the community policeman
carried his handcuffs in a plastic carrier bag. The National Anthem “Where is my
home” was performed by a Jewish innkeeper on beer mugs. One of the villagers
was played by a black actor. It seems crazy, but Lébl was working from reality – a
Bohemian village was never a sterile environment full of “pure‑blooded” goodnatured Czechs. It was only a concept of folklore and tradition imposed from above –
long‑lasting, well‑nourished and deliberately lifedenying – which tried to make it so.
The production of Wesele was essentially founded on a similar principle: the
set was relatively sober (an outline of the interior architecture of a house, white
chairs, a rocking horse, an enormous stove). The costumes are more modest than
in the Our Our Uppish and Defiant Fellows. Lébl and his costume designer Kateřina
Štefková mixed different elements and styles. An actor appeared in the armour of
“St. Wenceslas”, the slightly weary patron saint of the Czech lands, who is getting
increasingly tipsy throughout the course of the play the good‑hearted Farmer in
a typical folk jacket and white shirt with a white doublet, and the Farmer's Wife
in folk costume; and on the other hand Čepec in a fool's cap, the intellectuals (e.g.
the Poet) in bohemian men's wear, and with wings. The sensation of confusion and
strangeness culminated with the presence of an English lady copying the style of
Queen Elizabeth, or a lady similar to Lady Diana – human beings who gradually
become symbols, signs, until the time when the influence of deposits, as well as
medialisation ad absurdum, relegates them to becoming objects of daily use. Here
they represent “tradition” which, carried away by the surrounding mass stupidity
(this time inoculated by a different type of power), finds it ever more difficult to
maintain its integrity and content.
In the second half of the 1990s Lébl was invited to work as director or designer
in prestigious theatres in Prague and abroad (see above). More than before he was
forced to confront his ideas with the requirements and ideas of other artists, and
undoubtedly gained new impulses and experience. In any case, his productions at
the Theatre on the Balustrades during this period appear to have been more concise.
Though their style unmistakeably indicates who their director is, their concept is
founded on a completely different principle from, for example, the “boundless”
Seagull. In these later productions Lébl found a charm in the three‑dimensional
stage object which is in itself a metaphor provoking a claustrophobic feeling.
One example is Ivanov, 1997, again created for the Theatre on the Balustrades.
Another “actor” – apart from make‑up, masks and props – was the set itself which
was shaped like a boat, and with the help of a revolving stage changed its position
and angle in subsequent acts. The individual shifts served to change the setting,
giving it an interior or exterior appearance. So we find ourselves in the lounge, in
Ivanov's room/cabin, etc. This movement is confusing and vague, in keeping with
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Nikolai V. Gogol. Revizor (The Government Inspector). Stage director Petr Lébl. Divadlo Na
zábradlí (Theatre on the Balustrade), Prague 1995. Photo Archive Divadlo Na zábradlí.

the helplessness of the characters – Lébl conceived of it as aimless, incapable of
riding the waves, which it would rather avoid. Therefore the ship will never come
to port, and if it does, it is only to gradual disintegration, just like its inhabitants.
The set for Uncle Vanya (Strýček Váňa, 1999), the last of Lébl's productions
(premièred two months before the director's death), did not appear under the name
of William Nowák, but of Jan Marek. However, its style bears the clear imprints of
Lébl‑Nowák's firm ideas about the scenographic form of the production, its principle
being similar to the preceding Chekhov production. In the small space of the Theatre
on the Balustrades, the style of Uncle Vanya at the same time returned, as it were,
to that of the prison poem in The Maids. But this time it was not a poem about
longing for freedom, about a dream which could, by its broad‑mindedness, destroy
the scenery of inventions, traps and cells, which people need constantly to surround
themselves with in order to tyrannise and torture each other. The production of
Uncle Vanya was about a dream already long reduced to tatters, about playfulness
long ago crippled and stifled. A dread of oppressive spaces, intensified by the
atmosphere of an unbearable summer sultriness “before the storm” materialised
itself in several stage environments, presented by voluminous shapes which barely
fit onto the small stage. They could be perceived as different forms of imprisonment
from which this time there was no flight: an enormous bookcase where nothing
could be found, a giant gate, a roof (with chimney and roof light) on which Astrov
and Yelena confess their love: “however, on the roof Yelena, perfect for the salon in
her richly frilled long dress, does not look at all like a bird, more like a clumsy dung
beetle. Her awkward movement indicates a general maladaptation for flight, and
thus its illusory quality.”18 Once again it is possible to experience a feeling of freedom,
18 Hořínek, Zdeněk. Strýček Váňa v tropech [Uncle Vanya in Tropics]. Svět a divadlo 10, 1999, n. 6, p. 85.
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lightness, for a while to enter the
world of dreams and forget; what
was originally the lounge with its
inevitable decorative wallpaper
turns into a Western saloon; the
bunch of roses Yelena receives
from Vojnicki becomes for a
while the “hero” of some sort of
dream‑like Western dancing scene
associated with the legendary
Czech version of the popular
country song about the yellow
roses of Texas. America, ever
closer in the context of the time,
is for the characters of Chekhov's
play and Lébl's production always
a safely distant world; one can
only dream beautiful dreams
about it. If, however, the real
possibility of flight occurred, they
would be too frightened to take it.
This scene explains at the same
time the masking of the female
characters (also) as a reminder of
Petr Lébl in 1998. Photo Martin Špelda.
the wider context in which the
play originated: for example, Sonya and Yelena's hairstyles and hats are close to
the style of the Girl of the Golden West.
A feeling of virtual euphoria alternates with still greater disillusionment. The
complete awareness of the impossibility of freeing oneself climaxes in the last scene,
played out amongst in school benches. Vojnicki puts a dog's muzzle on himself…
Lébl was not a typical autocratic, despotic director who would bend his colleagues'
artistic expression to serve his own aims, and thus reducing them to devoted
puppets. However, the set designer in him, Nowák, supplied an impressive wholeness
and strength: his idea was sufficiently clear on the visual side, and for Lébl's team
clearly sufficiently suggestive for him in the end always to be able to assert himself
unobtrusively without force. Lébl's charisma certainly played an important role; it
was no accident that he was able to entice onto the small stage of the Theatre on
the Balustrades (as actors) Czech opera singers of the first rank, accustomed to the
massive spaces of the National Theatre – and chiefly to a radically different poetics.
Throughout his professional carreer Lébl worked consistenty with the costume
designer Kateřina Štefková. Her sense for exaggeration and for the semanticising
ability of detail, and her sense of humour harmonised with Lébl's means of
expression and interpretation. Štefková's costumes were indivisible from Lébl's
set design; they served the production as a whole and helped to motivate individual
actors to the expressive stylisation of their performance, facial expression and
dialogue. The costumes inspired them to achieve detachment from the character,
to highlight a particular feature of the character. Head‑coverings especially played
an important role in creating hierarchy and characterisation – always touching on
irony in their shape, getting rid of established clichés, created around the reality the
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given character presents (the ostentatious sable caps with a tail and typical women's
Russian headdresses in the drawing room society around Ivanov; the quaint wigs
in The Seagull; the head coverings “of every nationality and period” in Wesele; the
Egyptian mask and Hassidic hat in The Maids…).
Even when another set designer is named (Jan Marek), Lébl's hand shows itself;
in addition, we read in the programmes of some of these productions “a Petr Lébl
production…”
Lébl's legendary predecessor Jan Grossman came to the Theatre on the Balustrades
at the beginning of the 1960s with the concept “Theatre of Appeal” which was
primarily to “pose questions for the audience, often provocative and over‑stated,
and count on an audience with the urge to respond to these questions. It is a theatre
which believes in the meaning of theatre as a dialogue between the stage and the
auditorium.”19 After Grossman's death Lébl quite impiously transformed the outer
appearance of the theatre, but in content – without even declaring his aim – he
actually connected with Grossman's idea. Although originating in a different kind
of perception, Lébl's productions likewise emanate from an innermost personal
relation toward the text, and from a constant compulsive urge to pose questions.
Lébl's Baroquely pictorial style was frequently described as post‑modern, but this
label seems to be only a construct, a crutch, a feeble attempt to squeeze this style
into an incomprehensibly “comprehensible” classification; just as the term “Theatre
of Pictures”, which on the outside seems appropriate but in essence denies the
interconnectedness of all the components in Lébl's productions, where every detail
has its story and is well‑founded with regard to the content of the play.
The connection between Lébl's direction and Nowák's set designs is seamless.
The form of the production could, in complete freedom, without compromise,
originate as a stream, a composition which is the essence of associations, of
apparently uncontrived connections, of a total decomposition of the stage means
from which a completely new composition grows, rid of prejudices and barriers.
“The established hierarchy of values fluctuates; from time immemorial the history
of art shifted on this oscillation.”20 Morphologically, visually, Lébl's productions
were noticeably inspired by the wealth which art (and the social situation) left
behind in the first half of the 20th century: the nostalgia of silent film, the inter‑war
avant-garde, ethnic diversity. However, as a man of the second half of the century
he also imbibed and transformed on stage the reality which had influenced him
from childhood, which he had experienced in the stagnant waters of the 1970s.
The new dimension which is then “perpetrated” is always grotesque, subordinate
to paramount stylisation. It also means a return to details which had apparently
passed with time, but in reality had remained deeply embedded for generations, and
in an absurd way merged. This deliberation over the sources of our pop‑cultured
world, made all the more ridiculous by reckless aspirations to self‑destruction, is a
central theme of all of Lébl's work;21 it is clearly no accident that he devoted himself
almost exclusively to texts from the end of the 19th century and the 20th century.
It could be said that he took up the principles of “action scenography” (changes
of function, the involvement of the actor in the work with a stage object…) from
19 Paraphrased version of Grossman's original text of the concept of 1962 in Lukeš, Milan. Zastaralý
vynález? [Out‑dated Invention, interview with Jan Grossman]. Divadlo 18, 1967, n. 1, p. 57.
20 Ptáčková, V. Op. cit., p. 40.
21 At the very beginning of the 1990s Petr Lébl invented the TV show Studio Kroměříž, parodying
stereotypes of television debates; long before their over‑production and emptiness had begun to
bore audiences.
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his amateur work but developed them in his own, “superior” way, with a drop
of irony… The essential feature that could be discerned in all Lébl's productions
was his ability to listen to dreams, to associations, which appear to be linked very
loosely, but (in correspondence with the aforesaid „listening to dreams“) with castiron logic. These constantly repeated – but on each occasion different – dreams
harmonise with the presence of favourite elements on stage: the fragile, wintry
birch trees (Vojcev, The Seagull), the motif of “incomparable” Egypt (The Maids,
Fernando Krapp), the three‑dimensional effigies of angels coming from from a
hearse (Vojcev, the production dedicated to Kurt Vonnegut, “the angel of my time”,
Fernando Krapp, Our Our Uppish and Defiant Fellows, in Act 4 of The Seagull one
supports the leg of a table), “quasi‑antique” columns made of paper, their model
taken from the flyleaf of an old book (Fernando Krapp, Seagull).
Elements and objects passing from one production to another marked Lébl's style,
and also his sentimental relationship with these items, with the environment where
the production was created, with the people; they were not meaningless instruments
of provocation, practical jokes, but essential talismans, living objects with which
the set‑designer‑and‑director‑in‑one needed to maintain contact, communication,
relationship; and with them, to experience and to create the PLAY…
Věra Velemanová (1965). Following several pedagogical appointments, she worked as an art
historian and librarian at the District Museum in Příbram (1997–2000). Since 1997, she has
been collaborating with the Theatre Institute. In 2000, she has become a regular member
of the Department for Czech Theatre Studies. She was a co-author of Starší české divadlo
(Older Czech Theatre) and Hudební divadlo v českých zemích: Osobnosti 19. století (Music
Theatre in the Czech Lands: Personalities of the 19th Century). Currently, she is involved
in the grant project titled Činoherní divadlo realizované v české řeči (1862–1918) (Drama
Theatre Produced in the Czech Language). Her research concentrates on the history of Czech
set design and theatre activities of Russian immigrants in Czechoslovakia. She is a co-author
of the monograph Libor Fára – Dílo (Libor Fára – Work).
Věra Velemanová: Theatre Director Petr Lébl and Scenographer William Nowák: Two Men
in One. Petr Lébl (1965–1999), a Czech theatre practician active in the 1980s and 1990s, was
known for the hard‑to‑capture style, stemming from his syncretic method which combined
innovative directing with imaginative set design compositions. There is no other figure in
the Czech theatre who combined stage design and direction in such absolute terms. As a
scenographer he sometimes signed as Arnold Lébl or Letitia von Brandenstein, but for most of
his professional productions his scenographer is identified as William Nowák. However, Lébl
never considered himself a set designer. For him, the staging of a play was an indivisible form
where all the elements were closely tied together, conditioning and influencing one another.
The essay outlines Lébl's artistic journey from amateur beginnings (1980–1991) to his later
career in professional theatre (1992–1999). Particular attention is paid to Lébl's treatment
of the stage environment and his unique orchestration of all stage elements.
Key words: Petr Lébl – Directing – Set design – Theatre on the Ballustrade – Postmodernism.
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Jaroslav Etlík

Theatre as Experience
On the Relationship Between the Noetic and Ontological
Principles in Theatre Art

Angel: If some great painter painted a portrait of me, would you love me a little then?
Al: I might love the portrait.
Angel: But not me?
Al: Of course not.
Angel: Why not?
Al: What did you have to do with it?
Angel: I'm in the fucking portrait, aren't I?
Al: No, you're not. The vision of the artist is in the portrait.
(Steven Tesich: On the Open Road)1

The quote above is a graphic illustration of the considerations that follow. Al is
right: even should it be only a “true” copy of Angel's likeness, there will, indeed, be
nothing else to be seen in the notional portrait except what Al defines in his last
line – the painter's vision of Angel's appearance implemented in colours and lines.
That means a work of visual art including its innermost meaning, which the artist
decided to express through his creative skill and his unique vision.
But we will not be examining this aspect of the problem. Let us leave the content
of the work of art on one side for the time being (as if it were of no relevance to
us) and let us substitute the word “sign” for “vision”.
It comes out quite clearly that it will change nothing substantial in Al's line.
Whatever Angel's opinion might be, there will still be no “real” Angel in the portrait;
what there will be is what Jan Mukařovský already many years ago called an
“autonomous sign”, defining it as a “sensory reality relating to another reality
that it is supposed to evoke”.2 Using a particular organisation of colours and lines,
the artist creates a specific material reality that can be grasped by the senses and
that, in the viewer's consciousness, evokes a vision of another reality – that of a
real being, Angel in our case. This is a really simple example but, as will be shown
later, very important in the context of our considerations. To sum up for the start:
there would never be a “real” Angel in the painting, only a sign for Angel's likeness
created by the artist. Since this example takes place within the framework of
classical portrait painting, i.e. of the art based on the external similarity of shapes
between the signifier and the signified, the nature of the sign is iconic. As this
article is mainly concerned with considerations of theatrical nature, this kind of
sign/icon will be of paramount interest to us.
1
2

Tesich, Steve. On the Open Road. London – New York: S. French, 1993, pp. 42–43.
Mukařovský, Jan. Umělecké dílo jako sémiologický fakt. In Mukařovský, Jan. Studie z estetiky. Praha:
Odeon, 1966, p. 86. English translation: Art as a Semiotic Fact. In Mukařovský, Jan. Structure, Sign,
and Function. Eds. John Burbank, Peter Steiner. New Haven: Yale University Press, 1977, p. 84.
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Let us now shift the perspective a little. Had the two speakers been arguing
about a feature film (a film performed, of course, by actors) and not about a
painting, we would have to look into three other factors that we have not yet
considered: movement, time, and also the subject. Movement and time are such
obvious categories from the point of view of the film and its showing that it does
not seem necessary to look into them in more detail here. At the same time,
however, these factors are closely interlinked as every movement takes place in a
time framework and, as a consequence, is necessarily defined by time.
The third agent – subject – would seem much less clear cut. Generally speaking,
under “subject” we understand a rational, cognitive being, a human being in most
cases. But in a film a subject has two aspects. On the one hand, we can see the subject
as somebody being represented by somebody else on the screen, in other words as
an artificially created reality, as a being that is just a label for somebody, and so,
from the point of view of semiotics, constituting only a sign. Generally speaking,
a sign carries a meaning. But if it is to be perceived as a sign for the subject, that
meaning must be defined by subjective human behaviour. From this perspective
we understand a subject in a film as that subject which, by everything that he/she
does on the screen, evokes a feeling that the viewer is watching human action.
That is why the subject has to have his or her own consciousness, free will, and
cannot be completely ruled by instincts, as is the case with animals. The subjects
have to be able to establish, evaluate and actively transform their relationships with
other subjects while maintaining the capacity to relate their cognitive activities
to other, transpersonal values (for instance, social, religious, ethical, etc.). A subject
represented in this way constitutes what we call, in audiovisual works, a character.
That does not mean, however, that the signified (or, more precisely, the signifying)
subject onscreen must necessarily be human. It could be some kind of fantastic,
completely imaginary being or antropomorphous animal. It could even be an item
of inanimate nature, anything, provided it fulfils one necessary condition: while
watching the film, the viewer has to be able to identify every manifestation of the
subject as an act of human behaviour. Everything else on the screen are objects
that do not represent characters.
Another way of understanding the concept of subject in the film theory is to
switch our attention to a completely different being: that is, the one consciously
causing all of the things mentioned above through his/her creativity, through the
ability to perform it means giving attention to the actor, whose role is as important
for this study as that of the sign for a character he or she represents on a film screen.3
From the above mentioned it is clear that Angel – when his likeness was
captured to the film-strip – transformed from a passive portrait model into a sum of
manifestations of the actively involved film actor. To make the illustration as simple
as possible, let us presume that Angel – like Václav Havel in Tomáš Vorel's 1996
movie Stone Bridge (Kamenný most) – only represents himself on the screen. Thus,
he is an actor playing and creating a character, but the character is nobody else but
3

To simplify, we used the term “an image of a character”. Under certain circumstances it is possible
speak not only of a film character but also of the image of that character. An actor's creation, which
already in itself is a sign, is shot by the camera and processed during cutting and editing into a definite
sign for the subject. Therefore, what we see on the screen is in fact a sign of a sign. From a certain
perspective we could consider the fact that an actor already creates his character as a reality “in
front of the camera”, while on the screen we are watching only this character's representation, its
image. From the purely semiotic point of view (from the spectator's view), however, ultimately only
this image becomes a sign; and in that case we speak about the character itself rather than an image
of that character.
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himself, a real person existing in real life. But even in this case (as in the case of the
portrait) Angel on the film screen immediately becomes a mere sign; he will not
even be the originator of that sign as it is always up to the film director to decide
about the final shape of both the sign and its intentional and relatively definitive
meaning by cutting and editing his material. It is the film director, after all, who
chooses the facial details and gestures, who refines the recorded material and uses
it to compose the character in such a way that it should correspond as much as
possible to his vision and, likewise, to the generally intended tone of the film. From
this point of view, the nature of film acting is markedly ambiguous. On the one
hand, an actor is a fully fledged, autonomous creative subject (we are talking about
real film acting – one only has to remember Vladimír Pucholt's authentic acting
in Miloš Forman's 1960s movies, or the masterly performances by actors such as
Rudolf Hrušínský, Josef Kemr and others). But at the same time the same actor
remains a mere object, fully dependent on the director's will and invention. Should
the director, for instance, decide, for whatever reason, to make a radical change, e.g.
to shift the film to another genre or to transform completely the meaning and/or
the context of a situation or a line, the film actor would be completely powerless
to do anything about it.
We can see that both these examples have several things in common: 1) Although
both Angels (be it the model for the painting or the actor in the film) do participate
in the audience's direct experience through their pre‑recorded image, this image
always has the character of a mediated entity that had been “preprocessed” in
another temporal dimension. Moreover, the final fixing of the sign is implemented
by the use of radically different materials from those provided for the realization
of the film character or the portrait by either Angel: it takes place outside their
actual human bodies. 2) In the ontological sense of the word, an immediate, that
is, “live” contact between the viewer and the film actor, or between the viewer and
the painting model, never actually takes place. During the perception of the work
of art, the audience only comes in direct contact with the material vehicle for that
work – with the artefact. This can be a painting (in fine arts), or an enlarged light
projection from a film strip onto a screen.
In this way, we have moved from a portrait in fine arts to the art of acting, albeit
only in its screen variant. But there is, nonetheless, only one step from this kind
of cting to another discipline that displays similarities with film acting (the use of
movement, creating characters, implementing intentional actions, negotiating,
establishing dramatic situations etc.). We have come to the discussion of theatre.
It should be noted that much of what has been said so far about creating a sign
(character) in visual arts and in film, does not generally apply to theatre. Above
all, the central sign of any acting, that is, the character in its final form on stage, is
ultimately created in theatre not by the director but by the actor. This, obviously,
does not mean that the stage director has no say in moulding the character. On the
contrary; from the perspective of the performance as a whole, he is the decisive
component of the production. Similarly to a film director, he must be the guarantor
of the result: it is his responsibility to synchronize all individual actions by the
characters, their objectives and their mutual relations both with each other and
with other elements and contexts of the work on stage which are not directly linked
to the characters' actions. But from the point of view of creating the character as
such (in a purely ontological sense) it is always the actor, and the actor alone, who,
in the acting space, in front of the audience and in the specific and shared time
span, creates the final form of the character and ensures its existence on stage as
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perceivable through the audience's senses, i.e. materialized. In theatre, the actor
alone (and nobody else) is the supreme and ultimate author of the sign/character,
being, at the same time, its only physical “keeper” in terms of “bare” stage existence.4
The actor's failure during a theatre performance (for example for health reasons)
leads either to the distortion of the sign, or even to its annihilation. It follows from
what has been suggested so far that in order to guarantee all these things for the
spectator's eye – establishing a sign, its meaning and its stage existence – the actor
has to be present in the acting space all the time. And he or she must exist there
as a real, individual human being, as “the original”.
In our considerations about the actor we deliberately avoid using the term
“stage”, since the actor creating the character does not necessarily operate only on
the stage. He can also be hiding behind a French screen, or manipulate puppets from
the fly gallery; he may, likewise, be creating the character while moving among the
audience. Each of these spaces can potentially become an acting space. Thus the
term “stage” does not necessarily equal that of the acting space. It is, therefore, more
useful to see theatre space as a duality of the space for the play (that is, the acting
space) and the space for the perception of optical (and maybe acoustic) elements
of the theatre sign, than to insist on the duality of the “stage” and “audience”. The
acting space is the space where the actor creates during the performance, while the
space for the perception of the above mentioned components of the theatre sign
is the space where all the theatre signs produced by the actor and other authors
of the performance are perceived by the audience. Of course, one cannot reduce
the concept of theatre perception to the intentional reception of theatre signs by
the viewers. It is necessary to consider this aspect from two other points of view.
First, the actor himself perceives his/her work, his/her character (as Otakar Zich
would put it, through mentally‑haptic sensation), and takes in, besides the other
theatre signs, also his/her acting partners. Then there is yet another perspective,
much more important for the functioning of theatre and its very essence. If there
exists a human original on both sides of artistic theatre communication, it follows
logically that the process of perception cannot be a one way affair, but that it
flows in both directions. The actor and his actions are, on the one side, perceived
by the audience, so that the actor himself can, in return, perceive all the reactions
from the audience. One can draw a simple, almost banal conclusion from this
4

One could raise an objection here that actor is not the only who creates the character on stage as it
is obvious that other factors impact on the process of building a character. This is certainly true. But
one has to distinguish the ontological perspective on creating the character from the ontogenetic one.
The former examines primarily the necessity and indispensability of the individual building blocks
out of which the sign is created. From this point of view the actor alone, and no one else, actually
creates the character by lending the character his/her own being and physiognomy. In this sense the
actor can be considered a conditio sine qua non for creating the character. Anything else connected
to the actor is unnecessary for establishing the character. Even a naked human body is capable to
create a sign/character. When maintaining that the actor is the only author of the character we
mean this specific ontological aspect of the problem, and nothing else. Considering the problem
of the creation of the character from the ontogenetic perspective would involve admitting that
the character on the stage is created mainly by the actor, and thus taking into account the role the
director, the costume, and other elements play in building the symbol. For that matter: were we to
adopt this point of view, we would also have to take into account the contribution of the audience
reaction and that of acting partners onstage. From the ontogenetic perspective, the actor is not
necessarily the only author of his/her character even if we consider the authorship as an act of
immediate creation happening in the present in front of the audience. For instance, if an actor is
lit individually, the spotlight operator could be responsible for shaping the character creatively, if
that operator shares the same theatre space with the actors and the audience.
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principle: the actor and his viewer form an indivisible dual entity. Their partnership
is so important that the theatre performance could not be implemented without
it, without both sides cooperating.
Most of these facts were already known and explored more than sixty years ago by
Otakar Zich in his Aesthetics of Dramatic Art (Estetika dramatického umění). Zich,
too, saw the actor as a sovereign author of the character he/she creates, although –
because of the context of his time – with certain limitations. Back in 1931, Zich
was still unable to conceive the idea of the actor who would be completely free, i.e.
the actor who does not need a literary text as a base for his creative work, at least
not in the framework of dramatic theatre. Nevertheless, his theory did, to a certain
extent, “liberate” acting from its dependence on literature. Zich denied the literary
template the right to exist on stage as an independent, autonomous sound form
as long as it was delivered by a live actor. In an absolute opposition to the theatre
theories of his time, he established that the acoustic form of the text realized by
the actor forms an organic component of the art of acting. In other words: the actor
receives the words from the playwright and the text then becomes an integral part
of his complex psychosomatic apparatus and, as a consequence, just one of the
elements of his dramatic action. This was a very courageous act at the time: Zich
in fact abolished the role of literature as a constitutive element of dramatic work
and relegated it to a mere “pre‑artefact” position, and thus completely outside the
perceivable stage structure of the dramatic work.5 That is not to say Zich would
deny the literary original any influence: in the area of pure ideas (the so‑called
“content of speech”) the literary template remains an important orientation basis
upon which the actor completes his work on the stage.
In this way, Otakar Zich gave full appreciation to the phenomenon of acting
as an autonomously creative, central, and dominant component, sufficient for the
creation of the dramatic work6 (obviously without being its pre‑condition); and, at
the same time, as an element without any independent equivalent in other artistic
disciplines.7 Of course, there are other “partial disciplines” in dramatic art that
play a role in articulating literary templates – for instance that of the set designer,
director etc. But the ruling art is the art of acting.
Zich could, understandably, only arrive at these conclusions because he was one
of the very first theatre theoreticians whose line of thought anticipated some of
the principles of communication theory, as well as the semiotic approach to a work
of art. But this approach – as, similarly, the structuralist one – can only be applied
5

6

7

František Černý was the first to point out this feature of Zich's work in his university lecture titled
Otázky divadelní režie [Issues of Theatre Directing] in 1967; he discussed it also in the printed
version published in the late 1980s. Černý, František. Otázky divadelní režie. Praha: Melantrich,
1988, p. 57. In his article called Zichovo “Dramatické umění“ v pojetí divadla a dramatu v současné
teatrologii [Zich's “Dramatic Art” in the concept of theatre and drama in contemporary theatre
science] Petr Pavlovský also stressed the fact (while citing Černý's lecture) in the Brno anthology
Vědecký odkaz Otakara Zicha [Otakar Zich's Scientific Heritage]. Ed. Rudolf Pečman. Brno: Česká
hudební společnost, 1981, pp. 201–207.
Translator's note: Zich's notion of dramatic work stems from his concept of dramatic art, which
corresponds to a large extent with our contemporary notion of theatre (art). Hence, the term
dramatic work could be loosely translated to our contemporary terminology as production and
should not be understood as drama, i.e. the autonomous literary artefact. Moreover, Zich considered
drama – a written text – as a technical pre‑text or record rather than an autonomous work of art.
Zich's definition of dramatic work is as follows: “Dramatic work is a work of art that demonstrates
collective action of personas by means of performers' stage action.”
Zich also included sound films into the category of dramatic art.
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on the condition that the scholar deals with an integrated artefact that can be
examined as a relatively complex entity, since Zich considered the actor's creative
work from the point of view of the audience, rather than from the perspective of the
creative process itself (i.e. that of actors gradually developing their work). He never
asked himself by what means the actor reaches his particular way of expressing
something; he was, rather, much more interested in what exactly the audience
perceives during the time of the actor's onstage creation, and, also, in how and by
which means the actor creates an impact on the audience's consciousness. It was
only these questions which excited Zich and served as the initial platform for his
book. And it was only from this final moment that he could start exploring that
interaction which is born between the work and its recipient, and ask questions
about the real nature of signs and their function in the ongoing reception process.
We used the same perspective when discussing film acting at the beginning of
this essay. We were interested less in the actor creating a character “in front of the
camera” than in the onscreen result – in the things the audience sees and hears
during the showing of the film. But that is where the similarity of our approach
with Zich's theory of drama ends, since what the audience perceives during a film
projection is only the final product of the director's cut recorded on the film strip.
The film actor thus perceived is not a person but a definitely shaped sign.
In his role as a theoretician of theatre art, Otakar Zich was unable to avoid
discussing the issue of the real person on the stage. When speaking about the theatre
actor, the idea of a definitely formed sign (or material processed with finality that
has a character of a mere sign) is patently absurd. That is why it was necessary
to respect the reality of an integral human being onstage. At this point, the first
problem emerged for Zich to solve. To be able to put dramatic art on an equal footing
with all the other artistic disciplines, and to consider it to be “a thing of the same
kind” as them, he had to accept the premise that dramatic art shares a feature that
is common, without exception, to all artistic production – that is, artificiality. All
art is created in an artificial way by human beings. The result is always an artificially
modelled artefact in which the material of its means of expression is moulded into
the corresponding expression. Or, from the semiotic perspective: any material used
(even the live one, as in ikebana, for instance) has the character of a completely
formed sign. In works of art, therefore, artificial worlds are created with their
own rules, laws and conventions that can also be broken (albeit only under precise
conditions). This is largely true of dramatic art as well. Zich speaks of the space that
is simultaneously real and fake, and also of the time that is simultaneously both real
and fake;8 the dramatic action is artificial; the visual aspects are artificially arranged,
even the audience reception is of conventionally artificial nature. Everything thus
meets the demand for artificiality, but for one exception – and that is the actor. The
actor is a natural human being who brings onstage a luggage of personal feelings,
habits and worries from his/her real everyday life. Actors are well able to suppress
the influence of these factors, but can not eliminate them altogether. And it was
precisely at this point where Zich was confronted with the enormous problem of
the phenomenon of acting. The actor, as an integral and holistic human being, is
too natural, too “formless”, and transcends everything artificial that surrounds him.
It was necessary to solve this problem; and the solution that Zich, courageously,
decided for, was a brilliant one. In his theory, the actor was made terminologically
insignificant. This trick of theatre theory, excellent for its time, was also a stroke
8

Zich, Otakar. Podstata divadelní scény [The Fundamentals of Theatre Scene]. Moravsko‑slezská revue
XVI, 1923, pp. 129–138.
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of genius in that it preserved both the actor's real existence onstage and his role as
the sovereign author (mover) of the character, while at the same time making him
“invisible” from the point of view of the act of perception. In one word, the author
of the Aesthetics let the actor as a human being disappear behind the character he/
she creates. Thus, Zich used for his theory exclusively that which is artificial and
intentional about the actor's activities (we are talking about the creative type of
actors), that is, his play. Everything else is moved to the “background”. In this way,
the actor in The Aesthetics of Dramatic Art becomes a phenomenon that has a real
existence on the stage and that the audience is aware of, but whose real existence,
at the same time, is not registered objectively by the spectator, who thus does not
draw any practical conclusions from it. For the spectator the actor exists in the real,
but not in the objective sense. He is beyond semantic grasp. Once Zich managed
this terminological hat trick with the actor and made him irrelevant from the point
of view of perception, his concept of dramatic art was finally put on an “equal”
footing with all the other artistic disciplines. Without loosing any part of the actor's
freedom or his role as author, Zich's theory became “systemically pure” from the
point of view of aesthetics and general art theory. And now when everything in his
dramatic art (or better, in his drama theory), had been organized on the platform
of the artificial and the intentional, the author of that theory could start working
with concepts that corresponded with his interpretation of dramatic art to the
full extent. These concepts are defined as performer figure and dramatic persona.
The performer figure roughly corresponds to the concept of Gestalt (meaning
not only “character”, but also “shape” and “likeness” in German). The term “Gestalt”
has been introduced by some branches of contemporary aesthetics and psychology
of arts. It refers to an artificial, aesthetic shape – an object inspiring the aesthetic
focus in the recipient. The performer figure in dramatic art thus represents a
dominant and ecisive “Gestalt” on the stage, albeit not the only one. Besides
its dominant and generally aesthetic effect, the performer figure is also the main
source for the aural and visual impulses that form a basis for the signifying images
created by the viewer. In that way, the actor transforms himself into an artificial
formation aimed at the aesthetic, sensorial and, of course, “informational” contact
with the audience.
The dramatic persona, on the other hand, only appears as a result of the
spectator's mental an sensorial activity. In his mind, the spectator creates an artificial
visual image that is based on the audiovisual perception of the performer figure and
represents a being in action. This image is a synthesis of mental perceptions from
the outside and of the inner long‑term experience stocked in the motoric memory
of the spectator's body. In semiotic terms, the performer figure is a sign, and the
dramatic persona is its meaning.
Zich's system is based on the following principle: the audience is getting two
mental perceptions from two objective entities coming to them from the stage (and
thus from acting). The first is the perception itself of a concrete performer figure,
the second is the perception that the performer figure refers to something else, that
it has a meaning. These psychic perceptions of both objective entities consequently
come into contact with the spectator's somatic motoric experience and – according
to Zich – two, this time subjective, signifying images emerge in the spectator's mind.
The first is the technical image, i.e. that of the performer figure seen as an
aesthetic (artistic) object in the general sense of the word (in the same way that we
see a Picasso painting at an exhibition not only as a specific painting by that artist
but also as a painting in general, a work of art that we call a painting.
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The second is the visual image, i.e. a signifying image of the being in action
referred to by the performer figure; in other words, the dramatic persona.9
This theoretical model of the reception of a dramatic (theatre) work could be
considered almost “cosmically” valid in its own time, as it mirrored in a relatively
reliable way the most basic principles of communication of the theatrical practice
of its day, called by Ivo Osolsobě the “middle class realistic theatre of the turn of
the nineteenth Century”. The actor's main effort was aimed at creating a theatrical
character/Gestalt, and it was only through this artificial shape that the actor was
addressing his audience (not on his own, of course, but in conjunction with the
other characters created in a similar way by other actors onstage). Nevertheless,
one can raise various relevant objections as to the general validity of Zich's system,
and not only strictly from today's perspective: but likewise from the point of view
contemporary to its creation.
Disregarding the fact that, for one, Zich intentionally excluded mime, ballet etc.
from dramatic theatre art forms (or rather, he wouldn't include them altogether)
and ignored the impulses from the avant‑garde theatre (such as Voskovec and
Werich's Osvobozené divadlo [Liberated Theatre]) – both omissions logically
follow from his “well thought‑out” definition of dramatic art – the most important
objection relates to the fact that Zich's deductive system was unable to cover the
principles of the reception of dramatic work precisely and sufficiently even in the
area of the dramatic theatre art itself, i.e. in the type of theatre Zich so ingeniously
strived to define. The author of Aesthetics completely ignored the momentum of
mutual feedback that always flows between the actors and the audience and that
is the necessary prerequisite of the theatre performance. Zich did not, really, find a
place for a reacting and “resonating” spectator in his system, despite the fact that
he conceived his book from the point of view of the recipient. Ivo Osolsobě and
Miroslav Procházka, the authors of the Notes and Commentaries for the second
Prague edition of The Aesthetics of Dramatic Art, explained this omission on Zich's
part as a case of the author's mere failure to fully appreciate this fact, and claimed
that this flaw in Zich's work could have been easily repaired, and even that the
feedback moment could be “very well described in terms of Zich's conceptual
system”.10 They point out in this context that Zich himself was very well aware
9

Translator's note: To translate the theoretical notions and terminology of Czech theatre semiotics
is quite an intricate task. The terms used by contemporary Czech theoreticians are mostly rooted
in Zich's theory of drama, as explained in this study. Zich's work was never officially translated into
English, and there are no fixed English translations for the terms he uses. Moreover, these terms
quite closely follow the German terminology, centred around the idea of Gestalt. That leads to some
confusion even in the original Czech language. For example, Zich consistently uses the term “postava”
where a German scholar would say “Gestalt”, whereas in current language the same word has the
deep‑rooted meaning of “theatre character” (that is also found in most dictionaries). So his term of
“herecká postava“ means virtually “an actor as he appears on the stage” rather than “a character
as created by the actor”. Zich proceeds to coin the term of dramatic persona (“dramatická osoba”)
where the persona means what in English would be called integrated stage figure (again, as perceived
by the audience). Zich's followers took the language he initiated and coined further terms with the
same possibility of confusion: for instance, when defining the puppet/puppeteer tandem, Jan Císař
introduced the notion of “jevištní postava” (virtually the integrated stage figure). English – Czech:
performer figure – herecká postava; dramatic persona – dramatická osoba; integrated stage figure –
jevištní postava; signifying visual image – významová představa obrazová; signifying technical image –
významová představa technická. The last term was originally worded as “technical representation”;
but according to the author of this study, it is probably more accurate to call it “technically functional
representation”.
10 Osolsobě, Ivo – Procházka, Miroslav. Poznámky a komentáře [Notes and Commentaries]. In Zich, Otakar.
Estetika dramatického umění [The Aesthetics of Dramatic Art]. Praha: Panorama, 1987, p. 347.
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of the mutual actor/audience feedback in the theatre, as he referred to it on
numerous other occasions, albeit not explicitly as a concept.11 From that the
authors of Notes and Commentaries derive the understandable cause for Zich's
neglect in this matter: it was due to the fact that “…Zich's book was written not
as a compilation of literary sources but as an original system created by deduction
and built on the chosen principles. And every theoretical system is incomplete.”12
This explanation is an obvious simplification that misses the heart of the issue.
The “omission” has a deeper, “systemic” basis. For Zich, the principle of the
reception of a dramatic work, i.e. its component taking place between the stage
and the audience, happens exclusively between the viewer and the performer
figure – the artificial Gestalt. Terminologically, Zich only admits the actor as a
separate and purely theoretical “component” of the spectator's experience. From
the point of view of the illustrative, semiotic perception of the work (the only
one Zich accepts), the real person of the actor is irrelevant.
It is precisely this painstakingly constructed artificial system that prevents Zich
from considering the actor as a direct and important part of communication in a
dramatic work. As a consequence, he does not regard the issue of audience feedback,
or if he did, the actor, previously “pushed” into the background, would have to be
“recovered” from there again. It is not an artificial Gestalt/performer figure who
perceives the audience feedback, it is a real person, a natural human being who
performs the character. That would mean admitting the uncomfortable fact that
the actor is also a most important component of drama – and that would not do
for Zich, as it would undermine the very foundations of his ingenious, yet artificial
system. Contrary to the author's intentions, the system then would immediately
cease to be “in harmony” with other arts disciplines, and the analogies (such as the
one Zich makes between the perception of the performer figure in the theatre and
the perception of a statue in visual arts) would be seen in a different light and, as a
consequence, a different, far more complex solution would have to be sought. But
the main idea and objective of Zich's book was neither to differentiate theatre from
other arts disciplines nor to examine its otherness and/or uniqueness but, rather,
Zich's journey was, in principle, a journey from something different and hard to
define, and towards the common and harmonious existence of the theatre “in the
womb of the community of all arts disciplines”. This coexistence is based on the
shared principle of artificiality and conventionality, and the difference between
individual disciplines only emerges in more subtle questions of autonomy and
specificity of one or another among them. It is only after the basic presumption
of artificiality and intention, as the unifying element that binds all the disciplines of
the community of arts, is harmonized, that the issue of different materials, such as
time, space, standstill and movement, as the means of expression, can be addressed.
As a consequence and quite understandably, Zich belongs in that brand of theatre
theory that is (or strives to be) in harmony with the development of other theories
of art and aesthetics. This brand grew from Diderot's Paradox of the Actor and
developed via Antoine's reform all the way to the Stanislavsky system. But this
journey also has its blind alleys, such as E. G. Craig's earnestly meant proposition
to replace the actor with the so‑called Über‑marionette. Nevertheless, on the road
11 Zich, Otakar. Zeitschrift für Ästetik und Allgemeine Kunstwissenschaft VI, 1911. Cited from Osolsobě, I. –
Procházka, M. Op. cit., p. 347. The authors provide evidence that Zich used the term resonating
spectator in some of his articles. Nevertheless, he did not include it in his main oeuvre, The Aesthetics
of Dramatic Art.
12 Osolsobě, I. – Procházka, M. Op. cit., p. 347.
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of theory of acting as the “cultivated” Gestalt, Zich's book represents one of the
peaks of pure theory of dramatic work.13
This represents, indeed, the greatest weakness of Zich's theory, and shows the
extent of its indebtedness to its own time. The development of 20th century theatre
following Zich made the efforts of “harmonization” increasingly more problematic.
At a specific point of its history, theatre wanted to confirm its equal status with
the other art disciplines, as it were; it wanted to get rid of its own inferiority
complex nurtured by theoreticians for centuries (after all, up to that time theatre
had always been both considered “suspicious” and understood as a particular
form of literature, as a mere reproduction of the latter through performance, or,
in the case of opera, as a peculiar, dramatic form of music etc.).14 But as soon as
it achieved that goal and gained confidence, as soon as it was confirmed as an
idiosyncratic and completely autonomous art form, theatre as if thumbed its nose
at theoreticians, made a fundamental turnaround and looked in a radically different
direction: inside its own “core” and its own natural substance. Since that moment,
theatre has been looking for a road to itself. It does, understandably, maintain both
some basic attributes of artificiality and conventionality, and certain principles
of semiotic functioning, (otherwise it could not claim to be a form of art), but,
unlike in other types of arts, man increasingly encroaches on the stage subsystem
of the theatre not only as the actor creating the character but also as a completely
unique, ostentatiously presented, natural human being. And, through his personal
influence this human being undermines in his work in theatre the integrity of the
onstage performer figure in order to illustrate his own original and unambiguous
personal relationship to the real world. The concept that has increasingly entered
the discussions about the substance of theatre is that of ostension; it was introduced
into Czech theatre theory by Ivo Osolsobě, and is defined as sign‑less presentation of
a natural human being inserted directly in a temporal/spatial (and also thematic and
motivic) framework of a work of theatre.15 More and more, a holistic integral human
being as a natural entity exploits the fact that theatre is the only art discipline in
which viewers are confronted with a subject that is absolutely equivalent to them.
If the meaning of the word equality were limited to the subject “portrayed”, and
thus to the structure of the thing “represented”, then such an equality would be
achieved by any “image‑based” art, and ideally by one that is characterized by the
markedly movement‑oriented “iconicity”, of, say, a feature movie or television
13 Although it might appear as paradoxical, Zich was not really interested in the features specific
to theatre creation. On the contrary, he examined the harmonization of these features and, as a
consequence, tried to harmonize the substance of theatre with that of the other art disciplines. In
other words, inside the theatre system, Zich discovered the acting component as the specific feature
of theatre work; but outside the theatre system he follows the road towards coming to terms with
the general theory of arts and aesthetics, and thus with all the other forms of art. Logically, this
happens on the basis of the common features and not the specific ones.
14 This “digression” of theatre in another direction (a process during which theatre concentrated again on
its uniqueness and otherness) started long before Zich's book was published. Already in Stanislavsky's
circle it was Meyerhold with his biomechanics, and later Tairov in Russia, Brecht in Germany, Jouvet
and the Cartel movement in France and others who implemented a reform in this spirit. That
means that Zich's efforts at perfecting the “Diderot” branch of the theory of acting came too late.
Nevertheless, from the point of view of the pure theory of theatre it still makes one of the pinnacles
of the discussions about theatre in Europe.
15 Osolsobě, Ivo. Divadlo, které mluví, zpívá a tančí: Teorie jedné komunikační formy [Theatre that Speaks,
Sings, and Dances: A Theory of a Form of Human Communication]. Praha: Suprahon, 1974, p. 25.
See also Osolsobě, Ivo. Ostenze jako mezní případ sdělování a její význam pro umění [Ostension as
a Limit-case of Communication and its Significance for the Arts]. Estetika IV, 1967, n. 1, pp. 2–23.
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drama. That would be nothing out of the ordinary. But in theatre, the equivalence
is also at play in the structure of syntax, that is, in the structure of the one who
“represents” – in the person who acts, thinks, feels and reacts on the stage, and
consequently, in the full sense of the word, is. The same is not valid for a film or a
television drama. In the case of a public production where a viewer is a member
of a larger set of spectators, the reception is further enriched by the atmosphere
in the audience. But that does not change the fact that in all the art disciplines,
with the exception of theatre, it is only the viewer or the audience who reacts, and
not the work of art itself. In the sense of the equality between the viewer and the
actor in theatre the point is not only the “live nature” of the material, the so‑called
“live meeting live”; a live entity can also act as a means of expression in other arts
disciplines. But, there, unlike in theatre, this material is never felt as being a subject
of totally equal value, acting, thinking and reacting operationally. Only in theatre,
and nowhere else, is the total scale one to one.16
Despite all these qualifications stemming from the current state of
theatre research, Zich's system brought to the Czech theatre scholarship a
scientifically substantiated differentiation between a sign and its meaning. It
also separated (albeit not without some problems) the actor from his work, and
thus the initiator of a sign from the sign itself. In this sense Zich's system is still
valid – of course mutatis mutandis – especially in those types of theatre aiming
at creating the actor oriented dramatic character on the stage.
Nevertheless, there was one kind of theatre work that really caused Zich the
theatre theoretician significant problems, and it was the puppet theatre. Zich's
misunderstanding of the puppet theatre can be divided into two areas of issues.
The first one, less important we think, has earned Zich many rebukes. One could
call it the area of semiotics. Petr Bogatyrev, for instance, reproached Zich with the
argument that he did not show enough understanding for the specific character of
the puppet theatre's sign system by, first, mechanically comparing the play with an
unanimated object with that of “live actors”, and by failing to respect puppet theatre
as an “idiosyncratic sign system”, thus failing to distinguish between different sign
system levels inherent to both types of theatre. Bogatyrev then draws the conclusion
that “…everything Zich says about puppet theatre could be fully applied to any other
art…” and, as a consequence, does not touch upon the specific problems of the given
theatrical subspecies.17 Bogatyrev's criticism is pertinent, although – as pointed out
by Miroslav Procházka many years later – it is not completely persuasive from the
point of view of general semiotics and, as a consequence, is of only limited value. The
main problem is Bogatyrev's use of the term sign itself. Without a well‑developed
background in semiotics as a science, Bogatyrev's understanding of this term is
very general and could be applied in various ways.18 Nonetheless, it is necessary to
admit that many of Bogatyrev's objections to Zich's view of puppet theatre were in
fact justified. The most important among them is Bogatyrev's principal demand to
16 Osolsobě, I. Op. cit. 1974, p.15.
17 Bogatyrev, Petr. Příspěvek ke zkoumání divadelních znaků [A Contribution to the Research of Theatre
Signs]. In Souvislosti tvorby. Ed. Jaroslav Kolár. Praha: Odeon, 1971, pp. 139–145. See also Bogatyrev,
Petr. Příspěvek ke zkoumání divadelních znaků. Slovenské smery umelecké a kritické, 1937–38,
pp. 238–246; also published in: Sokol, František. Svět loutkového divadla. Praha: Albatros, 1987,
p. 8. The issues are also discussed in: Bogatyrev, Petr. O loutkovém divadle [On Puppet Theatre]. In
Bogatyrev, Petr. Lidové divadlo české a slovenské. Praha: František Borový, 1940, p. 133.
18 Procházka, Miroslav. Spor o povahu jednoho typu divadla [Dispute over the Nature of One Type of
Theatre]. In Vědecký odkaz Otakara Zicha. Op. cit., pp. 189–193. Also Procházka, Miroslav. Znaky
dramatu a divadla [Signs of Drama and Theatre]. Praha: Panorama, 1988, pp. 192–199.
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start with the sign system itself when discussing the perception of puppet theatre,
rather than (as Zich assumed) taking as the starting point the real objects to which
these signs would refer subsequently.
This second misunderstanding of puppet theatre by Zich (which might be
qualified as a structural misunderstanding) seems to be more serious from today's
perspective. Zich apparently overlooked (and probably could not do otherwise in
the context of his time) the fact that the structure of the acting component in
puppet theatre differs fundamentally from the structure of its counterpart in the
so‑called “live actors” theatre. For Zich, a puppet in the puppet theatre is equal to
the performer figure in drama, and it is the puppet itself – through its own nature
of being both a sign and an object – that refers to the dramatic persona. In that
way, the concept of the puppet in Zich's theory of puppet theatre represents the
equivalent of the concept of performer figure.
Although this view fails to see the difference between the acting components
in the two types of theatre under comparison, it was accepted both by Zich's
critics, such as Bogatyrev, and defenders (such as Honzl or Procházka). Zich's and
Bogatyrev's points of view are understandable. Their perspective was a product of
an era when puppet theatre was being forced – by influences and developments
in realistic drama theatre – towards a trend by which puppet theatre was, indeed,
gradually becoming a kind of illusional “small drama theatre” (a box of illusions), a
trend that culminated in the 1950s. Its difference from the “real” dramatic theatre
lies mainly in the stress it put on educating child audiences. This “illusional” trend
of Czech puppet theatre had an ambition for the puppet to be as “believable” an
imitation of the “image” of a human being as possible,19 in other words, it had the
ambition to refer to the dramatic persona without using the actor (or, more precisely,
as though it itself were the actor). Thereby, puppet theatre was resigning its specific
character and hiding the actual basis of its acting component. To demonstrate the
error of this kind of puppet theatre, a breakthrough was necessary, an idea that
would bring about a fundamental change in thinking about puppet theatre. The
turnaround arrived in puppet theatre practice in the late 1950s and early 1960s when
live actors entered the stage of the puppet theatres. This got things moving. Much
of what until then held true in the puppet theatre ceased to be valid, first of all the
idea that the puppet by itself could portray the dramatic persona. The initial impulse
thus logically came from the practice of puppet theatre itself. Nevertheless, in due
course this new development of puppet theatre was eventually also approached
theoretically, most importantly in the works of Miroslav Česal and Jan Císař.
Although one has to respect the impact of the book Live Actor in Puppet Theatre (Živý
herec na loutkovém divadle) by Miroslav Česal,20 the real turning point in the
understanding of the function of the actor in puppet theatre, or, rather, that of its
acting component, came only with Jan Císař's approach.21 Until then, the “puppetry”
theoreticians concentrated exclusively on the concept of the puppet as the decisive
Gestalt and the only one referring to the dramatic persona on the puppet stage.

19 It was obviously the case not only of imitating people but also of creating “images” of any personified
animal or anthropomorphized supernatural being, in short, of the dramatic persona in a more general
sense. But these images were supposed to be performed exclusively by the puppets as if they were
alone onstage. The hidden actor (the so‑called puppeteer) was supposed (as in Zich's theory) to be
there only technically and to manifest himself exclusively through “serving” the puppet.
20 Česal, Miroslav. Živý herec na loutkovém divadle [Live Actor in Puppet Theatre]. Praha: Horizont,
1983. 82 p.
21 Císař, Jan. Teorie herectví loutkového divadla [Theory of Puppet Acting]. Praha: SPN, 1985. 115 p.
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Císař dismissed this notion of puppets and, in his textbook A Theory of Puppet
Theatre Acting (Teorie herectví loutkového divadla), introduced a new concept into
the puppet theatre theory – that of an integrated stage figure. According to Císař,
it is only this concept that denotes the complex function of the acting component
of this type of theatre. And it is the integrated stage figure that takes on the role of
a really functional equivalent of the idea of the performer figure in puppet theatre
work. In his book, Císař commented on the difference between the ideas behind
the performer figure and that of integrated stage figure: “The first difference lies
probably in the fact that in the non‑puppet theatre a performer figure depends
directly and uniquely on the actor's own body material.”22 As a consequence, from
all non‑acting theatrical elements only the spatial component (in the sense of
both the space for play and the space for perception) participates in this process
of creation. The role of the other elements in the creation of the performer figure
is secondary; they do not constitute the direct and immediate material ensuring
the sensorial existence of that character and the ability to signify a different reality.
In other words: even though such elements, e. g. the visual ones (a costume, a mask,
a prop), can play a most important role in the non‑puppet theatre, even though
they can contribute to deepening the meaning of a stage situation as conceived
by the director, such elements can never become direct ingredients of the acting
component and, as a consequence, cannot be seen as a homogenous part of acting.
The acting component in the non‑puppet theatre will always remain exclusively the
actor's responsibility. It is always up to the actor and his natural material to present
a natural, human reality of a person or some other anthropomorphic being; and
its theatralization will be realized exclusively on the basis of action.
“In the puppet theatre, on the other hand,” says Císař, “we have to speak of an
integrated stage figure. Here the sign – both the image and sensorial existence –
emerges as a result of the relationship of two equal elements: the visual one, taking
part on the visible element of the integrated stage figure […] and a live person –
the actor implementing mainly the updated semantic meaning…”23 Under certain
circumstances it is possible, of course, for both components to change places. The
visual element can acquire a purely semantic meaning in a specific context and a
person can – under certain conditions – acquire the meaning of a manifest object. In
any case, it is true for the structure and the function of the integrated stage figure
that: “…In the puppet theatre, these two elements are two independent parts of the
dual system of the integrated stage figure, and they participate in equal measure in
creating its sensorial existence, its ability to become both a sign […] and the meaning
that sign is carrying.”24 In this way, Císař conceives of the integrated stage figure as
of a structure far more complex than the one connected to the performer figure in
non‑puppet theatre. “Its visual and acoustic structure maintains both the individual
value of the meanings springing from the puppet's artificiality and movement, and
those born from the puppeteer's actions […], while the final meaning of the whole
situation [and, admittedly, also the final meaning of the integrated stage figure's
reception – a note by Jaroslav Etlík] emerges as a meaning integrating both these
independent values.”25 When using the expression “independent value”, Císař does
not imply a separate, strictly isolated meaning of each part; he speaks, rather, of
the inner autonomy of the meanings that the spectator has to organize step by
22
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25

Op. cit., p. 31.
Op. cit.
Op. cit.
Op. cit., p. 69.
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step, also logically in a certain (though maybe minimal) timeframe. But ultimately
all these meanings must be always and permanently considered as a part of a
homogenous whole – the stage character. As soon as this situation is neglected and
the relationship between the puppeteer and his puppet is not experienced (and thus
perceived) as permanent and constantly mediated, we find ourselves immediately
outside of the puppet theatre.
Just a small example to illustrate the point. Some years ago, the director Jozef
Bednárik staged Frank Wedekind's Spring's Awakening with the actors of the
theatre in Nitra in Slovakia. In the production, the actors were using puppets or,
rather, large dummy figures, to carry a precisely organized message. Whenever the
young characters in the performance (especially those of Melchior and Wendla)
demonstrated their arising teenage coming‑of‑age problems, the actors playing them
were interacting in a normal way consistent with the traditional dramatic theatre.
Their relationships were shown exclusively through onstage action. But whenever
they came into contact with somebody from the world of “the adults” (their parents
or their teachers), the same actors used the dummies, rather than their own bodies,
for their mutual interaction. This created a very clear distinction in meaning for the
audience. When expressing the authentic feelings of their character, such as those
of a young person becoming increasingly independent and beginning to form his/
her own opinion, the actor was acting with the use of the idiom of the traditional
dramatic theatre. As soon as they were forced, due to the pressure of the “adults”,
to present an image permanently imposed on their character, corresponding
mainly to the way the adults saw them, the actors did what puppeteers do: they
mediated the dramatic persona through a puppet. They had to express the image,
corresponding to the adults' perspective, i.e. that they are seen as children unable
to act independently. The puppets in Bednárik's production thus helped to create
a precise meaning. But it was not a puppet theatre show, as the director only used
the dummies in a specific part of the production, only for limited sequences of
time, and exclusively to articulate a particular meaning. There were no puppets
in the other parts of Bednárik's production. The relationship between the puppet
and the actor who manipulated it was not perceived as permanent by the audience.
As a consequence, the production was not one of puppet theatre but, rather, one
of drama theatre with some elements of puppetry.
Another example can be taken directly from Císař's textbook. The author
describes a situation in Luděk Richter's production of A Ballad of Tristan and
Isolda (Balada o Tristanu a Izoldě)26 staged many years ago by the amateur group
Paraple. After labelling the situation as a “flare up of the relationship between
Tristan and Isolda”, Císař analyses it: “The actor and the actress hold a piece of
cloth between them while walking around a table. They approach each other.
Through the action of a live actor, the first piece of information is conveyed about
the mutual attraction of both the protagonists of the story. But this is not all: on
the piece of cloth there are puppets, which the movement brings closer and closer
together. The definitive meaning, therefore, is created by the fact that through
their action the actors acquire a certain attitude towards the piece of cloth. More
specifically: their movement with the cloth around the table did not just serve to
create the actors' own physical action but also to create the puppets' movement that
actually completed the meaning of the situation.”27 This signals some interesting
possibilities for the integrated stage figure in the puppet theatre, despite the fact
26 Op. cit., pp. 29–30.
27 Op. cit., p. 30.
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that the situation in Richter's production was still staged by using a relatively
simple principle. The puppets actually took up the imaginary baton passed on to
them by the actors as though in a relay race in order to finalize the image of mutual
falling in love on the piece of cloth. In other words, the puppets finished what the
actors started. That is one potential use of the integrated stage figure, but it is not
the only possible one. A similar situation could be directed in a different way: for
instance, the actors would express, through their behaviour, only the initial stage
of the relationship between the characters. They would convey just its starting
point, the phase when the relationship between Tristan and Isolda is only at its
beginning, the time when they are teasing and playing with each other and go
through the first moments of mutual fondness. But practically at the same moment
(and, as a consequence, in parallel) the director would already visualize the actual
inner turmoil of the lovers by the use of puppets. In this way, the audience would
see the outside action performed by live actors while at the same time receiving
the information from the puppets about what is concurrently happening inside
the characters. The parallel violent movement of the puppets towards each other
would tell the viewer that, inside the lovers, the magic potion is already working
to the full extent: that their real, fatal relationship is already in place. In this way,
the outside action would be a mere foreshadowing of something what is already
planted inside the heroes. In the situation directed in this manner the audience
would perceive at once (and in a single moment in time) both the outside action
of the actors and the inner feelings of the characters, all of this within one single
acting component.28 However, the meaning of the integrated stage figure can also
be achieved through a marked contrast between an action performed by live actors
and that performed by puppets. One can imagine (hypothetically again) the lovers
at the moment when they cannot show their newborn love publicly – for instance
because they are being watched by the stern eyes of the barons (carved “threatening”
figures) who could denounce the couple to the king at any moment. In that case
the actors would probably strive to express in their behaviour anything but the real
substance of their relationship (mutual love attraction) while the puppets (again
at the same moment and in parallel) would communicate to the audience the real
value of Tristan and Isolda relationship – i.e. their already established fatal love.
One can see in these examples that from this point of view the integrated stage
figure in puppet theatre really has vast possibilities. It can visually convey and
perform even what is either beyond the reach of traditional dramatic theatre or
what requires from traditional dramatic theatre a fundamentally different approach.
To achieve that, the dramatic theatre often has to resort to means outside the
28 Obviously, even at a performance in a non‑puppet theatre, the spectator can create the dramatic
persona from two or more sources, from several acting components at the same time. This principle
was used, for instance, by Otomar Krejča in his production of Alfred de Musset's Lorenzaccio in the late
1960s, where one dramatic persona was created by two separate actors, by two performer figures. By
comparing their separate actions, one integrated meaning emerged in the audience (and consequently
a single dramatic persona). Nevertheless, this creative method in drama and the principle of creating
an actor's sign at the puppet theatre are identical only at the first view. The principle of an integrated
stage figure in the puppet theatre is in fact conceived in a different way. Although the dramatic
persona is also implemented through the meanings of two constituent elements (the actor and the
puppet), these elements (or, rather, these parts) exist in a framework of a single acting component –
the integrated stage figure. In other words: while with Krejča one dramatic persona was achieved by
using two acting signifiers, at the puppet theatre a single acting signifier is at play, a single (albeit
composite) acting component that results in a single, whole and integrated dramatic persona.
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boundaries of what we call its acting component.29 This is logical, since non‑puppet
theatre (especially the dramatic one) depends in much larger measure on the actor's
direct onstage behaviour and action and on the psychophysical unity of the acting
performance. Puppet theatre, on the other hand, is not limited by this condition
and – should it try to abide by it – this condition would lead it to an impasse and
definitely curtail its possibilities.
All these examples have hopefully demonstrated that the art of theatre, although
a single artistic discipline, is in fact not a completely homogeneous compact entity.
There are two autonomous areas inside it. They differ as each of them has a different
acting component that is, in each case, “created differently and fulfils its function
differently”. To summarize briefly all of the above, these two components can be
described in the following way:
The acting component in the non‑puppet theatre is made of the performer figure
created by the actor alone with the material that is limited to him/her.
The acting component in puppet theatre is made of the integrated stage figure,
created always and permanently by the tandem of actor + puppet. Thanks to their
own individual meanings, each part of the tandem elucidates and gives specific
form to the meanings of its counterpart.
Defined in this way, the integrated stage figure can obviously exist between two
possible extremes. The first case is the type of the puppet theatre where the semantic
correlation between the actor and his/her puppet has become loose to the extent
that the audience no more perceives the actor as a part of the holistic system of the
integrated stage figure and begins to see him as a dramatic actor, i.e. an actor in
whose performance the element of direct action and direct behaviour dominates. If
some outline of the mutual (reciprocally meaningful) relationship is preserved, we
can still talk of the integrated stage figure, although in this case we are already in a
grey border zone area between the two types of the theatre.30 The second extreme of
the integrated stage figure is the concept of the puppet theatre that we usually call
theatre of illusion, i.e. the theatre where the live actor is not seen at all and it is only
the puppets that visually exist on the stage. But not even this can change the fact that
what the audience sees is the integrated stage figure, albeit a special case thereof.31
29 At the close of Alfréd Radok's production of Romain Rolland's The Game of Love and Death, two
characters were sitting onstage in complete isolation: Ota Sklenčka as Lavoisier and Nina Jiránková
as Sofie. Deserted by all, they led a dialogue reviewing both their relationship and their whole life.
This dialogue was interrupted from time to time by a kind of self‑immersion. Both characters were
to reveal even their most intimate thoughts to the audience, which, however, on the level of the story,
they were supposedly meant to keep to themselves alone, and not to share even with the closest
person. To stage this revelation of the most intimate feelings, the director used inner monologues.
Nevertheless, the monologues were not said live on the stage. They were pre‑recorded and played
from the sound system. Although the voices were also those of Sklenčka and Jiránková, the core
of their characters was made public through the sound component of the production rather than
through actual acting. The juxtaposition of both created a single dramatic persona. We can see
that some of the things puppet theatre can achieve purely by the means of acting cannot in many
cases be done by modern dramatic theatre; the latter often cannot resort to acting and has to use
a different component of theatre expression to communicate this kind of complex inner meaning.
30 It is only at this point – and presuming the absolute parity between the integrated stage figures
and performer figures on the puppet stage – that one could discuss Jurkowski's concept of the
theatre of the “third kind”. But it is clear from what has been suggested before that the concept
of the integrated stage figure is sufficient to solve the issue of transition between puppet theatre
and non‑puppet theatre genre; that is the reason why we consider the concept of the “third kind”
slightly superfluous.
31 The actor participates in the complex meaning of the integrated stage figure even in this case as
he provides the movement to the puppet. This movement always has a human dimension and it is
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Since we have analysed in great detail the puppet theatre in general, now it
is time to proceed to the central concept of the puppet itself. Petr Pavlovský
characterizes the concept of the puppet in its most widely spread usage, saying that
“…puppets are ordinarily assumed to be moving sculptures of human or animal
bodies provided with certain mechanisms for manipulation (by the means of levers
and strings, cempurits, manipulating sticks etc.), or designed to be animated by
other means (hand puppets). This, in fact, is the only aspect distinguishing them
from figurative art work, iconic sculptures.”32 This is undoubtedly true. In common
conversation, most people link the idea of a puppet to the image of a fine art object
adjusted for onstage performance. This adjustment for manipulation by the actor
is – in common parlance – a completely sufficient sign that makes us consider an
object of art to be a puppet. In this sense, a puppet remains a puppet even when it “is
not acting”. As a consequence, interpreted in this way a puppet is fundamentally (or
even fatally) independent on the work of theatre.
However, from the point of view of theatre theory, such a concept must be
rejected.33 Theatre theory does not see a puppet as an art object but, rather, as
a function.34 In a purely theatrical sense, the puppet is not created by the puppet
artist in the workshop; it only becomes a puppet during a performance on the
stage, always by the way of the actor. So it is the actor, not the visual artist, who is
the only really irreplaceable author of the puppet as a function in theatre arts.35
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pointed out in the human manner. Moreover: in most cases the actor also participates acoustically
in creating the acting component of puppet theatre.
Pavlovský, Petr. Člověk a předmět na jevišti [A Man and an Object on the Stage]. Divadelní revue 6,
1995, n. 3, pp. 73–76.
A potential objection that one has to distinguish between two types of puppet – a puppet‑object
that is only a puppet as a possibility, and a figurative puppet – cannot be sustained. Both types
of puppets, be they figurative visual artefacts or utilitarian objects, are in fact nothing more than
puppets as possibilities. Both these stage objects can, but do not necessarily have to, fulfil the role
of a puppet in a purely theatrical sense. Everything depends on the context in which the actor
uses the specific object. By the way – there is a sufficient body of evidence in theatre theory that
a puppet‑figure can also be transformed into anything else than the puppet onstage. That means
that even in this case the fulfilment of the puppet's function as being nothing more than possibility
applies.
This concept of the function of a puppet was first introduced by Pavlovský, P. Op. cit. His recent
definition of the puppet published in the review Loutkář (1998, n. 5–6, pp. 245–246) shows that he,
to his detriment, quickly abandoned this concept, not without consequences for his own definition
of the puppet. It is clear, for instance, that when considering a personified (spirited) lime tree as
a sort of puppet, Pavlovský overlooks one of the two conditions necessary for the constitution of
the puppet. The puppet needs to be manipulated – that is one of its main features. It has to be
given movement originating with a live person. It is not enough for a stage object to acquire the
nature of a subject in its behaviour (manifested through live awareness): in that case it becomes a
character and fulfils its function, own but not the function of the puppet. On the other hand, the
manipulation that animates the object is not sufficient to define the puppet; that is why we demand
the concurrent fulfilment of the two conditions. The first of them is the animation (bringing the
puppet alive and lending it spirit) and the other one is the extraneous movement, the movement
caused live by a person – the actor – in a kind of manipulation. From this point of view, Kramer's
moving stage objects cannot be considered puppets (much as they are of figurative character)
as they do not fulfil the condition of the human factor being the immediate originator of their
movement, but neither can we consider Pavlovský's humanized “live” lime tree to be a puppet, as
it lacks movement altogether.
An artist who designs sets and puppets is only an equal co‑author of a puppet onstage if the puppet's
function is fulfilled by the so‑called figurative puppet (an artefact) and only under the condition an
actor uses it within the same sign system (such as an iconic one) that is in tune with its creator's
intention.
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Although these facts are well established in contemporary theatre theory,
attempts at the definition of the puppet still face certain problems. For instance,
Petr Pavlovský in his article A Man and an Object on the Stage (Člověk a předmět
na jevišti) defines the puppet as an object that in the audience's mind represents
the acting agent, and thus – as Pavlovský explicitly says – refers to the subject.36 At
the first sight, this might seem very logical. But it starts with a dubious premise
that in art one could see a subject in terms other than anthropocentric. That view
is admissible in law terminology, where even an organizational entity can become
a subject. A biologist might understand any living being under the term subject,
be it an earthworm, a butterfly, a cat or a horse. But in the art sciences the concept
of a subject is seen in strictly anthropocentric terms. Art is an exclusively human
occupation designed for people and related to human experience. That means
that in this area we relate the concept of the subject exclusively to the designatum
for a person or maybe another entity that, nevertheless, has to be humanized and
alive (or brought to life).37 If that is the case – and there is no reason to doubt
it – then one cannot agree with Pavlovský's claim about the puppet's subjectivity.
After all, even in non‑puppet theatre if a real live horse appears on the stage, it
does not refer to the subject but, rather, becomes an iconic sign referring to itself,
to a real animal and, as a consequence, from the anthropocentric perspective, to a
live object. We see a similar thing in feature film. The images of circus bears riding
unicycles are not perceived by the audience as characters/subjects; again, they
represent live objects – animals. As a consequence, Pavlovský's concept contradicts
the anthropocentric understanding of the idea of the subject in aesthetics and goes
even further by unduly extending the meaning of that idea.
On the other hand, if we let ourselves to be led by Pavlovský's definition of
the puppet in the context of the anthropocentric notion of the subject, then
his claim equally unduly narrows the concept of the puppet. Under these
circumstances, only such an object could become a puppet that refers exclusively
to an anthropomorphized live entity (i.e. to any live creature behaving and acting
as a person). In reality, the things are much more complex. Any object can become
a puppet onstage, even a human body, as long as it creates a visual image of any
entity that is alive (or brought to life) through the actor's action (in the case
of human body through manipulation by another actor). And only here, on the
level of designatum, a defining pre‑condition is necessary: the image of such an
entity, alive or brought to life, must show the audience at least some visible signs of
minimum consciousness capable of independent action. That means that the image
of the live entity has to manifest itself through a distinct intentional movement
coming from itself (inner movement). This is important especially in the case of
36 Pavlovský, P. Op. cit. 1995, pp. 73–76. Speaking of the transformation of an object into a puppet,
Pavlovský says: “…the anthropomorphization of the meaning supplied by the actor or, more generally,
imbuing the object with its own subject, is enough for the viewer to understand [the object] as
being a sign for a dramatic persona – a puppet.” In his essay, Pavlovský unambiguously states the
identity of the two concepts: “an object‑character” and puppet. That implies that he sees an object
as a puppet only when the object is a so‑called sign‑character, a sign denoting a subject. Pavlovský
does not accept a puppet as a non‑character that would not refer to a dramatic persona, and yet
would somehow imitate life.
37 We understand the term of “live entity” not only as images of live beings but also as objects brought
to life, i.e. such an object that the audience in their normal life perceives as an inanimate entity, as
a real lifeless object in its utilitarian form. Under live entity in the playing area we understand all
that the viewer perceives secondarily as being alive; all that he/she proceeds to see as an image of
actual life (although it often is just a fictional, artificial portrayal). As the problem is rather complex,
we added the expression “brought to life” in brackets.
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the extreme examples of puppets. An object referring to a plant (i.e. an entity the
audience sees as part of live nature thanks to its experience from outside the theatre)
can only function as a puppet on very rare occasions, such as when a carnivorous
plant relishes eating a butterfly during a performance. But should an object refer
to a plant such as a tree (which is also an “image” of live nature) that does not do
much more than swaying with the wind, it will not be a puppet. In such a case, the
actor would only be expressing the outside movement of the live entity portrayed.
In this case, rather than speaking of the puppet proper, we speak of a scenographic
object that the actor has made seem peculiar and that acquired a specific meaning.
Referring to something alive (or to an “image” of live nature) on its own is thus not
sufficient for the definition of the puppet. The reference has to be supported by
the above mentioned condition of formulated inner movement of the live entity,
portrayed on the level of the image referred to by the actor with the help of the
object in question. With these considerations in mind we can now proceed and try
to define the puppet from the point of view of its theatrical function. From the
perspective of theatre science the puppet is defined as follows: Whenever the actor,
through his play, endows any object onstage in such a way that the viewer perceives
all the movement and behaviour of that object as an expression of the inner life
of the image evoked in the mind of the viewer by the object, then the viewer's
consciousness identifies that object as a puppet. From this point of view, any
three‑dimensional entity in the playing area can become a puppet (a prop, a light,
a shadow, any object, simply anything), provided it fulfils the above condition of
the movement mediated by the actor (and thus not its own movement) that refers
to inner consciousness and to visible signs of inner life.
In this way, a teapot can fulfil the function of a puppet as long as, through the
actor's action, it becomes a hen that behaves and acts as a person. But it would
equally fulfil a puppet's function if it just refers to the hen as such. Yet the same
teapot ceases to be a puppet once it becomes – thanks to the actor – an object such
as a hot air balloon. On the other hand, once this metaphoric image of the hot air
balloon invoked by the animation of the teapot starts to behave like a human being,
i.e. once it starts to speak, think, sing; in one word to behave like a person, the teapot
will again be identified in the viewer's consciousness as a puppet. For a puppet to
emerge in the sense of theatrical function, it is, therefore, necessary to fulfil two
conditions: a) in the sphere of the sign (of what exists and what is happening in
reality onstage), the movement of the object has to be mediated by the live actor;
b) in the sphere of the sign's meaning (of what is happening in the consciousness
of the perceiver) the viewer has to identify that movement as a manifestation of the
inner life of this object. Or, more precisely, the object's movement has to evoke an
image of a live creature (or one brought to life) that acts. When these conditions are
fulfilled, then the object (or any other entity, including a human body) has fulfilled
the function of a puppet in theatre work and became a puppet.
A puppet, then, does not necessarily need to stand for a being that takes an
action in the viewer's awareness; it does not need to refer to a subject. It will suffice
if it refers to any (even the most primitive) form of life, be it natural or artificial.
In this way, even a small butterfly on a wire with which the actor hidden behind
a French screen illustrates the environment can easily be a puppet. The butterfly
would just appear, flutter around for a couple of seconds, and then disappear. It
does not act, does not interfere with the action in any substantial way, it does
not create any fully developed relationships, dramatic or otherwise. This kind of
portrayal of a live object is also a fully‑fledged puppet. It necessarily follows from
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all this that although the puppet that refers to a subject represents the most
prevalent case of the puppet, it is by no means the only possible form of puppets
that can come alive in the acting space. But it is the crucial form for the puppet
theatre and its definition. It is only this kind of puppet, a puppet endowed with
fictional subjectivity, which can function as that part of the acting component of
puppet theatre that we – in agreement with Jan Císař – have called the integrated
stage figure. It is only this type of (anthropomorphized) puppet that can fulfil the
role of an equipollent part of the integrated stage figure both by its signification
and objectiveness and that can evoke the meanings specifying and rounding up the
meanings created by the puppet's counterpart – to wit, the actor. Both components
thus complement each other.
And it is precisely over this point that our definition of the integrated stage figure
differs from Císař's original concept. Císař still takes the term of the integrated stage
figure too loosely and includes in it not only the relationship between the actor and
the puppet/subject; in his interpretation, the actor is able to create the integrated
stage figure by entering a relationship with any arbitrary visual design element as
long as the actor makes it somehow seem peculiar through his action. According
to Císař, as soon as the actor assumes an attitude towards the object, as soon as
he/she communicates to the viewer through movement that the object is not just
itself but also a sign for another object, it means, says Císař, that all the conditions
needed to originate an integrated stage figure have been fulfilled. And from this
point of view he defines the integrated stage figure “…as a contradiction between
a utilitarian meaning of an object as such […] and the message through which the
actor renamed that meaning and found its new signification…”38
But if we consider the puppet theatre as figurative, i.e. as a theatre whose acting
component refers mainly to dramatic persona, then this acting component (and
all of its structure) necessarily carry such meanings that refer to the subject (they
portray a human or, at least, a humanized being). And this condition is valid for both
its constituent parts. In this sense, the integrated stage figure is analogous to the
performer figure in non‑puppet theatre. But to stay on a secure ground, let us add
that we are only talking about the non‑puppet theatre of the figurative type. The
performer figure in non‑puppet theatre also refers only to a subject (and it is not
important whether it is a person, a supernatural being or and anthropomorphized
animal). Which brings us to a cardinal question: In his book, Císař concedes that
the performer (but also the integrated stage) figure can also refer to entities other
than the subject. But is it really so? Certainly, the acting component does not have
to refer to the subject alone, it might portray any other entity as well. For instance,
Friedrich Dürrenmatt in The Visit prescribes that the actors should represent
trees. The acting component, the “moulded actor”, is asked to represent an object,
a nonhuman entity. But this representation is not performed by the performer
figure (as claimed by Císař); it is done only by the acting component, by a “moulded”,
intentionally “aesthetized” actor. Thus, it is executed by the acting component on
a non‑figurative level.39 In this case Císař's claim that the performer figure could

38 Císař, J. Op. cit., p. 38.
39 Non‑figurative, because the question of whether theatre is figurative or not is not decided by the shape
and physical features of the sign (the decisive factor is not the fact that a person or a certain type of
puppet is a figure, or whether it has in its live or visual art form a character of a figure, of a persona)
but whether the designatum, the meaning of the sign, has figurative features; whether the signifying
visual image is a dramatic persona. If so, and if such a character of the imaged representation prevails
in the viewer during the performance, we speak of figurative theatre. In the opposite case we are
dealing with a different, non‑figurative type of theatre performance. Of course, the same is valid on
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also refer to an entity other than a subject is wrong.40 Neither is Ivo Osolsobě right
when he discusses the same issue in his article Performer figure: For and Against
(Herecká postava pro a proti).41 He, too, speaks of the “moulded” actor exclusively
in connection with the performer figure. While Osolsobě interprets Zich's system,
both terms of “performing” or “moulded” actor and performer figure are blended
together, becoming almost synonymous. As Osolsobě moves in the framework of
the dramatic arts area, and hence on a territory strictly defined by Zich, and as his
main aim is to interpret Zich's theory, this synonymity is generally acceptable. But
it is not valid for theatre in general. The term “acting component” is wider than that
of the “performer figure”. The latter is only a central, defining and decisive Gestalt in
a specific type of non‑puppet theatre; it is its special option, albeit, considering the
tradition of European theatre, a dominant one. To differentiate the actor from his
work, that is, to distinguish the originator of the sign from the sign itself, is in fact
even more delicate and, at the same time, more complicated than is apparent from
Zich's system. The actor creating in the figurative, non-puppet theatre, “moulds”
himself in every case into a register of a “performing”, “aesthetized” actor, he is
shaping himself. He can immediately become a performer figure and remain one
for the duration of the performance, but not necessarily. From the register of the
purely “moulded” actor, he/she can refer to anything. The performer figure is just
one of the options for a form that refers to the subject, a dramatic persona. The actor
can maintain the position of the performer figure; but he/she can also leave it at
any moment and return back to a register of a mere “moulded” actor, i.e. the acting
element in its non‑figurative form. And being such a “merely performing” actor, he/
she can refer to other entities of a non‑human or non‑figurative character (such as
objects of live or inanimate nature). In other words, the performer figure is a precise
name for only one of the possibilities of the acting component.42 With the figurative
the level of the acting component, but there the non‑figurative character of the actor's performance
can be only partial and take place in the context of otherwise fully figurative theatre.
40 Císař, J. Op. cit., pp. 7–9. On p. 7, Císař writes literally: “…in the most general sense, the integrated
stage figure is a sign‑representation that stands for any reality, subject or object.” On p. 9, he claims
that: “…the performer figure – in the case of puppet theatre an integrated stage figure – represents
mainly and first of all a dramatic persona. That means the subject. Only in some cases – and I dare
to say exceptional ones – it can represent the object.”
41 Osolsobě, Ivo. Herecká postava pro a proti [Performer figure: For and Against]. In O současné české
režii. Eds Ludmila Kopáčová, Otakar Roubínek and Jonatan Tomeš. Praha: Divadelní ústav, 1982, p. 25.
42 This issue was well understood by Petr Pavlovský, who wrote in his already cited essay A Man
and an Object on the Stage: “There is no doubt that besides the dramatic persona a person on
the stage (the actor) can also express non‑dramatic entities such as objects, plants, elements […]
he can carry the same meanings as music (various feelings, relationships, qualities of movement,
relations, proportions, quantitative aspects of reality) […]. We are still dealing with an actor‑sign,
albeit with a ‘performer non‑figure’ that does not carry a meaning of a dramatic persona”. Using
different terminology, Pavlovský reaches the same conclusion as we do. He, too, does not see the
performer figure as the only possibility of the actor's performance and he understands the dramatic
persona as only one of the possible shapes of the final meaning as referenced by the “moulded”
actor through his stage creation. We only differ from Pavlovský in the terminology. The one we are
using (let us call it simply “Zich‑based”) seems to us more refined, more plastic and, as a result,
perhaps less mechanical. Pavlovský insists on a directly proportional relationship between the sign
and its meaning, such as a performer figure – a dramatic persona, or a performer figure is a sign for
a dramatic persona, but this seems too simplistic and is not really true. A performer figure is not
a sign for a dramatic persona, as it is only one of the signs participating on the dramatic persona's
creation. It would be more appropriate to say that a performer figure is participating in large measure
on the final shape of the dramatic persona, or that it refers to that persona as the main and most
important source of its birth. A dramatic persona only emerges in the viewer's consciousness after
the evaluation of a wider complex of perception. The final shape is a result of other factors, such
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theatre, this is the decisive option that defines the category. Precisely that form of
the acting component decides that we perceive the type of theatre of which it is a
cornerstone as figurative, and in this case also non‑puppet, theatre. And only inside
this figurative non‑puppet theatre can we distinguish between the finer features
of the individual theatrical idiom and speak, for instance, about dramatic theatre,
or epic theatre, or, from another point of view (in fact, in a different taxonomy)
differentiate between drama, opera, operetta, musical, mime theatre, ballet etc.
The same that goes for the acting component of non‑puppet theatre is equally
valid for the same component in puppet theatre. Here, too, the actor can at any
time refer to animate or inanimate objects, as well as portray a live creature, even
a person, without co‑creating an integrated stage figure. But the actor might also
step out from his integrated stage figure at any time, separate from it and – through
his play and at will – make objects in the playing area seem peculiar without them
acquiring a character of symbols referring to a representation of a live creature and
so on. It holds true in this case, too, that the actor can remain at the level of the
“moulded” actor, in the position of a pure player. The object has the same potential
and possibilities. It can remain in the register of a sign for an object referring to
and representing itself (an ashtray can remain an iconic sign for an ashtray etc.), or
it can – thanks to the way the actor handles it – start referring to any other entity.
In the same way, a figurative puppet can “step out” of its integrated stage figure
and stop fulfilling the function of a puppet becoming, for instance, a decorative
sculpture, an ornament, or whatever else. In short, it can become anything the
actor makes it. But all of this is done by both the actor and the object outside
the structure we call an integrated stage figure. The actor then remains an acting
component of puppet theatre but he/she ceases to be a part of the integrated
stage figure, the central and defining shape of the acting component. Both the
constituent parts – an art object and the actor – can only enter the integrated
stage figure when both of them refer to a live being with the qualities of a human
subject. In this way, the acting component of the puppet theatre emerges on the
basis of a triad: actor – “moulded” actor – integrated stage figure.43 Puppet theatre
is special in that it features one basic condition necessary for the emergence of the
central and determining shape of its acting component, a condition that cannot be
circumvented. Invariably, the actor has to be joined by a visual art element (that
becomes a direct part of the acting component). Moreover, the latter cannot remain
just a general visual art object; it must acquire certain features of a puppet. But all
this is not enough; it has to acquire features of a puppet endowed with a subject.
Any other acting in puppet theatre happens outside the integrated stage figure. The
actions that make objects seem peculiar, as a result of which the objects refer to
images of other, inanimate entities, are only of secondary value in puppet theatre,
and one cannot take them as a starting point when defining puppet theatre as a
particular kind of theatre. For that matter: this kind of actions has its counterpart
in non‑puppet theatre, where it is not relevant or determining for the main features
of the theatre species either. For instance, even the actor in non‑puppet theatre
can easily play a dog in whose actions there would not be a single trace of human
as, for instance, a look or a gesture coming from another performer figure, or an inner monologue
coming from a pre‑recorded tape etc. (See notes 28, 29.) But in general we agree with Pavlovský.
43 The third part of this triad can be implemented in several ways. An integrated stage figure is only
one possibility, as it can be replaced by a performer figure or by a sign for another non‑human
entity etc, always according to the specific stuff and the specific situation that are being handled
artistically.
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behaviour. Or, if you prefer, he will be only a performing actor signifying just a non-
human living creature, rather than a character representing a person.
From all that has been suggested so far we might be able to deduce a certain
classification of theatre. Should we imagine an imaginary plane as a set including
all of the area of theatre creation, and then divide this plane by a central axis into
two half‑planes, then to the left of the axis (the sides have been chosen arbitrarily,
of course) there would be theatre based on such an acting component that is
made exclusively out of the psychosomatic totality of a human being. This is the
fundamental material of his/her means of expression. The invariant elements of
this kind of theatre are the actor (that is, the “moulded” actor) and the space (in
terms of both the component parts of the theatrical space, the performing area
and the perception area). Inside this theatre (closer to the central axis on the left
half‑plane), there is an area of theatre work that we can call figurative theatre,
which can be subdivided into theatre categories we discussed earlier (epic theatre,
dramatic theatre, drama, opera etc.). Left of this figurative theatre, with only the
psychosomatic totality of the human body as a basic building material for their
means of expression, lie all types of non‑figurative theatre that also only work with
the human body, with the natural psychophysical material of the human body. The
basis of this type of theatre is not the creation of a character; rather, it is based on
evoking sensorial perception, expressing and experiencing the energy and contacts
between human bodies and their psychophysical systems (some productions by the
Derevo Theatre and various visual, physical and dance theatre companies, abstract
in nature but created by the use of human bodies). Coming back to the centre of
our imaginary matrix and moving into the right half‑plane, we find – right of the
figurative body‑based theatre – a figurative type of theatre the acting component
of which is not based exclusively on the psychosomatic totality of a person but,
rather, on the co‑relationship between the actor and a visual arts element, in other
words, on the relationship between the actor and a puppet that has the nature of
a subject (or more precisely, refers to it). Traditionally, we label it puppet theatre.
Puppet theatre is defined as the kind of theatre that, in order to create a decisive
and defining shape of the acting component, necessitates a puppet referring to a
subject. To the right of puppet theatre, there is a whole area of non‑figurative theatre
that features a characteristic (and indispensable) play with visual arts elements,
with objects. But it is precisely that kind of play in which stage metaphor does not
refer to the subject, does not represent a person or a creature with elements of
human behaviour. In this case, the dramatic nature (or a semantic relationship)
is created between objects that refer to nothing but themselves, for instance, by
demonstrating a dramatic relationship between a cube, a cone and a sphere. Of
course, even here puppets can – and indeed do – appear (in whatever semantic
meaning and whatever form); but they are not important or decisive for the basic
code of this kind of performance and, more importantly, they do not help to create
an integrated stage figure. An example of such a theatre positioned in our matrix to
the right of the puppet theatre can be seen in the stage creations by Petr Nikl and
his Mehedaha Theatre. Put in a summarized and simplified way: puppet theatre is
defined as the kind of theatre where the acting component is mostly of the nature
of an integrated stage figure whose structure is made up of the actor and a puppet/
subject. This theatre characteristically features three invariant elements: the actor,
a puppet, and a space; or, more widely: performers, visual arts elements, and space.
Unlike Jan Císař then, we are trying to narrow the concept of the puppet and limit
it to the relationship between the actor and the type of the puppet that refers to a
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human or anthropomorphized being. The fact that Císař, from our point of view,
defines this concept too widely has caused several misapprehensions and inner
contradictions in his work. One of the misunderstandings preventing Císař from
defining the proper functioning of the individual components of puppet theatre
in their real interdependency and functional relationships follows from the way
Císař understands the puppet. For instance: if the actor animates a teapot which
through his/her manipulation becomes in turn the moon (or, more precisely,
an image of the moon), it is, for Císař, a sufficient condition for the emergence
of a puppet. Císař supports this claim, saying: “…the action through which he/
she (the actor – note by the author) accomplishes that is an obvious link between
the objective meaning linked to the puppet (bold characters by the author) and
both the objective and semantic meanings linked to the actor. In fact, what we
realize most of all is precisely that action itself – and we deduce the function of
the teapot from it.”44 This is true only partially and it is not valid at all where the
definition of the puppet or its genesis in a theatre performance is concerned. In fact
the action as described by Císař does not lead to the animation in a narrower sense
of the word itself (setting alive, spiritualizing); it, rather, makes the object seem
peculiar. What actually happened on the stage? An iconic sign for a tea pot became,
through the actor's action, the indexical sign for the moon. The indexicality, i.e. a
different semantic context, a different sign situation, was added by the actor and
his/her relationship to the object. The viewer then, on the basis of two parallel
perceptions (the direct perception of the shape and material of the object, a real
tea pot in its conventional and utilitarian form – and the semiotic, indexical
impulsion evoked by the actor), created (“Zich's terminology” would say) two
signifying images. First the technical image: the tea pot remains an ordinary prop/
teapot; but, as the viewer interprets the new semiotic perception as an index he/
she concurrently sees the tea pot as a prop made seem peculiar. And second the
visual image: the viewer understands the prop made seem peculiar as a signifying
notion of the moon on the basis of indexical impulsion.
The perception of the tea pot's shape also does not disappear from the viewer's
consciousness; it remains as sharp as before. That means that the non‑semiotic
line of the perception remains unchanged. But the fundamental transformation
takes place on the semiotic level. With the previous sign situation, the actual
semiotic perception was iconic (i.e. relating to a sign based on the identity between
the reality and its image). The tea pot was only referring to itself, and the viewer
did not feel any discrepancy between both perceptions in his/her own psyche –
his/her psychophysical apparatus perceived them as identical. But by now, a
sharp conflict between both perceptions has emerged. Within a non‑semiotic,
immediate perception the viewer still sees the tea pot as a tea pot; but on the level
of semiotic perception, the indexicality is stressed as the actual semiotic impulsion
(that does not work with the direct concordance between reality and image) and
this, in turn, creates in his/her consciousness a signifying visual image – in our
case, the image of the moon. From the evaluation of this contradiction (valid for
an index or for a symbol), but also from the evaluation of a possible agreement
(valid for an icon), a signifying technical image emerges – the image of a function.
It follows that while the perceptions (both non‑semiotic and semiotic) can be
in relationship of agreement (as in the case of the icon) or contradiction (as in
the cases of index or symbol), the resulting interpretations of these perceptions,
44 Císař, J. Op. cit., p. 48.
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and thus the signifying images are always different. For that matter, we already
know from Zich that for each of these images different and not interchangeable
terminologies are applicable. The visual image is linked to concepts such as the
persona (the dramatic persona in Zich's theory), or things like clothes, pots, animals,
hair, ashtray and so on. On the other hand, with the technical image it is always
the character (the performer figure in Zich's theory) and, by analogy, a costume, a
prop, a puppet, a wig etc. This permanent tension between the technical and the
visual images is a feature in the perception of any work of theatre, regardless of its
type. We could think of the technical image as of a kind of a guard dog, as it keeps
the viewers constantly aware of the distance from the image. Even in the most
illusion‑based theatre, it always warns: this is no real image or image of reality,
this is not a real identity, this is but a theatrical function. In our case, the technical
image was created by a prop of the tea pot through the sign‑based movement, and
then the prop was made seem peculiar through the actor's action. Again, we can
see an analogy with non‑puppet theatre; not only in the actor's work with objects,
as one can load any onstage object with any meaning different from the original
one as far as its shape and utilitarian use is concerned. But this analogy is also valid
for the actors' performance itself. The actor representing a tree through his/her
performance refers to the tree and is perceived by the viewer as a “metaphorized”
acting component made seem peculiar, with some features of the sign index. The
technical image (or, if you like, the gradual progression of its genesis) then works
like this: this is a “moulded” actor onstage as a sign index, the acting component
in a non‑figurative position. The visual image produced by the perception of the
current (and at the given moment dominant) semiotic impulsion then tells the
viewer: this is a tree. Thus, the visual image is linked to the technical one, and
proceeds hand in hand with it. But the signifying visual image comes a fraction of
time earlier than the technical one and, as a consequence, it also helps the viewer
to realize what kind of theatrical function the specific stage entity currently fulfils
(whether it is a function of the acting component of non‑figurative type, or that
of the performer figure, the prop, the puppet, the integrated stage figure, the set
etc.) This implementation of the resulting nature of the designatum (and thus the
meaning of the sign) is then projected back onto the technical image.45 In short,
45 Let us quote another example of the problem of the evaluation of the semiotic meaning of the
sign (image) and the direct, non‑semiotic perception of the physical substance of the sign, and of
the manner of the process of this evaluation that leads to the emergence of the signifying technical
image, and thus to the notion of a function. Let us say that the actor Boris Rösner is playing a
character onstage. The first thing we perceive is the simple fact that he is acting, that he is being
moulded. This is a non‑semiotic perception emanating from the perception of a physical “substratum”
of an entity present on the stage, and from its generally aesthetic outline. But at the same time, we
perceive semiotic signals. For instance, that Rösner as a person refers to yet another person, and as
such functions as an iconic sign. As he speaks onstage (for the sake of clarity, we will restrain the
discussion to the area of traditional drama), we also perceive verbal information that we accept in the
form of sign/symbol, or words. Our semiotic perception as a whole conveys the information that Boris
Rösner represents a person whose name is, let us say, Salieri. This semiotic “evaluation” is a signifying
visual image. Then, again, we turn to the general aesthetic shape perception of the “moulded” actor,
Rösner, and consequently evaluate him with a resulting purely semiotic interpretation, i.e. with
the signifying visual image, with the idea that Rösner plays the man, Salieri. From this second
evaluation of the visual (semiotic) image and general aesthetic perception, a signifying technical
image emerges – in this case, a performer figure by means of interpretation. Thanks to this second,
“higher degree”, evaluation and the emergence of the technical image we identify Boris Rösner's
theatrical function as a performer figure. The general interpretation of both signifying images results
in the statement: Boris Rösner is a performer figure referring to the composer Salieri. That means:
whether a moulded actor, or a “performing” person on the stage or anything or anybody else at all
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the viewer perceives various onstage forms and he/she perceives them on various
sign levels and within a whole range of sign types (icon, index, symbol) while
receiving information from different actual semiotic contexts realized at any given
moment on the stage. The decisive factor for the semiotic perception is thus the
prevailing nature of this sign for a specific onstage entity that becomes dominant
at any given moment and situation. From it, the visual image emerges. On the other
hand, the technical image is always the image of a function. In our example of the
metaphorized tea pot the object was not actually brought to life or animated in the
narrower sense; it was only made seem peculiar as the resulting visual image is not
that of a live being, let alone of a subject. As a consequence, not even the technical
image of the function of a puppet emerged in the viewer. In his/her consciousness,
and on the basis of the technical image evoked, the viewer is unable to affirm: “this
is a puppet”. He would say: “this is a prop made seem peculiar”. We can see then
that the notion of making something seem peculiar is wider than that of animation
as we defined it earlier; the latter is just a specific case of the former. For a puppet
to emerge, animation in the sense of setting something alive, of spiritualizing, has
to take place. Animation in this narrower sense of the word refers to the image
(designatum) that to the viewer appears to be, or that the viewer experiences as,
alive.46 And this condition was not fulfilled in our case.
Despite all the reservations, Císař's Theory of Puppet Theatre Acting played the
role of a positive discovery in the theory of puppet theatre. Císař in his book broke
through the deep‑seated conservative concept of the function and the structure of
the acting component of puppet theatre by stating that the puppet as an object
is to be conceived as neither the actor nor an integral acting component in itself
but, rather, puppet theatre has to be defined, as in the case of any other form of
theatre, from the actor, a live person, who is the Alpha and Omega of all theatre
creation. This definition of puppet theatre starting with the actor was not new
in itself. In this respect, Císař merely followed a certain school of theoretical
considerations regarding puppet theatre that had already decades ago rejected
the idea that puppet theatre was just a specific form of visual arts, and included
it definitively as an integral part of purely theatrical work. 47 Císař's real innovative
merit consists in the contributions he made to the theory of puppet theatre by
ultimately defining it as a sovereign form of theatrical art. Here Císař does not only
inside the acting area happens to be perceived as a performer figure, an integrated stage figure, a
puppet, a prop, a prop made seem peculiar etc., is decided during this (“second”) evaluation of the
form and physical perception using the signifying visual image that creates a signifying technical
image – the notion of the function. Of course, all of this happens in such a small fraction of time
that we mostly experience it as simultaneous and parallel. But it is not: the visual image is created
a fraction of time earlier.
46 We are using the term animation in a narrower sense, as it has also been used in the last years to
describe any type of setting an inanimate entity (such as an object) into motion. This, for instance,
is the case of cartoon films where each picture is made to move and the term animation is used to
describe things such as the sun moving in the sky or a small train passing in the background. For
us the term animation (thus, animation in the narrower sense) means only that kind of movement
or expression in the object that refers to some form of life, natural or artificial.
47 Discussions of this issue took place mainly in the first half of the 20th century, but a fundamental
step in understanding puppet theatre as a full‑fledged variety of theatre in general was not made
until the mid‑1960s by Kolár, Erik. Je loutkové divadlo formou výtvarného i dramatického umění?
[Is Puppet Theatre a Form of Fine Art or Dramatic Art?]. In Loutkové divadlo ve světě. Berlin:
Henschelverlag Kunst und Gessellschaft, 1965, p. 29. Jan Císař (like Miroslav Česal, Petr Pavlovský
and Václav Königsmark) in his studies rounded off this process of the “emancipation” of puppet
theatre from the visual arts and affirmed its validity for our times.
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follow earlier theories of theatre, specifically, those regarding the actor‑puppet
relationship, but develops and complements their conclusions. In this line of
reflecting puppet theatre, Císař takes up Česal's work,48 but he also markedly differs

48 In his book Live Actor in Puppet Theatre (Živý herec na loutkovém divadle), Miroslav Česal still sees the
visible actor exposed on the puppet stage as a performer figure, i.e. as an independent creative artist,
although of course in some kind of relationship with the puppet. With Česal, the exposed actor does
not form a permanent relationship with the puppet in the form of one integral and holistic sign or,
a unique acting component manifesting itself in an ambiguous way (with a range of variations and
variants). The actor is either a partner or the opponent of the puppet or, in some cases, an independent
“multiplier” of the meanings conveyed by the puppet. In short, their relationship is conceived as a
relationship of two independent (and separated) acting components; in other words, it is as though
both of them (the exposed person and the puppet) were separate actors. Even in the case where the
exposed puppeteer manipulates the puppet and expands the meanings the puppet conveys obviously
and visibly through his/her physical behaviour (and in doing so, partially participates in the dramatic
persona the puppet refers to), the exposed actor is seen as an independent artist who in fact only
extends the meanings flowing from the behaviour of the puppet itself. In this way, Česal sees the
renaissance of the puppet theatre that took place in the early 1960s, when live actors entered puppet
stages, as some kind of higher “theatricality”; it is a renaissance implemented through accepting and
fruitfully absorbing some “enlivening” elements from dramatic theatre. This is different with Císař.
Unlike in Česal, in Císař's view the actor is more than just the partner for the puppet, he is an equal
part within the higher unity, one integral and holistic acting component (a sign that is wholly –
including its visual art segment – created in the area of acting). This kind of acting component is the
integrated stage figure. Obviously, one could find performer figures even in puppet performances
(a typical one plays an important role in Pehr's and Spáčil's Gulliver in the Puppettown (Gulliver v
Maňáskově), the characters of storytellers in a range of children shows are also separate performer
figures etc.). But, for Císař, the defining factor of the acting component in the puppet theatre is
not the performer figure, it is always the integrated stage figure. It seems that after Císař's book
it is not possible to perceive the actor/puppet relationship simply as a relationship between two
characters anymore. The puppeteer Josef Pehr and his Pepíček (Little Joe) puppet will never again be
Josef Pehr (the performer figure) and Little Joe (the puppet); they became Josef Pehr (a performer
figure referring to the dramatic persona of Josef Pehr) – that is when Josef Pehr speaks for Josef Pehr
himself – and Josef Pehr + Little Joe (an integrated stage figure referring to the dramatic persona of
Little Joe) whenever Josef Pehr speaks and performs for Little Joe. It is precisely in establishing the
higher integral acting sign (which also includes the visual arts element) that Císař brought a new
perspective and made the largest contribution to the Czech theory of puppet theatre. Over the last
decades, several studies of the theory of puppet theatre appeared that reached similar conclusions
to Císař's, but they were all written and published after Císař's book. For instance, Alois Tománek
in his interesting and inspiring study "Scénický prostor současného loutkového divadla" [The Stage
Space in Contemporary Puppet Theatre] (Scénografie 55, 1987, pp. 31–49) reaches some conclusions
that correspond to those in Císař's book. He, too, is persuaded that “…a puppet and the actor have
a representational function and, at the same time, constitute one unity, they do not compete”. And
immediately he generalizes to say: “The complicated relationship actor/viewer/puppet, but also the
one of viewer/actor/puppet, needs to be reduced to the relationship viewer/dramatic character.” So far,
Tománek's theoretical considerations are thorough, and they repeat, in slightly different words, Císař'
argument. But the right direction of his thoughts is complicated by the problematic and semiotically
unacceptable term of “dramatic character” (Zich never used it, and the structuralist‑semiotic school
uses it nowadays mostly for literary characters). And precisely this term is semantically unclear to
Tománek as the author on principle does not differentiate the sphere of the sign (i.e. the sign itself
and its structure) from the sphere of the sign's meaning (also from the image resulting from the
interpretation of the perception of that structure) – which is the weakness of every non‑semiotic
approach. A character onstage thus becomes mixed up with the dramatic persona (i.e. with the image
of a being or a creature as formed by the viewer inside him/herself, their consciousness). The dramatic
character as Tománek conceives it as if subsided into itself in an automorphic way. It is both, the sign
and the meaning at the same time. As a consequence, Tománek (unlike Císař) is unable to reach an
exact, clearly defined and confined labelling of the structure of the acting component on the puppet
theatre stage in terms of both terminology and functions; a labelling that would have all the plasticity
and complexity of theatre semiosis (reflecting both the syntax itself and its reception by the viewer).
That is the main reason Tománek's otherwise resourceful work only goes half the way in its efforts
to grasp the substance of the actor/puppet relationship in the purely “scholarly” sense of the word.
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from him when considering the actor/puppet relationship. His starting point is the
indivisible duality of a person and visual arts element onstage; he was in fact the
first to introduce this permanent interrelation, the equal footing of the actor with
an animated object. We may have to concede that the actor/puppet duality was also
suggested by other theoreticians (in some cases already as soon as with M. Česal,
and Erik Kolár also timidly admitted something like a fatal connection between
a person and a puppet).49 But unlike them, Císař took as his starting point both
the traditional Zich terminology and the ground plan of Zich's understanding
of semiosis in the theatre. With Císař the integrated stage figure – an integral
sign composed from the actor and the puppet – remains a part of the semiotic
relationship of the sign and its meaning, the so‑called “Zich digraph”. That is why
Císař gives this kind of sign the label figure; and, as its possibilities are defined by
the potential to spread its signification all over the stage while keeping its integrity
for the sake of the audience, he adds the adjective stage. The resulting shape of the
integrated stage figure, exactly in Zich's vein, refers to a dramatic persona. Unlike
the other “puppet” theoreticians, Císař consistently differentiates between these
concepts. He does not mix up different categories; he gives clearer outlines to the
dual character and mutual relationship of the actor and the visual arts element in
the context of the puppet theatre; and he firmly incorporates this duality into the
tradition of Zich's terminological system. And finally, Císař – and that is his biggest
innovation – puts the puppet back where it belongs. He sees it only as a part of a
higher whole, i.e. of the acting component, or, the integrated stage figure. In this
way, he adapts – on the same terminology level – the equality of the concepts of
the integrated stage figure and the performer figure as being of equal value and
mutually equipollent in their role of defining and giving decisive forms to the
acting components in both basic types of figurative theatre. This contribution by
Císař to the issue of puppet theatre in the framework of theatre art in general is
also a big success for the Zich‑oriented line of the Czech theatre theory that he
is an important advocate of (together with I. Osolsobě, M. Procházka and others).
On the other hand, precisely this terminological system of Czech theatre theory
as initiated by Zich, a system preferring a structuralist‑semiotic view of theatre and
using knowledge and results from communication theory, contains a much deeper
inner contradiction than it would seem at first sight. The real problem of Zich's
idiom of theatre theory is the following: on the one hand, it is well able to describe
very precisely a certain section of elements and parts of the theatrical structure
and the whole of the dynamics of its interrelationships; it is even able to define –
with quite a degree of precision – the art of theatre as a type of medium of
communication. But at the same time it is not very effective when trying to grasp
the feature that is innermost specific to theatre, the fundamental incongruity that
this strange, and in a way “suspect” species of art carries with it by its nature. Of all
the arts, it is in theatre where, by the form's very nature, its natural essence fights
most vigorously with the intentional and the artificial in its construction, typical
for any type of arts. There is not a single person, object or anything else on the
stage that would not have the nature of a sign, that would not be a fiction, an
artificially and intentionally “arranged” fact, carrying intentional meanings, even
when it is most open to a dialogue with the audience. In other words, onstage
things have always, and under all circumstances, the nature of signs, but at the
same time (and this is both the advantage and the biggest problem in theatre) they
49 Nevertheless, Kolár finally reached the opposite extreme. He conceived acting in the puppet theatre
in such a way that he saw the puppet as nothing but an instrument in the actor's hands.
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remain real objects that we experience with the same immediacy and with the
same measure of empiric utilitarianism that we bring with us from real life and
are least able to eliminate. Should we want to compare this empiric experiencing
with something else, we could probably talk figuratively of a “tactile experience”.
For instance, when reading a book we do not only receive the information, the
content of a work of literature perceived from its “sign” construction; our experience
is intensified by the paper used, the printing mode, sometimes (with older books)
the “time worn veneer”, its paper's age, its binding etc. A tactile experience is related
to the sense of touch, but taken metaphorically it is very similar to the way we
perceive theatre. We perceive the contradiction between the natural and the
artificial, intrinsically present in theatre, much more sharply (although many
types of theatre try to cover up that contradiction), as it is also based in the dual
character of anchoring theatrical artefacts in the reality of perception. On the one
hand, theatre always is a super‑sign, a sign structure created absolutely and fully,
and always integral; on the other hand, theatre is a natural place of contact, of
collective communication and sharing (with all the “tactile” features of live
experience of things in the fullness of their shapes and materials). It is precisely
this “tactile” factor, that “unmoulded, non‑sign based” experience of the people
onstage (in their total, life‑based natural existence) and the objects in the fullness
of their reality that poses the problem the Zich‑inspired “language” of theatre
theory has difficulties dealing with. When we come across these issues in many
theoretical studies, we feel that language is insufficient and unable to deal with
precisely these aspects of a work of theatre. The failure of the language of “Zich”
theatre theory when confronted with the duality of the substance of theatre is
manifestly present in many regards in the quoted work on puppet theatre by Císař,
in both its methodology and premises. It is so visible exactly because Císař is well
aware of that duality, and because he tries to handle it and include it in his
explanations. Moreover, the problem is even more exposed in puppet theatre, which
is generally considered “more stylized, more sign‑loaded” than, for instance, dramatic
theatre. But when attempting to grasp the inner contradictions of theatre as an
idiosyncratic and unique type of art, Císař seems unable to decide: while he does
not choose consistently to use the perspective of Zich's system, he tries to overcome
that system by using its own tools. But the theatre theory idiom as set down by
Zich resists. Soon enough, Císař realized that he was trying to square a circle. As
soon as one decides to choose Zich's idiom of theatre theory, one has to accept that
everything is first of all artificial, sign‑based and intentional. Císař himself is not
consistent in this. Like Zich and other structuralists or semioticists before him,
Císař sees theatre mainly as an epistemological system and prefers the artificial and
the intentional. But, at the same time, he strives to incorporate the “natural”,
unintentional and “tactile” into the very substance of his view. Let us document
the problems of this approach by using an example. The fact that theatre – viewed
from a certain perspective – is, first of all, a super‑sign (a fiction, an ultimate sign
structure) is, on the level of the acting component, well documented by Císař himself
in his discussion of the medieval comedy actor who comes to a market to perform
the Czech medieval comedy farce The Spice Merchant (Mastičkář). He describes the
model situation of the play in these terms: “…When a medieval clown came to a
marketplace and performed, for instance, some scenes set in the same environment
(cf. the Czech farce Mastičkář that is entirely set in the market place), he had
somehow to communicate to the audience the fact that he is not a part of that
same environment as somebody selling and buying things. He had to set boundaries
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inside the marketplace – or at least in one part of it – to create a space where a
fictional event takes place. (For the audience at the performance it means that they
are conscious of the fact that they are not watching the actual, natural reality but,
rather, its model.) Acting – or more precisely the actor's function – has two materials
for portraying things at its disposal: the human body and an object. Both are of
real and natural character. A person is a person, an object is an object. To become
a fiction, a transformed reality, this person or object has to start to exist in different
contexts and relationships. […] The Spice Merchant cannot be really selling, he has
to only represent the act of selling. The marketplace must not become an absolutely
real space for him, it has to be a space for a presentation – and that means a space
for fiction, for a transformed reality. He does not enter it to exist and last in it. He
enters it to transform it into a space for acting.”50 Císař correctly assesses here the
birth of an artificial reality, a certain conventionality of theatre, a contract between
the actor and his audience. This contractual relationship, this convention on the
intentionally created signifier (in the sphere of the sign/acting space) and on the
artificially perceived signified (in the sphere of the sign's meaning/perception space)
always emerges between the performing actor and the watching audience.
Sometimes this artificial convention is mediated by the actor through his
performance, in other cases – as Císař noticed – theatre makes it easier by
“… separating the auditorium from the stage in such a way that, from the very first
moment […], we perceive as fiction everything happening in front of us, the
audience, all we see and hear; that we take it as a transformed reality reflecting
certain real data in the shape of a model.”51 In whichever way the convention about
the emergence of a sign situation on the one hand and its perception on the other
is reached, the most important about the cited claims is the fact that everything
we see and hear is artificial reality, fiction and, as a consequence, a sign. And, in
this sense and from this point of view, the actor or the object have nothing to do
with the reality of their natural existence. Through his performance and play the
actor has left his extant spatial definition. It would seem, therefore, that after
defining both the signifying and the perceived in such detail on the basis of an
artificial agreement/fiction, Císař would pursue these ideas further, and that every
entity in theatre would become an artificial unit, a sign as a part of an integral
structure, the so‑called super‑sign. And that the unintentional, the natural and the
real (the existence of which Císař realizes) would “break the mould” of that structure
and that it would quite ostensibly enter that artificial structure as a sign‑less, real
entity as a certain “anomaly” and a specific feature of the theatre, as an unavoidable
“double”, while becoming a theme and a fully‑fledged part of its intended meaning
and meaningful gesture. The thematization of the unintentional, the “taking it into
the play”, is obviously always implemented on the background of the artificial; one
could even say it is a special case of a signless sign. (In the same way silence can be
seen as a special case of sound.) This concept of the unintentional, of the natural
and the real entering the artificial structure of a production as a super‑sign, still
remains inside the original intentions of Mukařovský's definition of the unintentional
in the art. Whether it is taken on, “made intentional”, or plays itself out inadvertently
and is then taken into account, it is always just a side effect of the intentional artistic
work. This is the only road to follow when we choose as our starting theoretical
point the structural‑semiotic perspective on theatre (or, as we call it in this paper
to simplify: the theatre theory idiom initiated by Zich). But Císař does not take this
50 Císař, J. Op. cit., pp. 14–15.
51 Op. cit., p. 21.
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road. He works with the reality of both objects and people, and, as a consequence,
with their unintentional substance, non‑aestheticized and non‑artificial, as if these
people and objects belonged to the same category of semantics, and as if they were
congruous with the concepts of the sign and the meaning. He does not allow for
sign‑less‑ness as making something seem peculiar and/or as a specific case of
the sign quality breaking through the sign model. He speaks as if the signs on the
one hand, and the nature of objects and people on the other, participated together
in the homogenous structure in the construction of a work of art, a fiction. As a
result, both fall apart – the consistently semiotic perspective on the theatre form;
and the fullness of the real existence of objects and people in the art of theatre
itself as a phenomenon sui generis. Although Císař's method follows Zich, and
although Císař the theoretician already gave a clear description of the relationship
between the actor or the object to the viewer, labelling it as contractual, conventional
and built on fiction (be that fiction clearly stylized or close to the peoples' behaviour
in real life), he contradicts himself soon afterwards when writing: “…if a production
uses a figurative puppet, then the meaning […] is born from the reality it portrays
iconically – whether it is a person, a supernatural being, an animal or a plant. In
the case of a non‑figurative puppet, the meaning is directly connected to the form
that defines the utilitarian value of the object. In the first case, the puppet itself
already is a sign/icon where the signified is in some features identical with the
signifier. In the second case, this sign quality is missing.”52 The same signless‑ness
and utilitarian value are mentioned by Císař also on the previous page, again in
connection to the so‑called non‑figurative puppet. Here, too, he attributes only the
utilitarian value to the stage object before it is animated (in fact, a prop before it
is animated or made seem peculiar) while in its original, “resting” position. He
infers that “…such an animated object only refers to itself, it is itself. In this position
it has no features of a sign. These can and must be conferred on it through the
action of a live person, i.e. the actor.”53 By the stage object Císař means, for instance,
things like a glove, scissors, trousers, an ashtray, or any other prop. He goes on not
only to repeat his proposition about the inherent signless‑ness of the “non‑figurative”
stage objects that serve as a basis for creating a non‑figurative puppet; he also tries
to summarize, to define the mutual relationship between the two types of the
puppets, writing: “…while the figurative puppet is a sign in which we clearly
distinguish the signifying from the signified […], in the case of the non‑figurative
puppet this distinction is absent. It only functions as the signified – it signifies itself
in an automorphic way – and the signifying must by supplied by the actor.”54 Here
we can safely contend that Císař is transgressing against the very basis of semiotics –
not only against Zich and his system that he took as his own starting point, but
also against the principles of the whole semiotic-‑structural use of terminology as
it is anchored and fixed in the tradition of the Czech theatre theory. It is not
acceptable to claim at the same time that an entity in the playing space is not a
sign and yet that it is signifying itself (although only in an automorphic way), and
it is even less acceptable to claim that it functions solely as the signified. Every
object entering the stage becomes automatically a sign, as soon as it becomes a
part of a fiction agreed by both parties. And a sign always signifies. In one word,
an ashtray on the stage is never an ashtray as such, it has to become an iconic sign
for an ashtray. With the iconic sign, one can only accept the concordance between
52 Op. cit.
53 Op. cit.
54 Op. cit., p. 22.
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the signifying (the real ashtray on the stage) and the signified, i.e. the image of the
ashtray (or, if you prefer, the signifying visual image) in the mind of the viewer. In
other words: the ashtray, or any other prop, always refers to itself at the very least,
and the function of the signifier needs not be provided by the actor. The actor
only – if he/she is able to assume a certain relationship to the prop that is in
contradiction to its “key” signing position – transforms its original sign context
into another. The sign/icon, then, becomes a sign/symbol or a sign/index. It is thus
unacceptable, from the point of view of semiotics, to affirm that an object functions
at its original position (as it was put on the stage) uniquely as the signified. The
concept of the signified does not belong on the stage at all (inside the sphere of
the sign) – it only belongs to the sphere of the viewer's inner experience. It is a
term coming from a completely different area of the meaning of the sign, of the
image, it is a signifying visual image that the viewer creates inside him/herself on
the basis of the perception of the signifying.55 These inconsistencies in Císař's work
come up repeatedly even where he examines the semantic function of the actor in
theatre. For instance, when speaking of the actor in non‑puppet theatre, Císař states
that the actor is “…also always – and permanently – the original of a live, natural
person.”56 From this assumption (which is generally correct) he deduces that: “…the
semiotic system of the performer figure as created by live actors then emerges as
a system where this natural material with all the meanings it carries remains always
55 Of course, one could raise an objection here and argue that a sign itself contains the relationship
between the signifier and the signified; that would obviously mean the necessity to distinguish between
the signified and the viewer's interpretation of the sign. Nevertheless, such an objection would conflict
with the line of semiotics used in Czech theatre theory in the last years which forms the basis for
Císař (and the same dual concept of sign and meaning is used in the same way by I. Osolsobě, J. Volek
and others). The sign as a signifier must, of course, also convey the signified. But it conveys it in the
form of impulses. The sign broadcasts the impulses that are first perceived by the viewer and then
lead to the emergence of the signifying visual image (the sign's meaning), and thus, of the signified.
With some exaggeration we could compare this process to the transmission of the TV signal. A real
person in the studio (a presenter, for example) is first shot by a TV camera. The presenter's shape
is not immediately transmitted as an image by the camera; it is first transformed into a television
signal, and then broadcast in this form. Only after being caught by the aerial will it appear on your
TV set. In a similar way, our psycho‑physical apparatus grasps the performer figure (or any other
“Gestalt” on the stage) in the form of an impulse. The problem is, there are two impulses in theatre
perception. First, we perceive the performer figure directly, in a non‑semiotic way, as Ivo Osolsobě
says literally, “in a form of a physical substratum”. And second, we perceive a purely semiotic impulse
coming from the actor's performance, from the fact that he/she is signifying something or somebody
through his/her expression (or context). This stage of reception is called perception. This is not
influenced in any way by the fact that there are two perceptions in the theatre. (In our comparison
with TV broadcasting, this stage corresponds to the phase of camera to aerial transmission.) The
perception absorbed then creates two signifying images in our psyche (with an important contribution
from the motoric system of the body): the non‑semiotic, technical image, and the semiotic, visual
image. And it is only this signifying visual image that is called the signified. So if we compared our
psyche to a TV set, it is only here, inside our consciousness, that the signified, as the imagined form
of the signifier, emerges. In this way, the signifier belongs on the stage (to the playing area) while
the signified belongs to the sphere of the audience perception. One may not be interchanged with
the other. Of course, the terms of the signified and the signifying are not the only ones in semiotics
which can express the relationship of the conceptual duo of the sign and the meaning. But there is
no exception to the rule that the term must always fulfil the one or the other function of semiosis,
and the iron law says that these functions (and, as a consequence, the positions of both coupled
terms) are mutually impenetrable and not interchangeable. One could only replace pairs of terms as
a whole and instead of the signifier/signified dichotomy use, for instance, the words the portraying/
portrayed, the representing/represented etc.
56 Císař, J. Op. cit., p. 40.
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present.”57 Even this claim could still remain true and could lead to really fruitful
conclusions if Císař would not go into the semantic analysis of the function of acting
typical for a certain type of contemporary European drama theatre whose mode
of expression is based on the narrow connection between the stage action and
the natural human behaviour. And from this position, he suddenly concludes that the
enormously important part of acting in non‑puppet drama theatre are
“… the meanings and their purpose springing only from this natural character of
the original”. Logically that means that “…we always perceive the material of the
live actor as the presence of the original that also signifies itself”.58 When we look
at the previous examples of Císař's understanding of the conceptual twosome of
the sign and its meaning, that is, the relationship of the signifying and the signified,
the above formulation raises the suspicion that here, too, the words the presence
of the original signifies are meant in the similar way as Císař's concept of the non
figurative puppet or a real object on the stage. That implies that he does not mean
an artificial sign in the first place, and only in the second place the natural
phenomenon that “breaks its mould” and erodes it so as to become another
important thematized element of the structure of the acting component, but that
the order in which all this happens is meant completely in reverse: that the presence
of the original of the actor itself functions directly as that which is automorphically
signified. And from the point of view of semiotics this is both erroneous and
unacceptable. The actor is primarily a sign, and everything else, important as it
may be, is secondary. To Císař's credit, though, it is fair to add that he is not alone
in this non‑semiotic perception of the natural and of the bodily substance of the
actor, and that it is a widespread error in the Czech theatre theory.
So, for instance, Jaroslav Vostrý in his study The School for Wives and the Stage
Metonymy (Škola pro ženy a jevištní metonymie) discusses the basics of the European
type of drama as a theatrical phenomenon, “…whose mode of expression is not –
unlike in Asian theatre – based on a completely independent system of signs but,
rather, on the closeness of the stage action and ‘real’ human behaviour”.59 Although
Vostrý does not deny the sign character of the European drama theatre altogether,
by putting it into sharp contrast with the tradition of Asian theatre he creates the
impression that his concept of theatre sees acting in the dramatic theatre partially as
something sign‑less, something growing directly from the natural substance of life
and is managed and given direction only lightly. That might lead to the conclusion
that European dramatic theatre is not entirely based on signs, or that at least it is
not supported by a sign system as an integral, independent structure that creates
its artificial meaningful semantic foundation. At first sight, such a conclusion
seems both logical and possible. But the reality is different. Again, as with Císař,
incompatible elements are being combined together. Vostrý does not differentiate
enough between the various types of signs; with him there is no distinction between
the sign/icon and the sign/index, and between both of these and the sign/symbol.
That is quite important, as the real difference between the Asian theatre and the
European (or Western) one is not in the presence of the sign itself in the former but
in the fact that it is consistently, and principally, based on the marked prevalence
of the sign/symbol. Each movement, each step and each gesture mean something
previously agreed on, institutionalized and conventional. European theatre, on the
57 Op. cit.
58 Op. cit.
59 Vostrý, Jaroslav. Škola pro ženy a jevištní metonymie [The School for Wives and the Stage Metonymy].
In Jan Grossman: Inscenace. Praha: Pražská scéna, 1997, p. 47.
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other hand, lacks this kind of symbolism in its basic foundation as the theatrical
idiom. The semiotic structure of European theatre or, better still, of its idiom, is based
on mutual supplementation and synchronisation, or on the differently and variedly
built relationship of the three types of signs mentioned. On the level of the acting
component, dramatic theatre is built mainly on iconicity. Moreover, the prevailing
type of European dramatic theatre discussed by Vostrý, the type close to the real
life action, softens the metaphoric idiom (and with it the mutual, heterogeneous
relationship between the three types of sign) and moves the sign/icon (as the best
and most characteristic sign and prerequisite for portraying a human subject)
forward to the prominent position. Moreover, it sees the iconicity as relatively
static. Everything is being played mostly between the signs/icons themselves. It is
important to premise, however, that we consider this kind of theatre idiom based on
the relationship between the basic types of signs to be only a “rough” basis for the
language of theatre (Vostrý calls it stage metaphor). But the main things happening
in this type of dramatic theatre are not based on this basic, rough idiom, they run
inside it and side by side with it, in finer details, on the level of symptoms (called
“stage metonymy” by Vostrý). When the actor “moulded” into a performer figure
enters into relationships with other performer figures, very often he/she portrays
both these relationships and the relationship to the general situation that he/she
finds him/herself in and that he/she has to solve while performing solely with the
use of fine nuances and allusions in his/her behaviour (soft gestures and facial
expressions and so on). Thus while Vostrý is right in many respects here, the actor
performing on the basic level of the theatrical structure and using the “rough”
semiotic code does not cease to be a sign, i.e. sign/icon. Therefore, even taken all
this into account, we continue to see the essence of European theatre (including
drama) as completely sign‑based, and consequently artificial and intentional. The
unintentional, the natural (e.g. the actor's personality) and also all that is beyond
intention but can yet be thematized, is naturally present; but from this perspective
it is a mere secondary side effect, although under certain circumstances it can
assume its own meaning. But the only way to achieve this is by “breaking through”
into the artificial semantic “core”, by unsettling it – and thus by becoming the
unintentionally thematized, and thus essential component of the theatre experience
for the viewer. It is only by applying this procedure in theatre theory that we can
start to investigate the measure of meaning of the natural personality substance of
the actor against the background of the artificial performance; the substance that
not only fills out the artificial but also uses it to achieve the resulting shape of the
dramatic persona through it and along with it. Unlike with Zich, the actor does not
“dissolve” in the artificial but always transcends it in a special, sign‑less way, yet
always against the background of the artificial.
To illustrate the point that the actor functions primarily as a sign, we will add
two more examples. At the beginning of the 1960s, in the theatre journal Divadlo,
Milan Lukeš was discussing Jiří Šlitr's acting by using the form of a fictional dialogue
between proponents of two opposing positions. Jiří Šlitr was a music composer
and co‑founder with Jiří Suchý of the Semafor Theatre, where he was performing,
playing piano and occasionally acting. When the two opponents try to define Jiří
Šlitr as an actor type, one of them makes the following attempt: “We will surely
both agree that Jiří Šlitr is an almost typical ‘non‑actor’. It seems that as a non-actor
he is extremely talented and suited for the ‘role’ he performs in Jonáš a tingltangl
[Jonas and Tingl‑Tangl]. But it's highly probable he's not suited for any other role
or, to be precise, for a role that would be substantially different. Why so many
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quotation marks? Because he is an actor by his function. Because the ‘role’ he is
‘playing’ in a decisive measure represents himself; his ‘role’ has no name of some
sort of anonymous John Doe assigned to it but, rather, Jiří Šlitr's own. Then he
must be himself on the stage! Do you think Jiří Šlitr is like this in his real life? That
he reacts in such a slow‑burn fashion, for instance? – No. The important thing is
that he really ‘plays’ himself, that there is a certain contradiction between the ‘real
live’ Šlitr and the ‘stage’ Šlitr, and that this discrepancy is apparent onstage and
communicates with the audience. Šlitr plays Šlitr – this time without the quotation
marks – and he plays him spontaneously, naturally and naively in the best sense of
the word…”60 This quote clearly shows that even such a personality‑oriented actor
as Jiří Šlitr had first to create a fiction if he wanted to play himself; he had to choose
certain means of expression from all the motoric options available, in one word, he
had to stylize himself. He doubtlessly had an outstanding charismatic personality
that attracted the audience in the 1960s and that he was able to thematize; but
all of this did not manifest itself directly: it entered a stylized form, an artificially
created reality, a sign. Only through this artificial reality, through the sign (icon at
the beginning, although Šlitr later acquired the character of the sign/symbol in the
context of the Semafor Theatre poetics) could his charisma become an important
part of the dramatic persona that the audience deduced from his performance.
It is probably clear from all that has been said so far that theatre (even its most
naturalist variety) cannot be considered sign‑less; one cannot see one type of theatre
as semiotic, or more semiotic than another, while considering still another theatre
type to be just natural or partially sign‑less. All depends on the chosen perspective.
But as soon as we choose the structural‑semiotic perspective on the art of theatre,
then theatre – similarly to all the other art disciplines – has to be sign‑based, totally
and without exception. This is valid whether we look at it through the prism of
the live person/actor who creates it and forms its fundamental substance, or
through the objects that come into most diverse contexts on the stage and enter
most varied relationships, both with each other and with the actors. After all, the
fact that theatre always remains a sign is confirmed in the work of one of the
leading Czech experts in theatre semiotics, Ivo Osolsobě. In his essay Performer
figure: For and Against, Osolsobě states: “I can only see the actor himself, that is,
the actor who is not transformed into a character, during the moments when he
is not playing (for instance, when trying to get his line from a prompter, or, in the
case of a singing actor with not much musical talent, looking at the conductor with
desperation). On the other hand, if the actor performs, he or she has disappeared
in the character, in the creation that is somehow larger then himself. I do not really
know the actor if I know him only from the stage (or screen), I only know his work,
his characters. Saying “what I see is an actor” is the same kind of metonymy as
when I say: ‘I am reading Dostoyevsky’ (as I am reading his work rather than its
author), or the same inaccuracy (also based on the literal understanding of the
metonymical shift) as when I claim seeing canvasses at an exhibition or diamonds
at the jeweller's window shop because what I really see is the material processed, a
work or a product – paintings, brilliants – and not the material itself.”61 Therefore,
from the structural‑semiotic point of view, theatre is essentially a sign or, rather, a
supersign, and the relationship between the natural and the artificial, or between
the unintentional and the intentional, can only be resolved from this perspective
and with full awareness of this basic inner relationship of both the contradictory

60 Lukeš, Milan. Dnes vyprodáno [Today: Full House]. Divadlo 13, 1962, n. 10, p. 1.
61 Osolsobě, I. Op. cit. 1982, p. 127.
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substances in theatre art and of their proportions (which involves full awareness
of their mutual hierarchical position).
From the structural‑semiotic point of view, the intentional, the artificial, and
thus the sign itself always takes the first place, and the non‑intentional and the
natural comes second (and thus as a side phenomenon). From this perspective –
that the actor or anything else on the stage is, first of all, a sign, Gestalt, a stylized
entity – both Lukeš and Osolsobě (but also Císař when he speaks about the birth
of theatre and the acting function as fiction) are entirely right. In this sense, the
structural‑semiotic approach to theatre can describe and analyze many things and
provides a fully‑fledged perspective from which to examine theatre. Much had
been already discovered with this approach, although many aspects still remain
to be described and labelled. Nevertheless, this perspective does not exhaust all
the possible approaches to analysing theatre. There still are phenomena in the
art of theatre that this language is unable to describe and label – such as Císař's
efforts to incorporate the essence of the actor's natural existence into the terms
of the conceptual system inspired by Zich. Some things still escape the idiom of
this theatre theory and remain outside this line of vision, outside the scope of this
perspective, although these phenomena obviously have a real existence in theatre
and play an important role in helping to shape the resulting theatre experience.
Let us look again at the above mentioned example of Jiří Šlitr just as a pars pro
toto. The problem of Zich's language of theatre theory resides in the fact that
it was not only the stylized Jiří Šlitr who was present on the stage as a sign, or
maybe as a sign both permeated and magnified by the actor's human personality,
his aura, his opinions and all the natural things that could be thematized and
ostentatiously “taken into the play”. It was also – permanently and during the whole
performance – Jiří Šlitr as a person, as the natural human original of that sign,
with all his personal feelings, sad moments and thoughts completely unconnected
with the supersign character of the theatre production he was performing in and/
or with the semiotic nature of his character. These factors were suppressed in the
interest of stylization and establishment of the artificial reality; nevertheless – from
the purely ontological point of view – they undoubtedly were present during the
performance. This perspective slightly complicates our considerations as it seems
to be in conflict with our previous conclusions. But the conflict will, really, be only
a seeming one. Nothing that we have said before needs to be denied or taken back;
we just need to change our perspective. Osolsobě's and Lukeš's statements about the
actor being, first of all, a “player” who primarily creates the artificial reality/sign –
that have been cited above as representative samples of the structural‑semiotic view
of theatre – are still fully valid. But they are mainly valid for the types of theatre
where we are aesthetically tuned towards gathering information, where all of our
being as spectators concentrates on the aesthetic side of the theatrical form, and
thus where we are being steered to the epistemological side of the theatrical form,
where the communication and the perception of what is communicated is more
important than the process of sharing itself. To avoid misunderstandings: we are
talking here about the stress on epistemology, because in real life ontology and
epistemology are inseparable, and one cannot exist without the other. Both the
ontological and the epistemological aspects are always there, and function like
joint vessels; it is only the stresses that are moving forth and back. Nevertheless,
there are several types of theatre where this trend towards epistemology does not
hold true, or where the relationship between the epistemology and ontology of all
the “parts” of the theatrical act, of all the system, is balanced the other way round.
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The accent is mainly laid on a community passing the time together, on actors and
audience sharing their stay in the same theatre space, on coexistence. The noetic
features in such kinds of theatre are either partially suppressed or offered by the
code of the theatre production as only a second, less important option. The viewer
then experiences not only the shape and the message or, rather, the shape and the
message are not the decisive factors. The audience is there mainly as a direct witness
of the play either as a partner taking direct part in the joint search for this shape,
or else he just abides there with other people having a good time, whereas the
theatrical shape and its message become only a pretext, a less important element
of the theatrical experience.
This type of theatre was as current in theatre history as it is today. For instance,
in the so‑called Czech rural “neighbourhood theatre” in the 18th century, it was
mainly this ontological part of the theatre experience, this stress on the ontological
foundations of the theatre, that was the most important, decisive and essential
factor. The performance was mainly about meeting and playing theatre during the
festive time. What kind of message was conveyed and how was not of primary
importance. After all, most members of the audience knew the story anyway, since
the range of the texts was rather limited and plays were often performed repeatedly.
What was important was the fact that people, mostly neighbours, got together
around playmaking; that such and such a character was played by a such and such
a person, whom the audience knew well. This aspect, and this important part of
theatre experience, is well preserved in several species and areas of today's
theatre (e.g. traditional amateur drama). But the ontological foundation of theatre,
especially the fact of people meeting other people at the same place and at the same
time, is also used semantically in a range of productions by both contemporary
professional alternative theatre and independent theatre companies.62 In these
productions, the ontological foundation of the theatre is not seen as only a side
effect, or as an element that can be pulled into the play but is distracting by its
nature and is suffered indulgently as a necessity. On the contrary: this type of theatre
conceives this phenomenon as the most basic principle, or, at least, as an equal one
in theatre creation, as the most fundamental principle of establishing a theatre
system, and as an equal constituent part, or the most fundamental one, of the
experience as a whole. Thus, in some of its productions, the Russian theatre company
Derevo in the early 1990s, when it was based in Czechoslovakia, was not at all
concerned with creating characters and/or signs, or even with the group's self
expression and conveying information as these terms are conventionally understood.
The group was striving for the direct experience of the energy hidden in the human
body that was released through swift physical contacts and touches of these bodies,
caught and experienced by the audience in this pure, “non‑informational” form. In
these productions there occasionally did appear some characters, some signs and
some fleeting bits of information, but they were completely negligible for the basic
coding of the performance. It was a theatre where the important thing was to be
together in the same place with the creators and to experience this energy, purely
and in a completely “non‑discursive” way. However, the ontological momentum
also takes the front seat in theatre productions such as Miroslav Horníček's
Conversations H (Hovory H) or the so‑called Christmas Nights at Studio Ypsilon
62 We are talking about productions such as Cirkus Vitae by the theatre group Continuo Vodňany, or
La Baraque by the Forman Brothers. In these productions, the audience does not perceive the signs
alone (a live marabou can hardly be perceived as a sign) but the decisive factor is the participation
in the whole mood and energy of the night.
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with their unavoidable ritual of sacrificing a live carp (a typical Czech Christmas
meal), preparing it and ultimately frying it onstage, directly in the playing space.
Even in Horníček's Conversations H, a semi‑improvised night where the popular
Czech actor was telling stories from his life and answering questions from the
audience, it was not always that important for the outcome of the encounter what
story exactly the actor would tell or how he would react to the questions asked by
his viewers; the audience was not even that interested in his answers or the way he
delivered them, or in how engaging these would be; what was equally important
as all of this was (and it would be wrong to underestimate this in such types of
productions) that the audience enjoyed spending the time with him, that his way
of expressing himself and even his appearance was pleasing them. Of course, we
are now talking about those types of theatre where the ontological theatrical
foundation is both striking and on the equal footing with other factors, where it
might be even the most important feature; but this ontological foundation is always
present, whatever the circumstances and whatever the theatre model – even when
the theatre is accentuating its own epistemological orientation, its sign‑bound
character, its communication based on information, in whatever form and however
aestheticized. Even then, the audience never concentrates fully and without
reservation on an intentionally created aesthetic form, and even then the viewer
perceives subliminally all that does not belong to the intentional efforts by the
actors (and by the director) in the shape they created –although this type of theatre
more or less intentionally strives to resist this kind of attitude. Thus, the audience
feels vehement efforts by the players to find the form, their mistakes and “noises”,
their aura and their mood, their stage fright, even the simple and banal things such
as their sweat and body odour, in one word, the audience experiences all of their
human dimension.63 All of this is present in every theatre performance, sometimes
63 In theatre, we share reality not only as a technical image, as a perception of the physical substratum
and its psychical and physiognomical interpretation in the form of the technical image; but
subliminally we perceive the whole human being and the material substance of the object. For us,
the best name for this kind of total perception (both noetic and ontological) would be experience (total
experience of theatre). Theatre always keeps moving between the “pub” and aesthetic form.
We experience there the miraculous and the magic not only because we are being shown something
miraculous, something we did not know before the show, in, for example, a story form; but the
magic is also created alongside that – in the sense of community, of the magic stemming from
the “sacred character” of the encounter. It is not only the magic of the imagination, but also the
magic and energy of the existence itself, arising from the fact of personal participation and
concentration of all those present in the same theatre space. Of course, theatre in reality is no pub
and no hobnobbing session; the aesthetic function has to be present in every production – but it
does not necessarily need to take the lead. On the philosophical level, this aspect was mentioned
by Jan Patočka in his article Epos a drama (Epics and Drama) published in the journal Divadlo in
1966: “…it is probably wrong, as most scholars have done, to look for the origins of drama, especially
of tragedy, in the Bacchic ecstasy; we should try to find it in the rite belonging to the cult of dead
heroes. The Chorus is but a crowd, a committee and a choir of citizens invoking a mighty hero
hidden to the eye in the darkness of the earthly night; a hero holding in his hands the success or
doom of all the living members of the community. The invocation escalates into evocation, the
evocation magically summons the hero in his bodily form; and the chorus stands under the stifling
impression of this invisible, mysterious and almost ominous presence. But then it suddenly turns
its song leader, exarchontes, into the hero, into his representative; the Chorus then lets the hero
reincarnate in that representative and frees itself from the feelings of horror and grieving sympathy
expressing the pressure of the invisible, the night and the death with which it approached the tomb.
Here is the origin of the tragic action, the origin of drama and its main result – the catharsis,
purification, release, liberation.” Patočka goes on to explain that the sacred act cannot be just told
and described, communicated indirectly as something that already happened, it has to be realized
directly. “It is not a world that has a meaning since the beginning of time, a meaning that only needs
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just latently or in a less pronounced fashion, sometimes so strongly that we are
aware of this aspect as a substantial constituent part of the theatre phenomenon.

to be caught and locked into images and words; it is the meaning that is yet to be implemented,
carried out, created, where the undecided is yet to be decided. That is the fundamentally dramatic,
the basis and axe of drama as such, and especially of tragedy.” Patočka's ensuing considerations
show that he generally means the direct, underivative drama in its essential, purely ontological
form, some kind of primeval type of the dramatic. Even in its initial dramatic ritual stage, classical
drama (in its normal sense of Ancient Greek or Roman theatre performed by actors) stayed within
the domain of mythical objectivity and, as a consequence related, to the epic form, as it is already
the case “…always of the predefined meaning that we are now only absorbing, making it present,
putting it to our mind, and that is the purely epic procedure and everything that is suitable to be
reworked using this procedure by its nature is of epic character.” Patočka thus separates the ritual
substance of the drama – nowadays, we would speak more widely of the ontological principle of
theatre and theatricality – from the link to its performed aestheticized form that came later. From
this separation of the principle of drama linked to the epics (in fact, theatre accentuating the noetic
principle) from the drama in its essential form, Patočka in the conclusion of his essay infers the
anticipation of the action that our era is fumbling for without being able to thematize it. “…I mean
the liberation of the dramatic moment, its isolation from the dependence on the epic form […] that
has been ruling theatre since the Classical Attic tragedy as codified by Aristotle.” Abstracting for a
moment from the question whether Patočka uses completely adequately the terms of epic and
drama to express his idea, we are looking at the confirmation of the fact that on the de‑sacralised
level he speaks again of the ontological side of theatre expressing itself through, for instance, non
thematized energy communicated and jointly experienced as much by the actors on one side and
the audience on the other, as by the individual viewers between themselves, but also between
individual actors. This complex of the “forces”, “energy fields” and total sensory perceptions can
take various shapes, from the “most noble”, let us say ritual ones, to the completely “trashy” ones
but, from our point of view, in theatre they are all legitimate. Disciplines such as cultural anthropology,
phenomenology, psychoanalysis, Jung's theory of the archetypes and the unconscious etc. are – and
will be – enormously useful and important for the completion and expansion of the structural
semiotic view of theatre, and they definitely will help to expand our knowledge and perspective on
the phenomenon of theatre in general. But, from our point of view, these perspectives and
interdisciplinary approaches still operate on the ground of epistemology and want to implement
their “noble” mission there. We are concerned with a different aspect. We think that from the point
of view of the ontological approach to theatre we have had to take into account various other,
“mundane” factors manifested in theatre productions; factors that it is often impossible to thematize
verbally, and that sometimes complicate our ideas and expectations – things we normally see as
unwanted and distracting but that also influence the whole energy in the theatrical space. In short,
we should also examine things such as the actor's nervousness (maybe he/she has to perform but
does not want to, or he has just gone through an important, fatal life experience but he has to
suppress the fact for the time being in the interest of the performance, etc.). But it is also the case
with both the audience and the actors having a good time, the taste for entertainment, and various
“in‑jokes” between the actors. The director Petr Lébl said in a newspaper interview that people also
go to theatre “because they want to know how actors live, and who's having an affair with whom.
They want to know the relationships.” Indeed, it is a also part of theatre life that potential and real
admirers, fans, friends and lovers come to see the actors after their performance. And it is true that
a small thing like an influential man who courts an actress making an appointment to meet her
after the show can influence the energy of her performance and thus the general energy in
the auditorium. All these factors can compound in various ways (and, from the point of view of the
intention, also work negatively) and contribute to the holistic experience of theatre, i.e. the specific
theatre night taking place now and here. Precisely this will always distinguish theatre from the
possibilities offered by film, but also from the most perfect virtual reality shows and three dimensional
projections that will definitely offer many more possibilities than the theatrical form and theatre
in general, be it on the level of image, of the intentional and “graphic” showing, but also from the
point of view of opportunities for imagination, “miracles” of image, connotations and even the
possible “perfect” portrayal of reality. This perception of both the “graphic” (with its marked explicit
stress on epistemology) and psycho‑physiognomic (with its marked stress on energy in space, on
the “tactile” character of that space) means for us not only perception but also the total experience
of theatre. We think theatre theory will have to consider these aspects and take them into account
when examining the theatre phenomenon.
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The space where the specific performance takes place also has to be taken into
consideration here. The main problem of the structural‑semiotic “language” of
theatre theory is that it mostly underestimates these phenomena, and/or that it is
unable to describe and grasp them with its conceptual apparatus. It might be aware
of their existence, but it either considers them necessary but irrelevant and
sometimes plainly perturbing, or else it is trying to integrate them directly into the
system of the intentional and control them according to the noetic principle. But
it is not possible to do this completely; one can integrate and thematize the
unintentional things happening between the audience and the actor to a certain
degree. The remainder will always keep some features of the totally non‑artificial,
natural perception reacting spontaneously to certain impulses, as in life. It will have
nothing in common with the form, or with aesthetics, or with the conventional.
We stress again that the natural, the unintentional is present in every type of theatre,
at least latently. Sometimes, you can see a production in which the unintentional
finds its way to the surface by mere chance and is impossible to eliminate; it then
becomes – even in the most traditional theatres – a decisive constituent part of the
theatre experience. This problem of structural‑semiotic idiom of theatre theory is
well illustrated by the fact that should such a phenomenon occur in a “non
‑alternative” traditional theatre, it would confuse a theoretician of this ilk who then
does not know how exactly to react. The response is usually that of irritation, as in
the case of Jan Císař's reaction to the Vinohrady Theatre 1968 production of František
Hrubín's metaphorical play inspired by Czech history Oldřich a Božena (Oldřich
and Božena). The performance started with the actor, Karel Höger, as the ambassador
of the German Emperor Gunter, entering the stage to tell the audience in a
proclamative way: “I came to Bohemia so that a child would not be born.” Ironically,
the play had been written before the Soviet‑led occupation of Czechoslovakia, but
opened shortly afterwards. Thanks to the unintentional meaning of the line, both
the opening statement and later the whole production acquired absolutely
unexpected connotations; the audience suddenly did not want to look for the
metaphorical message intended by the author, a major Czech poet, to come across
through its structure. Instead, the audience combed the production for analogies
and answers to the contemporary political situation. The actors accepted this
“demand” by the audience and, as a consequence, both sides were soon playing the
game pretending the play was about the stifling of the “Prague Spring” by the
Warsaw Pact armies led by the Soviet Union. Natural, social and personal worries
of both the audience and the actors became a part of theatre communication; the
existence itself prevailed over the intentionally constructed aesthetic form. Císař
reacted in the December issue of the Divadlo journal in an article called The Nature
of Theatre (Přirozenost divadla) and his assessment of this particular case of theatre
communication was negative: “Thus the perception is turning mainly to the verbal
expressions relating mainly to our experience today: the foundation of accepting
it is the part that already has acquired, or can without any resistance acquire, the
character of a conventional sign. On the elementary practical level it means that
the audience drink in some lines avidly…”64 A theoretician of structural‑semiotic
theatre here is using the term “conventional sign” (sic) to describe the need of
people to communicate both with each other and through theatre, using a certain
theme that was, at that moment and in their innermost being, an integral part of
their momentaneous existence, and that was at exactly the same time permeating
64 Císař, Jan. Přirozenost divadla [Nature of Theatre]. Divadlo 19, 1968, n. 10, p. 8.
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their whole psyche. A theoretician of the structural‑semiotic orientation is unable
to reconcile this sudden intrusion of the ontological substance of theatre into the
meaningful intention of theatre experience. On the other hand, nothing happened
there that would not belong legitimately to experiencing theatre through the senses,
in a theatre space and in the system of theatre as such. It is only the structurally-
semiotic language of theatre theory that either underestimates some phenomena,
or fails to see their values, or is unable to perceive them relevantly as fully‑fledged
(although just some among many) elements of theatre experience.
About twenty years later, Jan Císař was confronted again with the theatre
form in which the ontological features prevailed over the noetic system of the
production and its form. This time, it was intended by its authors. Císař reviewed the
production of Jacques Prévert's The Cart by the Theatre C in Svitavy in the Čs. loutkář
journal. In sharp contrast to his reaction to the cited professional production of
Hrubín's play, he commends both the production and its ontological aspect: “… the
talk is about antelopes, their freedom, free range running in the nature – and also of
the doom, of death, of the end. In the meantime, ping‑pong balls are being thrown
at the piano. Many balls, plenty of balls. In an unrestrained, free, unregulated and
unwatched way, they bump off, jump, turn, and then disappear somewhere. It is not
too difficult to understand these balls as a metaphor […]. Ping‑pong balls are the
metaphor for the antelopes, as the high glasses are the metaphor for giraffes, they
speak about the world made up of things we know so intimately and yet – these
things can hide a mystery, an enigma that transcends our eternal questioning, our
doubts, our rational considerations, and they can constitute our existence. The
gnostic, cognitive side of the production takes the back seat (and could go to Hell).
What remains is ontology, the experience of ontology, the more general, and at same
time the most specific category of being, its principle. Moreover, such ontology that
does not differentiate between the material and its transformation into expression,
between the object in its original, natural wholeness and its transformation in the
framework of structural stage links. […] It was probably created with this aim: to
tell us that life is not self‑evident, that we are able to blow it out easily – as easily as
a flame of a candle.”65 Císař valued here the ontological aspect of the show as it had
become the production's main communication code, mainly through the intentional
work by its creators. The ontological foundation of theatre itself is elevated to
the level of testimony, the signs and metaphors of the intentionally constructed
aesthetic form are being ignored, but the human and magic features of theatre are
experienced somehow directly in their essence, in their mere existence. That was
what the authors intended, and Císař absolutely understood this “message” – it
is not important just to communicate, but to communicate and share alike. But
Císař as a theoretician oriented totally towards the structural‑semiotic approach
still had some problems with the total “idiom” of theatre mentioned above, and
also some doubts. In his review of the production he also wrote: “Should I write
a critical review, I would have to say that this kind of art denies the specificity of
theatre too, too much; it even suppresses the category of movement and thus gets
somehow beyond the boundaries of theatre. It is some kind of ‘borderline form’
that could be best called ‘the theatre of poetry’.”66
Again, we see that the structural‑semiotic view, oriented mainly to epistemology,
has big problems with both the ontological features of theatre and those
unintentional elements in it that are not so easy to “grasp aesthetically” and to
65 Císař, Jan. Ostrovy neekonomické [Uneconomic Islands]. Čs. Loutkář, 1991, n. 7, p. 145.
66 Op. cit..
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“manage”. As soon as Císař accepts the ontology on the stage as a substantial part of
the perception of a work of theatre, he has to exile it to the very margins of theatre
art. The language and the idiom of theatre theory will have to decide then (through
individual essays and studies) which of the roads that theory is going to follow
in the future. If it takes the path that stresses knowledge, where the structural
semiotic approach is to its advantage, then it will have to follow consistently both
its own point of view and its own precise terminology, and not wander into the
field that is inappropriate for its idiom and where its idiom is unable to operate.
Or it might take the other road, the one that stresses ontology, the unintentional,
the “unmoulded” in the theatre; in which case it will have to create an entirely new
“language” and idiom; a completely new tradition, so far without background in the
Czech environment and in Czech culture. It will be only when both these idioms and
languages become aware of their possibilities, their own fields of activity and their
limitations that they will be able to collaborate in a prolific way. Both perspectives
are vital. A dramatic actor is getting closer and closer to the audience not only as
a creative being, but also as a neighbour (in the Biblical sense) with all that goes
with it, with all the shared human feelings. On the other hand, an actor in puppet
theatre definitely did not expose himself to the audience just in order to widen
and “complicate” the semantic structure of the theatre performance; he, rather,
strives to share the same space with his audience on the person to person basis.
Maybe precisely this is will be the real substance of the theatricality of the future.
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Jaroslav Etlík: Theatre as Experience. On the relationship between the noetic and
ontological principles in theatre art. The presented treatise examines the current state of
theatre theory in the Czech Republic within the framework of structural‑semiotic approaches.
It delineates the fundamental points of departure of the structural‑semiotic school established
by Otakar Zich's seminal work Aesthetics of Dramatic Art, Theoretical Dramaturgy (1931). In
the centre of Zich's theory stands the actor and his artistry, i.e., in Zich's words, the performer
figure, who is exposed to the spectators' perception. For Zich, the audience is an important
component of the theatre production: by the audience's active participation theatre art is
completed. Hence, the end product of the actor's creation is not the performer figure but the
dramatic character, who emerges by virtue of the spectators' mental and sensorial activity.
In semiotic terms, the performer figure stands for the sign, and the dramatic character for
its meaning.
However, the essay reveals Zich's systemic trick hidden in his theory, i.e. the omission of
the actor as an integral and holistic human being. In this way, the actor in The Aesthetics of
Dramatic Art becomes a phenomenon that has a real existence on the stage and that the
audience is aware of, but whose real existence, at the same time, is not registered objectively
by the spectator, who thus does not draw any practical conclusions from it. For the spectator
the actor exists in the real, but not in the objective sense. He is beyond semantic grasp. For
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Zich, the principle of the reception of a dramatic work, i.e. its component which takes
place between the stage and the audience, happens exclusively between the viewer and
the performer figure. From the point of view of the illustrative, semiotic perception of the
work (the only one Zich accepts), the real person of the actor is irrelevant.
However, the development of 20th century theatre made Zich's theoretical efforts increasingly
more problematic. Although theatre maintained the principles of semiotic, or else noetic
functioning, it also discovered and accentuated its ontological, empirical nature in which the
actor presents himself and is experienced as a completely unique natural human being rather
than a performer figure. In this context is mentioned the concept of ostension, introduced
into Czech theatre theory by Ivo Osolsobě.
Exploring various forms of alternative theatre forms, the essay points out that the theoretical
apparatus of the structural‑semiotic school initiated by Zich's Aesthetics, which is oriented
to the noetic function of theatre, is unable to articulate the ontological aspects of theatre
since they subvert the semantic structure of the work of art. In other words, the structural
semiotic school is inefficient in reflecting many new theatre activities in which the ontological
aspect suppresses the noetic one. The essay then suggests new departures for theatre theory,
which have to take into account the co‑existence of both the noetic and ontological aspects
of theatre.
Key words: Structuralism – Semiotics – Epistemology – Ontology – Otakar Zich.
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The articles contained in this volume were first published in Czech in the periodical
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Julek Neumann (10).
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